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This dissertation examines the experience of the tens of thousands of Chinese indentured 

laborers (colonos asiáticos or “coolies”) who went to Cuba and Peru as replacements for 

African slaves during the middle of the nineteenth century.  Despite major sociopolitical 

differences (i.e., colonial slave society vs. independent republic without slavery), this 

comparative project reveals the common nature in the transition from slavery to free 

labor.  Specifically, the indenture system, how the Chinese reacted to their situation, and 

how they influenced labor relations mirrored each other in the two societies.  I contend 

that colonos asiáticos, while neither slaves nor free laborers, created a foundation for a 

shift from slavery to free labor.  Elites in both places tried to fit the Chinese into 

competing projects of liberal “progress” and conservative efforts to stem this change, 

causing them to imagine these immigrant laborers in contradictory ways (i.e., free vs. 

slave, white vs. non-white, hard-working vs. lazy, cultured vs. morally corrupt).  This 
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ambiguity excused treating Asian laborers as if they were slaves, but it also justified 

treating them as free people.  Moreover, Chinese acts of resistance slowly helped 

undermine this labor regime.  Eventually, international pressure, which never would have 

reached such heights if the Chinese had remained passive, forced an end to the “coolie” 

trade and left these two societies with little option but to move even closer to free labor.   

That said, this work also considers the ways in which the differing socio-political 

contexts altered the Chinese experience.  In particular, in contrast to Peru, Cuba’s status 

as a colonial slave society made it easier for the island’s elites to justify exploiting these 

workers and to protect themselves from mass rebellion.  My dissertation places the 

histories of Cuba and Peru into a global perspective.  It focuses on the transnational 

migration of the Chinese, on their social integration into their new Latin American host 

societies, as well as on the international reaction to the situation of immigrant laborers in 
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Introduction 

 

Leung Ashew was poor and in need of a job in the spring of 1871.  A native of 

Sunning (Taishan) in Guangdong Province, Leung was only twenty years old, but already 

parentless and with little recourse to a better life.  It must have seemed like a blessing 

when a cousin informed him that he could help him get work.  His cousin took him to the 

Portuguese colony of Macao off the coast of southern China and introduced him to a 

foreigner.  Leung spent three nights at the foreigner’s residence, at which point the host 

took him to a barracoon (a barrack-type depot).  After two days in the barracoon, it 

became apparent to Leung that he had made a terrible mistake in following the advice of 

his cousin and the foreigner.  That day someone took Leung to a Portuguese official and 

an interpreter and they informed him that he had to sign a labor contract to go and work 

in Peru.  If he did not sign the contract, he would have to labor on a “chain-gang” for six 

years and then face imprisonment in a “dungeon” for two more.  He signed the contract. 

Along with several hundred other Chinese men, he then boarded a ship by the name of 

Dolores Ugarte, along with several hundred other Chinese men.  Westerners with guns 

and swords stood by as the contract laborers slowly boarded the ship.  The ship’s crew 

locked the Chinese below deck once they set sail, only opening the hatches when 

lowering food down to them.  Armed guards continued to monitor the captives.  Leung 

Ashew’s nightmare was just beginning.1 

                                                
1 New York Times, June 22, 1871.  The article is a reprint of an article appearing in the Hong Kong Mail 
from May 12, 1871.  The article was Leung Ashew’s first person survival account of the burning of the 
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Little did Leung know, but the Dolores Ugarte was an infamous coolie ship.  

Sailing under the Salvadoran flag, the ship specialized in transporting Chinese coolies 

(indentured laborers) to Cuba and Peru.  The destination depended on the time of year as 

the oceanic wind patterns changed.  However, it did not matter for the passengers if the 

ship was headed to Havana or Callao; the experience at sea was similarly hellish.  The 

crew of the ship always overcrowded coolies below deck and locked the hatch with an 

iron grate.  The ship’s sanitary conditions were abominable.  The vessel lacked adequate 

water, food, and medicine supplies.  The hold was poorly ventilated and the crew refused 

to let their captive passengers go on deck to relieve themselves; they had to do so in 

buckets, which only made the stench and air quality worse.  The ship’s sentries did not 

hesitate to use their weapons to keep the passengers from causing a stir.  On a previous 

voyage in September of 1870, the Dolores Ugarte had gained international notoriety 

when it stopped in Honolulu on its way to Callao because the coolies on board had 

attempted to mutiny.  Before reaching Hawaii, eighteen of them on that voyage had 

already committed suicide and twenty-five others had died from sickness, hunger, and 

dehydration, while another forty-three remained in Honolulu, sick and dying.  The ship 

then continued on its way to Callao with the rest of their human cargo.2 

                                                                                                                                            
Dolores Ugarte that destroyed the ship and killed approximately 600 Chinese men while at sea in May of 
1871.  
2 Ibid.; New York Times, October 10, 1870; National Association for the Promotion of Social Science, 
Transactions of the National Association for the Promotion of Social Science (London: Longmans, Green, 
Reader, and Dyer, 1872), 255-256; United States Department of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign 
Relations of the United States: Transmitted to Congress with the Annual Message of the President, 
December 4, 1871, Preceded by a Synoptical List of Papers and Followed by an Alphabetical Index of 
Persons and Subjects (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1871), 210-219; Juan Pérez de la 
Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba (1847-1880): Contribución al estudio de la inmigración contrada en el 
Caribe (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 2000), 96.  
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The 1871 passage of the Dolores Ugarte on which Leung sailed turned out even 

worse.  Before leaving Macao, so as to avoid controversy because of past experiences, 

the captain registered the ship under the Peruvian flag and the name Don Juan.  When the 

U.S. consul in Hong Kong learned that the Dolores Ugarte had left once again full of 

coolies destined for Callao, he immediately protested to the Portuguese governor of 

Macao and expressed his concern that events similar to those of the past would occur.3  

The consul was right.  Within the first several days, the crew thought that the Chinese 

were in mutiny and proceeded to fire shots through the iron grates down into the hold.  

Soon thereafter, a fire began below deck.  It is not clear if the coolies set the boat on fire 

or if it had begun as an accident.  Regardless of how the fire started, what transpired next 

was horrific.  The flames spread uncontrollably.  The captain and his crew decided to 

abandon the ship using the lifeboats on the ship’s side and left the Chinese locked in the 

hold.  Many of these trapped passengers began suffocating from the smoke, while others 

burned to death.  After about an hour, the coolies who were still alive, which included 

Leung Ashew, ripped off the hatch and reached the deck.  In the process of fleeing the 

hold, the fire severely burned the left side of Leung’s face.  As the ship continued to burn, 

the Chinese still alive tumbled into the sea.  Eventually some fishermen saved Leung and 

a few others who had money, leaving the rest to fend for themselves in the ocean’s 

waters.  In the end, 600 of the 650 coolies on board the ship died in the flames or 

drowned in the ocean.  Leung was one of the few fortunate survivors.4     

* * * 

                                                
3 U.S. Dept. of State, Papers Relating to the Foreign Policy of the United States, 210-215. 
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The story of Leung Ashew and the Dolores Ugarte speaks to the difficulties 

confronting many Chinese during the nineteenth century, as well as the links that existed 

among China, Cuba, Peru, Spain, Portugal, the United States, and other countries at this 

time.  It is one of many stories that make up a larger international history regarding the 

movement of tens of thousands of Chinese to Cuba and Peru during this period.  Between 

1847 and 1874, roughly 140,000 Chinese men went to Cuba, while another 100,000 went 

to Peru between 1849 and 1874.  Those who left China for these two places did so as 

indentured laborers –commonly known as colonos asiáticos in Spanish or coolies in 

English.  The horror on board the Dolores Ugarte was not an anomaly; coolies 

experienced a general nightmare while at sea and once in Spanish America.  Colonos 

asiáticos went to this part of the world as replacements for African slaves, and traders in 

coolies, Cuban and Peruvian elites, and others treated them in a similarly cruel manner.  

Indentured Asians were legally free men who had signed labor contracts, but they often 

signed their contracts unwillingly and faced imprisonment and beatings throughout the 

oceanic voyage and once in Spanish America. 

 Although historians have done well in chronicling the horrors of the coolie trade 

and the abusive treatment the Chinese received, a fuller understanding of the reasons for 

the rise and fall of this form of labor, how the coolie labor system functioned, what the 

experience of the Chinese was like, and what the larger effects of this experiment were is 

still missing.  The following pages seek to remedy this lack of a complete interpretation.  

The experience of the Chinese in nineteenth-century Cuba and Peru was similar and 

                                                                                                                                            
4 New York Times, June 22, 1871; Natl. Assoc. for the Promotion of Social Science, Transactions of the 
National Association for the Promotion of Social Science, 255-256. 
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much more complicated and important to the history of these two countries than a sad 

side story of victimization and/or slavery.  Colonos asiáticos were neither slaves nor free 

laborers, and they played an important role in the transition from slavery to free labor in 

both societies.  Elites in the Spanish colony and the young Andean republic tried to fit the 

Chinese into competing projects of liberal “progress” and conservative efforts to stem 

this transformation, particularly in terms of labor relations.  This competition led the 

dominant classes in these parts of Spanish America to imagine the Chinese in 

contradictory ways, which helped justify treating chinos as if they were slaves, but could 

also justify treating them as free people.  Coolie resistance, in both its everyday and 

radical forms, also forced these societies to slowly accept the fact that they were not 

slaves.  These actions also brought greater international attention to the plight of colonos 

asiáticos.  Eventually, international pressure, which never would have reached such 

powerful levels if the Chinese had remained passive, forced an end to the Spanish 

American coolie trade and left them with little option but to move even closer to free 

labor.  Thus, at its core, the contradictory ways in which Cubans and Peruvians imagined 

the Chinese, which were based on the mindsets of slavery and liberalism, and the 

subsequent actions taken by chinos, explain why coolies were neither slaves nor free, 

why the coolie labor experiment did not last much more than three decades, and why the 

presence of Chinese coolies could have the dual impact of delaying the rise of free labor, 

but also laying the groundwork for it.   
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Chinese Emigration and Coolies in Cuba and Peru during the Nineteenth Century 

For centuries, China’s Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1912) emperors had 

attempted to isolate their country from the rest of the world, making it illegal for their 

subjects to leave the country.  Those who did leave the empire between the fifteenth and 

eighteenth centuries were relatively few in number and were mostly merchants and 

political refugees who went to Japan, Southeast Asia and the new European colonies in 

the area, such as the Philippines and Batavia (present-day Jakarta).  Little labor migration 

out of China existed at this time.5  However, by the middle of the nineteenth century, this 

began to change.  The Qing rulers could not stop Western penetration of their empire or 

the massive exodus of their subjects, particularly after the first Opium War with the 

British from 1839-1842.  Emigration technically remained illegal, but Westerners began 

opening up China’s ports and facilitating the departure of its people.  Moreover, internal 

rebellion, economic depression, and famine in southern China also spurred many to leave 

the country.  Between 1840 and 1875, approximately one million Chinese left the 

southern provinces of Guangdong and Fujian for different parts of the world.6   

A considerable number of these migrants went to the United States, Hawaii, 

Australia, South Africa, and Southeast Asia, but hundreds of thousands also made their 

way to the Caribbean and Central and South America.  The Chinese headed to these 

places mainly as laborers, although merchants did go too.  Some Asian workers went 

more freely than others.  Immigrants from China entered Mexico, Panama, and other 

                                                
5 Philip A. Kuhn, Chinese Among Others: Emigration in Modern Times (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman and 
Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2008), 7-106. 
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parts of Latin America in significant numbers towards the end of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, but during the middle of the nineteenth century, most journeyed to 

Cuba and Peru.7  There, they labored under harsh conditions on sugar and cotton 

plantations, on railroads, in mines, in guano pits, as domestics, and in urban small-scale 

industries (cigar factories, candle shops, bakeries, etc.).  Similar to African slaves in Cuba 

or former slaves in Peru, Asian laborers suffered greatly at the hands of their overseers.  

In fact, in Cuba, the Chinese worked side by side with African slaves (slavery lasted until 

1886).  Cubans and Peruvians mostly relied on the port of Macao to obtain colonos 

asiáticos, but by 1874 too many reports of abuse existed, leading the Portuguese 

government to finally close off Macao to the coolie trade and the first phase of Chinese 

migration to Latin America subsequently ended. 

Colonos asiáticos were legally free men who signed labor contracts that lasted 

eight years.  Contracts called for patrones (employers) to pay their workers four pesos a 

month, give them adequate food and healthcare, and allow them to rest on Sundays and 

holidays.  In return, coolies would labor wherever and however the patrón wanted him to 

for those eight years.  After completing their contracts the Chinese were theoretically free 

to do what they wanted; they could sign a new labor contract, move to the city and find 

other work, or return to China if they desired.  Nevertheless, the coolie experience in both 

places quickly began to resemble slavery in many ways.  Recruiters frequently lied to the 

Chinese about where they were headed and about conditions in these two areas of 

                                                                                                                                            
6 Ibid., 107-114; Denise Helly, “Introduction,” in The Cuba Commission Report: A Hidden History of the 
Chinese in Cuba (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), 20.  Millions more left in the 
subsequent decades. 
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Spanish America.  They typically forced the Chinese to sign the contracts against their 

will as well.  Conditions on coolie ships mirrored those of the African middle passage, 

with imprisoned, beaten, and malnourished passengers stowed below deck.  Once they 

were in the New World, colonos asiáticos seldom received their pay, nor did most 

receive adequate food, clothing, and shelter.  Coolies often faced extremely long work 

hours and harsh treatment (whippings, imprisonment, and shackles).  Patrones frequently 

forced chinos to re-contract or work well beyond the end of their original labor agreement 

as well.  In fact, in Cuba in 1860, the Spanish government established a re-contracting 

law that required all Chinese who finished their contracts to sign a new one or pay for 

their way off the island.  Those who refused faced imprisonment and forced labor on 

public works projects.8 

                                                                                                                                            
7 Jonathan D. Spence, The Search for Modern China, 2nd. ed. (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
1999), 208-214; Kuhn, Chinese Among Others, 140-150; Helly, “Introduction,” Cuba Commission Report, 
20. 
8 For detailed information on the situation of Chinese Coolies in Cuba and Peru, see Evelyn Hu-DeHart, 
“Chinese Coolie Labour in Cuba in the Nineteenth Century: Free Labour or New-slavery?” Slavery and 
Abolition, 14.1 (1993): 67-86; Duvon Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1847-1947 
(Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury College, 1971); Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba; Denise Helly, 
Idéologie et ethnicité: Les Chinois Macao á Cuba (Montreal: Les Presses de L’Université de Montreal, 
1979); Juan Jiménez Pastrana, Los chinos en las luchas por la liberación cubana (1847-1930) (Havana: 
Instituto de Historia, 1963) and Los chinos en la historia de Cuba: 1847-1930 (Havana: Editorial de 
Ciencias Sociales, 1983); Watt Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru: A History of the Chinese Coolie in Peru, 
1849-1874 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1951); Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio 
en el Perú (1850-1900): Migración, agricultura, mentalidad y explotación, 2nd ed. (Lima: Sur Casa de 
Estudios del Socialismo, 2001); Fernando de Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena.  
Reflexiones sobre la inmigración china en el Perú del S. XIX desde la perspectiva del Derecho, Tomo II 
(Lima: Fondo Editorial de la Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, 1994). 

Tens of thousands of Chinese suffered in other parts of the world, but complaints of “Chinese 
slavery” ringed most true in Cuba and Peru.  Chinese and Indian indentured laborers went to different parts 
of the Dutch and British Empires as well, but their contracts were shorter, their punishments often less 
severe, and it was typically easier for them to make the transition from servitude to freedom.  Nineteenth-
century Chinese immigration to the United States, Australia, and many other parts of the world tended to be 
freer than Cuba and Peru.  See Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 222-224; Walton Look Lai, 
Indentured Labor, Caribbean Sugar: Chinese and Indian Migrants to the British West Indies, 1838-1918 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993); Jack Chen, The Chinese of America (San 
Francisco: Harper and Row, 1980); Sucheng Chan, This Bittersweet Soil: The Chinese in California 
Agriculture, 1860-1910 (Berkley: University of California Press, 1986); Kuhn, Chinese Among Others, 
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Cuban and Peruvian elites wanted Chinese coolies because these New World 

economies seemingly suffered from a labor shortage at a time of increasing economic 

opportunity and expansion.  The international market for sugar was booming during the 

nineteenth century as the industrial revolution made it easier for more and more people to 

become consumers of this sweet goodness.9  Cuba was by far the world’s leading sugar 

producer and had risen to that position soon after the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) 

destroyed the sugar industry in Saint Domingue, but Peruvian coastal elites also saw 

opportunity in sugar and began investing in the cultivation of cane during the middle of 

the nineteenth century.10  The hacendados along the Pacific coast also profited from the 

international cotton market, particularly as the United States entered into civil war in the 

1860s.11  Much of the financing for the expansion of sugar and cotton production in the 

Andean republic came from guano (dried bird droppings) revenues, which became the 

country’s most important source of wealth between 1840 and 1880.  Guano was in high 

demand in Europe as fertilizer, and Peru’s Chincha Islands had the world’s biggest 

deposits.  In response to this economic expansion, Cubans and Peruvians began building 

                                                                                                                                            
140-150; Lynn Pan, Sons of the Yellow Emperor: A History of the Chinese Diaspora (New York: Kodansha 
America, 1994), 43-83; Evelyn Hu-DeHart “Latin America in Asia-Pacific Perspective,” in Asian 
Diasporas: New Formations, New Conceptions, eds. Rhacel S. Parreñas and Lok C. D. Siu (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2007), 29-62. 
9 Sidney Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York: Penguin Books, 
1985), 108-150. 
10 Hugh Thomas, “Cuba, c. 1750-1860,” in Cuba: A Short History, ed. Leslie Bethell (New York, 
Cambridge University Press, 1993), 1-20; Franklin Knight, Slave Society in Cuba during the Nineteenth 
Century (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1970), 3-46; Manuel Moreno Fraginals, El ingenio: 
Complejo económico social cubano del azúcar, 3 vols. (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1978); 
Michael J. Gonzales, Plantation Agriculture and Social Control in Northern Peru, 1875-1933 (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1985); Pablo Macera, Las plantaciones azucareras en el Perú, 1821-1875 
(Lima: Biblioteca Andina, 1974). 
11 W. S. Bell, An Essay on the Peruvian Cotton Industry, 1825-1920 (Liverpool: University of Liverpool, 
Centre for Latin American Studies, 1985).  
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railroads, which stimulated economic growth and increased the need for labor.12  During 

the middle of the nineteenth century, these two economies were on the rise, particularly 

their export sectors.  The problem was that both lacked sufficient cheap labor.  

Throughout much of the nineteenth century, the maintenance of slavery in Cuba 

faced major challenges, both foreign and domestic.  Cuban slavery lasted until 1886, but 

by the early nineteenth century, external pressure against the institution of slavery, 

particularly from Great Britain, already existed.  The British government banned the 

slave trade from its ports in 1808 and then began pressuring other countries to do 

likewise; in 1817 and 1835 that government signed treaties with Spain outlawing the 

slave trade to Cuba.  The British then began policing the Atlantic waters in hopes of 

stopping the clandestine slave trade.  Illegal African slave imports continued in the 

Spanish colony into the 1860s, but it was not enough to satisfy the island’s appetite for 

cheap labor.  Importing African contract workers was not really an option either because 

the British would have worried that this was still African slavery.  The growing labor 

demands of the sugar industry and the economy as a whole, coupled with the actions of 

the British, convinced many planters that the island was beginning to suffer from a labor 

shortage and that they needed to find new sources of labor.13  Domestic fears of the 

                                                
12 See David J. McCreary, The Sweat of Their Brow: A History of Work in Latin America (Armonk, NY: 
M.E. Sharpe, 2000), 109-11; Brooke Larson, Trials of Nation Making: Liberalism, Race, and Ethnicity in 
the Andes, 1810-1910 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 150-151; Heraclio Bonilla, Guano y 
burguesía en el Perú (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1974); Paul Gootenberg, Between Silver and 
Guano: Commercial Policy and the State in Postindependence Peru (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1989), especially chapter 5 and Imagining Development: Economic Ideas in Peru’s “Fictitious Prosperity” 
of Guano, 1840-1880 (Berkley: University of California Press, 1993). 
13 Knight, Slave Society in Cuba, 47-58, 137-153; Rasheed Olaniyi, “Illegal Slave Trade, Spanish 
Caribbean,” in Encyclopedia of the Middle Passage, eds. Toyin Falola and Amanda Warnock (Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 2007), 224-225; Rebecca J. Scott, Slave Emancipation in Cuba: The 
Transition to Free Labor, 1860-1899 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, [1985] 2000), 37-39; 
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Spanish colony becoming another “Haiti” (i.e., massive slave or black rebellion) only 

strengthened the desire to find an alternative labor supply to the African one.  Elites in 

Cuba preferred Europeans as part of a racial balancing act.  However, Europeans did not 

want to work alongside slaves, nor under harsh conditions.14  The Chinese became a 

solution to these race and labor issues.15   

Peru also found itself needing more workers as world demand for its sugar, 

cotton, and guano began to rise.  Prior to the 1840s the Peruvian economy had been in a 

long period of decline, which helped undermine the viability of the institution of slavery.  

The country’s decreased need for slavery coincided with growing international liberal 

and antislavery movements.  Thus, in 1854, the Peruvian government abolished slavery.16  

Ironically, however, at the same time that slavery ended, Peru’s economy began to 

improve.  As the guano industry boomed and the revitalization of cotton and sugar 

haciendas progressed, a new surge in the demand for cheap, exploitable labor occurred.  

With African immigration not an option, Peruvian coastal elites could have recruited 

workers from the sierra, but they believed that it was too difficult and costly to bring 

Andeans down to the plantations.  The tradition of relative Indian autonomy seemed to be 

too much of an obstacle at the time in getting indigenous people to leave their 

                                                                                                                                            
Robert L. Paquette, Sugar Is Made with Blood: The Conspiracy of La Escalera and the Conflict between 
Empires over Slavery in Cuba (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 1988). 
14 Knight, Slave Society in Cuba, 113-119, 149; Scott, Slave Emancipation in Cuba, 39; Christopher 
Schmidt-Nowara, Empire and Antislavery: Spain, Cuba, and Puerto Rico 1833-1874 (Pittsburgh: 
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15 Hu-DeHart, “Chinese Coolie Labour,” 69-70; Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1-26; Pérez de la 
Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 21-22, 24-27, 32-76. 
16 Peter Blanchard, Slavery and Abolition in Early Republican Peru (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly 
Resources Inc., 1992); Christine Hünefeldt, Paying the Price of Freedom: Family and Labor among Lima’s 
Slaves, 1800-1854, translated by Alexandra Stern (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994); Carlos 
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communities in the highlands to labor on haciendas along the coast at a reasonable cost.  

Europe was not an option since few Europeans wanted to work under such severe 

conditions, even if they did not have to toil next to slaves.  Consequently, Peruvian elites 

turned their sights across the Pacific and saw the answer to their problem in China.17 

 

Coolies in the Historiographies of Cuba, Peru, and the Chinese Diaspora 

 Historians have tended to overlook the Chinese in their analyses of nineteenth-

century Latin America.  Most studies on nineteenth-century Cuba focus on the sugar 

industry and economic development, the institution of slavery, and independence.  

Research on nineteenth-century Peru mostly concerns Creole-Indian relations, economic 

development, and nation making.  This historiographical neglect of the Chinese is 

surprising considering the fact that travel narratives and depictions of these societies from 

the time include references to the Chinese.  Sugar, African slavery, and colonialism in 

Cuba, and Indians, economic development, and political turmoil in Peru clearly 

captivated the imaginations of most contemporaries during the middle of the nineteenth 

century, but coolies fascinated them as well.  Historians, however, have been much 

slower to consider the presence of this group in these two places.  Typically, when 

scholars have mentioned Asian laborers, it has been nothing more than as a footnote to 

other topics.  Any study of colonos asiáticos most certainly fits into these dominant 

themes, but keeping them at the margins of our understanding of the history of 

nineteenth-century Cuba and Peru does not do justice to those who went there.  Without a 

                                                                                                                                            
Aguirre, Agentes de su propia libertad; Los esclavos de Lima y la desintegracion de la esclavitud, 1821-
1854 (Lima: Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, 1993).  
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careful and comprehensive study of the Chinese in Cuba and Peru, historians cannot truly 

understand the Chinese experience, or their contributions to and their effects on the 

histories of the Americas.18 

 Similarly, Chinese diasporic studies have paid relatively little attention to Latin 

America.  The great majority of this research focuses on the Chinese in East and 

Southeast Asia, Oceania, and the United States.  If these works mention Latin America, it 

is usually in reference to the coolie trade and the harsh treatment these laborers received, 

but scholars do not give the same weight to discussing this experience as they do to the 

Chinese who left during the same period for other parts of the world.  Moreover, the post-

coolie trade Chinese presence in Latin American countries such as Panama, Peru, Cuba 

and Mexico do not figure heavily in the analyses of the overseas Chinese community 

either.  Scholars have also tended to overlook those who went to the non Spanish-

speaking Caribbean, such as Jamaica and British Guiana.  Covering every external 

Chinese community would be too taxing; the scholar has to pick and choose.  That said, 

the fact that these books say very little about Latin America and the Caribbean reveals 

much about what the priorities of the field are (or at least have been).19 

 Fortunately, a small number of historians, anthropologists, and others who focus 

on Cuba, Peru, and the Asian diaspora have begun to give the Chinese their due when it 

comes to these two countries, as well as Latin America and the Caribbean more 

                                                                                                                                            
17Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 1-30; Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 25-41. 
18 Although not the focus of this study, the experience of Chinese coolies in Cuba and Peru also helped 
shape how other countries in the Americas reacted to the prospect of Chinese immigration and changes in 
labor relations within their borders.  See, for example, Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and 
Sugar in the Age of Emancipation (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006). 
19 See, for example, Pan, Sons of the Yellow Emperor and Kuhn, Chinese Among Others. 
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generally.  Some of these works have been framed in terms of national histories, while 

others have been more international and transnational.20  This recent boom, particularly 

among American academics, owes much to the pioneering work of Evelyn Hu-DeHart, 

who has focused on Chinese merchants, Chinese laborers, Chinese social and cultural 

activities and organizations, and Sinophobia in places such as Mexico, Cuba, and Peru.  

Not only has Hu-DeHart been one of the first to highlight the importance of the Chinese 

in Latin American history, but she has also made it difficult for scholars to ignore Latin 

America when discussing the larger Asian diaspora.21 

 Although relatively few studies exist on colonos asiáticos in Cuba and Peru, 

scholars have laid the foundation for gaining a better understanding of the coolie episode 

in the histories of these two countries.  Some of the earliest works, namely those by Watt 

Stewart, Duvon Clough Corbitt, Juan Jiménez Pastrana, and Juan Pérez de la Riva, offer 

valuable information on the decision to adopt Asian indentured labor, how the coolie 

                                                
20 National histories involving the Chinese include Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio; Trazegnies 
Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II; Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba; Juan 
Jiménez Pastrana, Los chinos en las luchas and Los chinos en la historia de Cuba.  For international and 
transnational approaches see Kathleen López, “Migrants between empires and nations: the Chinese in 
Cuba, 1874-1959,” Ph.D. Dissertation (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2005; Adam McKeown, 
Chinese Migrant Networks and Cultural Change: Peru, Chicago, Hawaii, 1900-1936 (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2001); Andrew Wilson, ed., The Chinese in the Caribbean (Princeton: Markus Wiener 
Press, 2004); Lok Siu, Memories of a Future Home: Diasporic Citizenship of Chinese in Panama 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005); Lai, Indentured Labor, Caribbean Sugar, and Jung, Coolies 
and Cane. 
21 See, for example, Hu-DeHart, “Chinese Coolie Labour in Cuba”; “Latin America in Asia-Pacific 
Perspective”; “Immigrants to a Developing Society: The Chinese in Northern Mexico, 1875-1932,” Journal 
of Arizona History, 21:3 (Autumn 1980): 49-85; "Racism and Anti-Chinese Persecution in Mexico," 
Amerasia Journal, 9:2 (1982): 1-28; "Coolies, Shopkeepers, Pioneers: The Chinese of Mexico and Peru 
(1849-1930)," Amerasia Journal, 15:2 (1989): 91-116; "From Area Studies to Ethnic Studies: The Study of 
the Chinese Diaspora in Latin America," in Asian American Comparative and Global Perspectives, eds. 
Shirley Hune et. al. (Pullman, Washington State University Press, 1991), 5-16; "Huagong and Huashang: 
The Chinese as Laborers and Merchants in Latin America and the Caribbean," Amerasia Journal, 28:2 
(2002): 64-90; “Opium and Social Control: Coolies on the Plantations of Peru and Cuba,” Journal of 
Chinese Overseas, 1:2 (November 2005): 169-83; “Race Construction and Race Relations: Chinese and 
Blacks in Nineteenth-Century Cuba,” Alternative Orientalisms in Latin America And Beyond, ed. Ignacio 
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trade operated, the conditions confronting the Chinese, their economic impact, and 

important demographic information.  These authors focus heavily on the abusive 

treatment chinos received.  They do acknowledge that desperation led some to commit 

suicide and murder and to run away, but they do not systematically analyze Chinese 

resistance and the larger societal and historical effects of these actions.  Overall, the 

victimization and slave-like treatment of the Chinese dominate the pages of these 

books.22   

Since these initial studies, historians have begun to examine more thoroughly the 

ways in which the Chinese were able to shape their own experience and the larger 

histories of Cuba and Peru.  Denise Helly’s research on coolies in Cuba and the similar 

works on Peru by Humberto Rodríguez Pastor and Fernando de Trazegnies Granda 

discuss the abuse of the Chinese, but their analyses move away from victimization by 

more carefully considering how colonos asiáticos responded to their situation.  For these 

authors, these immigrant laborers were not completely powerless and acted upon; they 

chose to act in certain ways.  Helly suggests that the contradiction between the free legal 

status of Asian colonos and their slave-like treatment caused them to distance themselves 

from slaves.  Rodríguez Pastor and Trazegnies Granda shed light on the ways in which 

coolies could challenge their superiors (i.e., running away, petitioning government 

officials, and rebelling) and sometimes force them to change their behavior, but they also 

discuss intragroup conflicts, making it clear that the Chinese made choices about how to 

                                                                                                                                            
López-Calvo (Newcastle, UK: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2007), 82-94. 
22 Jiménez Pastrana and Pérez de la Riva do examine Chinese participation in Cuba’s Ten Years War 
(1868-1878).  Jiménez Pastrana, Los chinos en la historia de Cuba and Los chinos en las luchas por la 
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interact with each other, as well as with other groups.23  More recently, Joseph Dorsey 

and Lisa Yun have examined coolies in Cuba and they too convey that these workers 

were not passive and responded in varied ways to the legal and social contradictions they 

experienced in the Spanish colony (i.e., intragroup cooperation and tension, cooperation 

and tension with slaves and free people of color, and cooperation, accommodation, and 

resistance to social superiors).24  Despite this scholarly shift towards Chinese “agency,” 

the “victimization” of this group continues to frame the general popular and scholarly 

understanding of the coolie experiment in Spanish America.  

 Related to this theme of victimization is the ongoing debate among historians 

about how to characterize Asian indentured labor in Peru and even more so in the case of 

Cuba.  At its simplest, this debate revolves around the question of whether or not coolies 

were really slaves or free laborers.  It is a question that people in the nineteenth century 

wrestled with and historians continue to debate to this day.  Historians of the Cuban sugar 

industry, slavery, and emancipation have come down on both sides of this argument, with 

Manuel Moreno Fraginals and Rebecca J. Scott the most representative of the two sides.  

In his history of Cuban sugar, Manuel Moreno Fraginals argues that slavery was 

incompatible with mechanization in the sugar industry.  He contends that only free 

laborers could cope with the new technology in the ingenios and allow the sugar industry 

using this machinery to reach its potential.  Slaves could not fulfill this role because they 

                                                                                                                                            
liberación cubana; Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba; Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba; 
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supposedly lacked education and had no economic incentive to work, making it difficult 

to train them and create a skilled labor force.  Moreno Fraginals suggests that as legally 

free men, Asian contract workers solved this problem.  He acknowledges that colonos 

asiáticos suffered on Cuban plantations, but he maintains that chinos went to the most 

mechanized sugar plantations to work in the mills.  Because of their background and 

juridical standing, they could presumably handle the work in the mills as compared to 

African slaves.  Thus, Moreno Fraginals maintains that the Chinese helped the sugar 

industry modernize and move Cuban labor relations from slavery to free labor.25   

Rebecca J. Scott counters this interpretation by suggesting that abolition was a 

gradual process in Cuba and that technology did not create some sort of crisis for the 

viability of slavery.  Scott argues against the notion of the strict incompatibility of slavery 

with skilled labor and technology by noting that in other slave societies (i.e., Louisiana, 

Virginia, and Brazil) slaves sometimes labored in skilled jobs.  On a more theoretical 

level, she also suggests that following mechanization not all jobs inherently become more 

skilled and therefore require free labor.  With respect to coolies, Scott contends that even 

though they were legally free, in practice they were virtual slaves.  Cuban elites treated 

the Chinese and African slaves nearly identically, Scott explains.  She observes that, like 

African slaves, colonos asiáticos were essentially fixed capital because patrones paid up 

front for them (technically their eight-year contract) and had to keep paying them and 

provide for them because they could not fire them during the dead season and then rehire 

them for the zafra (sugar harvest) when needed, unlike the case with free laborers.   

                                                
25 Moreno Fraginals, El ingenio, Vol. I, 220-221 and 308-309.  
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Further challenging Moreno Fraginals, Scott notes that the majority of chinos worked in 

the field cutting cane (an unskilled job) and not in the mill with the new machinery.  Scott 

acknowledges that coolie labor may have represented “a third category between slave and 

free,” but she concludes that the Chinese did not contribute to the modernization of 

production and the rise of free labor.  For Scott, the presence of coolies did more to 

prolong slavery than challenge it.26 

 Those who have focused their research more closely on the Chinese in Cuba and 

Peru have entered this debate as well, both directly and indirectly.  Most seem to side 

with Scott, and some are even more vocal in calling coolie labor a new form of slavery.  

Some of the early studies on this topic –such as those by Corbitt and Stewart– do not take 

an explicit position in this debate, but their focus on the abuse the Chinese received, 

indicates that they associated coolies with a new form of slavery more than with a 

transition to free labor.27  Pérez de la Riva is more direct.  Based on a consideration of the 

law in Cuba and the actual treatment of the Chinese, he asserts that colonos asiáticos 

differed little from the African slaves with whom they toiled in Cuba.  For Pérez de la 

Riva, coolies in Cuba were not intermediaries in the move to free labor.28  Although not 

his main focus, Dorsey concludes that Asian indentured labor did not help the transition 

to free labor in Cuba and that in reality coolies differed little from slaves and mostly had 

to work in perpetuity for patrones.29   

                                                
26 Scott, Slave Emancipation in Cuba, 26-35 and 108-110. 
27 Stewart concludes that a Chinese coolie “was scarcely regarded as a human being; rather he was a 
machine for the production of wealth.  His ills –physical, social, and psychological– were indeed 
appalling.”  Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 112.  Also see Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba. 
28 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, especially pages 177-196 and 203-225.  
29 Dorsey, “Identity, Rebellion, and Social Justice,” 20. 
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In the most recent study on the topic for Cuba, Lisa Yun agrees that Chinese 

indentured labor did not facilitate the move to free labor on the island and she 

emphatically concludes that coolies represented a new form of slavery, with the contract 

being the actual tool used to enslave them.  In Yun’s opinion, distinctions made between 

colonos asiáticos and slaves in the law and in discourse did not differentiate their 

experiences.  She contends that coolies recognized and complained about their condition 

of slavery to officials in Cuba and then to the rest of the world when a Chinese 

government-led international commission visited the Spanish colony in 1874 to ascertain 

the truth about the situation of the Chinese on the island.  In her final analysis, she posits 

that colonos asiáticos, through their testimony to the commission, provided the world 

with one of the first radical critiques of the liberal philosophical notion that the contract 

guaranteed free labor.30   

However, without denying the brutality of the coolie labor system in Cuba and 

Peru and its similarities to the experience of so many African slaves in the Americas, 

Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Fernando de Trazegnies Granda, Juan Jiménez Pastrana, 

Denise Helly, and Evelyn Hu-DeHart acknowledge differences between Asian indentured 

laborers and slaves.  They all suggest that the legal situation of coolies and the wages 

they received distinguished these workers from slaves.  Rodríguez Pastor chooses to call 

colonos asiáticos in Peru “semiesclavos,” and makes it clear that he is unwilling to label 

them as slaves.  He insists that the signing of a contract that called for mutual obligations 

was significant, that coolies were not property as were slaves, and that most Chinese in  

                                                
30 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, especially 28-35 and 105-142. 
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Peru who re-contracted did so on better terms, while others left the plantations after 

finishing their contracts.  He acknowledges that patrones often treated colonos asiáticos 

like slaves, but the existence of contracts prevented the former from becoming the latter.  

As much as Peruvian elites may have wanted to keep the Chinese in bondage indefinitely, 

they could not do so because of the system of contracts and the concepts of choice and 

consent that they introduced.31  In his study, Trazegnies Granda carefully analyzes the 

concept of slavery and the actual experience of the Chinese and reaches a similar 

conclusion to that of Rodríguez Pastor.32 

With respect to Cuba, Jiménez Pastrana concludes that in practice little difference 

existed between coolies and slaves, but he also believes that the salaried status of colonos 

asiáticos did differentiate them from slaves, making their circumstances an early step 

toward free labor.33  Helly acknowledges the poor treatment of Asian laborers, but she 

seems to concur with Moreno Fraginals’ contention that they were the lowest level of free 

labor because they received a wage and supposedly worked in more skilled jobs.  For 

Helly, the Chinese presence indicated that the island was moving away from slavery 

towards modern capitalism.34  Finally, Hu-DeHart is not willing to choose between 

whether coolies reinforced slavery or facilitated a gradual change in labor relations, but 

she does insist that the legal differences between colonos asiáticos and slaves created 
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differences in their respective experiences and that it would be wrong to label coolies as 

slaves.35 

The analyses of Dorsey and Yun are the most recent on this topic, but is this 

debate actually settled, as Dorsey maintains, “in favor of the absence of transition?”36  

What exactly does “transition” mean and what would constitute a transition in labor 

relations?  How should we characterize coolie labor in Cuba and Peru?  What are the 

implications of equating these workers with victims, slavery, and/or free labor?  These 

questions about “transition” raise a whole set of other questions.  How did patrones treat 

and try to control colonos asiáticos?  How did Cubans and Peruvians justify Chinese 

immigration and exploitation?  How did these workers react to their situation and what 

was the impact of their actions?  How do we explain the presence of thousands of free 

Chinese in Cuba and Peru before the end of the coolie trade when elites in these two 

societies apparently wanted chinos to remain in perpetual servitude?  Ultimately, how do 

we explain the meteoric rise of coolie labor in Cuba and Peru –nearly a quarter million 

Chinese entered these societies in less than three decades– and its sudden end?   

Historians have already dealt with many of these questions, but the answers 

remain incomplete.  In particular, examinations of colonos asiáticos have been largely 

socioeconomic.  Historians have focused on the economic factors leading to Chinese 

immigration, the issue of contracts, the physical treatment of coolies, the industries in 

which they worked, their economic impact, their geographic distribution, and general 

demographic information.  All of this work has been important.  However, what has been 
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missing generally from these earlier studies is sociocultural analysis and an 

acknowledgement of the importance of people’s beliefs.  If we seriously consider how  

Cubans and Peruvians perceived and understood the Chinese as people and as workers 

and how in turn the Chinese understood their situation, we can obtain a more complete 

set of answers to the above questions.  Helly, Dorsey, Yun, and Trazegnies Granda have 

begun to move in this direction, but by no means has this path been exhausted.37 

Finally, related to the above questions is the issue of whether or not the Chinese 

experience and the impact of coolie labor was fundamentally the same in Cuba and Peru 

despite socio-political differences (Cuba was a colonial slave society, while Peru was a 

young independent republic that had banned slavery).  In effect, historians have 

characterized coolie labor and the Chinese experience as being the same in both places, 

but no one has seriously undertaken an in depth comparative study of the topic.  

Normally, a comparison of the histories of these two countries would seem odd 

considering their obvious racial, political, and economic differences.  However, the 

coolie connection begs for comparative analysis.  By comparing Asian indentured labor 

in both places, we can gain a better understanding of the broader forces that shaped the 

Chinese experience, how to characterize coolie labor, how elites constructed and 

maintained the coolie labor system, and why that system did not become a long-term 

solution for either society.  In addition, comparative work can reveal to what degree the 

Chinese experience differed in Cuba and Peru and why these differences existed.  Even if 

                                                
37 All four suggest that perceptions, beliefs, discourse, and culture played an important part in shaping the 
Chinese experience and the coolie labor system in Cuba and Peru.  See Helly, Idéologie et ethnicité; 
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the coolie labor system and the experience of the Chinese appear the same, comparative 

analysis prevents us from missing important differences, in terms of both factors and 

outcomes, that would otherwise go undetected.  Ultimately, by placing these histories 

side by side we gain better insight into what it meant to be a colono asiático in Spanish 

America and why the coolie trade became an international issue of concern at that time.  

  

Toward a Better Understanding of Chinese Coolies in Cuba and Peru 

In seeking answers to the questions posed above, I draw on a variety of sources.  

These sources include government correspondence, the report produced by the Chinese 

commission that visited Cuba in 1874, company reports, published social and economic 

analyses from the period, travel narratives, and memoirs.  In particular, my study relies 

heavily on newspapers and criminal records.  Newspapers provided a public space for 

elites inside and outside of Cuba and Peru to discuss asiáticos and reveal what they 

thought about them as people and how they viewed the issue of their labor.  From these 

pages, ideas about the Chinese and their labor were disseminated to the rest of society 

and influenced how the general public thought about and treated coolies.   

Beyond documenting the actions taken against or by colonos asiáticos, criminal 

records provide insight into what Cubans, Peruvians, and the Chinese were thinking.  For 

the most part, historians have overlooked this source and constructed their histories 

primarily from the Cuban elite or Peruvian elite perspective.  When historians have 

examined the Asian perspective, they have turned to the commission report on Cuba (no 

such report exists for Peru).  As useful as the commission report is for understanding the 

coolie experience in Cuba, it does not provide us with sufficient information about these 
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workers thoughts, the actions they took, and how they made sense of their actions to 

others.  Historians cannot take Chinese testimony at face value because what someone 

recorded on paper usually was translated and then transcribed by another person, 

signifying that that the true words and meanings of what a chino said could be lost.  

Nevertheless, if examined carefully with the larger sociocultural context in mind, these 

records help construct a history that includes the Chinese perspective.  Thus, if a coolie 

complained of slave-like treatment or that chinos were ignorant and vengeful, this did not 

necessarily mean that he actually thought that he was a slave or that the Chinese were an 

inferior people; he was more likely highlighting the inconsistencies concerning people’s 

perceptions of him and the bad treatment he received in hopes of bettering his situation.  

Colonos asiáticos unfortunately left little written record of their own, making these 

criminal records all the more valuable.  The arguments made by the prosecution and the 

defense in these cases turned the courtroom, like newspapers, into a forum for debating 

the merits of the Chinese and what it meant to be a coolie.  Even if the goal of the 

lawyers was to win a case and not to condemn or uphold the coolie labor system as a 

whole, their words contributed to the general debate about the Chinese and influenced 

how the public thought about them and, in turn, acted toward them.   

With these considerations in mind, a careful examination of the sources leads to 

several interrelated conclusions.  The Chinese experience in Cuba and Peru was at its 

core the same.  Coolie labor was a distinct form of labor somewhere between slavery and 

free labor because patrones treated colonos asiáticos as if they were slaves (physically 

and psychologically torturing them and forcing them to work) and denied them their 

rights as free people.  Yet, coolies were legally free people, worked under contract, often 
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received non-coercive incentives to work, were paid (at least in theory), and could escape 

bondage more easily than slaves.  The Chinese found themselves in this middle ground 

because elites were conflicted over their desire to maintain slavery or slave-like labor and 

at the same time to bring about supposed liberal progress, which called for, among other 

things, ending slavery and turning to free labor, whitening the population, and creating 

political equality.  In order to reconcile these competing interests, elites looked to Asians 

as a compromise and subsequently imagined and defined them in contradictory ways 

(i.e., slave versus free, white versus non-white, hardworking versus lazy and rebellious, 

civilized versus morally corrupt).  The dominant classes in Cuba and Peru had little 

incentive to try to eliminate these ambiguities because the positive ideas about chinos 

justified Chinese immigration, while the negative ones justified their exploitation.   

Yet, basing the coolie labor system on competing visions of colonos asiáticos 

opened up spaces for protest and action on the part of the Chinese and non-Chinese.  

Over time, patrones and their supporters in Cuba and Peru could not prevent the Chinese 

from entering free society and from stopping the Chinese and international and domestic 

critics from creating enough pressure to dismantle the coolie labor system because they 

too could take advantage of the ambiguous position of colonos asiáticos.  As the coolie 

labor system crumbled, it became even harder to maintain Cuban slavery and a more 

general slave-like treatment of laborers in Cuba and Peru.  Elites in both places had little 

choice but to take another step closer to free labor. 

Ultimately, then, I contend that the Peruvian and Cuban construction of a 

contradictory coolie identity combined with Chinese resistance lie at the center of the 
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explanation for the rise and fall of coolie labor and its larger impact on these two 

societies. 

 

The Meaning of Transition 

In taking my “transition” position, I follow Hu-DeHart and Rodríguez Pastor 

more than Moreno Fraginals and Helly.  Determining whether or not colonos asiáticos 

represented a transition in labor relations depends on how one defines “transition.”  For 

coolies to be transitional, they do not have to have been free laborers or have worked 

with machinery and helped mechanize the sugar mills.  Some worked with machinery in 

the mills, but many more worked as cane cutters.  Chinos could labor in the fields with 

slaves or like slaves and still represent change on another level and/or be a factor in 

creating change in labor relations over time.  If coolie labor were transitional, it would 

have characteristics of both slavery and free labor, without it actually being either; it 

would be a third form of labor relations, somewhere between the other two.  Moreover, 

something transitional would include contradictions because it would slow the pace of 

change, but also enable change over time.   

This is precisely the case with coolie labor in Cuba and Peru.  Colonos asiáticos 

represented a middle point between slaves and free laborers, created in the context of 

competing mentalities about slavery and so-called liberal progress.  Asian indentured 

labor helped delay an immediate and full shift to free labor, but it also made it harder to 

avoid free labor in the long run by introducing new discourse and ways of thinking about 

labor and non-white populations.  Slavery did not officially end in Cuba until 1886, 

whereas Peru eliminated it in 1854, but in both places elites could rely on coolies to 
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impede the adoption of free labor (or much freer labor) –even after the abolition of 

slavery in Peru.  The Chinese labored under similar conditions in both societies beginning 

in the late 1840s and lasting into the early 1880s.  However, by the end of the coolie labor 

experiment, planters and other elites had to accept a freer labor force, whether that was 

independently contracted work gangs, sharecroppers, or salaried workers.38  Although 

Peruvian elites had succeeded in preventing major changes in labor relations after 

abolition due to the use of Asian workers, Cuban elites did not have that option after 

abolition because they had used coolies to buttress slave labor.  Now both were gone by 

the mid 1880s.  Support for the maintenance of bonded labor in Cuba and Peru also 

greatly diminished.  Thus, the adoption of free labor after legal abolition was quicker in 

Cuba than in Peru, but the actual process of moving from slavery to free labor was a 

similarly slow one in which the Chinese played an important role in both places.  This is 

not to claim that free labor arose in Cuba and Peru solely because of colonos asiáticos, 

but rather that they helped shape this process. 

This conceptualization of “transition” is in keeping with Rebecca Scott’s view of 

the Chinese as well.  Although Scott is usually associated with the notions that indentured 

Asians in Cuba were virtually the same as slaves and that they were “economically 

complimentary to slavery,” she also acknowledges that relying on the Chinese to 

maintain slavery in Cuba could not last forever and that coolie laborers, along with an 

increasing number of free laborers, “had indirect effects on the social structure necessary 
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to sustain forced labor.”39  In other words, a social and ideological incompatibility 

developed between coolie labor and slavery.  Coolie labor had the power to change 

people’s outlooks eventually, whether they be slave or free.   

If we take Scott’s view that abolition and the rise of free labor in Cuba was a 

gradual process defined by multiple factors and use it as a framework for understanding 

transitions to free labor in general, the experience of the Chinese and their influence on 

Cuban and Peruvian history make more sense.  Abolition and free labor did not happen 

over night in either place, nor did abolition itself guarantee that free labor would 

immediately follow.  Colonos asiáticos were located in the middle of this process in 

Cuba and Peru.  Hence, the construction of a coolie labor system rooted in legal and 

discursive contradictions, allowed elites in both societies to treat the Chinese like slaves 

and stifle the move to free labor –even after legal abolition in Peru.  But these 

ambiguities also provided tools for dismantling this coercive labor system and forcing the 

dominant classes to take another step closer to free labor.  In the short run, Cuban and 

Peruvian elites benefitted from these contradictions and made little effort to resolve them.  

However, over time these inconsistencies prevented employers from using Chinese 

indentured labor as a long-term solution and forced them to continue heading in the 

direction of free labor.   

In explaining the rise and fall of coolie labor and its transitional role, I emphasize 

the way in which Peruvians and Cubans thought about Chinese coolies.  I argue that 

people’s ideas influence their behavior and that one cannot reduce an explanation of 
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human actions solely to a consideration of material issues and larger economic forces.  

Surely, human beings are motivated by greed and even more basically by the need to 

provide for themselves, but how they view the world and each other also informs their 

actions.  With respect to the issue of slavery, David Brion Davis has effectively examined 

the ideological justifications for slavery throughout history by demonstrating how 

imagining slaves as lesser humans or as animals has made it easier for people to enslave 

others, turn them into property, and treat them terribly.  To turn someone into a slave 

requires denying that person his or her humanity.40  Since coolies were stuck between 

slavery and free labor, it should come as no surprise that people in Cuba and Peru 

envisioned the Chinese in similarly negative ways.  The law and the language used to 

describe colonos asiáticos often mimicked that of slavery.  Moreover, much like the 

descriptions of slaves, Cubans and Peruvians often portrayed the Chinese as rebellious, 

lazy, barbarous, and morally corrupt.  These negative depictions made it easier to exploit 

colonos asiáticos so inhumanely. 

Yet, coolies were not slaves and not from Africa, meaning that an alternative way 

of conceptualizing Asian indentured laborers also made sense.  As early as the 1830s 

some Cuban and Peruvian elites held a liberal vision for the future of Cuba and Peru, 

which entailed an end to colonialism and slavery and the establishment of free labor and 

political equality.  However, the catch was that they only fully applied these progressive 

ideas to whites.  No room existed for people of color in this elite liberal vision of the 

future.  Slavery conflicted with the ideals of liberty and equality, but a large non-white 
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population post-slavery supposedly conflicted with the desire for equality because of a 

belief in white superiority.  Thus, liberal-minded people in Cuba and Peru began pushing 

for European immigration throughout the nineteenth century to solve their social and 

labor problems.  Although the liberal view did not come to dominate most of Latin 

America until the final decades of the nineteenth century, it could not be ignored during 

the fifty years before as elites and the general populace struggled over how to define their 

new nations or nations-to-be (Cuba was still a colony).41  Cuban and Peruvian elites had a 

hard time getting European immigrants to come and labor during the middle of the 

nineteenth century.  Luckily for them, Asian labor was readily available.  Consequently, 

elites in Cuba and Peru fit the Chinese into this liberal vision by imagining them as free 

individuals, free laborers, white (particularly in Cuba), hard working, educated, civilized, 

and full of Christian potential.   
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Recognizing that ambiguity characterized Cuban and Peruvian beliefs about 

coolies as well as the actual experience of the Chinese encourages a more nuanced 

analysis of methods of social control.  Patrones and overseers employed stocks, chains, 

whips, and psychological humiliation, and they expected local officials, the police, and 

rural guards/militias to help them capture runaways and to suppress uprisings.  However, 

these methods of social control typical of slavery were not the only ways of regulating 

the work and behavior of the Chinese.  Employers tried to keep their labor forces divided 

along racial/ethnic lines so as to be able to control them better.  Coolies might work with 

slaves or other people of color (more so in Cuba than in Peru), but patrones wanted to 

keep their workers divided so that they would not unite and rebel.42  Defining colonos 

asiáticos as better than slaves reflected not only the influence of liberalism, but also a 

Cuban and Peruvian desire to create a divided labor force.  Another tool in creating 

division, including divisions among Asian laborers, was to offer some of them rewards 

for loyalty.  The use of paternalism, to which slave masters and employers throughout 

history have turned, was another way of cultivating loyalty.43  Finally, patrones 

employed economic incentives and bonuses more typical of free labor.  Some coolies 

received bonuses in pay, better rations, or more choice with respect to their food and free 
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time.  As part of a transition in labor relations it should come as no surprise that methods 

of social control varied. 

In stressing the importance of examining how Cubans and Peruvians perceived 

and understood the Chinese, as well as how the Chinese reacted to these perceptions and 

understood their own situation, I am furthering a line of analysis found in the work of 

Helly, Dorsey, Yun, and Trazegnies Granda.  All four acknowledge that elites in Cuba 

thought of coolies in contradictory ways, particularly in terms of their legal status, and 

that this influenced how people treated colonos asiáticos.  Dorsey and Trazegnies Granda 

also begin to explore the negative cultural representations of the Chinese.  These authors 

further suggest that these workers reacted to their situation in multiple ways, leading 

them to interact, cooperate, and fight with people of African descent, complain to and 

remind their overseers, patrones, and local officials about their rights, and take violent 

actions against their oppressors.  Nevertheless, the ideas about the Chinese circulating in 

Cuba and Peru, as well as Chinese beliefs and actions, merit further reflection.  There was 

more praise for this group than these authors concede.  The coolie identity that elites in 

these two societies constructed was more complicated than these authors have 

recognized; various aspects of praise (white, hard working, skilled, intelligent, modest, 

humble, educated, civilized, ripe for Christian conversion) and antipathy (slave, non-

white, rebellious, vengeful, lazy, unskilled, fatalist, suicide-prone, thieves, homosexuals, 

opium and gambling addicts, pagans, and savages) existed.  Moreover, in contrast to 

Yun’s contention that coolies actually believed that they were slaves and were right to 

believe this, I argue that they believed they were legally free men.  When they 

complained about being “slaves,” they were pointing to the hypocrisy in how they were 
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treated; they were not questioning the general concept of the contract, rather they were 

arguing for its proper enforcement since they were different from slaves.   

This last point about Chinese complaints raises one more important issue that 

merits further elaboration.  The presence of an Asian labor force linked to legal and 

discursive contradictions does not in and of itself explain how the coolie labor system 

rose and fell, why it helped cause an eventual shift in labor relations, and why thousands 

of colonos asiáticos gained their freedom even before the end of the indenture system.  

The Chinese also helped shape their daily experiences and influenced the evolution of 

labor relations.  They strove to ameliorate their suffering through both everyday and 

violent forms of resistance.  Coolies actively found ways to resist and soften their 

exploitation on a regular non-violent basis.44  They slowed the pace of work, refused to 

work, committed acts of sabotage, stole, complained, saved money to buy out their 

contracts and purchase certificates of freedom, and ran away.  At times, Chinese 

frustrations boiled over into violent action.  As a reaction to their exploitation and in 

hopes of punishing those who violated their rights, coolies assaulted, murdered, 

committed suicide, and collectively rebelled against their tormentors.  Chinese actions, 

combined with their ambiguous legal and social status, made it difficult to completely 

deny Asians a place in free society.  Once free, the Chinese frequently joined together as 

a community and some helped their compatriots who remained indentured.  Many free 

asiáticos also attempted to integrate themselves into Cuban or Peruvian society by 
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adopting cultural aspects of their new homes and by welcoming non-Chinese 

participation into their cultural world.  

Over the course of several decades, the actions taken by coolies and free Chinese 

helped undermine the coolie labor system and helped create a home for ex-coolies in 

Cuba and Peru.  Many of the violent and non-violent actions taken by these workers 

failed to alter the behavior of those who exploited them in the immediate sense, but the 

public could not ignore these actions.  Chinese actions served as a reminder to those who 

controlled them, as well as the general public, that coolies did not accept a slave-like 

status, that they deserved better treatment, that they had rights as free men, and that 

patrones had contractual obligations to fulfill.  Moreover, many of these instances led to 

Chinese interactions with government officials and the courts, which compelled Cubans, 

Peruvians, and others to contemplate the situation of colonos asiáticos.  Chinese actions 

brought greater domestic and international attention to their plight and strengthened the 

arguments of critics of the coolie labor system.  By 1874, these critics had created enough 

pressure that the Portuguese government felt obligated to close Macao to the coolie trade, 

which had been the only place open to this human trafficking for most of this period.  

Within the next decade or so, coolie labor in Cuba and Peru and slavery in Cuba died out; 

all Chinese and people of color in these two places became free individuals and labor 

relations took on a freer character.  Furthermore, the economic success of some free 

Chinese and their attempts to assimilate in some fashion into their host societies made it 

easier for many in Cuba and Peru to accept a post-indenture Chinese immigrant 
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community.  Thus, the progression towards free labor and free Chinese communities in 

Cuba and Peru occurred in part because the Chinese did not simply resign themselves to a 

fate of exploitation.  

 

A Similar Story, But Not the Same Story 

 Up to this point, I have argued that what transpired in Cuba and Peru with respect 

to colonos asiáticos was the same and that this history occurred for similar reasons.  

However, in doing comparative work and recognizing that explanations of historical 

developments cannot be reduced to single factors, this study would be incomplete 

without contemplating how and why these societies differed.  Specifically, I contend that 

sociopolitical differences in Cuba and Peru also played an important part in shaping the 

respective Chinese experiences, both in terms of their similar outcomes and the 

differences that did occur.  Ironically, the specific form of these sociopolitical differences 

actually helps explain why the Chinese received similar slave-like treatment in both 

places.  Employers in Peru treated Asian workers inhumanely because they did not worry 

about a weak state being able to enforce its own laws.  The national government in Lima 

may have wished to protect the Chinese, but its reach into the countryside remained 

tenuous throughout the coolie period.  In contrast, a strong colonial government in Cuba 

had little incentive to discourage planters and others from mistreating colonos asiáticos 

since the economic success of the island depended on slave labor.  Moreover, the Spanish 

government wanted to maintain the loyalty of the island and enforcing the law on behalf 

of coolies was not going to find support with a sizeable section of Cuban society. 
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However, these sociopolitical differences also help explain some variation 

between the two.  Cuba, unlike Peru, never experienced a major Chinese rebellion 

because Cuban employers could pit African slaves and free people of color against the 

Chinese, something Peruvians could not emulate to the same degree due to abolition and 

the general lack of competing labor groups along the coast, and because the strong 

government presence in Cuba helped ensure that Asians on different plantations could not 

rise up together.  Abolition and the relative strength of liberalism in Peru as compared to 

Cuba made it somewhat easier for coolies in Peru to escape their situation of bondage and 

become members of free society.  The Spanish had few qualms about enacting a forced 

re-contracting law for the Chinese in Cuba in 1860 (which could create perpetual 

servitude disguised as free labor), while the Peruvian Congress debated such a measure 

and ultimately concluded that it would be too akin to slavery.  In effect, the reality of 

Cuba as a colonial slave society in contrast to Peru, a young pseudo-liberal republic, 

made it that much easier for those in Cuba to control coolies and justify treating them 

harshly.  Finally, these sociopolitical differences also help explain why the Chinese 

fought alongside the Cubans in the Ten Years War and why they joined the Chileans 

against the Peruvians during the War of the Pacific.  

Thus, I argue for differences between both places –important differences that 

might remain hidden if not for a comparative approach.  The experience of Chinese 

coolies in Cuba and Peru was not identical, largely due to the sociopolitical differences of 

their host societies.  I do not dedicate an entire chapter to discussing these differences; 

instead, I have chosen to weave this argument throughout the pages of this study.  I find 
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this method to be a better approach because these processes and outcomes are to a large 

extent the same and it is in the details of the broader analysis where the differences lie. 

 

Why “Coolie?”  A Note on Terminology  

Using the term “coolie” may seem odd to the reader.  In Spanish, the term culí has 

become a somewhat common way of referencing these Asian workers from the past.  

Nevertheless, Spanish speakers did not frequently use the word in the nineteenth century.  

Occasionally they noted that English speakers called Asian laborers culíes or “coolies,” 

but for the most part Spaniards, Cubans, and Peruvians used the terms colonos asiáticos 

(Asian colonist), chinos, or chinos contratados (contracted Chinese).  “Coolie” most 

likely originated from the Hindi word koli and referred to a tribe in India or to 

agricultural or day laborers.  Although the word has an Asian origin, Westerners used it 

to designate Asian indentured laborers and Asians more generally.  Most Chinese and 

Indians who went to the Americas and other areas of the British Empire did not call 

themselves coolies; Westerners placed them in this category.45  As coolies increasingly 

became associated with slavery, English speakers, especially in the United States, began 

using the term more pejoratively.  In order to justify Chinese exclusion, Americans 

developed a negative stereotype of all Asian labor under the label “coolie,” which 

entailed all Chinese laborers being slaves or working for virtually no pay, being morally 
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corrupt, and being incapable of assimilating.  Thus, in the United States, the term 

transformed into a racial slur meaning a servile, degraded, Asian outsider. 46   

Why use the word then in this study?  First, over the past several decades, 

scholars, writers, and members of the Chinese and Indian diasporas have repossessed this 

word as way of acknowledging a specific episode in the history of these diasporas –an 

experience characterized by great hardship that these groups eventually overcame.  

Second, I use the term in an effort to distinguish between Chinese immigration to the 

United States and Chinese immigration to Cuba and Peru (as well as the British Empire) 

during the nineteenth century.  Those who went to the United States did so mostly of 

their own volition and did not go as indentured laborers, whereas those who went to the 

Spanish colony and the Andean republic did so under contract and largely against their 

will.  In the case of the British Empire, Chinese and Indians migrated more willingly, but 

still as indentured laborers.  By using the term for those who went to Cuba, Peru, and the 

British Empire, and not to the United States, I am intentionally drawing attention to the 

more slave-like experience of those in Spanish America and the British Empire.  

Moreover, as Lisa Yun notes, using the term also differentiates the experience of these 

workers from that of Chinese merchants and diplomats who went to the New World.47  

Third, I use the term as a way of differentiating nineteenth-century Asian indentured 

labor from previous histories of indentured labor, such as indentured European labor in 

the North American English colonies.  The term references a precise moment in history 
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when Westerners needed to find ways of replacing African slave labor forces, and they 

did so by turning to indentured Asians.  Fourth, I believe that the use of this term has 

merit because the present-day uncertainty surrounding the term reflects the fact that 

nineteenth-century contemporaries could not agree on what or who a coolie or colono 

asiático was.  This ambiguity was central to the experience of the Chinese in Cuba and 

Peru.  By using the term, I hope to draw attention to this fact.  In sum, invoking the term 

connotes a specific experience in the history of the Chinese diaspora, an experience that I 

examine in the following pages. 
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Chapter One 
 

Choosing Coolies: The Adoption of Chinese Labor in Cuba and Peru 
 
 
 

The coolie labor era in Latin America began in 1847 when the first two ships full 

of Chinese indentured workers arrived in Havana, Cuba.  Two years later, Peru began its 

similar experiment.  From this starting point until 1874, the year when international 

pressure ended this migration, nearly a quarter of a million so-called coolies, or colonos 

asiáticos, entered the Spanish Caribbean colony and the young Andean republic.  Coolies 

were legally free men who signed eight-year labor contracts that guaranteed them a 

monthly wage of four pesos, clothing, shelter, food, healthcare, and rest on Sundays and 

holidays.  That said, neither society had completely escaped the mentality of slavery and, 

as we will see in this study, the Chinese experience came to mimic slavery in many ways.   

During the middle of the nineteenth century, Chinese immigration in Latin 

America centered on Cuba and Peru.  Few subjects of the Qing went to the rest of the 

region until the late nineteenth century when significant numbers began entering Mexico, 

Panama, and elsewhere.  Chinese coolies, as well as Indian coolies, did go to the British 

Caribbean during the middle of the nineteenth century, but the number of these workers 

from the Far East was much smaller (17,904) than the number in Cuba and Peru.1  The 

only other part of the Americas that received a number of Chinese comparable to Cuba 

and Peru between the 1840s and 1870s was the United States.  Even though Americans 

frequently labeled the Chinese who entered their country as “coolies,” they were really 
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free immigrants not coolies.  Americans equated the term “coolie” with Asian slave.  

However, those who went to the United States went much more willingly, did not sign 

long-term contracts that limited their mobility to the same degree, and did not experience 

the same level of physical abuse.  The labeling of Chinese immigrants in the United 

States as “coolies” had much more to do with a racist desire to degrade these immigrants 

and exclude them from the country, since slavery was ending by the 1860s and white 

Americans seriously had to entertain the thought of integrating non-white people.2  Thus, 

when examining the presence of Chinese coolies in the Americas, we can include the 

British Caribbean, but most of these workers toiled in Cuba and Peru. 

Why did the Chinese go to Cuba and Peru in such great numbers?  Conditions in 

China factor into answering this question, but the needs and efforts of Cuban and 

Peruvian elites explain why these two societies specifically became the migratory end 

point for so many from the Far East.  In nineteenth-century China, especially the southern 

part, the internal situation with the Opium Wars with the British, the Taiping Rebellion, 

government corruption, poverty, and famine led some Chinese to consider leaving their 

country, while conditions in Cuba and Peru stimulated the demand for imported labor and 

immigrants more generally.  The dominant classes in these two parts of Spanish America 

needed to find a new source of cheap exploitable labor, particularly for their sugar and 

cotton plantations, because of increasing international and domestic pressure against the 
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institution of slavery of Africans and people of African descent.  The Peruvian 

government abolished slavery in 1854, while the Spanish crown preserved it in Cuba 

until 1886.  Nevertheless, both societies had to start finding an alternative labor supply as 

early as the 1840s.  Moreover, elites in both places began worrying more and more about 

the racial make-up of their societies, which created a general desire for immigrants who 

they believed could compensate for the black and Indian populations.  In the minds of 

upper class Cubans and Peruvians, this typically meant European immigrants, but, for 

some, the Chinese could fill this need as well.  Thus, conditions in China produced a 

population eager to migrate, while the desires of elites in Cuba and Peru, more than 

actual opportunities in these two places, account for the entry of so many Chinese as 

compared to other parts of Latin America. 

Before reaching Cuba or Peru, many chinos did not realize what hardships they 

would face.  Some did not understand that they were going to the Americas as indentured 

laborers, while others knew and did not want to go.  Still others knew their destination, 

but they believed that prosperity awaited them and that they could return home to China 

after attaining a certain level of affluence.  However, they mostly experienced a 

nightmare.  They soon found themselves toiling under brutal conditions on plantations 

and in other industries throughout Cuba and Peru.  Elites in these two societies wanted 

cheap exploitable labor that could model slavery and at the same time distinguish itself 

from this abusive labor system.   
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This chapter will more closely explore the adoption of Chinese labor in Cuba and 

Peru, while the next chapter will examine the recruitment and treatment of these workers.  

Let us now turn our focus to nineteenth-century China. 

 

Conditions in China 

 For centuries, the Ming and Qing emperors had banned their subjects from 

emigrating and had attempted to keep the rest of the world out of China.  The main 

relationship China had with its neighbors during the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) 

consisted of trade and collecting tribute from them; otherwise the Ming officially isolated 

China from the rest of the world (particularly after their exploratory, commercial, and 

tributary sea voyages led by Zheng He during the first three decades of the fifteenth 

century).  Although private trade existed under the Ming, it came typically in the form of 

contraband since the government sought to control all forms of trade.  Following 

Columbus’ “discovery” of the New World, Europeans also began expanding their trade 

with China, but relative isolation and the ban on emigration continued.  When the Qing 

took control of China in 1644 (and stayed in power until 1912), they maintained this 

isolationist policy as much as possible and continued to restrict emigration.  The Ming 

and Qing emperors restricted emigration and foreign contact for two main reasons: 1) a 

dominant ideology that favored settled agrarianism over movement and trade, and 2) 

security concerns that impelled these dynasties to worry that emigrants could unite with 

foreigners or their political enemies.  Periodically, the emperors lifted the ban on 

maritime trade since much of coastal southern China already depended on this endeavor, 

but in general they hoped to limit the exodus of their subjects.  The Chinese who did 
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leave China between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries were mostly merchants who 

went to Japan, Southeast Asia and the new European colonies in the area, such as the 

Philippines and Batavia (present-day Jakarta).  Non-business related external migration 

remained relatively minor prior to the nineteenth century and mostly took the form of 

political refugees.  Little labor migration from China existed at this time.3 

However, strong push factors for emigration emerged in the nineteenth century.  

Social and economic chaos plagued nineteenth-century China, giving many of the 

subjects of the Qing reason to emigrate.  Millions, particularly in the southern part of the 

country, suffered from poverty, famine, and war during this period.  The hardship in 

China resulted from both external and internal factors.  Many of China’s problems began 

to develop from its connections with the West.  Since their early contacts with each other, 

the Chinese generally believed that the West had nothing to offer them.  At the end of the 

eighteenth century, Emperor Qianglong decided to grant British merchants limited trade 

concessions, but still made it clear that the West needed China and not the reverse.  This 

concession became a major mistake for the Chinese.  The Napoleonic Wars in Europe 

constrained the British government from pushing for a bigger presence in China, but as 

soon as Napoleon fell at Waterloo, circumstances changed.  In 1816, the British 

government sent another mission to China, hoping to expand its country’s trading 

presence.  The imperial government coldly received the British mission led by Lord 

Amherst and quickly expelled it from China.  Although the Amherst mission failed to 

 

                                                
3 Kuhn, Chinese Among Others, 7-106. 
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Figure 1.  Map of Southern China, area of origin of most Chinese immigrants to Cuba and Peru.  Source: 
Kuhn, Chinese Among Others, 31. 
 

 

gain further concessions, British traders had already established their influence in 

Chinese society and the economy thanks to the illegal trade in opium (most of the opium 

came from India and central Asia).  As large sections of the Chinese population 

developed addictions to opium, the balance of trade began to favor the British.  Opium 

consumption also drained China’s supply of silver, hurting the economy even more.  In 
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addition to this loss of silver to the British, Chinese government corruption began to 

accompany the opium trade.4   

Observing these developments, Chinese officials began to debate whether or not 

to strike down the opium trade.  Many argued that opium consumption was undermining 

the economic vitality and social well being of China, while others who benefited from the 

trade insisted that it be allowed to continue.  As the number of opium addicts climbed and 

the economy worsened, Emperor Daogang decided in 1838 that the opium trade needed 

to end.  The imperial government began to arrest opium addicts and pressured the British 

government and Chinese merchants to stop the sale of the socially destructive drug.  

Because opium trafficking had become so vital to British economic interests in the Far 

East, the British government unhesitatingly responded with war in 1839.  The British 

quickly won the war –known as the first Opium War– and forced the emperor to sign the 

Treaty of Nanjing in 1842.  The treaty gave Hong Kong to the British and formally 

opened up China to the West by establishing five treaty ports.  In the late 1850s the 

British fought and won a second Opium War with the Chinese, which resulted in more 

treaty ports.5  These wars helped destabilize the southern part of China and discredit the 

Qing dynasty in the eyes of many of its subjects.  Moreover, these British triumphs 

unlocked China, allowing Westerners to come into regular contact with the Chinese 

populace for the first time.  The subjects of the Qing increasingly learned about the West 

and as conditions continued to deteriorate, many of them became convinced that better 
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futures lay ahead of them in the Americas.  The opening of the treaty ports, therefore, 

played an important role in supporting the Chinese exodus to Cuba, Peru, and elsewhere.  

Not only had the opium trade caused social unrest and war, but it also produced a more 

conspicuous Western presence in China and linked the general population to other parts 

of the world.        

During the nineteenth century, discontent with the Qing dynasty also rapidly 

increased among the Chinese peasantry –the majority of the country’s population– for 

reasons other than the wars with the British.  The imperial government’s corruption, 

weak leadership, fiscal irresponsibility, and failure to deal with China’s ballooning 

population angered most of its subjects.  The government’s decision to increase taxation 

of the peasantry in order to alleviate its fiscal problems only exacerbated the rift between 

the people and the Qing dynasty.6  These circumstances made daily survival a challenge 

for much of the country’s population. 

The dissatisfaction with the Qing government and the socioeconomic realities 

confronting so many Chinese caused a number of internal rebellions before, during, and 

after the wars with the British.  In 1813, Lin Qing –a former shopkeeper, laborer, and 

government employee in northern China- led a millenarian movement in which he 

claimed to be the future Buddha and planned to kill the emperor.  However, government 

officials soon learned of Lin Qing’s plans and thwarted his uprising.  Between 1850 and 

1864, China experienced one of its most destructive rebellions, known as the Taiping 

Rebellion.  Hong Xiuquan led the rebellion, hoping to destroy the Qing dynasty and 

establish a “Christian” kingdom.  Hong cultivated a strong following with his utopian 
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vision and in 1853, he successfully established the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom in 

Nanjing.  The new kingdom lasted under Hong’s leadership until 1864 when the imperial 

government enlisted the help of Westerners to defeat him and his followers.  By the end 

of the war, nearly twenty-five million people had died in China.  Subsequent rebellions, 

such as the Nian and Muslim ones, resulted in the death and impoverishment of 

additional millions of Chinese.7  For many subjects of the Qing, particularly the 

Cantonese, a ravished China left little alternative other than abandoning their home 

country.  Thus, hundreds of thousands of Chinese emigrants began to head for different 

areas of the world.   

 

Race and the Need for Labor in Cuba and Peru 

Although the Chinese went to various parts of the Americas, Cuba and Peru 

became the focal points of their migration to Latin America during the middle of the 

nineteenth century.  Why did so many go to these two places?  The answer has to do with 

the desires and perceived needs of planters and other economic elites in the Spanish 

colony and the Andean republic.  No other region of Latin America welcomed the 

Chinese.  Certainly, before embarking, many believed that Cuba and Peru were lands of 

opportunity, but this was only due to the fact that labor recruiters misled chinos about 

what to expect.  Unlike other experiences of mass immigration in Latin America, such as 

in Argentina with Spanish and Italian immigrants, Asian workers in Cuba and Peru had 

very little contact with their friends and relatives back home.  Indeed, few Chinese in 
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these two places ever returned to China, and, when they did, they often told friends, 

family members, and government officials about the horrors they had experienced.8  

Therefore, a traditional immigration model of push (poor conditions in the original 

country) and pull (better conditions in the new country) factors does not explain the 

influx of Chinese in nineteenth-century Cuba and Peru.  Push factors undoubtedly led the 

Chinese populace to contemplate leaving China, but the pull factors took a new form.  

Instead of true economic opportunities and family ties pulling chinos to Cuba, the lies 

and coercion of Western labor recruiters and their Chinese helpers did the job (a subject 

that I develop in the next chapter).  These labor recruiters vigorously pursued the Chinese 

because Cuban and Peruvian elites hoped to “improve” their societies’ racial stock while 

dealing with a labor shortage brought on by the elimination of slavery in Peru and its 

gradual demise in Cuba. 

 

Cuba and the Beginning of the Coolie Trade 

Cuba remained a Spanish colony long after independence for mainland Spanish 

America largely due to the institution of slavery.  During the first half of the nineteenth 

century, some white Cubans desired independence or annexation to the United States, but 

most preferred continuing with the status quo.  The number of Cubans who believed in 

independence was quite small because of their fears of another “Haiti.”  At the end of the 

eighteenth century, slaves in the French colony of Saint Domingue overthrew the colonial 

order, abolished slavery, and established the first black republic in the world, naming 
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their new country Haiti.9  Following these events, whites throughout the Americas’ feared 

that if they were not vigilant, similar developments might occur in their own societies.  

Slave uprisings in Jamaica during the same period only strengthened these fears.  The 

German traveler and naturalist Alexander Von Humboldt visited Cuba in the early 

nineteenth century and observed these sentiments among white Cubans, commenting, 

“The upheavals in Santo Domingo in 1790 and Jamaica in 1794 caused such alarm 

among the slaveowners,” leading them to debate “what measures could be adopted to 

conserve tranquility in the country.”10  The aborted Aponte Rebellion of 1812, led by a 

black carpenter who had supposedly made contacts within Haiti, strengthened the 

anxieties of white Cubans and helped keep the majority loyal to the Spanish Crown.11  

Ultimately, the fear of another “Haiti” helped preserve Spanish colonialism until nearly 

the end of the nineteenth century.12 

Ironically, despite white Cubans’ fears about possible slave rebellions, the slave 

trade expanded on the island due to the colony’s booming sugar industry.  Haiti’s battle 

for independence had ruined the former French colony’s sugar industry.  By the early 
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nineteenth century, with the help of exiled French sugar planters from Saint Domingue, 

Cuba began to take advantage of the opening in the world sugar market provided by 

Haiti’s absence.  The Spanish colony soon became the world’s leading sugar producer.  

Cuba generated 13.6 percent of the world’s cane sugar production by 1820 and fifty years 

later that figure reached a remarkable 42.3 percent.13  A growing sugar industry meant a 

mounting demand for labor.  Regardless of improvements in sugar refining technology, 

cane always had to be cut and transported quickly to the mill to be processed before it 

went bad.  Therefore, sugar producers needed a large workforce of cane cutters who they 

could work intensively.  Technological advances in sugar processing had indeed 

occurred, but the harvesting of cane remained highly labor intensive into the present.14  

This need for labor led to a drastic increase in Cuba’s slave population.  Planters could 

not turn to the indigenous population because it was non-existent at this point.  The 

island’s indigenous population had almost entirely disappeared as early as the mid 

sixteenth century from the Spanish conquest, abusive forced labor in the form of the 

encomienda, and Old World disease.15  Labor had to come from Africa.  In 1792, towards 

the beginning of the Haitian Revolution, a total of 84,456 slaves labored in Cuba.16  

Between 1791 and 1810, slave traders introduced 143,500 new slaves to the island and 

during the following decade Cuba imported 168,600 more slaves from Africa.  The 
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Spanish colony’s slave population rose to 310,218 by 1830, more than tripling its size in 

less than forty years.17   

Thus, sugar, slavery, and loyalty to Spain were intertwined.  Elites in Cuba 

wanted to expand sugar production to take advantage of the opening in the world sugar 

market caused by the Haitian Revolution.  To do this, they needed a large number of 

slaves.  More slaves led to economic prosperity, but it also increased fears of a black 

uprising.  Seeking independence could open the door to slave rebellion, economic ruin, 

and ultimately social revolution.  The Spanish colonial government was willing to protect 

the institution of slavery and had the power to preserve tranquility on the island.  The 

colonial state might not have always served the immediate economic interests of elites in 

Cuba, but it provided planters and others with the guarantees they needed.  Therefore, 

white Cubans mostly remained loyal to Spain because the Spanish crown did not 

seriously challenge slavery in the colony and provided protection from slave uprisings.  

The Spanish government recognized this relationship and realized that Spain could profit 

from Cuban economic success as long as it did not upset the planter class by ending 

slavery.18 

Although Cuban planters believed that the government in Madrid would not try to 

undermine the institution of slavery directly, many of them soon recognized that slavery 

would not last forever.  By the early nineteenth century, Cuban slaveholders and the 

Spanish government began to feel outside pressures, particularly from the British.  The 

British government banned the slave trade from its ports in 1808 and then urged other 
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countries to do likewise.  The British campaign to suppress the Atlantic slave trade made 

some progress in 1817 when the British successfully cajoled the Spanish government into 

signing a treaty in which the two countries agreed to end the slave trade to Cuba by May 

30, 1820.  Following the signing of the treaty, much to the disappointment of the British, 

Spanish authorities did very little to curb the introduction of new slaves to the island.  

The British continued to insist that the slave trade needed to end in Cuba, and in 1835, 

the two governments signed a new treaty giving the British greater power to pursue the 

now illicit slave ships headed for Cuba.19  The British did not succeed in stopping the 

clandestine trade, but they continued to harass Spaniards and Cubans over the issue of 

slavery.  In fact, in 1833, the British banned slavery throughout their empire and they 

soon began pushing for not only the end of the Atlantic slave trade, but also the 

elimination of slavery throughout the western hemisphere.20  The growing labor demands 

of the Cuban sugar industry coupled with the actions of the British convinced many 

Cuban planters that the island suffered from a labor shortage, that slavery was ultimately 

doomed, and that they needed to find new sources of labor. 

As British actions against the slave trade and slavery unfolded, fears of potential 

slave rebellions persisted in the minds of many white Cubans.  These fears of another 

“Haiti” caused some reformists in Cuba, such as José Antonio Saco, to echo British cries 

for the abolishment of the slave trade.  Although emphasizing less of a humanitarian 
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rationale and more of a racist one than the British, Saco and others called for the end of 

the slave trade because they believed that the island’s slaves and free people of color 

were proportionately too large in the population.  Others, such as the Peninsular scientist 

and official Ramón de la Sagra, argued against slavery by claiming that it was 

uneconomical and that wage laborers would be more efficient.  These reformists also 

called for more white immigration to the island so as to balance the population more 

favorably to whites and provide Cuba with a large base of wage laborers.21  As a sign of 

potential danger, Saco noted that more slaves (436,495) resided in Cuba than whites 

(418,211) in 1841.  The fact that another 152,838 free people of color lived in the colony 

only heightened the fears of a black uprising in the minds of Saco and others.22  In 1843, 

a group of planters from the Cuban province of Matanzas wrote a letter to the Captain 

General reiterating the concerns of Saco.  They criticized the contraband slave trade and 

reminded the Spanish Captain General in Havana that the Haitian slave revolt “should 

never be disregarded so that the second edition of the same book does not come to be.”23  

A major slave conspiracy in 1844, known as La Escalera, further demonstrated to many 

white Cubans the need for non-black immigration to the island.  Planters could still not 

fully part with slavery after La Escalera, but the threat to their supply of slaves from the 
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British and the fear of slave uprisings strengthened the appeal of importing free white 

laborers to Cuba.24   

As these pressures for new forms of immigration intensified, the Junta de 

Fomento took upon itself the task of encouraging white immigration to Cuba in the early 

1840s.  The Junta de Fomento was a government-sponsored board that focused on 

advancing the development of the island.  It spent much of its energy on the question of 

immigration to the colony.  The Junta attempted to attract Canary and European contract 

workers but achieved miserable results.  A sense of desperation began to creep into the 

minds of the board members and other elites.25  Recognizing this situation, Julián de 

Zulueta, with the backing of his firm Zulueta and Company (which he had helped 

establish in England with his cousin Pedro de Zulueta), approached the Junta in 1846 

with a supposed solution to the issue of white immigration.  Julián de Zulueta, was a 

wealthy Basque plantation owner in Cuba who had also been involved in slave 

smuggling.  He had many contacts in the human shipping business and realized that the 

new treaty ports made China a new source of cheap non-African labor.  Zulueta and his 

partners also drew inspiration from the fact that the British had already started 

experimenting with Chinese and Indian indentured labor several years earlier in Jamaica, 

British Guiana (Guyana), Trinidad, and Mauritius.26  Zulueta offered to import one 
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thousand Chinese laborers on behalf of the Junta if they paid him 170 pesos per head.  

The workers that he would import could be destined to any work and would be 

indentured for a period of eight years.  Whoever bought their labor contracts would have 

to compensate each of them with three pesos per month, plus clothing, food, housing, and 

health care.  The Junta responded favorably to the proposition.  In the end, the Junta and 

Zulueta’s company agreed to import six hundred Chinese coolies as part of the white 

immigration project.27   

On June 3, 1847, the Oquendo arrived in Havana with Cuba’s first boatload of 

colonos asiáticos, 206 in all with seven of them sick and on their deathbed.  Nine days 

later, another 365 Asian indentured laborers landed on Cuban shores aboard the Duke of 

Argyle, but at least 50 of them were near death.  The Oquendo had made it to Cuba in 131 

days with nearly all of the original 212 passengers on board, but over the course of 123 

days the Duke of Argyle had lost 35 chinos at sea.  Upon the arrival of these workers, the 

Junta de Fomento changed their wages from three pesos a month to four and sent them to 

the depósito de cimmarrones, which normally held runaway slaves.  There the coolies 

waited until the planters who had previously expressed interest in acquiring their labor 
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made their way to the depósito and paid the Junta seventy pesos per worker (legally their 

contract).  The Junta subsidized the remaining one hundred pesos for the cost of each 

colono asiático out of the fund for white immigration.  There did not seem to be that 

much interest in acquiring these laborers and the Chinese remained in the depósito for 

some time.  Eventually all their contracts were purchased by various planters, the 

railroad, the government for public works, and several others.28  The coolie period had 

officially begun in Cuba. 

Although the Junta’s decision officially commenced Cuba’s Chinese experiment, 

it was not immediately evident to everyone on the island that coolies could solve the 

labor shortage.  In fact, it had taken Zulueta and Company over a year to actually find six 

hundred laborers to send to Cuba, which suggests that the Chinese went to Cuba as a last 

resort or unwillingly.  Even after the arrival of the two coolie ships, white Cubans and the 

Junta de Fomento looked to other sources of cheap labor.  Cubans began to use 

indentured Yucatán Indians in 1848, but this solution failed to produce adequate results.  

The yucatecos sent to Cuba were prisoners of war and the British government protested 

that these developments violated the treaties outlawing the slave trade.  The Spanish 

government maintained that the treaties only applied to Africans and hoped to continue 

this newfound relationship with Mexico.  However, the Mexican government 

unexpectedly clamped down on the trade because it suspected that the leading contractor 

of Indians and Governor of Yucatán, Miguel Barbacharo, wished to overthrow the central 

authorities.  Several years later, Cubans once again began to import Yucatecans but on a 
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small scale.  At most, 3000-4000 yucatecos went to Cuba during the whole coolie period.  

As a contemporary, Félix Erenchun observed that the need for labor combined with the 

difficulties in obtaining Yucatán Indian workers forced many Cuban planters to 

champion Chinese immigration.  In 1853, Urbano Feyjóo de Sotomayor, a wealthy 

Galician in Cuba, failed in his effort to promote Galician indentured labor.  Several 

people also pushed the idea of pursuing African contract labor, but the British posed a 

major obstacle and these efforts went nowhere.  In reality, few options existed besides the 

Chinese, which the British accepted in hopes that it would curb the illegal African slave 

trade.29 

In late 1852, the Junta de Fomento agreed to permit more Chinese into Cuba.  

That year, the Havana-based firm of Villoldo Wardrop and Cía. asked the Junta for 

permission to import 6000-8000 colonos asíaticos to Cuba; the Portuguese businessman 

Manuel B. Pereda had made a similar request the previous year.  After careful review, the 

Junta decided to grant both petitioners the right to import 3000 coolies each over the 

course of the next two years.  In contrast to the first experiment with this trade, the Junta 

would receive the workers and provide the importers some insurance if planters failed to 

buy their services, but the Junta itself would not purchase the contracts for resale.  Unless 

the importers could prove that the Chinese government prevented the emigration of 

women, the concession required that females make up at least one fifth of the workers 

sent to Cuba and planters had to purchase the services of women at the same rate.  Royal 

approval of this arrangement occurred in November of 1852 and February of the 
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following year new ships full of coolies began landing in Havana.  Throughout the rest of 

the 1850s, individuals submitted thirty more petitions for the right to import Asian 

laborers, and in 1860 alone, the Junta received an additional forty petitions.  The Junta 

did not approve all of these, but tens of thousands of Chinese were already entering Cuba 

at this point.  Between 1860 and 1863, British pressure temporarily succeeded in limiting 

the coolie trade to Cuba, but by 1864 the trade resumed in full force after Spain signed 

the treaty of Tientsin with China, which allowed Spaniards to legally hire subjects of the 

Qing Emperor to work for them.  This labor migration would remain strong until 1874.30    

 

Peru and the Beginning of the Coolie Trade 

Although Peru was an independent republic without slavery during most of the 

coolie era, the country’s adoption of Chinese labor followed a similar path in many ways 

to that of Cuba.  Upon gaining independence in the 1820s, Peruvian elites found 

themselves wrestling with how to create a new nation.  These struggles pitted liberals and 

conservatives against each other as they fought over how to promote economic growth, 

the form social relations would take and, ultimately, who belonged in the new country 

they were building.  The two factions clashed over general economic policy (free trade vs 

protectionism).  However, they also focused much of their attention on labor relations 

and how to ensure that Peruvian hacendados along the coast, as well as other elites, had 

the labor supply that they needed to make their plantations and other industries profitable.  

In addition, liberals and conservatives battled each other over the place of non-white  
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people in the new republic and how to bring about what they viewed as progress to 

Peru.31  The Chinese fit into these debates as an important source of labor and, for some 

Peruvians, as immigrants from an advanced civilization that could help the new nation 

overcome its indigenous and Afro-Peruvian past.   

Slavery lasted in Peru until 1854, but the colony was never a slave society like 

Cuba.  Although the institution had always had an important presence in the viceroyalty, 

it had never characterized the economy or society.  Most of the slaves lived and worked 

along the northern coast on the haciendas or lived in the major coastal cities, especially 

Lima, working as domestics, skilled and unskilled laborers, and vendors.  In fact, 

throughout the colonial period, approximately forty percent of all slaves lived in the 

environs of Lima.  During the late eighteenth century, the slave trade to Peru and the rest 

of Spanish America intensified for a couple of decades, but slavery still did not come to 

dominate the colony and the slave population remained relatively small.  In fact, 

throughout the second half of the eighteenth century and into the mid nineteenth century, 

hacendados along the coast complained about a labor shortage because of too few slaves.  
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The last slave ship from Africa arrived at the port of Callao in 1812.  Five years later, the 

Spanish Crown officially ended the slave trade in its empire after it signed a treaty with 

the British.  Moreover, the Peruvian demand for slaves paled in comparison to Cuba, 

meaning that illegal slave traders did not bother with this area of South America.  As the 

slave trade came to an end, the slave population began to dwindle from 89,241 in 1812, 

to 50,400 in 1824.32  For coastal hacendados this meant that the labor shortage became 

even more pronounced.  Indians were no substitute for slaves on the coast because most 

lived in the Andean highlands and had little interest in giving up their autonomy.  Only 

when the indigenous population grew in the twentieth century would they migrate to the 

lowlands. 

The independence struggle could have led to immediate abolition because of the 

supposed ideals of the independence movement and the participation of freed slave 

soldiers on both sides.  However, slavery persisted.  Much like the experience of the 

United States, the wars of independence in Latin America during the 1810s and 1820s 

found inspiration in the liberal ideal of individual equality, but this did not translate fully 

to the slave population in either country.  Many elites were unwilling to abandon the 

institution of slavery at this point.  Members of the upper class feared that abolition 

would hurt them economically and lead to black uprisings and a challenge to Creole 

power.  For many elites, it was simply a way of life that few were willing to give up at 

this time.  The slaveholders strongly opposed abolition and all that resulted from the war 
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were partial steps towards the end of slavery.  Foreign liberals had to lead the push for 

indepdendence and abolition.  Creoles in Peru were generally conservative and slow to 

push for independence for fear that it would lead to a change in the social order (the 

highland Indian rebellions from the early 1870s led by Túpac Amaru and Tomás and 

Túpac Katari were still fresh in their minds).  It would take the outside invading armies of 

José de San Martín from the south and Simón Bolívar from the north during the early 

1820s to give the country its independence.  San Martín declared independence on July 

28, 1821, and Bolívar consolidated the break at the end of 1824.33   

The outside liberators took immediate steps against slavery.  San Martín had not 

been a strong supporter of abolition when he began his fight in 1810.  However, by the 

time his army reached Peru in 1821, he had changed his mind.  Under the influence of 

liberalism and the realities of needing soldiers, San Martín concluded that maintaining 

slavery threatened the independence and republican projects he and others had 

undertaken.  In 1821, he decreed that all children born to slave mothers were legally free 

(known as libertos).  Yet, he limited the threat to the slave owners by making these 

children apprentices to their masters until they reached the age of twenty-five.  San 

Martín also re-issued the ban against the slave trade.  At the same time, he began to 

recruit slaves as soldiers in return for their freedom (the Spaniards had been doing the 

same thing), mainly because loyalist plantation owners were big slave owners.  In 

September of 1823, Simón Bolívar took control of Peru.  As a racially prejudiced liberal, 

Bolívar opposed slavery but feared losing control of the non-white population.  He also  
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worried about upsetting the Creole elite who still had royalist tendencies and faced 

economic ruin from the devastation caused by war and the loss of slaves who had run 

away to participate in the fighting.  Peru’s economy had hit hard times, elites needed 

labor, and the government could not afford to compensate slave owners for freed slaves.  

Still, without pushing for total abolition, Bolívar granted slaves the right to change 

owners and tried to regulate the treatment of slaves.34 

As liberals began to move against the institution of slavery, the owners went on 

the offensive.  Slaveholders claimed that upholding slavery was an economic necessity.  

The independence war and subsequent civil wars had wreaked havoc in the countryside 

and left Peru economically devastated.  Economic recovery, they argued, could not occur 

without protecting this form of labor and property.  The hacendados also believed that it 

was too difficult and costly to replace slaves with indigenous workers from the sierra.  It 

was hard to get Indians to give up their autonomy in the mountains and even harder to get 

them to stay on the plantations once they were there since planters could not legally 

enslave them and use the same forms of coercion.  Those in support of the institution also 

insisted that slavery in Peru was more humane than in other places and that slaves 

received better treatment than free laborers in Europe.  Thus, the supposed benevolence 

of Peruvian slaveholders and the economic situation justified the continuance of slavery, 

and even a re-opening of the slave trade.  Luckily for the pro-slavery lobby, conservative 

caudillos and politicians came to dominate the national government in Lima for the next 

twenty-five years after Bolívar left the country in 1828.  Conservative leaders wanted the  
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owners’ support; so, they refused to take action against slavery.  In fact, the efforts of 

slaveholders and the cooperation of conservatives led to changing the age of freedom for 

libertos in 1839 from 25 to 50 and the brief reopening of the international slave trade in 

1845.  The new law did not permit the entry of slaves directly from Africa, but it did open 

Peru’s doors to slaves already living in other parts of the Americas.  A small-scale illegal 

slave trade with Colombia had already emerged in the early 1840s and the new law 

legalized the practice.  However, only two legal slave ships from Colombia ever made it 

to Peru because Colombia banned the exporting of slaves in 1847.  Peruvian elites had 

lost their chance to replenish the slave population through the continental slave trade, but 

owners still believed in bonded labor and national leaders showed little inclination to 

emancipate the country’s remaining slaves in the near future.35 

Despite the actions and successes of the slaveholders, political unrest and pressure 

from liberals and the international antislavery movement, especially the British, slowly 

weakened the institution of slavery.  Conservative domination of the national government 

during the early republic did not mean peaceful control of the country.  Civil war between 

liberals and conservatives and even struggles within these groups created unrest 

throughout Peru.  As caudillos battled each other, they recruited soldiers from the ranks 

of the enslaved just as the liberators and Spanish officers had done during the 

independence struggle, thereby reducing the slave population.  Moreover, although 

abolitionism was never that strong in Peru, some liberals took up the cause, often writing 

editorials in Lima’s newspapers that praised free labor and sometimes complained about 
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the inhumanity of slavery.  Others in the government proposed antislavery legislation and 

supported slaves in their cases against their owners over abuse and the right to self-

purchase.  The domestic abolition movement generally favored a gradualist approach and 

lacked the strength to defeat the slave owners before 1854, but it could keep them in 

check and contribute to their ultimate downfall.36  The same could be said for the 

international antislavery movement, spearheaded by the British.  As with Spain and 

Cuba, Great Britain had made it nearly impossible to re-open the Atlantic slave trade and 

their diplomats continued to insist that Peruvian leaders end the institution.  Peruvian 

elites looked to the European powers for inspiration and the robust anti-slavery 

movement across the Atlantic caused a number of white Peruvians to question the 

persistence of this form of labor in their republic.  Even though the British government 

did not have the power to force Peru to end slavery, its efforts helped weaken the 

institution.37   

That said, as works by Christine Hünefeldt, Carlos Aguirre, and Peter Blanchard 

convincingly demonstrate, the slaves themselves played an important role in undermining 

slavery in Peru.  Slaves willingly joined the different political factions that were fighting 

from the 1820s into the 1850s so that they could gain their freedom.  The chaos and 

destruction from war over the course of three decades opened the door for men and 

women in bondage to run away and either hide in the countryside or blend into the city.  

These disruptions also made it easier for them to rebel.  Moreover, slaves took advantage 

of the economic situation and the courts to change owners, move from the plantations to 
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the city (namely Lima), and purchase their freedom.  It became increasingly 

advantageous for hacendados to send their slaves to the city where they could rent them 

out instead of having to take care of them while their haciendas remained largely 

unproductive.  Slaves themselves often pushed for this transfer.  Over time, the courts 

and government officials became more supportive of the enslaved.  Slaves recognized 

this change and petitioned the government more and more to allow them to switch to a 

more reasonable owner who would agree to better working conditions.  Slaves also went 

to officials in order to obtain favorable self-purchase prices or to reduce the price of the 

freedom of a family member.  These actions, more than anything else, explain why the 

slave population in Peru had dropped from 50,400 in 1824 to 25,505 in 1854 on the eve 

of abolition.38 

When abolition did occur, it came as somewhat of a surprise.  Despite the slow 

weakening of the institution of slavery, masters continued to believe in this form of labor.  

In 1854, a new round of civil war between conservatives and liberals served as the final 

catalyst against slavery.  During this conflict, it became evident that liberalism and the 

urban middle class were finally on the rise, but the ultimate decision to end slavery 

officially at this time was a strategic decision made by the former and future president 

General Ramón Castilla.  The General sought to broaden his popular support in order to 

help him win the war and regain power.  Several months after taking over the leadership 

of the rebellion, Castilla declared an end to the Indian head tax in July of 1854, in hope of 
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garnering the loyalty of the indigenous population.  Castilla’s opponent, the conservative 

President José Rufino Echenique, countered this by openly recruiting slave soldiers and 

promising them freedom after their period of service.  Castilla soon realized he needed to 

make an even bolder move and on December 3, 1854, he declared that all slaves and 

libertos would be free unless they fought on the side of Echenique.  Castilla compensated 

slave owners well thanks to profits from the booming guano trade, and he did little to 

help the newly emancipated slaves.  The caudillo’s approach to the issue of slavery was 

tactical, a maneuver to gain both popular and hacendado support.  On January 5, 1855, 

Castilla finally defeated Echenique and eighteen days later he issued a new decree 

reiterating the freedom of Peru’s slaves.39  The institution of slavery had ended, but the 

slaveholder mentality and the need for cheap labor persisted. 

 As previously mentioned, at the time of abolition, the Peruvian coastal economy 

was recovering from a long period of decline that had begun in the middle of the 

eighteenth century.  Most of the coastal haciendas from the north down to Ica, south of 

Lima, had profited from sugar, cotton, wheat, and wine production during the seventeenth 

century, but problems emerged during the following century.  Damage to land and 

infrastructure from floods and earthquakes, increasing production costs, labor shortages, 

decreasing international commodity prices (especially for sugar), and the loss of markets 

due to the Bourbon creation of new viceroyalties made it difficult for planters to prosper.  

The war of independence and the subsequent civil wars, which led to destruction in the 

countryside, the loss of labor as slaves ran away or joined the various military factions  
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and the further loss of markets as the viceroyalty broke up, exacerbated the plight of the 

coastal hacendados.  Before the 1850s, the plantations did not have the abundance of 

cheap exploitable labor that they needed to prosper nor did they have the resources to 

acquire more workers.  This meant that prior to Castilla’s abolition decree, hacendados 

wanted to hold on to their slaves, but that they could not augment their workforces 

sufficiently to make their plantations prosperous again.40   

 The economic situation changed with the development of the guano industry in 

the 1840s.  Prior to the Spanish conquest, the Incas had used guano (bird dung) from the 

Chincha Islands off the central coast as an excellent source of nitrate-rich fertilizer.  

However, the use of this resource remained nearly non-existent after independence until 

the 1840s when the European agricultural revolution of the nineteenth century led 

European nations to desire it.  With new demand for this product, the Peruvian 

government and elites suddenly found themselves becoming wealthy and having the 

resources to usher in relative political stability and promote economic growth.  The 

government created a monopoly over this resource in 1841, selling guano concessions to 

private parties (both foreign and domestic) in exchange for cash payments.  Thus, much 

of the money was borrowed.  When the guano boom ended in the 1880s, the Peruvian 

economy once again entered a period of decline.  Still, revenues from this industry 

allowed Ramón Castilla to establish his Pax Andina, abolish Indian tribute, and 

compensate slave owners when he freed their slaves.  Peruvian elites received 300 pesos 
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per slave, which totaled 7,651,500 pesos dolled out by the government.  With this 

compensation and more general profit from the guano industry, the elite began investing 

in the coastal haciendas once again.  Improved transoceanic transportation and increasing 

international demand and higher prices for sugar and cotton made investment in 

plantation agriculture that much more appealing.  Now that they had demand for their 

products and the resources to expand production, elites needed to figure out where to get 

cheap labor for the haciendas, guano pits, and other industries.41  

As slavery neared its end and the guano industry took off, Peruvian elites 

increasingly called for more immigration to their country in order to acquire much 

needed labor.  Plantation owners and others had recognized since the eighteenth century 

that coastal Peru lacked a sufficient number of laborers.  There were too few slaves and 

the indigenous population remained largely in the highlands.  As the slave population 

began dropping after independence, hacendados along the coast could have turned to the 

highland population.  However, they believed that the wages they would have to pay 

Indians to convince them to give up their local autonomy and come down and work on 

the haciendas was too steep.  Moreover, forcing them to go work on the plantations 

threatened the traditional social order of indigenous local autonomy in exchange for 

tribute and overall Creole socioeconomic dominance.  The Indian-Creole relationship 

would begin to change in the second half of the nineteenth century after Castilla 
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abolished the contribución de indígenas, but until the coolie trade ended in 1874 most of 

the coastal elite did not believe that it was in their best interest to pursue Indian workers.  

Instead, planters and others believed that massive immigration to Peru would create a 

labor surplus that would enable them to pay minimal wages for large amounts of work.  

Indians did not want to leave the sierra and the British effort against the Atlantic slave 

trade essentially cut off that continent as a source of immigrant labor, even if Africans 

came as legally free individuals.42  This left Europe and Asia as potential sources of 

immigrant labor. 

Most elite Peruvians initially turned towards Europe, hoping that their country 

could participate in the wave of European immigration to the Americas that commenced 

in the mid nineteenth century.  As early as the 1830s, Peruvian elites tried to induce 

European immigration.  These efforts largely bore little fruit throughout the age of 

European immigration to the New World (roughly 1850-1930).  Most of the large 

landowners refused to allow these immigrants to establish their own plots of land in the 

coastal lowlands and become independent from the large plantations.  The hacendados 

wanted immigrants who would stay on the haciendas as cheap laborers and not move to 

the city or establish their own farms.  Thus, they refused to pay them decent wages and 

tried to use physical force to prevent the few Europeans who did arrive from leaving 

them.  Moreover, some planters did not even want Europeans because they believed that 

they were too educated and would not be servile enough.  Based on these conditions and 
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the weak state of the Peruvian government, potential European immigrants quickly 

disregarded Peru as a destination.43  Peruvian elites had to find another source of 

immigrant labor other than Europeans. 

In addition to the need for labor, a racial dimension to the Peruvian call for 

immigration, especially white immigration, existed.  Peruvian elites, like others 

throughout the region, looked to Europe for inspiration as they copied and imported 

goods, architecture, dress, entertainment, and general behavior from this part of the 

world.  In fact, Lima itself had become a very “Europeanized” and cosmopolitan city by 

the 1850s.  But the Creole upper class wanted more than just the importation of culture.  

They also worried about the racial make-up of their country and wanted to physically 

whiten the population if possible because they believed that Europeans worked harder 

and were smarter and more cultured.  The elite repeatedly complained that Peruvians 

(white, indigenous, mestizo, and black) refused to work and were inclined towards 

vagrancy.  White immigration, in contrast, would bring progress to Peru by improving the 

nation’s racial stock. 

Peru had one of the largest indigenous populations in the New World, and liberals 

and conservatives struggled over how to deal with this sector of society and “transcend” 

it.  In constructing the new nation, the dominant class increasingly associated whiteness, 

coastal society, and the city of Lima with what it meant to be Peruvian, while excluding 

the highlands and its indigenous population from their vision.  Conservatives wanted to 

maintain traditional corporatist social relations (Indian tribute in return for local 
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autonomy) that denied Indians full citizenship.  Liberals claimed everyone to be equal, 

but they typically wanted to eradicate indigenous culture and Europeanize the indigenous 

population.  During independence, San Martín and Bolívar pushed the liberal agenda by 

abolishing Indian tribute, declaring Indians to be equal citizens (peruanos) and 

attempting to privatize Indian lands.  Conservatives reacted in 1828 by re-establishing 

Indian tribute under the title of the contribución de indígenas.  Although the 1828 law 

officially supported private property for Indians and their theoretical citizenship, it also 

restricted their control over the sale of land.  In reality, then, the state protected Indians’ 

access to land and respected local autonomy in return for tribute.  Indian tribute lasted 

until the guano boom gave the government a new source of revenue and helped usher in 

Castilla’s liberal revolution in 1854.  Nevertheless, the unequal status and exclusion of 

the indigenous population in the Peruvian nation continued.  Although conservative and 

liberal factions battled each other, they seemed to agree that Peruvian modernity 

excluded the Indians.  European immigrants would help Peru’s pursuit of progress.44 

Nevertheless, few Europeans arrived in Peru, which left Asians to fill the 

immigrant void.  On November 17, 1849, the Peruvian Congress approved a general 

immigration law with the hope of attracting Europeans.  Yet it mostly resulted in Chinese 

immigration, thereby gaining the nickname the “Chinese Law.”  The legislation called for 

the government to reward Peruvian labor contractors with thirty pesos per individual aged 

ten to forty that they introduced to the country, assuming that they brought in groups of at 

least fifty people.  Domingo Elías, a wealthy planter and politician, and his business 
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partner Juan Rodríguez pushed the law because they hoped to take advantage of it to 

introduce Chinese coolies.  They had observed the Asian indentured labor experiments 

occurring in the Caribbean and they believed that they could replicate this in Peru.  Elías 

and Rodríguez already had brought a shipment of seventy-five Chinese workers the 

previous month; so, they had the law enacted retroactively to cover this group and receive 

compensation.  The partners also obtained monopoly rights for four years to introduce 

colonos asiáticos into the departments of Lima and La Libertad, which encompassed 

much of the country’s sugar and cotton production.  In order to stimulate immigration 

even more, the government raised the reward per “colonist” to forty pesos in 1851.45   

With respect to the Chinese, Elías and Rodríguez had coolies sign five-year work 

contracts that called for them to labor wherever the patrón desired and forbid the coolies 

from leaving the workplace without permission.  In return, colonos asiáticos received 

four pesos a month (with one peso deducted every month until any pay advance made in 

China had been covered), food, and health care (assuming the coolie’s bad behavior had 

not caused the sickness or injury).46  The basic structure of the contract remained the 

same throughout the coolie era; the only major changes that occurred were that most 

contracts lasted eight years, patrones had to provide new sets of clothing each year, and 

the contracts frequently included a clause exempting the Chinese from having to work in 

the guano mines on the Chincha islands (especially by the late 1860s).47 
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The majority of the workers introduced under this law were from the Far East, but 

the Chinese had not yet become the solution to the labor shortage.  The 1849 legislation 

led to the introduction of 3,932 immigrants between 1850 and 1853.  The Chinese made 

up 2,516 of these laborers, while 1,096 Germans and 320 Irish had also entered Peru over 

this four-year span.  Elías and Rodríguez tried to promote Asian immigration during this 

early phase by claiming that the Chinese were hard workers who were willing to work for 

little because they suffered even more back in their homeland.  However, it quickly 

became apparent in Peru that the coolie trade and the treatment of coolie labor was 

abusive.  The high death rates at sea and mistreatment from patrones led to new 

regulations to protect colonos asiáticos in 1853 and 1854 and the eventual closing of the 

coolie trade in 1856 (see Chapter Three for more detail).  Elías and Rodríguez had 

already lost their colono asiático importation monopoly as of 1853, and three years later 

the dream of populating the coastal haciendas with indentured Asians seemed dead.  That 

said, over the course of the next five years, the government granted planters special 

permission on several occasions to import coolies because of the need for labor.  Thus, 

several thousand indentured chinos still entered Peru despite the ban on the coolie trade.48   

Pressure to re-open the coolie trade reached new levels by 1861.  That year, the 

coastal hacendados finally convinced the Peruvian Congress that the country’s economy 

could not move forward without Chinese labor.  The planters and their allies in the 

government argued that the foundation of the Peruvian economy consisted of agriculture 

and without a sufficient number of inexpensive laborers this sector would languish and 
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jeopardize the entire economy.  The Congress approved a new “Chinese Law” on January 

15, 1861.  President Castilla vetoed it nine days later because he worried that the coolie 

trade and indentured labor resembled slavery.  He also believed that the Chinese were 

weak, morally corrupt, and rebellious.  Regardless of a labor shortage, Castilla did not 

want a new form of slavery with a population he saw as more dangerous than beneficial.  

The Congress refused to listen and passed the legislation a second time.  On March 14, 

1861, the coolie trade officially re-opened.  Although several hundred Hawaiians entered 

Peru as contract workers during the early years of the second period of Chinese 

immigration, nearly all of the indentured laborers who arrived in Peru from this point on 

came from China.  The full-blown coolie trade was now underway in both Cuba and Peru 

and would last until 1874.49  

 

The Chinese Presence in Cuba and Peru 

By the early 1860s, the Chinese had become the main solution to the labor 

problem in Peru and Cuba (along with the illegal slave trade to the latter).  In fact, as 

early as 1855, a report from the U.S. consul in Havana characterized Asian immigration 

as the “rage” on the island and claimed that “Chinese are coming in fast.”50  Between 

1853 and 1861, a recorded 56,273 colonos asiáticos entered Cuba.  1858 became the 

peak year during this stretch when 13,385 of these workers made it to the port of Havana.  

The number of Chinese immigrants dropped dramatically from 1862 to 1864 (344 and 

952, respectively) because of British objections to the trade, but picked up again in 1865 

                                                
49 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 25-30. 
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with 6,400.  Two years later the figure jumped to an all time high of 14,236.  The 

introduction of coolies never reached such heights again, yet remained relatively strong 

until the Portuguese closed the port of Macao to human trafficking in 1874.  As we will 

see in Chapter Five, because thousands of chinos lent their support to the Cuban rebels 

seeking independence from Spain during the Ten Years War (1868-1878), the Captain 

General in Havana tried to suspend the coolie trade in 1870, which led to the entrance of 

only 2675 indentured Chinese between 1870 and 1871.  However, the need for labor was 

so great that the colonial government lifted the ban and more than three times as many 

coolies entered Cuba the following year.  Thus, according to the records examined by 

Juan Pérez de la Riva, 124,873 colonos asiáticos made their way to Cuba between 1847 

and 1874 (see Table 1).  That said, Pérez de la Riva, estimates that as many as 150,000 

Chinese actually landed in Cuba during this twenty-seven year span if one were to 

include contraband coolies and the several thousand free Chinese who entered the 

Spanish colony.  At least another 16,578 boarded ships for Cuba, but never made it 

because they died at sea.51   

Chinese immigration in Peru followed a relatively similar pattern.  During the 

first five years of the coolie trade to the Andean republic (1849-1854), records indicate 

the entry of 4,754 coolies.  During the next five years, the number dropped to below three 

thousand because of President Castilla’s ban against this traffic.  As soon as the Peruvian 

Congress reauthorized the importation of colonos asiáticos, the number of these workers 

entering Peru boomed.  During the 1860s, 36,377 indentured Asians landed at the port of  

                                                
51 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 177-9. 
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Callao outside of Lima.  However, this total paled in comparison to the number who 

came between 1870 and the end of the trade in 1874.  During that five-year span, 

Peruvian elites received a documented 48,035 colonos asiáticos.  Officially, 92,130 

coolies survived the trip across the Pacific and labored in Peru, but estimates have 

reached as high as 100,000 (see Table 2).52  Moreover, as in Cuba, thousands more 

boarded ships in Macao, but perished before they ever arrived in Callao.53  The intensity 

of the coolie trade to Peru as compared to Cuba during the late 1860s and early 1870s can 

best be explained by the Ten Years War.  The war had destabilized the eastern half of 

Cuba and reduced the coolie trade, while Peru was experiencing relative stability at this 

point in its history.  Still, the overall trajectories of immigration paralleled each other in 

the sense that both Cuba and Peru experienced an early wave, then a sudden downturn 

because of bans against the trade, and then the trade’s resurgence in the 1860s and 1870s 

until its end in 1874. 

The Chinese presence quickly became noticeable in both places.  In November of 

1855, the U.S. consul in Havana informed the U.S. State Department that it expected to 

see between forty and fifty thousand contracted Chinese on the island by the next year.54  

Even though this estimate remained too liberal, the Chinese were clearly making their 

presence felt.  A report in the middle of 1858 from the U.S. consul in Havana suggested 

that approximately 30,000 coolies worked on the island.55  Three years later, the 1861 

Cuban census recorded 34,828 Chinese laborers in the colony out of a total population of 

                                                
52 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 31-32; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 72-75. 
53 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 61-66. 
54 Dispatch No. 279, November 7, 1855, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 30, microfilm. 
55 Dispatch No. 15, June 14, 1858, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 39, microfilm. 
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1,389,880 (about 2.5 percent of the total population).  In 1872, the number of Chinese in 

Cuba had grown to 58,400 and, in 1877, 46,835 Chinese resided on the island.56 

 

 
 

Year Number of Chinese Entering Cuba 
1847 571 
1853 4307 
1854 1711 
1855 2985 
1856 4,968 
1857 8,547 
1858 13,385 
1859 7,204 
1860 6,193 
1861 6,973 
1862 344 
1863 952 
1864 2,153 
1865 6,400 
1866 12,391 
1867 14,236 
1868 7,368 
1869 5,660 
1870 1,227 
1871 1,448 
1872 8,160 
1873 5,093 
1874 2490 
Total 124,873 

  
Table 1.  Number of Chinese Arrivals in Cuba.  Source: Juan Pérez de la Riva, Demografía de los culíes 
chinos en Cuba (Havana: Biblioteca Nacional “José Martí,” 1967), 6. 
 
 

                                                
56 1861 Census in International Population Census Publications: Latin America and the Caribbean: Cuba, 
1768, 1827, 1841, 1846, 1861, 1877, 1887, 1899, 1907, 1919, 1931, 1943 (New Haven: Research 
Publications, inc., 1980-1983), microfilm; Juan Pérez de la Riva, Demografía de los culíes chinos en Cuba 
(Havana: Biblioteca Nacional “José Martí,” 1967), 8. 
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Years Number of Chinese Entering Peru 
1849-1854 4754 
1855-1859 2964 
1860-1864 14,738 
1865-1869 21,639 
1870-1874 48,035 
Total 92,130 

  
Table 2.  Number of Chinese Arrivals in Peru.  Source: Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 32. 
 

 

Peruvian census data from this time was less accurate, but what is available paints a 

similar picture.  In 1870, the Ministry of State reported that between forty and fifty 

thousand Chinese resided in the Andean Republic.57  The flawed 1876 census confirmed 

the earlier estimate, recording 49,956 asiáticos in Peru out of a total population of 

2,699,144 (less than two percent of the total population).58  

With so many coolies entering Cuba and Peru, one might expect a higher number 

of them on the island during the 1860s and 1870s.  However, two factors explain why this 

was not so.  First, the fact that the Chinese presence at any given time in Cuba and Peru 

was not greater resulted more from the high mortality rates experienced by these 

immigrants than from their leaving the island when they finished their contracts.  Most of 

the coolies who went to Cuba and Peru died there.  Few ever returned to China or made it 

to another country because they had no money or did not survive.  Pérez de la Riva 

estimates for Cuba that a colono asiático who began his period of service at age 29 would 

live for an average of another thirteen years.  That figure dropped to eleven years and one 

month for those who began working at age 39.  Life expectancy quickly dropped among 

                                                
57 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 73. 
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older arrivals.  Thus, as new chinos entered Cuba during this period, many others were 

dying.  Although accurate estimates for the coolie death rate in Peru do not exist, one can 

safely assume that they were similar.   

The second reason that the actual Chinese population in Cuba and Peru was not 

greater has to do with the sex of most of these immigrants.  The fact that nearly all 

colonos asiáticos were male limited the possibility that they could become a self-

reproducing group.  Males made up more than ninety-nine percent of the Chinese 

population in Cuba and Peru.  The 1861 Cuban census recorded 34,750 Chinese males, 

but only 57 Chinese females on the island.  Eleven years later, the number of Chinese 

women dropped to 32, while the Chinese male population increased to a reported 

58,368.59  The Peruvian census from 1876 documented 311 asiáticas as compared to 

49,668 asiáticos.  Most of these women probably lived in Lima since in the four northern 

coastal provinces of Pacasmayo, Trujillo, Chiclayo, and Lambayaque (the heart of the 

sugar zone), only 15 Asian females resided in the region as compared to 12,849 Asian 

men.60  Overall, more Chinese women lived in Peru as compared to Cuba.  Still, women 

made up less than one percent of the country’s total Chinese population.  This extreme 

imbalance continued even after the end of the coolie trade.61  A lack of women limited 

                                                                                                                                            
58 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 67. 
59 Denise Helly, Idéologie et ethnicité: Les Chinois Macao á Cuba (Montreal: Les Presses de L’Université 
de Montreal, 1979), 184. 
60 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 74. 
61 José Baltar Rodríguez, Los chinos de Cuba: apuntes etnográficos (Havana: Fundación Fernando Ortiz, 
1997), 90; Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Herederos del Dragón: historia de la comunidad china en el Perú 
(Lima: Fondo Editorial del Congreso del Perú), 129.  Rodríguez Pastor observes that the Chinese 
population in the province of Lima was still 94.8 percent male as of 1940.  Moreover, this most likely 
would have been the area with the largest female Chinese population in terms of ratio and total population 
in the country, suggesting that the female Chinese population for the whole country was less than five 
percent. 
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growth in the Chinese population to new arrivals and required an importation rate that 

exceeded the coolie death rate. 

Why so few women?  Cultural restraints in China made emigration more difficult 

for women than men, but planters and others in Cuba and Peru specifically desired males 

from the Far East.  Because elites saw the Chinese predominantly as replacements for 

African slave labor in the cane fields, they made little effort to push for female Chinese 

immigration to the island.  Hispanic society had developed a gendered conception of 

labor according to which rural and field labor became equated with males and house and 

urban labor with females.  Consequently, the importance of the sugar industry and 

agriculture had produced a male predominance among the slave population in Cuba and 

Peru.  The Cuban census of 1846 reveals that for every one hundred female slaves one 

hundred and sixty-four male ones labored on the island.  On sugar plantations in 

particular, Domingo Delmonte recorded that the sex ratio of slaves reached levels of three 

to one in favor of males.62  Although the male and female slave ratios tended to be more 

balanced in Peru than in Cuba, Peruvian slaveholders had traditionally prized men for 

agricultural work and women for the domestic sphere.63  In keeping with this gendered 

conception of labor, Cuban and Peruvian planters had little incentive to push for female 

Chinese immigration since they wanted colonos asiáticos to toil on their properties. 

Cuban and Peruvian elites not only hoped to substitute Chinese coolies for male 

slaves, but they also demonstrated little inclination to have them as eventual permanent 

                                                
62 Eduardo Torres Cuevas, “La sociedad esclavista y sus contradicciones” in Historia de Cuba.  La colonia.  
Evolución socioeconómico y formación nacional de los orígenes hasta 1867, eds. María del Carmen 
Barcía, Gloria García, and Eduardo Torres Cuevas (Havana: Editorial Política, 1994), 269. 
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free residents on the island, even though they were technically temporarily contracted 

laborers and not slaves.  The importation of Chinese women would have raised the 

probability that the Chinese would become permanent members of society, since they 

could form families and increase their presence on the island.  Planters and others either 

wished to re-contract the Chinese or to encourage them to leave the island as soon as they 

finished their eight years of service.  This was most evident in Cuba following the 

enactment of new legislation in 1860, which required all coolies to sign new contracts 

within two months of finishing their old ones or leave the island.  The desire to have a 

permanent Chinese labor force –or otherwise no Chinese presence at all– created even 

less incentive for supporting the importation of Asian women.  Therefore, as a result of 

views prevalent in these New World societies and Chinese society, the male imbalance 

among Asian laborers far exceeded that of slaves.64  

With respect to Cuba’s Chinese population, a geographical imbalance existed in 

addition to the sexual imbalance.  Most of the new arrivals headed straight for the 

colony’s sugar zone, causing the vast majority of those in Cuba to reside in the western 

half of the island –nearly 98 percent in 1861.  That year, besides the 5,823 Chinese in the 

jurisdiction of Havana (where most asiáticos entered the island), the largest concentration 

of Chinese coolies existed in the province of Matanzas, the true heart of the sugar 

                                                                                                                                            
63 Frederick P. Bowser, The African Slave in Colonial Peru, 1524-1650 (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1974), 80-81, 95, 254; Hünefeldt, Paying the Price of Freedom, 205. 
64 Some historians of the Chinese diaspora have argued that Chinese cultural restraints limited female 
emigration to other parts of the world.  However, recent studies have indicated that immigration regulations 
and practices in the host country were bigger factors in determining the size of the female Chinese 
immigrant population than Chinese culture and government policy.  See for example, George Anthony 
Preffer, If They Don’t Bring Their Women Here: Chinese Female Immigration before Exclusion (Chicago: 
University of Illinois Press, 1999).  In this study, Preffer compares Chinese female immigration in the 
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industry; its jurisdictions of Matanzas, Colón, and Cárdenas had 3,803, 5,510, 5,429 

Chinese respectively.65  In 1862, forty-five percent of the Chinese on the island lived in 

the province of Matanzas, twenty-four percent in the province of La Habana (mostly in 

the jurisdictions of La Habana and Güines), twenty-one percent in the province of Las 

Villas (mostly in the jurisdictions of Sagua la Grande and Remedios), seven percent in 

the province of Pinar del Río, two percent in the province of Oriente, and one percent in 

the province of Camagüey.  Ten years later, this distribution had not changed much.66  

Where sugar was biggest, so was the Chinese presence. 

The majority of indentured Asians worked on the sugar plantations throughout the 

coolie era.  According to the 1872 count of the Chinese population conducted by Cuba’s 

Comisión Central de Colonización, 25,551 of the 34,408 asiáticos still under contract 

worked as agricultural laborers, while 8,857 worked as domestic servants and in 

“industry.”  In other words, approximately three quarters of all coolies toiled on Cuba’s 

sugar plantations.  Juan Pérez de la Riva estimates that, in general, about seventy percent 

of colonos asiáticos worked in the field, twenty-five percent in secondary industries, and 

about five percent in the service sector.67  Secondary industries included urban jobs such 

as carpenters, cigar makers, machinists, and albañiles, as well as mining and railroad 

work.  The main reason that any chinos resided in Oriente province was because of the 

copper mines of El Cobre.   Indentured Asians began working these mines as early as  

                                                                                                                                            
mainland United States during the nineteenth century to Hawaii, Australia, and several Malay settlements 
and shows the centrality of American legislation in determining female emigration to the U.S. 
65 1861 Census in International Population Census: Latin America and the Caribbean: Cuba 
66 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 200.  In 1872, Matanzas contained nearly forty-seven 
percent of the Chinese population, La Habana eighteen percent, Las Villas twenty seven percent, Pinar del 
Río six percent, Oriente one percent, and Camagüey less than one percent. 
67 Ibid., 191-193. 
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Figure 2.  Map of Cuba.  Source: Louis A. Pérez, Jr., Cuba Between Reform and Revolution, 3rd ed. (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 2. 
 

 

1858, and nearly all of the 631 of these immigrants in Oriente in 1862 worked in El 

Cobre.68  The railroads also began utilizing Chinese labor by the mid 1850s.  In 1861, the 

Caminos de Hierro de La Habana had 322 coolies, while several other railroad companies 

used between 100 and 200 of these workers.  The Ferrocarril del Oeste employed by far 

the most Asians with a total of 751 in 1859.  Many of these immigrants laid track, but 

others served as brakemen, furnace attendants, and did other jobs for the railroad 
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companies.69  In sum, colonos asiáticos made important and noticeable contributions to 

various sectors of the economy, with the majority working in the sugar industry. 

As with Cuba, most of the Chinese in Peru lived in the country’s coastal 

agricultural zone, from Ica in the south to Lambayeque in the north.  The 1876 census 

clearly reflected this trend that had been developing for several decades.  That year, the 

Department of Lima contained 24,298 asiáticos, the Department of La Libertad 8,834, 

the Department of Lambayeque 4,095, the Department of Ica 4,920, the Department of 

Callao 1,474, and the Department of Ancash 2,945.  Together, the Chinese in these areas 

of Peru made up over ninety-three percent of the total Chinese population.70  

Concentrated along the coast, between eighty and ninety percent of these immigrants 

labored on the haciendas.  The other ten to twenty percent labored as domestics, railroad 

workers, in guano pits, and in urban industries.71  An exact breakdown of where coolies 

worked outside of the plantations is difficult to determine, but they clearly played an 

important part in other sectors of the economy.  Analyzing shipping records from the first 

half of 1874 for the number of new arrivals and the jobs to which they headed, Watt 

Stewart notes that 3100 went to work in “agriculture,” 253 in domestic service, 26 as 

cigar makers, 19 as bakers, 13 as urban laborers, 12 as miners, 6 as laundrymen, 6 as 

millers, and 1 as a founder.72  Although these records offer just a snapshot of the 

occupational distribution of the Chinese, they seem reflective of the larger period as a 

whole.  
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Figure 3.  Map of Peru circa 1830.  Source: Gootenberg, Between Silver and Guano, 2.  
 

 

Stewart’s sample missed the railroad and guano workers.  The railroad companies 

did not rely solely on Chinese labor.  In many instances they turned to Chilean labor.  

Nevertheless, along several of the lines constructed during the middle of the nineteenth 

century, coolies made up the bulk of workers.  As early as 1856, colonos asiáticos 
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worked on the Tacna-Arica line in southern Peru, while nearly 700 more laid track for the 

Lima-Chorrillos line during that decade.  The American capitalist Henry Meiggs used 

coolies during his time constructing railroads in Peru from 1868 to 1877.  Meigg’s relied 

on indentured Asians for the Chimbote-Huaraz line and he used between 5000 and 6000 

of them on the Lima-La Oroya line.73  Peruvians also utilized Chinese labor in the guano 

pits, particularly before the late 1860s when contracts began including a clause 

exempting them from having to work in the noxious industry.  Humberto Rodríguez 

Pastor suggests that Domingo Elías, the original introducer of coolies and a guano 

concessionaire, most likely used some of the earliest arrivals to collect bird dung.  By 

1853, the Chinese had clearly become an important source of labor in the guano pits with 

588 of them laboring on the Chincha Islands, or sixty-one percent of the labor force.  In 

fact, in these early years, approximately fifteen percent of all colonos asiáticos headed 

for the guano pits.  The number of Asian workers on the islands slowly increased (750 

out of a total of 1000 workers in 1867), but the percentage of them working in this 

industry out of the total Chinese population dropped over time.74  That said, coolies made 

important contributions to both the railroad and guano industries. 

  

Conclusion 

 Overall, then, Chinese indentured laborers came to play a pivotal role in the 

economic and social development of Cuba and Peru.  The arrival of this group was part 

of a larger movement of this people.  Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century, 

                                                
73 Rodríguez Pastor, Herederos del Dragón, 47-51. 
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the Chinese began migrating to different parts of the globe.  Emigration was the logical 

outcome of conditions in China.  British victories in the Opium Wars led to the 

establishment of treaty ports, which made it easier to depart the country aboard western 

ships.  Destruction from fighting the British, combined with poverty, famine, and several 

major internal rebellions, including the Taiping rebellion, created more reasons for 

leaving China in search of a better life.  The most devastated area of the country was the 

south.  Hence, the vast majority of Chinese emigrants during the nineteenth century were 

from this region.  

Nearly all those who went to Latin America at this point in time mostly headed 

for Cuba and Peru.  Elites in both societies faced a labor shortage as the institution of 

slavery came under attack from within and without.  British pressure against the slave 

trade, and slavery more generally, made it harder for Latin Americans to maintain this 

form of labor.  Racial anxiety, liberal thought, and political conflict (particularly in Peru) 

placed an even greater strain on this institution.  Peru abolished slavery in 1854, while 

Cuba held out for three more decades.  Regardless of how long slavery lasted, elites in 

both places began clamoring for a new source of servile labor, even while calling for 

European immigration.  Europeans did not want to labor under harsh conditions and 

British opposition made African immigration an impossibility.   Peruvian coastal elites 

believed it was too difficult to tap into the indigenous population in the highlands for 

labor.  Therefore, China became the main source of new laborers.   

The Chinese presence in Cuba and Peru quickly became noticeable.  Physically, 

this presence was confined to certain areas of the Caribbean island and the Andean 

country.  Nearly all of these immigrants resided in coastal Peru and western Cuba and the 
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vast majority labored on sugar and cotton (in the case of Peru) plantations.  However, a 

significant number also worked on railroads, in guano and mineral mining, as domestics, 

and in other urban occupations.  Essentially all of those who entered these two societies 

were male and they went as indentured workers –commonly referred to as coolies or 

colonos asiáticos in Spanish.  The contracts lasted for eight years and provided coolies 

with minimal compensation and very basic provisions.  Thus, importing colonos asiáticos 

became a way for elites in Cuba and Peru to reconcile their competing desires for more 

slaves and to racially “improve” the population.  The terms of their indenture made their 

labor cheap and servile.  Although they were not Europeans, they did not increase the 

black population or the indigenous one in the case of Peru. 

By taking a comparative and transnational approach to explaining the rise of 

coolie labor in Spanish America, this chapter has made it clearer why the Chinese went to 

specific parts of this region when they did.  Local conditions in the Americas, Europe, 

and Asia converged with international connections and events to help produce the mass 

exodus of Chinese to Cuba and Peru during the nineteenth century.  Cuban and Peruvian 

ties to the global economy also explain why the Chinese came to populate and labor in 

certain areas of the Spanish colony and the Andean republic. 

Since coolies in Cuba and Peru labored primarily on the plantations, it should 

come as no surprise that I focus the majority of my analysis on the Chinese experience in 

the countryside.  However, thousands of them also worked outside of the haciendas, and 

this study also offers insight into the experience of those destined to labor in these other 

sectors of the economy.  As part of reaching a better understanding of the Chinese 

experience, both in the countryside and city, let us now turn to a closer examination of 
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the process of obtaining colonos asiáticos and how Peruvians and Cubans treated these 

workers once they had them under their control.
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Chapter Two 

Getting and Controlling Coolies: A New Form of Labor Relations 

 

 Historians have disagreed on how to categorize coolie labor relations in Cuba and 

Peru.  Joseph Dorsey, Juan Pérez de la Riva, Duvon Clough Corbitt, Franklin W. Knight, 

and Watt Stewart have concluded or implied that colonos asiáticos were slaves all but in 

name and did little to improve labor relations.  Others –namely Manuel Moreno 

Fraginals, Juan Jiménez Pastrana, and Denise Helly– have not denied the terrible 

treatment of indentured Asians, but they have contended that these workers were free 

laborers.  Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Fernando de Trazegnies Granda, Evelyn Hu-

DeHart, and, in a sense, Rebecca Scott, have taken more nuanced positions by refusing to 

label the Chinese as either slaves or free laborers.  Lisa Yun’s analysis of coolies in Cuba 

offers the most recent interpretation on the subject.  She resoundingly comes down on the 

slave side of the debate.  Yun argues that labor contracts helped enslave the Chinese and 

did not significantly differentiate the Chinese experience from that of slaves on the 

island.   

 Has Yun settled this debate for Cuba and, by extension, for Peru?  Did coolie 

labor differ significantly from slavery?  Were coolie labor relations essentially the same 

in Cuba and Peru or did important differences exist?  Many planters and other elites in 

these two societies wanted more slaves be they Africans or not, yet international 

pressures against the institution of slavery meant that they had to find an alternative labor 

source.  They clearly believed that Asian contract workers provided them with the best 
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opportunity to mimic slavery, but this did not mean that they completely replicated this 

institution with the Chinese.  By carefully examining the recruitment of Chinese workers 

in China, their experience during the voyage to Spanish America, and the general 

treatment they received once in Cuba and Peru, this author concludes that colonos 

asiáticos became neither slaves nor free laborers.  Coolie labor was its own form of 

unfree labor because recruiters and employers, with the support of government officials, 

forced the Chinese to sign contracts and work against their will, and at the same time 

offered them economic incentives to work.   

There can be little doubt about the unfree nature of coolie labor.  Most colonos 

asiáticos did not understand the contracts that they signed.  Moreover, few put their 

names on these documents willingly.  Some recruiters lied to the Chinese about the terms 

of the contract, while others kidnapped and physically threatened these individuals so that 

they would sign their contracts.  The experience at sea and in Spanish America was 

similarly nightmarish.  Ship captains often turned their vessels into overcrowded prisons 

and crews did not hesitate to beat the Chinese.  Employers in Cuba and Peru relied on 

physical punishment to control colonos asiáticos.  They regularly whipped these workers.  

Patrones chained and imprisoned Asian indentured laborers.  They found ways to indebt 

them to the plantation.  Bosses psychologically abused coolies.  They also did everything 

they could to create divisions within the Chinese labor force –including using Chinese 

ethnic differences– and between these workers and those of another race or ethnicity.  

Employers succeeded most at fostering hostility between chinos and other laboring 

groups in Cuba since they could pit slaves and coolies against each other.  For the most 

part, government officials supported employers in their use of these coercive methods of 
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social control.  The relatively strong colonial state in Cuba wanted to maintain the loyalty 

of patrones, while the weakness of Peru’s federal government indirectly supported the 

hacendados.  Officials in Lima did not have the power to challenge planters and protect 

the Chinese, even if they had wanted to do so. 

Thus, the coercive nature of coolie labor truly stands out, but rewards also played 

an important role in coolie labor relations.  Colonos asiáticos did sign contracts.  

Although these documents might have been a farce in many respects, their existence 

altered the relationship of power between employer and worker as compared to master 

and slave by creating new justifications for both exploitation and resistance.  Because 

elites in these two societies framed coolie labor as free labor, they found themselves 

having to pay a wage, though it may have been low, and having to rely on other 

economic incentives to control their workers and boost production.  Many patrones 

offered bonuses to their workers and made other concessions concerning free time.  

When the Chinese re-contracted, they often did so on better terms.  Moreover, planters 

and others could not stop thousands of chinos from gaining their freedom.  If coolies had 

not differed from slaves, then these positive work incentives would have been less 

visible. 

My claim that historians should not lump colonos asiaticos into the same category 

as slaves does not obscure how much these workers suffered.  Nor does it deny the unfree 

nature of their labor.  Rather, it is to acknowledge that elements of free labor did exist in 

coolie labor relations and factored into how employers treated the Chinese and how these 

immigrant laborers responded to their situation.  As we will see in this study, even if 

these elements did not stand out as much as those associated with slavery and forced 
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labor or did not seem to play as prominent a role in everyday life for coolies, the aspects 

of free labor provided these workers and their supporters with the tools to challenge this 

exploitative labor system and force labor relations in both societies to move forward.  In 

many ways, the Chinese experience in Cuba and Peru is reminiscent of labor conditions 

in the American West during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as analyzed 

by Gunther Peck.  During this period, American corporations relied on padrone labor 

recruiters to help them get cheap immigrant labor.  Even though these workers were 

theoretically free laborers, padrones relied on coercive methods to limit their mobility 

and force them to keep working for a company.  However, these immigrants believed that 

they were free laborers and that their padrone had contractual obligations to them.  They 

used these concepts to resist padrone power and undermine this system of labor.  This 

may have been unfree labor, but it was not slavery.  Because American society had 

defined this labor as different than slavery, it opened up new ways to conceptualize the 

obligations of employers and workers and gave workers new strategies for resisting.1 

Peck’s insights suggest how coolie labor could help delay the adoption of free 

labor but also help advance labor relations.  The use of colonos asiáticos started out as a 

palatable change in labor relations for most elites in Cuba and Peru (i.e., forced labor 

with contracts and very low wages).  However, employers had introduced or had begun to  

emphasize notions important to free labor that would become more and more central to 

labor relations in both societies as workers and others began taking advantage of these 

concepts to demand better treatment.  Once elites in Cuba and Peru had turned to colonos 

                                                
1 Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West, 
1880-1930 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
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asiáticos, they could not turn back in terms of labor relations.  Coolie labor could stall the 

development of full free labor for a while, but as soon as it ended, labor relations had to 

take a step forward.  In this respect, coolie labor was a transitional form of labor. 

For now, let us turn to the process of recruitment, the oceanic voyage from Macao 

to Spanish America, and the ways in which employers managed colonos asiáticos in 

Cuba and Peru in order to reach a better understanding of how coolie labor mirrored and 

distinguished itself from slavery. 

 

Getting Coolies: The Coolie Trade 

 Obtaining and then selling coolies (theoretically selling their contracts) became 

big business in Cuba and Peru, and more than just Cubans, Spaniards, and Peruvians 

profited from it.  The coolie trade was an international endeavor with ships of diverse 

origins carrying these passengers to Callao and Havana.  Traders and shippers grew rich 

from this commerce just as they had from the African slave trade.  Many of the same 

interests involved themselves in this newer trafficking in humans. 

The coolie trade differed somewhat from the slave trade, but the similarities were 

undeniable.  Recruiters had coolies sign labor contracts.  The law expected Spanish and 

Peruvian government officials in China to make sure that every recruit understood his 

contract, knew where he was headed, and was willing to go.  Regulations also required 

the authorities to inspect ships and guarantee that ship captains did not overcrowd 

passengers and that the vessels met basic sanitary conditions.  Nevertheless, the process 

of acquiring and transporting colonos asiáticos to the New World was riddled with abuse.  

Recruiters lied about conditions in Cuba and Peru and the contents of the contracts.  They 
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also kidnapped and forced many Chinese to sign the contracts against their will.  

Government officials rarely did anything to prevent these crimes.  Nor did they seem to 

care much about conditions on board the coolie ships.  Upon landing in Havana and 

Callao, coolie agencies proceeded to sell these workers as if they were cattle, much like 

what had occurred with the slave trade.  The existence of the contracts and the legal need 

for these to be workers who willingly entered into these agreements distinguished the 

coolie trade from the slave trade, but the deception, violence, systematic disregard for the 

health of the passengers, and the selling of colonos asiáticos in Cuba and Peru reveal the 

unfree nature of this form of labor.   

 

Recruitment in Macao  

 The Portuguese colony of Macao became the center of Chinese labor recruitment 

for Cuba and Peru.  Initially, however, the trade occurred in other Chinese ports.  One of 

the early focal points of the trade was the port city of Amoy (Xiamen) in Fujian Province.  

Amoy was one of the five original treaty ports agreed to between the British and the Qing 

in the 1842 Treaty of Nanjing following the first Opium War, and it gave Western labor 

recruiters easy access to the general Chinese population.  Other British-controlled ports in 

Guangdong Province –such as Swatow (Shantou), Canton-Whampoa (Guangzhou), and 

Hong Kong– also participated in the early trafficking of these workers to Latin America.  

In fact, during the initial years of the trade, ships more frequently left the above-

mentioned ports than Macao.2   

                                                
2 Duvon Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1847-1947 (Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury College, 
1971), 4; Juan Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba (1847-1880): Contribución al estudio de la 
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Nevertheless, this arrangement quickly changed during the mid 1850s when the 

British began cracking down on the coolie trade outside of the confines of their empire.  

Due to concerns over the high mortality rate of colonos asiáticos during the voyage to the 

New World, the British enacted the Passenger Act of 1855.  The law did not make the 

trade to Cuba and Peru illegal, but the new regulations began undermining the trade from 

British-controlled ports by drastically increasing the operating costs for coolie traffickers 

working in these locations.  The act increased the minimum passenger space for ships 

carrying Asians to the Americas, required an improvement in the quality of provisions 

and care on board the ships, and gave British officials more power to stop recruiters from 

loading ships with Chinese who had signed contracts against their will.  As Chinese 

popular outrage against the coolie trade increased during the late 1850s, the British 

became even more active.  By the end of the decade, they had succeeded in eradicating 

the trade to Cuba and Peru from the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong.3 

However, coolie traffickers quickly realized that Macao could function just as 

well as a coolie emporium.  A few coolie ships had left Macao during the early era of the 

trade, but, by 1859, it had become the only place from which ships full of colonos 

asiáticos could leave for Cuba and Peru.  Located west of Hong Kong in the southern 

Pearl River Delta region of Guangdong Province, Macao was still near the reservoir of 

Cantonese labor.   Although the Chinese imperial government officially did not recognize 

                                                                                                                                            
inmigración contrada en el Caribe (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 2000), 150; Watt Stewart, 
Chinese Bondage in Peru: A History of the Chinese Coolie in Peru, 1849-1874 (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1951), 17-18; Fernando de Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena.  Reflexiones sobre 
la inmigración china en el Perú del S. XIX desde la perspectiva del Derecho, Tomo II (Lima: Fondo 
Editorial de la Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, 1994), 104-105. 
3 Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 19; Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 127-130; 
Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 19, 30-31. 
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Portugal’s claim to Macao, the Portuguese controlled it since 1577.  The Portuguese, 

unlike the British, willingly turned a blind eye to the abuses that accompanied the coolie 

trade in order to profit from it.  Throughout most of its history Macao had been a rather 

impoverished place, but with the rise of human trafficking the colony began to prosper.  

Macao’s main disadvantages consisted of having a port that ships could not access as 

easily as Hong Kong or the English-dominated ports on the mainland.  Aditionally, the 

Qing government attempted to close off Macao as much as possible to Chinese on the 

mainland, which meant that recruiters had to take ships further up the delta to get laborers 

and then transport them to Macao on smaller boats before they could head to Latin 

America.  Still, coolie traffickers could make Macao serve their purposes, and they did.4 

 The process of filling a ship with colonos asiáticos involved a number of 

different actors from different parts of the world.  It began back in Cuba and Peru with 

the creation of commercial houses dedicated to the coolie trade.  Some of the main 

businesses in Cuba included Villoldo, Wardrop, and Company, Pereda, Machado, and 

Company, Drake and Company, La Colonizadora, La Alianza, and Julián de Zulueta’s 

firm.  In Peru these consisted of La Empresa (Domingo Elías and Juan Rodríguez), 

Canevaro and Company, the Maritime Company, Juan Ugarte, and Candamo and 

Company, among others.  These were frequently multinational economic entities that 

brought bankers, merchants, planters, and former (and illegal) slave traders together. 

                                                
4 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 122-126, 130-133; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 30-
33. 
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Figure 4.  Map of China’s Pearl River Delta, including Macao.  Source: Helly, “Introduction” in Cuba 
Commission Report, 13. 
 
 

In the Peruvian case, many of these companies also participated in the guano industry and 

turned to importing chinos as a way of diversifying their investments.  In the early phase 

of the trade, these agencies often contracted with already established western commercial 

interests in China –such as F.D. Syme and Company and Tait and Company in Amoy, as 
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well as Sevilla and Company, W.M. Robinet, and Alson in Hong Kong– to secure 

workers.  However, by the mid to late 1850s, coolie importers in Spanish America began 

sending their own agents to China, mainly Macao, to go about overseeing the 

procurement of laborers.  Some of these agents continued to seek the help of established 

Western commercial interests in China for help, while others began operating on their 

own.  Either the agent sent to Macao or the business contracted to help with acquiring 

laborers had to rely on actual recruiters from China to get coolies.  The Chinese recruiters 

went into the interior and convinced their countrymen to go to Macao and sign a labor 

contract.  Once in Macao, the recruits headed for a barracoon or depot constructed by the 

Portuguese government to wait to board the ship.  Before boarding, Portuguese officials 

and the Spanish consul or Peruvian consul supposedly ensured that a coolie understood 

the contract and had signed it willingly.  From Macao, the colonos asiáticos embarked on 

ships owned or hired by the importing company back in Cuba and Peru.5  

On the surface, this legal, orderly capitalist system upheld the free nature of 

coolie labor.  This labor trade may have relied on a network of international capital and 

assistance from locals (in China) in order to succeed, much like the pattern for the slave 

trade, but the existence of contracts created an important difference between the two.  

Unlike slaves, colonos asiáticos signed individual work contracts for a certain number of 

years (in this case eight), which guaranteed them a salary of four pesos a month, plus 

food, shelter, and clothing.  Chinos theoretically had a choice to become laborers in Cuba 

                                                
5 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 65-98, 124-132; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 33-34, 
83; Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II, 87, 130-133, 261-262, 269-271; Lisa 
Yun, The Coolie Speaks: Chinese Indentured Laborers and African Slaves in Cuba (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2008), 14. 
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and Peru or not; African slaves never had that choice.  Moreover, in contrast to slaves, 

colonos asiáticos were not property.  Cubans and Peruvians technically traded the labor 

contracts of coolies; they did not buy and sell individuals.  The fact that the system was 

supposed to include the safeguard of representatives of the Portuguese, Spanish, and 

Peruvian governments checking to make sure that the Chinese understood their contract 

and wanted to go to Latin America, further distinguished the coolie trade from the slave 

trade.  Although the wages may have been low and the length and other terms of the 

contracts not that favorable to the present-day observer, the process resembled a crude 

system of individuals selling their labor for wages just as a free worker would do.  True, 

an indentured Asian could not simply leave a job in search of a new one because of the 

terms of the labor contract, but African slaves never got to choose to labor in Cuba and 

Peru and receive compensation.  As we will see later in this study, the existence of 

contracts altered the relations of power between a coolie and a patrón as compared to a 

slave and a master.  Even if a contract did not always protect colonos asiáticos on a daily 

basis, the contract played an important role in distinguishing coolies from slaves for 

Cubans, Peruvians, and the Chinese.   

Of course, the system did not operate as smoothly and honestly as advertised.  It 

relied on deceit and abuse, thereby revealing the unfree nature of this system of labor.  

Western coolie agents and Chinese recruiters –known as chu chai tau (swineherds) in 

Cantonese, corredores in Spanish, and “runners,” “crimps,” and “pig brokers” in 

English– frequently relied on falsehoods to lure potential coolies to the barracoons in 

Macao and get them to sign labor contracts.  For example, Ts‘ai Hêng and seventy-nine 

of his compatriots in Cuba recalled, “We were decoyed into foreign houses by vicious 
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men, where we were entrapped by fair promises into embarking on board of vessels 

which conveyed us abroad for sale.”6  The men charged with filling the barracoons and 

ships with chinos often lied to the signees about the length of the contract.  Coolie agents 

and their Chinese helpers also misled recruits about the work and living conditions 

awaiting them in the New World.  Knowing full well that four pesos a month amounted 

to almost nothing in Cuba or Peru due to a higher cost of living, recruiters encouraged 

soon-to-be colonos asiáticos to believe that they could become rich in Spanish America.  

Four pesos was much more than they could earn in a month if they remained in 

Guangdong Province or any other part of the country.  Many colonos asiáticos believed 

that they were going to the Great New Spain (Tay Loy Sun), a land of gold and silver 

where they could gain instant riches and then return to their families.  The chu chai tau 

often carried and showed off small bags of silver for heightened effect.7  The testimony 

of Chêng A-mou and eighty-nine others in Cuba highlights the nature of this deception.  

The workers explained: 

We were induced to proceed to Macao by offers of employment abroad at 
high wages, and through being told that the eight foreign years specified in 
the contracts were equivalent to only four Chinese, and that at the 
termination of the latter period we would be free.  We observed also on 
the signboards of the foreign buildings the words “agencies for the 
engagement of labourers,” and believed that they truthfully described the 
nature of the establishments, little expecting that having once entered the 
latter, exit would be denied us.8     
 

Sometimes signees believed that they had actually signed a contract to labor somewhere 

much closer to home, such as Japan or Southeast Asia.  Hsü A-fa had been told that 

                                                
6 The Cuba Commission Report: A Hidden History of the Chinese in Cuba (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1993), 37. 
7 Antonio Chuffat Latour, Apunte histórico de los chinos en Cuba (Havana: Molina y Cía, 1927), 12. 
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Havana “was the name of a vessel.”  Consequently, Hsü A-fa signed the contract, 

believing that he “was being engaged for service on board the ship.”9  In other instances, 

Asian laborers believed that they were signing contracts for other people who could not 

be present at the time.10 

 Even though these Chinese recruiters may have had ethnic ties to the coolies, 

they had no shame in deceiving their own people.  Some of these individuals even lied to 

their own family members.  Recall the story of Leung Ashew that began the introduction 

to this study.  His own cousin deceived him into going to Macao.  Within a few days, 

Leung Ashew found himself on board the Dolores Ugarte headed for Peru against his 

will.11  Chinese recruiters willingly tricked their compatriots because of their need to 

make money in order to survive, personal greed, and possible indifference towards 

others, especially those from another village or district.  In the end, the use of falsehoods 

played a major role in convincing people to go to Macao and sign contracts.  The fact that 

fellow Chinese, and even family members, advocated this course of action lent credibility 

in the minds of many future coolies.  For many, members of their own community 

seemed more trustworthy than foreigners and without the help of Chinese recruiters, 

coolie traders would have had a much more difficult time acquiring Asian labor for Cuba 

and Peru.  Only later in the barracoon or on board a ship did many indentured people 

                                                                                                                                            
8 Cuba Commission Report, 37. 
9 Ibid., 41-42 
10 Pages 36-42 of the Cuba Commission Report are full of Chinese complaints concerning the deception 
used by recruiters in order to get someone to sign a contract.  Also see Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in 
Cuba, 27-46; Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 133-136; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 32-
38; Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II, 262-263. 
11 New York Times, June 22, 1871. 
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realize that their compatriots could be just as dishonest as many of the Westerners in 

China and Latin America. 

The dishonesty and abuse associated with recruitment went well beyond 

misrepresentations of the truth about labor conditions abroad.  Recruiters and agencies 

used debts, inebriation, kidnappings, and violence to force colonos asiáticos to sign 

contracts.  One of the easiest ways to compel someone to sign a contract was to give him 

a much needed pay advance or a monetary “gift,” typically the equivalent of eight 

Mexican pesos.  The recruiter ingratiated himself with the individual and his family 

because of this seeming benevolence.  However, the future coolie did not understand that 

he was entering into an agreement with the recruiter, which “allowed” the recruiter to 

hold this amount of money over his head, forcing him to enlist for Cuba or Peru.  The 

recruiter informed the individual in question that if he did not endorse the contract, he 

would go to jail and have to do forced labor under worse conditions in Macao.12  Fearing 

a harsher punishment, many like Leung Ashew signed the contract.13  Agents also set up 

gambling houses with the odds highly stacked against future coolies.  Once these men 

had become indebted to the gambling house, coolie traders forced the Chinese to sign 

labor contracts in order to work off their debt.  Upon entering a gambling den or the 

barracoon, coolie agencies sometimes provided soon-to-be colonos asiáticos with 

alcohol, opium, and other narcotics.  Coolie exporters could use these drugs to indebt the 

                                                
12 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 34-35. 
13 New York Times, June 22, 1871. 
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Chinese even further or they could take advantage of intoxicated individuals who now 

had a diminished capacity to reason and get them to sign a contract.14  

If these methods of deception failed to gather a full boatload of colonos asiáticos 

destined for Cuba or Peru, recruiters resorted to kidnappings and physical abuse to force 

the Chinese to sign contracts.  Indentured Asians and observers of the trade repeatedly 

complained that recruiters and agencies abducted individuals and held them prisoner until 

they agreed to sign a contract.  Kidnapping occurred on boats along the coast and the 

Pearl River and in small villages and in larger cities in southern China.  Native labor 

recruiters even abducted people during broad daylight.  The Spanish consul in Amoy 

admitted to as much in 1859, complaining that chinos “were hunted like wild beasts” by 

coolie exporters.15  After being held in isolation for as many as fourteen days ‘Ho A-ying 

and Lo A-êrh, finally broke down and signed agreements.16  For others, threats of 

violence or actual bloodshed induced them to place their name at the bottom of the 

contract or accept someone else’s as if it were theirs.  As a prisoner in the barracoon, Yeh 

Fu-chün witnessed extreme violence perpetrated against others and quickly signed his 

contract in order to avoid a similar fate.  Likewise, Chang ‘Huo-hsiu observed, “In the 

barracoon I saw that those who refused to go abroad were beaten on the cheeks, and 

placed under privies, so that consent was the only course open to me.”  Ku Ch‘iao-hsiu, 

in contrast, experienced this brutality first hand.  He noted, “I was beaten with great 

                                                
14 Cuba Commission Report, 36-42.  Also see Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 27-46; Pérez de la 
Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 133-135; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 32-40; Trazegnies Granda, 
En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II, 263-266. 
15 As quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 28. 
16 Cuba Commission Report, 39-40. 
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severity, and the suffering being unendurable I could not but accept the contract,” and 

“600 others, all wronged in a like manner” were on board as well.17  

These men could not escape from the barracoons.  Coolie agencies rounded up the 

recruits in these virtual prisons and held them there until they signed a contract or 

accepted a contract that someone else had signed as their own.  Once they were in the 

barracoon it was nearly impossible to get out before being put on a ship.  Coolie 

exporters made sure to lock the doors and gates to the barracoons and if a chino somehow 

escaped they tracked him down and dragged him back to the building.  Receiving 

physical abuse and being chained were a frequent part of the barracoon experience as 

well.  Portuguese, Spanish, and Peruvian officials were supposed to ensure that no one 

signed a contract unwillingly and that they could leave the barracoon if they so desired.   

However, for the most part, the authorities complied with the deceptions.  They failed to 

make sure that the Chinese understood their contracts and ignored their pleas for help.18  

“At the time of inspection I declined to sign the contract,” ‘Hu A-pao declared, “the 

Portuguese official then forcibly seized my hand and when it had marked the paper took 

[it] away.”19  

Procuring colonos asiáticos in Macao was not the same as obtaining slaves along 

the African coast.  The use of contracts and the obligation of government officials to 

ensure that these were agreed to legally imbued coolie labor with the appearance of free 

                                                
17 Ibid., 39-40.  For a more general discussion of kidnapping and violence see Corbitt, A Study of the 
Chinese in Cuba, 27-46; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 32-39; Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las 
colinas de arena, Tomo II, 267-269. 
18 Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 27-46; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 39-54; Trazegnies 
Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II, 275-276. 
19 Cuba Commission Report, 40. 
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labor.  However, the deception and violence associated with recruiting these laborers 

reveal that this was not free labor.  An international commission led by a representative 

of the Chinese government that visited Cuba in 1874 ultimately concluded that “it thus 

appears that of the Chinese labourers who have proceeded to Cuba, 8 or 9 of every 10 

have been conveyed there against their will.”20  The Peruvian newspaper La Patria 

claimed that same year that “The greater part, at least 80%, of the Asiatics who arrive at 

Paita [a port in Northern Peru] and Callao, have been victims of the most cruel 

deception.”21  Thus, in the final analysis, it becomes clear through an examination of the 

situation in Macao that coolie labor represented a form of unfree labor that was at least a 

small shift from slavery toward free labor.  A careful look at the voyage to the New 

World and the conditions confronting the Chinese once in Cuba and Peru further 

confirms this conclusion. 

 

The Middle Passage and Sale in Havana and Callao 

 Ships of varying nationalities profited from the coolie trade.  Many of the firms 

involved in transporting coolies to Cuba and Peru had partaken in the African slave 

trade.22  The coolie trade allowed them to make similar profits without the same risk of 

being caught by British Navy warships.  British and U.S. ships dominated the early stages 

of this endeavor to Cuba, but other countries also participated.  In 1856, the U.S. consul 

in Havana recorded the arrival of 4,967 colonos asiáticos in 15 vessels.  According to the 

                                                
20 Ibid., 38. 
21 As quoted in Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 38.  Stewart quotes the March 17, 1874 issue of La 
Patria. 
22 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 14. 
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consul, the British brought in 1,846 coolies on 7 ships, the Americans 1,910 on 4 ships, 

Spaniards 892 on 3 ships and the Dutch 319 on 1 ship.  During the first third of the next 

year, the Consul noted the involvement of the Peruvians as well and stated that the Dutch 

had significantly increased their participation (already four ships with 1,500 coolies in 

only four months).  By the beginning of June of 1858, 31 British ships had brought 9,793 

Chinese to Cuba, 16 U.S. ships had brought 7,453, 11 Spanish ships had brought 3,574, 8 

French ships had brought 3,503, and 10 Dutch ships had brought another 3,342.  Chilean, 

Norwegian, Portuguese, German, Austrian, and at least officially Salvadoran vessels all 

imported chinos to Cuba as well.23  The vessels landing in Peru sailed under similar flags.   

During the first phase of coolie importation to Peru (1849-1857), thirty-nine coolie ships 

docked in Callao.  The largest number of these ships were Peruvian (15), followed by 

British, American, French, German, Dutch, Danish, Chilean, and Mexican ones.  Ships 

from Italy, El Salvador, and other countries joined the trade as well.24 

Transporting coolies was a lucrative line of business, but by the early 1860s, the 

British and American governments had forced their countries’ boats out of the trade.  The 

Chinese Passenger Act of 1855 and the shift of the trade from British ports to Macao, 

forced British ships out of the trade to Cuba and Peru.  These vessels still participated in 

the trade within the British Empire.  After 1858, British ships had officially ceased their 

involvement in the Latin American coolie trade.25  U.S. ships soon left the business as 

                                                
23 See U.S. Consul from Havana reports between 1855 and 1860.  In particular see Dispatch No. 23, April 
9, 1857, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 36, microfilm and Dispatch No. 15, June 14, 1858, U.S. Consul 
from Havana, roll 39, microfilm. 
24 Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II, 101-102, 124-126. 
25 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 162; Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 56; Yun, The 
Coolie Speaks, 21. 
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well.  In 1862, the U.S. government (without southern participation because of the Civil 

War) banned American participation in the coolie trade when Congress passed the 

Prohibition of Coolie Trade Act.  Fear that the coolie trade was becoming another slave 

trade and a desire to keep the Chinese out of the United States led to the law’s 

enactment.26  However, some British and American ships and crews continued to operate 

by changing the flag under which they sailed.  This reality might explain the increased 

presence of Salvadoran ships during the second half of the coolie trade.27  Still, French, 

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, and Russian ships quickly took over the bulk of the traffic to 

Cuba.  In fact, during the 1860s, French ships dominated the trade to Cuba.28  In the final 

tally, French and Spanish ships carried more than half of all coolies to Cuba.29  In Peru, 

the French, Portuguese, and Spaniards continued to play a significant role, but the 

presence of Peruvian ships docking in Callao remained strongest.  From Peruvian 

newspapers, Watt Stewart has calculated that between April of 1871 and July of 1874, 20 

Peruvian ships landed in Callao 28 times, while 4 French ships landed 4 times, 2 

Portuguese ships landed 3 times, 1 Dutch ship landed 2 times, and Russian and Austrian 

ships landed once each.30  

 The experience of the Chinese on these ships during their voyage from Macao to 

Havana or Callao further exposes how coolies occupied a position somewhere between 

slaves and free men.  Greater shipping regulations existed to protect coolies as compared 

                                                
26 Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and Sugar in the Age of Emancipation (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 11-38; Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 22-28. 
27 New York Times, July 1, 1866.  Also see Trazegnies Granda, En el país de las colinas de arena, Tomo II, 
124-126; Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 21. 
28 Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 57-59; Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 161-162. 
29 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 20. 
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to slaves, but lackadaisical enforcement, abuse during the voyage, and high death rates 

while at sea made the Chinese oceanic experience reminiscent of the infamous “middle 

passage” in the Atlantic slave trade.  In many ways, ship crews treated colonos asiáticos 

no differently than slaves during the voyage to the New World.  Nevertheless, the 

existence of a coolie middle passage did not in and of itself make these workers slaves.   

Portuguese, Spanish, and Peruvian officials felt obligated to provide colonos 

asiáticos with safeguards during their long voyage to Latin America.  Ships heading for 

Cuba went west from China, through the Indian Ocean, around Africa’s Cape of Good 

Hope, and then across the Atlantic to Cuba.  The trip typically lasted between three and 

six months and contained few stops.31  In the Peruvian case, the ships went across the 

Pacific and the voyage lasted on average between 80 and 140 days.32  Because of the 

possibility of passengers becoming sick or dying during such a prolonged voyage, the 

Portuguese, Spanish, and Peruvian governments enacted various shipping regulations to 

try to protect the Chinese and ensure that they received more humane treatment than 

African slaves had (and still did during the illegal slave trade).  Indentured Asians were 

legally not slaves, and this gave these governments grounds to distinguish the coolie trade 

from the slave trade.  Ship captains were not supposed to overcrowd colonos asiáticos on 

board their ships and turn their ships into prisons the same way they had with African 

slaves.  True, European and New World governments had tried to regulate the slave trade 
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in order to prevent the sadistic treatment of slaves and their death at sea, but regulations 

for transporting coolies went even further –at least on paper. 

Beginning in the early 1850s, the Spanish and Peruvian governments established a 

number of rules concerning the treatment of colonos asiáticos during the transoceanic 

voyage.  In 1854, the Spanish Crown decreed a new law against the overcrowding of 

coolie ships headed to Cuba, stipulating that all vessels leaving China had to meet a 

person-to-ship ratio of one and a half tons per passenger; ships traveling between Spain 

and Cuba only had to have a one to one ratio.  They also insisted that these ships maintain 

proper ventilation and cleanliness and possess adequate food and water.  Any ship with 

more than one hundred persons had to have a doctor and medicine chest on board.  

Before the ships left, the regulations required the Spanish consul to certify that the 

Chinese on board had willingly signed their contracts and that the ship met the conditions 

explained above.33  A new royal decree in 1860 raised the person-to-ship ratio to two tons 

per passenger and mandated a doctor and medicine chest for any ship with more than 

forty colonos asiáticos.  The new law also stated that a mortality rate of more than six 

percent of the passengers during the voyage obligated the government in Cuba to 

investigate the cause of so many deaths and fine any ship that had broken the law.34  

Peruvian legislation looked rather similar.  When the trade to Peru resumed legally in 

1861, the new regulations stipulated that all ships had to have a person to ship ratio of 
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one ton per passenger.35  Three years later, a new law required “sufficient” food, water, 

and ventilation, and a doctor supplied with medicines on board each ship.  Peruvian 

authorities in Macao had to inspect each ship before it left and officials in Callao had to 

do the same when it arrived.36  In 1868, a presidential decree increased the passenger to 

ship tonnage ratio to 1:2.37   

In an effort to guarantee the humane treatment of the Chinese while sailing to 

Latin America, the Portuguese enacted their own set of laws in 1856.  The Portuguese 

rules were comparable to those of Spain and Peru, but contained additional requirements.  

The Portuguese expected ship captains to provide coolies with three sets of clothing, a 

blanket, a bamboo pillow, a tea chest, cooking and eating utensils, and sufficient food and 

water.  The boats could not leave without sanctioned Chinese interpreters.  Twenty or 

more chinos on board required a doctor and medicine chest.  The ships had to provide 

every colono asiático with two and half meters of deck space.  Before boarding, the crew 

had to disinfect the vessel with chloride and lime, and the passengers and crew had to 

sweep out and disinfect coolie quarters twice a day during the voyage.  The law also 

expected them to check the cleanliness of the Chinese each day and wash a set of their 

clothes in boiling water with bleach once a week.  Every week, the crew had to open the 

passengers’ chests and aerate the clothes contained in them.  Coolies could smoke 

tobacco and small amounts of opium in certain parts of the ship.  Finally, the law called 

for passengers to have daily access to the deck to get sun and fresh air.38 Clearly, the 
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Spanish, Peruvian, and Portuguese regulations intended to protect the health of the 

Chinese and prevent colonos asiáticos from becoming overcrowded cattle or prisoners 

stuck below deck. 

Some ships did make the passage with a minimal number of deaths, suggesting 

that some care for the Chinese and adherence to these regulations, once enacted, 

occurred.  Between 1849 and 1853, only two percent of passengers died on their way to 

Callao, with the most in any single voyage being nine people.  As Trazegnies Granda 

observes, the mortality rate shot up dramatically after 1853 as importers became less 

scrupulous trying to take advantage of the increase in demand for coolie labor.39  Still, 

some concern for colonos asiáticos existed.  When the trade resumed to Peru in 1861, 

several ships reported extremely low numbers of deaths.  The lowest figure at this time 

was 0.27 percent, achieved by the Portuguese ship Cecilia contracted to the Maritime 

Company.  At least eight other boats landed with more than ninety-nine percent of the 

Chinese with whom they had embarked.  A handful of others lost between one and two 

percent, and several others made it without losing more than four percent.  The fact that 

some captains did not load as many coolies as the law permitted onto their boats suggests 

that some worried about overcrowding and the health of their passengers.  For example, 

the Peruvian frigate Napoleón Canevaro arrived in Callao in 1864 with 290 of the 

original 300 colonos asiáticos (a loss of 3.3 percent), but the boat legally could have left 

Macao with 1327 passengers.  Thus, the Napoleón Canevaro had sailed with less than a 

quarter of its legal allotment.40   
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Ships docking in Havana reported low mortality rates from time to time.  During 

the 1850s, the boats consigned to Manuel B. Pereda’s firm consistently had the fewest 

number of deaths per passenger.  In 1853, the barque Juan de Unsueta made it with 348 

out of 350 coolies.  Although the overall death rate was not low for Pereda that year, 

between eight and twelve percent, things improved drastically the next year.  Out of the 

1,750 Chinese headed to Cuba under his name, only 39 died at sea (2.23 percent) in 1854. 

The following year, the figure increased to 4.6 percent, but this was still below the six 

percent threshold.41  Although many ships did worse than this during the 1860s and 

1870s, some still arrived with nearly all of the original Chinese on board.  The French 

frigate Alexandre Lavally made a voyage with 97.1 percent of the original passengers 

arriving in Havana.  Others did it with relatively few deaths as well.42  Some of these 

ships that arrived with few losses did so with overcrowded ships, but a few ship captains 

refused to break this law.  In 1857, Amos Peck, the captain for the U.S. ship Hound, 

loaded a little over half of the 400 Chinese La Colonizadora had requested onto his ship 

because his boat was not large enough for the number requested and he wanted to follow 

the regulations.43   

The low mortality rate on a number of the voyages suggests that some 

transporters did show concern for their passengers.  The fact that various ship captains 

allowed the Chinese quite a bit of space for their own entertainment during the long 

voyage reinforces this interpretation.  The Portuguese regulations allowed some tobacco 

and opium smoking, and many crews were more than willing to placate their passengers 
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by allowing them access to these substances.  The authorities in Cuba began to worry in 

the late 1860s that opium played a significant role in the deaths that occurred during the 

passage, but colonos asiáticos continued to have access to the drug while at sea.44  Even 

as the trade neared its end, many ship captains still furnished coolies with opium.45  Most 

crews accepted the possibility of opium overdoses because providing chinos with this 

substance helped maintain order while at sea. 

Allowing access to other forms of entertainment, such as games, dances, and 

music, also helped make the voyage more endurable.  Guillermo García y García, a 

Peruvian ship captain involved in transporting coolies, claimed that he provided his 

passengers with various musical instruments and let them play music and conduct other 

performances for each other.46  Don Aldus wrote about his experience on a coolie ship 

headed to Peru and echoed García y García.  Aldus explained, “The time had been 

passing along with every one on board; with the Coolies it was filled in with gambling, 

gymnastic exercises, music, and rude theatricals.”  He claimed the Chinese read to each 

other and taught each other to read.  Aldus also recalled that colonos asiáticos weaved 

objects out of wicker in hopes of winning a prize of tobacco or a silver dollar.47  Edgar C. 

Holden, writing for Harper’s Magazine in 1864 about a coolie mutiny on board the 

Norway, painted a similar portrait for ships heading to Cuba.  The main form of 

entertainment according to Holden was gambling with dominoes, but they also played 
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music and performed plays.  Much to the chagrin of Holden, the instruments and music 

were typically Eastern.  He explained, “Their barbarous music would hardly strike the ear 

of an American virtuoso as melodious.  It was a most ingeniously discordant variation, 

from the tum-tum-ti-tilly of a one-string violin to the hoarse uproar produced by 

enormous clarionets without keys, flutes six feet long, cymbals, gongs, drums, and 

marine trumpets.”48  The instruments and other objects used by colonos asiáticos often 

belonged to the ship.49  Yet, some Chinese clearly brought their own cultural artifacts and 

continued to use them once in the New World.  It was good policy to allow chinos to 

have these things during the voyage.  Permitting various forms of amusement kept the 

passengers happy and could help prevent a serious confrontation while at sea.  

Notwithstanding these regulations and the access to entertainment that some 

received, the truth of the matter was that the overall mortality rate remained extremely 

high.  With respect to Peru, the Empresa sailed to Callao for a second time in 1852 with 

323 coolies, but only 246 of them made it –a twenty-four percent death rate.50  The ship 

returned the next year and lost 22.5 percent of its passengers.  Before President Castilla’s 

1856 ban of the trade, ships repeatedly lost thirty percent or more of their passengers.51  

Between 1860 and 1863, when the trade had resumed to Peru, the average death rate at 
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sea to this country was 30.44 percent, with that figure reaching 41.55 percent in 1862.52  

In reaction to these alarming rates, the Peruvian government established new regulations 

for transporting coolies in 1864 and in 1868, and the mortality rate began to decrease.  

Between 1864 and 1874 the average rate was about six and a half percent.53  

Nevertheless, numerous ships still reported an excessive number of deaths.  During the 

mid to late 1860s, a handful of ships (the Portuguese Julián and the Italian Don José, 

Patrolongo, and Ligure) reported losing between forty-four and fifty-eight percent of 

their passengers.  Bad numbers continued into the 1870s.  For example, the French ship 

Ville de Grande lost forty-three percent in 1871, the Peruvian Luisa Canevaro lost about 

twenty-six percent in 1872, the Portuguese Emigrante lost nearly twenty-two percent in 

1872, and the Austrian Colombia lost thirty-three percent in 1873.  A number of others 

lost ten to twenty percent of their passengers during this later period.54  When all was said 

and done, the mortality rate at sea for Peru averaged about 9.7 percent for the entire era 

of the coolie trade (1849-1874).55  

Deaths at sea were an even bigger problem in the Cuban case.  The very first 

coolie ship to Cuba in 1847, the Oquendo, lost 28 percent of its passengers.56  Although 

Pereda’s track record during the early 1850s was quite good for the time, the ships 

carrying colonos asiáticos for his rival Wardrop, such as the Panama, Blenheim, and 

Gertrude in 1853, were losing coolies at extremely high rates (over forty percent).  Using 

statistics published in the Diario de la Marina (one of Havana’s main newspapers at the 
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time), Corbitt has calculated that between 1847 and 1859 15.2 percent of all colonos 

asiáticos died during the voyage to Cuba.  The average began to drop somewhat during 

the 1860s and 1870s following new regulations, but a number of ships still had mortality 

rates in the double digits.  For example, in 1866, the Spanish ship Catalina lost 63 of 473 

coolies on board, or 13.3 percent.  Others did worse.  The Tamans lost 69 of 300 

passengers, or twenty-three percent, and the Jacques Seurin lost 63 of 300, or twenty-one 

percent.57  The French ship Nelly lost 273 of 444 chinos (61.5 percent) during its 1869 

voyage.58  Four years later, the French ship Alexandre Lavalley on another of its voyages 

lost more than one fifth of its passengers (134 of 630).59  On the eve of the end of the 

coolie trade in 1874, ships still reported double-digit death rates.60  In the end, Denise 

Helly calculates that about 16,000 out of 142,000 coolies died at sea, or more than eleven 

percent.61  

No other trade in indentured workers to the New World ever averaged such high 

mortality rates.  Of the 4,396 coolies transported to the British West Indies between 1845 

and 1847, only 4.3 percent died. For the rest of the coolie period in the British Empire, 

the death rate at sea hovered around two percent.62  Indentured servants heading to 

colonial British America one to two centuries earlier had a much better chance of 

surviving the voyage.  They went under similar contractual terms and on smaller ships, 
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but 97 to 98.2 percent made it on average.63  Improvements in shipping technology and 

the rise of an international abolitionist movement apparently did not help the Chinese 

destined for Havana and Callao.  Only the death rate of African slaves during the 

transatlantic voyage to the Americas rivaled that of the coolie trade to Cuba and Peru.  

Between 1590 and 1699 the mortality rate averaged a little over twenty percent, but from 

the eighteenth century on, the average rate dropped to ten to fifteen percent.64  This is a 

comparable statistic to the trade in colonos asiáticos.  Of course, as Trazegnies Granda 

points out, the African middle passage was even worse if one considers the fact that 

slaves’ necks and legs were always chained.  Mistreatment of this sort did occur on coolie 

ships, but never to the same degree.  Still, the experience of many coolies headed to Latin 

America was truly nightmarish for many of them. 

The high rate of death resulted largely from overcrowding and the poor 

enforcement of the regulations.  Coolie traders repeatedly lied about the tonnage of their 

ships and then filled them past capacity.65  For example, in Cuba, La Alianza claimed that 

the ship Dos Hermanos was of 700 tons when it sailed to Havana in 1870 with 251 Asian 

workers.  In reality it was only 305 tons, meaning that it could legally carry 152 coolies.  

But the problem ran deeper.  Spanish officials in Macao had sanctioned the overcrowding 

knowing full well that the ship’s tonnage was less than half of what La Alianza had 

claimed.  The authorities in Cuba seemed perplexed and upset by their counterparts’ 
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actions in China, but they decided not to fine La Alianza since only six chinos had 

perished during the voyage.  Instead they issued a warning against future infractions.66  

Warnings did little to stop overcrowding.  Ship captains or coolie companies sometimes 

received fines.67  Yet, even these fines could be revoked.68  Government officials in both 

corners of the world repeatedly failed to fulfill their duties, in terms of preventing 

overcrowding and making sure that the ship had all the necessary provisions.  With little 

to fear, coolie importers continued to overcrowd their ships.69  In Cuba, some coolie 

speculators were even willing to complain to local officials about ships that actually 

followed shipping guidelines.  In July of 1857, La Colonizadora wanted compensation 

from the American ship captain of the Hound, Amos Peck, for failing to board the 400 

chinos for which the company had contracted.  Peck tried to explain to the disgruntled 

businessmen that he could only legally transport 230, but the Cubans remained 

indignant.70  

Overcrowding led to terrible conditions on board the ships.  Recall the story of 

Leung Ashew that opened this study and the terrible state of affairs aboard the Dolores 

Ugarte.71  Many of these vessels had awful sanitary conditions and poor air circulation 

for the high number of passengers they carried.  Moreover, crews did not give colonos 
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asiáticos sufficient access to the deck for fresh air.  Instead, coolies, such as Yeh Fu-

chün, had to endure a “stench below from the crowd of men [that] was most offensive.”72  

Likewise, the Chinese aboard the Luisa Canevaro in 1872 did not leave the hold and go 

on deck for a month.  During that time, they could not wash their clothes and bedding or 

sanitize their quarters.73   In addition, hunger, dehydration, and sickness, such as 

dysentery, were the lot of many indentured Asians while they were at sea.  Coolie 

traffickers often failed to provide sufficient food and water and even when it appeared 

that the ship had enough, the food was frequently rotten and the water stagnant.  In order 

to relieve their thirst, some coolies drank seawater, which only made them sicker.  Others 

resorted to stealing water, but if caught, the crew usually beat them severely.  When the 

Chinese asked for extra water and food, the crew reacted similarly.74  Even though the 

laws required that doctors travel onboard these voyages, many ships failed to carry any.  

When doctors were present, they were often under-qualified and failed to perform their 

duties.75 

Ship crews also physically abused the Chinese and imprisoned them below deck.  

As coolie traders packed the Chinese onto their ships, they proceeded to lock them all 

down below, covering each hatchway with iron gratings.  Ship captains made sure to 

protect themselves from coolie uprisings by constructing high thick walls on the main 
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deck near their quarters with watchmen on top of them so that they could warn the crew 

of any threatening coolies.  The ships often carried cannons that the crew could use on 

the colonos asiáticos if they tried to rise up.76  James O’Kelly, a reporter for the New 

York Herald, witnessed the arrival of a coolie ship in the port of Havana and began 

speaking to one of the crewmen.  The sailor tried to convince O’Kelly that they had 

treated the Chinese with the utmost respect.  O’Kelly, however, remained suspicious, 

noting “the threatening-looking iron grille” that kept the Chinese below deck and “the 

appearance of two small ship cannon, so placed as to sweep the decks in case of [a 

coolie] attack.”77  Evidently, the coolie ship resembled an overcrowded prison to O’Kelly 

and many others.  In general, complaints abounded of crews physically abusing their 

cargo.  Once all of the chinos had boarded the ship, the captain regularly selected several 

of them for a flogging “as a means of intimidating all others.”  Fear of a coolie uprising 

or simple disdain for the Chinese caused the crew to beat their passengers throughout the 

voyage or confine some of them in small cages or in iron chains.  Crew members also 

killed colonos asiáticos.78  These terrible conditions produced very high death rates 

during the long trip across the Indian, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans. 
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 Loss of life also resulted from the Chinese committing suicide and rebelling while 

at sea. Suicide provided thousands of indentured Asians with an escape from the misery 

they endured during the voyage.  Mistreated on board the ships and fearful of worse 

things to come, some colonos asiáticos jumped overboard, hanged themselves below 

deck, and consumed too much opium.  The Cuba Commission Report details numerous 

eyewitness accounts of the Chinese watching their fellow countrymen hurl themselves 

into the sea.  It was not abnormal for coolies such as Wang T‘ing-kuei, to see “24 men 

[leap] overboard and two [poison] themselves with opium.”  Similarly, Liu A-san saw 

“20 men cast themselves overboard,” Lin Chin observed “30 men [commit] suicide,” and 

Tiao Mu and thirty others recalled, “Many die from sickness, and many jump into the sea 

to be devoured by the fish.”79  The records do not allow one to calculate the total number 

of suicides committed at sea, but there can be no doubt that they occurred on the majority 

of voyages.     

Others tried to storm the ship.  The story of the coolie ship Norway, as recalled by 

Edgar C. Holden for Harper’s, illustrates how rebellion could lead to so many casualties 

on board a ship.  More than a thousand colonos asiáticos boarded the Norway in 1857.  

The sixty-man crew, knowing full well that the coolies outnumbered them, made sure to 

station guards at all times to monitor the passengers (some of these being coolies 

themselves).  The captain had also structurally adapted his ship for the coolie trade as 

described above.  Still, at the outset of the voyage, the crew allowed the Chinese to roam  
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the deck.  If coolies quarreled or began to disturb the peace, the crew flogged them or 

chained them to send a message.  A few committed suicide early on.  Yet overall the trip 

started out rather uneventful.  Things changed when a colono asiático, upset with some of 

the others, informed the crew that a small group of Chinese planned to mutiny and were 

going around trying to convince their compatriots to join them.  The captain did not 

believe it at first.  However, a couple of days later the plotters tried to set fire to the ship 

from below the deck.  The crew immediately locked the hatch and passed out weapons.  

The coolies tried to get out so that they could attack, but they could not break free and the 

crew repeatedly fired their arms down into the hold.  This lasted for days until the 

Chinese finally gave up.  When the Norway eventually arrived in Havana after four 

months at sea, seventy coolies had died from the fighting.80  Colonos asiáticos mutinied 

on other ships and sometimes succeeded in actually taking them over or causing a 

shipwreck during the voyage.81  Using mostly British and Portuguese records, Alfred J. 

Meagher calculates that three to four thousand Chinese died during mutinies on their way 

to Cuba, Peru, and the British West Indies, with most of these occurring to the Spanish-

speaking destinations.82  Chapter Five addresses the issues of coolie rebellion and suicide 

in greater depth, but it is important to acknowledge at this point that these actions 

significantly contributed to the large number of deaths that occurred during the voyage.   

 When the Chinese arrived in Havana or Callao various parties took action to 

prepare the Asian workers for their transfer to the coolie companies.  As the boat 

approached these ports, the crew made sure to clean the ship and issue new clothes to the 
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colonos asiáticos to make them more presentable and cover up the bad conditions they 

might have experienced during the voyage.83  James O’Kelly had the fortune of 

witnessing the arrival of one of these ships in Cuba and described the event in the 

following manner: 

It is very difficult to obtain reliable information of what passes on board 
during the voyage, as all the crew are compromised, and before entering 
port everything is put into apple-pie order.  I was rather surprised to find 
the coolies well, and cleanly dressed in cheap suits of a strong cotton 
texture.  Remarking this to one of the engineers, a sleek, oily Englishman, 
he informed me that each one was supplied with two suits, and that, by 
contract, the master who should purchase these coolies would be obliged 
to supply two suits annually to each man.  The impression sought to be 
made on my mind by this oily person was that the Chinese were very well 
treated indeed… 
 As I expressed some surprise at the couleur-de-rose picture the 
oily engineer had drawn from his interior consciousness, his assistant, who 
was a thorough John Bull, blurted out, “Yes, they looks well, and clean 
enough now, because they’ve been awashed and bathed, and got new 
clothes; but you ought to ’ave seen ’em a week ago.  There warn’t a whole 
shirt among ’em all.”84 
 

Officials in both places immediately quarantined the boat in order prevent the spread of 

any disease that might have taken hold of the ship.  The inspectors proceeded to examine 

the ship’s papers and conditions on board the vessel.  If the mortality rate was high (in the 

Cuban case, above six percent), the authorities conducted a more thorough investigation 

of the causes of death.  As already discussed, officials in Cuba and Peru often did not 

take these inspections all that seriously.  Once they had determined that the ship had met 
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the proper conditions and that the coolies were in good enough health, they let the coolies 

get off the boat.85   

Coolie traders now had their laborers.  They could transfer the colonos asiáticos 

to a third party directly from the boat or they could transport the workers to a depósito or 

barracoon.86  The move to their new quarters was disconcerting for many of the Chinese.  

Hsieh Shuang-chiu and eleven of his countrymen in Cuba remembered, “On landing, four 

or five foreigners on horseback, armed with whips, led us like a herd of cattle to the 

barracoon to be sold.”87  In the barracoon, colonos asiáticos could rest up and receive 

further medical attention if needed.  That said, the barracoon was not a caring 

environment.  In reality, these structures were rarely much better than prisons.  Ch‘iu Pi-

shan and thirty-four more coolies complained that the “Chinese (in the Havana 

barracoons) are treated like pigs and dogs, all their movements, even their meals, being 

watched, until, after the lapse of a few days, they are sold away.”88  

When the Chinese regained their strength, the final sale occurred.  Coolie traders 

either sent the workers to someone who had purchased their contracts in advance or they 

sent them to the auctioning block, much like slaves or cattle.  Cubans and Peruvians 

stripped the Chinese down to nothing so that sellers and potential buyers could physically 

examine them and establish prices as if they were buying and selling beasts of burden.  

The South Pacific Times in Peru observed, “It seems to be the correct thing to squeeze the 

coolie’s biceps, give him a pinch or two in the region of the ribs, and then twist him 
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around like a top so as to get a good glance at his physique generally.”89  Often times 

these inspections led to dividing a lot of coolies into different groups of supposed quality 

based on their physical stature, or as one coolie put it, “upper, middle, low.”90  The most 

robust, or “upper,” fetched the best price –on average, colonos asiáticos sold for between 

350 and 400 pesos in both places.91  A number of Chinese complained to the Chinese 

Commission that visited Cuba in 1874 about this humiliating experience.  Lin A-pang 

and one other coolie informed the investigators, “that, in the men-market in which they 

were placed on landing at Havana, would be purchasers insisted on removing their 

clothes, and on examining their persons in order to ascertain whether they possessed 

strength, just as if an ox or a horse was being bought.”92  In these situations, purchasers 

were technically buying the contract of the Chinese and not a person as property, but 

clearly a free labor market did not look like this.   

In sum, the process of recruiting, transporting, and distributing colonos asiáticos 

made a mockery of the notion of free labor.  Few of these workers entered into these 

agreements willingly.  Their experience at sea shared many similarities with that of 

African slaves during the Middle Passage.  The likeness to slaves continued upon their 

arrival and eventual sale to a planter or someone else in Cuba or Peru.  However, coolies 

did sign contracts and theoretically had rights that slaves did not.  During the voyage, the 

Chinese still had more personal freedom than African slaves did during their arduous 
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Atlantic crossing.  Therefore, on a labor-relations spectrum, with slavery on one extreme 

and free labor on the other, coolies were clearly closer to slaves than free laborers.  At 

least contract labor represented a step in the direction of free labor. 

 

Exploiting and Controlling Coolies in Cuba and Peru 

 The work experience of Asian laborers in Cuba and Peru further exposed their 

middle position on the labor-relations spectrum.  Colonos asiáticos faced much hardship 

in the New World.  Their employers regularly gave them little break from work, fed them 

poorly, withheld some of their wages, and did whatever they could to keep them under 

contract and from leaving the work site.  Bosses frequently turned to corporal 

punishment, imprisonment, and psychological abuse to control the Chinese labor force.  

The authorities in both places tended to support the efforts of patrones to keep coolies 

laboring under such terrible conditions.  Nevertheless, employers found themselves 

having to rely more on positive incentives with their Asian labor force than their slave 

labor force (in the case of Peru this would have been prior to 1854).  Most Chinese 

received some form of a wage.  Moreover, some received pay bonuses and other forms of 

reward.  Finally, coolies who survived the length of their contract were more likely to 

gain freedom than slaves.  The majority of chinos may have had to re-contract at least 

once, but thousands gained their freedom.  Thus, the Chinese experience in Cuba and 

Peru reconfirms the earlier conclusion that their labor represented a new form of unfree 

labor that was not as extreme as slavery.  Although the characteristics of forced labor 

stood out the most with coolie labor, it also possessed some elements of free labor.  Let 

us examine coolie labor more closely. 
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Exploitation and Abusive Methods of Control 

Plantation owners and others who used coolie labor clearly exploited these 

workers.  The terrible work conditions for colonos asiáticos demonstrated the little regard 

elites in Cuba and Peru had for Asian immigrants.  For the vast majority of the Chinese, 

going to Latin America at this time meant working on sugar plantations, as well as cotton 

ones in Peru, and this meant backbreaking field labor for most of them.  Exposed to the 

heat and sun, many coolies had to cut cane all day long with few breaks during the zafra 

(sugar harvest).  Others on the sugar plantations were fortunate enough to avoid field 

labor, but work inside the ingenio (sugar mill) could be long, difficult, and tiring as well.  

Field work on cotton plantations in Peru was not much better.93   

Laboring in other industries was just as hellish for many colonos asiáticos.  Peru’s 

guano pits were infamous for their awful work conditions.  There, the Chinese had to dig 

up bird dung with picks, put it in carts, and then shovel it onto chutes that dropped it onto 

waiting ships.  It was hot and humid with hardly any rainfall on the Chincha Islands, and 

the noxious stench was so strong from the bird dung that people living in Pisco fifteen 

miles away on the mainland could reportedly smell it.  Digging up guano released toxic 

ammonia vapors and resulted in respiratory and other health problems.  It even caused 

numerous deaths.94  Laboring on the railroads and in the mines was also hard work.  In 

Cuba, the tropical sun made the already demanding job of laying track all the more 
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difficult.  The high altitude and climate in Peru made this type of work exceedingly 

hazardous as well.  The spread of disease, such as yellow fever, also threatened railroad 

workers.95  Indentured Asians and slaves worked in the El Cobre mines near Santiago de 

Cuba.  They had to descend at least one thousand feet into darkness to mine for copper.  

The shafts were narrow, the floor damp, the air hot, and the work tiring.  The threat of a 

collapse in one of the shafts and other deadly accidents in this “rocky purgatory” existed 

as well.96  Work conditions in urban jobs and the domestic sphere were better, but even 

those could be draining over time.   

In all of these types of jobs, patrones rarely fulfilled their contractual obligations.  

The work hours for the Chinese were extremely long.  According to the typical contract, 

patrones had to give coolies Sundays off; every other day they could exact up to twelve 

hours of labor a day from their Asian workers.  Yet, many employers in all of these 

industries forced colonos asiáticos to labor between fifteen and twenty hours, including 

Sundays.  Chinos received minimal compensation for the work that they performed.  The 

contracts called for wages of four pesos a month –a fraction of what the average free 

laborer received in Cuba and Peru (somewhere between twenty and thirty pesos).  Some 
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collected this wage, but many others received much less.  Employers regularly withheld 

wages.  The Chinese commission in Cuba noted that “the almost universal practice” on 

plantations was to withhold “$12 during the first year” from coolies because they had 

received a cash advance upon embarking for Cuba.  However, colonos asiáticos only 

received eight pesos back in China, meaning that planters cheated their Asian workers out 

of a whole month’s pay.  In fact, the Chinese commission in Cuba noted that “many have 

not received even a single cash” –that is, no monetary compensation at all.  Additionally, 

coolies regularly complained about the quality and quantity of food they received.  Many 

had to purchase extra food with the minimal wages they received just to have enough to 

eat.  Furthermore, few received the health care that their contracts promised them.  In 

fact, many employers forced them to work when sick and injured.97  These forms of 

exploitation were not just confined to plantations and guano pits; they occurred in every 

sector of the economy in which the Chinese worked.   

Appalling housing conditions were the norm.  This was nowhere more evident 

than on the haciendas.  Coolies on plantations often received housing in the form of the 

galpón or barracón which differed little from the barracoons in Macao or slaves’ quarters 

in Cuba and formerly so in Peru.  Patrones crammed as many Chinese as possible into 
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these warehouse-like barracks that lacked windows and locked them in at night.  The 

bedding and furnishings inside were minimal.98  Esteban Montejo, a former slave in 

Cuba, described the barracoons in the following manner, “There were barracoons made 

of wood and others made of cement with tiled roofs.  Both kinds had a dirt floor and were 

filthy as hell.  There certainly was no modern kind of ventilation inside.  A little hole in 

the wall of the room or a little tiny window with bars was all there was.  So the place 

swarmed with fleas and ticks that gave the entire work force infections and sickness.”99  

Sometimes employers allowed colonos asiáticos to construct their own quarters.  

Although this gave them more freedom over their living situation, it also meant extra 

work for them and potentially having to spend some of their earnings on building 

materials.100   

The common reliance on abusive methods of social control in Cuba and Peru 

further exposes the unfree nature of coolie labor.  As with recruiters in Macao and ship 

crews during the voyage, patrones and their underlings in Cuba and Peru imprisoned and 

physically and psychologically tormented colonos asiáticos as a way of managing them 

and expressing any of their sadistic tendencies.  Patrones also relied on deceit and 

indebtedness to keep coolies from leaving the plantations and other work sites.  The 

repeated use of these tactics demonstrates that as much as some in Cuba and Peru wanted 
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to believe that colonos asiáticos represented free labor, they did not.  Still, as we will see 

at the end of this chapter and later in this study, it does not seem appropriate to lump 

coolies into the same category as slaves. 

 Patrones and supervisors in Cuba and Peru frequently resorted to corporal 

punishment as a way of controlling coolies.  Just like the experience of slaves in Cuba 

and former slaves in Peru, whippings and beatings became a regular part of plantation life 

for colonos asiáticos.  When the Chinese on the haciendas refused to perform a task or 

did not fulfill it to their supervisor’s expectations (i.e., worked too slowly or clumsily) 

they likely received numerous lashes.  “The administrator and overseers are as wolves or 

tigers,” Ch‘ên Ku and two of his companions testified, “In their hand is the knife and on 

their shoulders the musket, and when they detect only a little slowness in work they 

chastise us until the blood drips to the ground.”  Management could also use animals as 

weapons.  Sometimes foremen urged dogs to attack Chinese workers to intimidate them 

and make them work harder.  If superiors believed a threat of insubordination existed, 

they did not hesitate to strike coolies.  Of course, bosses could interpret the asking of 

relatively innocent questions as a form of disobedience.  Plantation owners and 

supervisors physically punished colonos asiáticos for asking for food and water, their 

pay, and about the status of their contract.  If these workers complained of illness or 

injury and asked for rest, bosses placed them in chains and struck them.  If the Chinese 

dared to seek the help of officials, patrones typically had their workers beaten as soon as 

they got them back.  When the Chinese ran away which, as we will see in Chapter Five, 

they repeatedly did, patrones had them flogged.  The punishment for running away could 
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be even more extreme.  After trying to escape, Chou Liu was hunted down by dogs and 

“on being captured two of [his] fingers were cut off.”101   

 Extreme corporal punishment occurred outside of the plantations.  Colonos 

asiáticos who worked in other sectors of the economy experienced the same cruelties.  

Foremen on the guano islands whipped and beat the Chinese for the same reasons.  Watt 

Stewart suggests that the American Henry Meiggs who used Asian indentured labor on 

the Peruvian railroad projects he oversaw treated these workers more mildly than others 

did, but railroad workers in Peru and Cuba had to deal with abusive overseers.  Lin A-

ch‘ing worked for a Cuban railroad where they had “to work night and day” for twenty-

one hours, even on Sundays.  The “overseer is very cruel,” he explained.  “We are 

constantly flogged by the superintendent at the instigation of the overseer.”102  

Supervisors in Peru’s guano pits and in Cuba’s El Cobre mine also physically abused the 

coolies who labored under their control.103  Even when the Chinese worked as domestics 

or in the city in small-scale factories where work conditions tended to be somewhat more 
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tolerable, they also had bosses who beat them.104  Li Chao-ch‘un and 165 others 

complained to the Chinese-led commission that visited Cuba in 1874 about the awful 

work conditions that existed on the island in all sectors of the economy.  Having already 

complained about starvation, beatings, and dog attacks on the sugar plantations, the men 

explained, “Those of us who are employed on farms or coffee estates, in sugar 

warehouses, brick-kilns, on railways and in baker, cigar, shoe, hat and other shops, are in 

each of these places of service, ill treated, flogged, confined in stocks and in jail, and 

tortured in every way as on the plantations.”105 

Employers used chains and imprisonment as another method of social control, 

which mimicked slavery.  Upon capturing runaway Chinese, patrones placed them in 

shackles.  If the colonos asiáticos tried to purchase goods outside of the plantation, 

patrones often claimed that they were runaways and the workers could be “confined in 

irons for three months and fined three months’ wages.”  Management responded to other 

coolie infractions or supposed infractions by chaining them as well.  Some chinos found 

themselves having to labor in irons for months and years.  In addition to the use of 

shackles, patrones and overseers punished workers by placing them in the stocks or in 
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small private prisons on the plantation or other work site.  If a private prison did not exist, 

bosses sometimes resorted to locking a supposedly unruly worker in a room.  Coolie 

quarters, especially on the plantations, often became nightly prisons themselves.  With 

the aim of preventing the Chinese from running away, plantation owners had the doors to 

the galpón (coolie or slave quarters) locked at night.  Ultimately, regardless of the sector 

of the economy in which colonos asiáticos worked, an unsettling picture of work life 

emerged in which “everywhere cells exist, and whips and rods are in constant use, and 

maimed and lacerated limbs are daily to be seen.”106 

Even when coolies had clearly not committed any infractions, their superiors 

sometimes struck them and chained them.  This could occur almost immediately, whether 

it was in the barracoon in Macao, on board a ship, or under a new patrón in Cuba or Peru.  

Those who took these actions right away did so as a preventative measure.  Corporal 

punishment for seemingly no apparent reason served as a tool to intimidate colonos 

asiáticos and make them kowtow to future demands.  Management also hoped that it 

would scare them into not rebelling in the future for fear of worse reprisals.  Sometimes 

bosses chose a few of the Chinese out of a larger group and then beat them or chained 

them to eliminate any doubt about who was in charge and whose will had to be followed.  
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Concerning their voyage to Cuba, Li Chao-ch‘un and 165 more coolies claimed that “a 

few were indiscriminately selected and flogged as a means of intimidating all others.”  

Liang Yu-tê witnessed the same thing, recalling, “I also saw that three or four men, who 

by their physical powers caused apprehension to the master were severely flogged, and 

were placed in irons, from which they were only released on arrival at Havana.”107    

In other situations, the purpose of a beating was lost; physical beatings just 

became manifestations of the racism, hatred, and cruelty of some bosses who knew that 

they were unlikely to face punishment for taking such actions.  Hence, Chu Chia-hsien 

hearing from an overseer that “it did not matter if we died, as others could be bought to 

take our places.”  Likewise, Liu A-lin complained, “The administrator is of exceptional 

cruelty.  The owner has told him to flog without restraint, that it matters not if one is 

beaten to death as ten others can be bought in his place.”  Liu A-jui’s testimony reiterated 

this point when he stated, “The owner continually urges upon the overseers that a large 

crop of sugar is the only matter of importance, and that no consideration should be shown 

to the labourers, as if one be beaten to death ten others can be purchased.”108  For bosses 

in these situations, the Chinese had lost their humanity; they had become objects of 

amusement and their lives had no value.  This was clearly how a patrón viewed Ch‘ên 

Hsiang.  “I was transferred to a sugar plantation, where during five years I suffered great 

hardships,” Ch‘ên complained.  “As I was flogged daily, I asked my employer why, as 

my tasks were well performed, I was thus chastised; and he replied that he had bought me 
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not to labour but to be beaten.”109  There can be little doubt, that many who employed 

and supervised coolies in both Cuba and Peru abused their workers repeatedly. 

 These actions, as observed by Lisa Yun, also constituted psychological torture, 

which further helped bend coolies to the will of employers.  Although bosses certainly 

beat Ch‘ên Hsiang and others in order to get them to work harder and to not rebel, 

informing them that they had purchased them “not to labour but to be beaten” or that they 

were so dispensable that they could easily replace them if they died became another way 

of terrorizing them.110  The purpose of this psychological cruelty was to dehumanize the 

Chinese, to make them feel worthless, and to try to eliminate their identities and sense of 

self in order to make them more pliable.  Employers used other psychological tactics as 

well.  According to Wu A-san in Cuba, “the Chinese in chains were beaten severely if 

they did not imitate the cries of sheep and dogs.”111  Wu A-san’s boss was using this form 

of humiliation to send a message that chinos were no better than animals.  The already 

described experience on the auctioning block, where the Chinese had to stand and let 

people examine them like cattle was extremely degrading as well.112  Yun notes an 

extreme case of humiliation in Cuba in which a superior forced a coolie named Liang to 

drink the urine of a female slave.113  Patrones dishonored Asian workers and challenged 

their self-identity by cutting of their queues against their will.114  They also burned the 
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corpses of colonos asiáticos who committed suicide as an affront to their workers’ beliefs 

in order to scare them into obeying.115  Even forced name changing became a form of 

psychological abuse that challenged a coolie’s sense of self by suggesting that they no 

longer had any control over their own life.116 

 Another psychological maneuver that patrones utilized with their labor force was 

promoting divisions within it in order to maintain control over it –something masters did 

with slaves as well.  Hacendados and others tried to counter Chinese unity by favoring 

some coolies over others and offering rewards to those who reported the potentially 

subversive behavior of their paisanos to their superiors.  This could entail informing on 

those who refused to work, stole, or gambled and smoked opium when not allowed to do 

so.117  Sometimes, chinos helped prevent their compatriots from running away or tried to 

capture them after the fact.118  In other instances, they protected the lives of their 

superiors.  Esteban, a colono asiático on the ingenio Teresita in Matanzas, Cuba, warned 

the mayoral that the other Chinese were planning to kill him and the oxherd.  Esteban’s 

betrayal of his countrymen led them to murder him when they had the chance, but one 

might question if they even viewed each other as countrymen since they were often from 
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different villages, spoke different dialects, and could not understand each other.119  It 

seems plausible that employers took advantage of these ethnic divisions within the Asian 

labor force whenever possible.  Patrones often privileged a colono asiático by making 

him contramayoral (a lower level overseer).  Asian contramayorales often received extra 

pay and access to land for personal use, which made them more loyal to their employer.  

Knowing that they had to exact a certain amount of labor from their compatriots in order 

to maintain their privileged status, Chinese overseers rarely hesitated in punishing and 

whipping other coolies.  Asian contramayorales also used their positions of authority to 

extort their paisanos.  These actions could lead to a violent response from other chinos.120  

In sum, employers clearly succeeded in many instances in driving a wedge between 

colonos asiáticos.  That said, as we will see later in this study, indentured Asians could 

overcome these efforts to foster divisions within their ranks.   

In Cuba, this effort to create divisions also meant fostering hostility between the 

slave and coolie populations since they often worked side by side on the plantations and 

in other industries.  Legally the Chinese were free people, but their daily experience 

differed little from that of Cuba’s slaves.  Therefore, in order to prevent these groups 

from recognizing their common oppression and uniting to challenge it, employers 
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encouraged the two groups to hate each other and to view each other as belonging to 

separate social groups.  Showing special favor towards slaves instead of colonos asiáticos 

could help create this wedge.121  In other instances, employers could be even more 

explicit about promoting these divisions.  Lai A-ssu, who worked on a sugar plantation, 

recalled, “Our master also continually urged the negroes to beat us,” while several others 

discussed how employers used blacks, most likely slaves, as overseers and frequently 

beat them, often for no apparent reason.122  Similar hostility between coolies and 

overseers who were slaves appears in the colony’s criminal records.123  The Chinese 

believed that they were free men and should be the superiors to slaves, but many also 

came to believe that “Negroes indeed receive better usage than the Chinese.”124  They 

observed that patrones placed slaves in positions of authority over them and made sure to 

favor slaves in some instances.  As a result, slaves and coolies did not form as close 

bonds as they might have.  According to Eliza McHatton Ripley, on the ingenio 

Desengaño, “The Chinese did not mingle with the negroes, either in their work or 

socially, though subject to the same rules and regulations in regard to their hours of labor 

and hours of rest.”125  Moreover, as evidenced in criminal records and the Cuba 
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Commission Report, distrust, hate, and violence repeatedly characterized the relationship 

between coolies and slaves.126 

Slaves often remained loyal to their masters at the expense of colonos asiáticos 

because they hoped to receive a reward and did not see each other as belonging to the 

same group.  Slaves often monitored coolies for their masters and helped stop chinos 

from running away.127  When the Chinese attempted to rebel (especially on a larger scale) 

slaves normally did not participate and, instead, remained loyal to their masters and 

helped stop this threat.  When the colonos asiáticos on the ingenio Desengaño rose up 

brandishing their hoes, the slaves on the plantation did not join them.128  When a group of 

slaves on the ingenio Jesús María witnessed a number of chinos murder the white 

mayoral and believed that they were starting a larger uprising, they ran away in fear and 

quickly notified the acting administrator of the plantation who then made sure to control 

the situation.129  Similar incidents occurred on other plantations as well.130  Slaves not 

only informed their superiors about Chinese rebellions, but they also helped stop these 

rebellions.  When the coolies on the ingenio Santa Rita started to mutiny, several slaves 

joined the mayoral and members of the civil guard to help restore order on the 

plantation.131  Both coolies and black slaves suffered in Cuba, but they could not count on 

each other for support.  
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 Hacendados in Peru also tried to combine Afro-Peruvian, indigenous, and mestizo 

workers with colonos asiáticos on their plantations in order to attain a divided labor force 

that they could control more easily.  Sometimes this meant having an Indian or black 

caporal overseeing the Chinese instead of another chino serving as supervisor, and 

tension filled this relationship just as in Cuba.  For example, hostility defined the 

relationship between the Indian caporal Manuel Nicolás and the Asian workers on the 

hacienda San Agustín.  Manuel Nicolás repeatedly whipped them and treated them 

cruelly.  Eventually these colonos asiáticos retaliated and killed him.132  Watt Stewart 

suggests that plantation owners hired black laborers and tended to treat them better in 

hopes of creating discord between the two groups and gaining their loyalty in case the 

Chinese rebelled.  Hacendados also relied on Indian and mestizo peons for the same 

purpose.133  The fact that Afro-Peruvians and Indians attacked the Chinese living in 

Cañete in 1881 during the War of the Pacific suggests that these efforts to prevent cross-

racial unity achieved some success.134  Nevertheless, as much as Peruvian planters would 

have liked to have had a labor force that was not predominantly Asian, the reality was 

that they were more dependent on these workers than their Cuban counterparts.  Peruvian 

hacendados in the nineteenth century found it much harder to diversify their labor force.  

Moreover, the relative absence of other groups helps explain why major Chinese 

uprisings could occur in the Andean republic but not in the Spanish colony.  There was 
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no large slave population in the former to help stop colonos asiáticos from rebelling en 

masse. 

A final form of abusive control existed that differed from slavery and did not 

necessarily involve physical abuse and psychological intimidation, but was similarly 

effective.  Patrones found ways of indebting the Chinese to the plantation, which made it 

all the more difficult for these workers to ever escape and make a life of their own.  One 

of the main ways of doing this was the company store –or in this case, the plantation 

store–, which sold a limited number of goods at inflated prices.  This business became a 

way for hacendados to make more money and to keep coolies tied to the haciendas.  

Isolated on plantations and needing to supplement their rations with additional food or 

wanting to purchase some other good (i.e., cooking utensils, opium, clothing, etc.), 

colonos asiáticos had few options other than the plantation store.  In fact, in many cases 

patrones would not let their indentured laborers purchase anything from another source.  

If these workers tried to or did buy something from someone else, patrones often 

punished them severely with whippings and putting them in shackles.135  Coolies 
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typically used up the small amount of money they earned in the company store and found 

themselves destitute at the end of their eight-year contract.  Having earned nothing, many 

felt obliged to sign a new contract.  In other instances, the high prices meant that some 

received goods on credit since they did not earn enough to pay for them up front.  The 

flip side was that colonos asiáticos then had to pay off this debt by working well beyond 

the original eight years.  Another way of forcing coolies to purchase goods from the 

plantation store was to pay them in script that they could only redeem at this business.136  

In such cases, chinos could not save any money for post-contract life and, with the high 

prices of goods and a limited amount of purchasing power from the script received, they 

had to buy on credit and then labor indefinitely.  Slaveowners had never had to rely on 

the plantation store to control their slaves because they owned these individuals.  

However, now they had to pay their workers and turn to other ways of tying them to the 

plantation. 

 As Evelyn Hu-DeHart concludes, the sale of opium could help tie coolies to the 

plantations.  This conclusion is not necessarily that obvious on the surface.  It might not 

have been in a patrón’s best interest to furnish Asian laborers with this drug since it could 

debilitate their work force.  In fact, as we will see in Chapter Four, Cubans and Peruvians 

frequently worried about the Chinese consuming this substance because it could 

physically weaken them and potentially lead them to commit crimes due to needing 

money for a fix or becoming emotionally unstable.  Moreover, chinos overdosed on the 
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drug, sometimes intentionally.  Thus, a clear downside existed to providing this group 

with opium.  However, many indentured Asians wanted opium as a source of pleasure 

and as an escape from the harsh realities confronting them.  Planters could take advantage 

of this to make money and prevent their workers from leaving at the end of their contract.  

In fact, some coolies, as demonstrated by Lisa Yun, actually recognized the fact that 

elites used opium, as well as the lottery, as a way to keep coolies poor, indebted, and 

under their control.137 

 In addition to indebting colonos asiáticos through company stores, patrones also 

kept these workers on their properties well beyond eight years by withholding wages, 

adding time to their contracts, and forcing them to sign new contracts.  When patrones 

did acknowledge the end of a coolie’s contract, many of these workers still felt compelled 

to sign a new contract or continue laboring under the same conditions because they were 

too poor to move and find a better job since their earnings were minimal and their wages 

often withheld.  In other situations, hacendados and others lied to Asian laborers about 

the amount of time left on their contracts.  Although the law in both places prohibited 

employers from adding time to a contract if a colono asiático were sick for less than 

fifteen days, employers frequently added time anyway.  The amount added was often 

more than the actual time missed.  When coolies ran away, the law required them to make 

up the time they had missed and work off the cost of their apprehension.  However, 

patrones frequently used marronage as an excuse to tack on even more time to a coolie’s 
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contract than they legally had the right to do.138  Finally, planters and others turned to 

physical force to compel Asian workers to sign new contracts.  Theoretically the Chinese 

were free individuals entering labor agreements of their own volition, but this clearly was 

not the case.  Many were stuck in perpetual bondage. 

 

The Role of Government 

 Patrones could not rely on these abusive methods of social control and exploit the 

Chinese to such a degree without the cooperation of government officials.  Although 

colonos asiáticos were legally free individuals and some of the authorities attempted to 

protect them, various laws in Cuba and Peru limited the mobility and freedom of the 

Chinese.  The next chapter examines the contradictory legal situation of indentured 

Asians in greater detail, but, for now, it is important to note that various laws existed that 

protected patrones and helped prevent these workers from successfully running away.  

The punishments that patrones could legally mete out to their coolies for infractions they 

committed were much harsher than the punishment they received for violating the 

contract or breaking the law when dealing with the Chinese (i.e., corporal punishment 

and extended imprisonment versus minor fines and maybe brief imprisonment).  Various 

laws required patrones to register their indentured laborers with the government, which 
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could serve as a safeguard against employers forcing coolies to labor beyond the original 

period of their contract.  However, a registry also made it easier for the government to 

track down workers who ran away.  Free Chinese had to register with the government as 

well.  Other laws required colonos asiáticos to carry papers on them at all times that 

identified them and where they worked.  They had to carry additional written permission 

from their employer to leave the work site.  If they did not have these documents, the 

authorities could arrest them.  When government officials believed the Chinese were 

deserters, they seized them and held them in a depósito de cimmarrones (depot for 

runaways) until their employers could come and get them.  The colonial government in 

Cuba made periodic raids on the free Chinese community in hopes of finding indentured 

Asians who had abandoned their employers.  In both places, the local authorities 

published notices concerning captured runaways so as to help patrones locate their 

workers.  The colonial state in Cuba was willing to go even farther than the Peruvian 

government in order to ensure that chinos stayed under contract.  In 1860, the Spanish 

crown issued a royal decree, which contained a clause requiring all colonos asiáticos to 

re-contract at the end of their period of service, or pay for their way off the island within 

two months, or do forced public labor.  The existence of this law clearly indicated that the 

Cuban colonial state was strongly on the side of employers. 

The legal authorities in Cuba and Peru also limited the mobility of colonos 

asiáticos and protected a patrón’s right to a specific worker by trying to prevent third 

parties from harboring or contracting runaways.  As early as 1849, the colonial 

government in Cuba fined those who sheltered missing coolies.  According to this law, 

the guilty party had to compensate a patrón for the cost of returning the runaway and had 
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to pay a fine of four pesos for every day that he or she had hidden the individual.139  By 

1868, the punishment for harboring or hiring someone else’s Chinese workers in Cuba 

had changed to a penalty of five hundred pesos per runaway.  A royal decree five years 

later reaffirmed this punishment.140  As early as the 1850s in Peru, the department of 

Lima had established monetary penalties for concealing runaway coolies.  In fact, El 

Nacional and El Comercio, two of Lima’s leading newspapers, repeatedly published 

postings by patrones who had missing Asian workers.  These notices often contained 

reminders that the local government could fine anyone sheltering these laborers.141  

Finally, as explained in the following chapter, government officials also prosecuted 

individuals for “stealing” and “selling” other people’s chinos.  If found guilty, they faced 

punishment that could be as steep as several years in prison. 

 Patrones clearly needed their governments to create and enforce these 

regulations, but they also needed officials to apply the law selectively.  That is, 

employers relied on corrupt government officials to ignore Chinese pleas for help.  This 

is not to say that government officials never punished patrones and supervisors for 

mistreating their Asian workers.  Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the authorities were 

inclined to exculpate bosses or punish them lightly –even for major transgressions.  An 

examination of criminal records from Cuba and Peru that involve the Chinese as either 

victims or perpetrators of a crime reveals the light punishments or non-existent 

punishments that patrones and overseers frequently received when they failed to fulfill 
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contractual obligations and broke the laws regulating their relationship with indentured 

workers, including when they physically abused them.142  Likewise, the coolies who 

testified to the Chinese-led commission in 1874 repeatedly complained about the lack of 

concern and corruption of the officials with whom they interacted in Cuba.  Lin Chin 

spoke for so many when he complained, “It is impossible to enumerate all the outrages to 

which we are subjected.  The authorities when such cases reach their ears, accept the 

master’s bribes and give no heed to the crime.  The instances of this class are 

innumerable.”143  The dishonesty of the authorities in both places was especially true at 

the local level and in the countryside.  In his detailed 1872 study of the legal situation of 

foreigners in Peru, Félix Cipriano C. Zegarra noted the failure of rural officials to do their 

job.  The central government may have wished to enforce the law and protect colonos 

asiáticos, but the “influence of the hacendado over the local authorities is generally too 

strong for the latter to be anything other than an instrument of the former’s design.”144  

Unfortunately for the Chinese, most of the officials with whom they came into contact 
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were sympathetic towards patrones, or, even worse, were in the pockets of these 

powerful men. 

 With respect to Peru, plantation owners got away with such high levels of 

exploitation in the countryside not only because of the support of officials in the vicinity 

but also because of the lack of an actual presence of the federal government in much of 

the countryside.  Political instability characterized nineteenth-century Peru.  The guano 

boom and the efforts of Ramón Castilla had helped usher in a period of relative stability 

beginning in the 1850s.  However, the national government remained relatively weak 

overall since it remained virtually absent in rural areas.145  Zegarra observed the 

implications of this situation.  “The great distance of the authorities from the rural 

estates,” he wrote, “serves as a security for the patrón that the abuses perpetrated by him 

will not be corrected or punished.”146  Planters were isolated.  They ruled their properties 

like miniature kingdoms as they saw fit.  The government could do little to challenge the 

power hacendados had over their workers. 

 The state’s weakness in Peru proved a mixed blessing for plantation owners.  

Although the lack of a strong government presence in the countryside gave planters the 

freedom to ruthlessly exploit the Chinese, it also made it harder to capture runaways and 

rendered planters more vulnerable to Chinese mass rebellion.  If colonos asiáticos came 

together and rose up en masse, hacendados had to defend themselves and their interests 

mostly on their own.  A government sponsored military force might eventually make its 

way to the site of a rebellion to help restore order, but it frequently arrived too late to 
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prevent the situation from becoming a major threat to life, property, and order.  As 

explained in Chapter Five, at least seven major Chinese rebellions occurred in Peru in 

which large numbers of colonos asiáticos rose up together and temporarily took control 

of at least a plantation.  In each case, the virtual absence of a strong rural police force 

allowed these events to escalate to such dangerous levels.  Ultimately, maintaining order 

in the countryside required meaningful support from the government.  This was not the 

reality in Peru, but it was in Cuba. 

 The Spanish colonial state in Cuba was stronger and better prepared to help 

plantation owners in case of a slave or coolie uprising.  Cuba was still a slave society and 

planters were more than willing to allow a stronger government presence in the 

countryside if it meant that they were better protected from slave (and coolie) rebellions.  

Cuban elites feared the island becoming another Haiti.  Attempted slave rebellions 

between 1820 and 1844 strengthened this fear.  As a result, the colonial state became 

more repressive toward free people of color and provided planters with better protection 

from slave rebellion.147  Unlike Peru, Cuba had a civil guard (guardia civil) that was 

prepared to head to a plantation to restore order in the case of a slave or coolie uprising.  

The guardia civil first appeared in Spain in 1844 as way of policing the countryside to 

maintain order and find subversives who threatened the unity of Spain.  The guardia civil 

soon spread to Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines for the same purposes.148  The civil 

guard helped Spain keep Cuba loyal.  It also helped plantation owners apprehend slave 
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and coolie deserters and protected whites from slave and coolie uprisings.  With respect 

to capturing runaways, the guardia civil checked the papers of Asians, blacks, and 

mulatos who traveled by themselves to make sure that their movement was legal.149  In 

terms of thwarting slave and coolie rebellions, this rural military police force headed to 

the plantations to pacify them as soon as they got word of disorder.  

Potential Chinese mass rebellions did occur in Cuba, but colonos asiáticos never 

succeeded in taking over a plantation largely due to the vigilance of the guardia civil.  

Eliza McHatton Ripley, the wife of a former confederate officer and southern plantation 

owner who went to Cuba after the war and bought the sugar plantation Desengaño, 

experienced one of these attempts.  As she made clear in her memoir, the uprising was 

easily put down.  When she found out from one of her slaves that the colonos asiáticos 

were rushing the house without the support of the slaves on the plantation, Ripley reacted 

almost instinctively.  She recalled that “the doors and windows of the house were quickly 

barred” and she ordered one of the foremen to ring the plantation’s 900-pound bell.  The 

Ripleys’ used this bell on a daily basis to call slaves and coolies in from the fields.  She 

explained, “The rapid ring was the signal of danger to which not only the distant captain 

but neighbors responded.”  The nearby captain heard the bell “and very soon [he] and his 

merry men made their appearance on the scene” and restored order.150   

Ripley’s story was not that uncommon.  Francisco Padró, the administrator on the 

ingenio El Carmen near Sabanilla, Matanzas, quickly called on the civil guard for help in 
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1863 when a plantation slave informed him that some of the chinos had attacked and tried 

to kill a plantation supervisor.  Padró worried that a larger revolt might take place, so he 

waited for members of the guardia civil to arrive before entering the barracoon to search 

for the guilty colonos asiáticos.151  In 1867, the coolies on the plantation Esperanza near 

Güines rebelled.  However, before the incident could get out of hand, the rural police 

pacified the area.152  Two years later, Francisco Triguero, the administrator of the ingenio 

Santa Rita, believed that the coolies on his plantation were on the verge of rebelling; so, 

he pulled out his gun and fired several shots into the air.  The workers immediately 

headed for their quarters, but Triguero was still worried and he called on the civil guard 

for help.  When Triguero tried to place some of the chinos in the stocks, chaos ensued.  

Nevertheless, the civil guard arrived and restored order.153  Likewise, in 1871, a group of 

Chinese attacked the owner of the Santa Ana plantation.  Word immediately went out for 

help and soon a small force had arrived to restore order.154 

These examples of unsuccessful uprisings show the amount of preparation and 

coordination that existed between different members of the community in order to 

prevent coolie or slave revolts.  Well aware of the dangers inherent in the existing labor 

system, Cuban planters were better prepared for the worst as compared to their Peruvian 

counterparts.  
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Reward 

 The abuse that colonos asiáticos experienced at the hands of their patrones and 

overseers, as well as the favoritism that government officials tended to show those who 

employed and managed these workers, highlights the unfree nature of coolie labor.  

However, colonos asiáticos still differed from slaves.  Unlike slaves, the Chinese 

received wages –at least usually– and attained their freedom more easily.  Moreover, 

employers seem to have been more willing to grant personal freedoms and monetary or 

material rewards to coolies as compared to slaves in order to encourage higher levels of 

productivity.  This is not to say that masters did not give slaves monetary or material 

incentives to work harder or that they did not grant them some control over their free time 

or manumit them in certain instances, but the use of positive reinforcement stood out 

more with coolies.  Rebecca Scott has demonstrated that as slavery neared its end in the 

late 1870s and early 1880s in Cuba, plantation owners increasingly turned to monetary 

reward and the granting of freedom to keep their slaves laboring for them.155  

Nevertheless, these changes in Cuban slavery were occurring at the same time that the 

coolie labor system was dying out in Cuba and Peru.  Thus, during most of the coolie era 

(late 1840s to the early 1880s), the use of positive reinforcement was a more important 

tool for managing the coolie labor force than the slave labor force.  If anything, the slaves 

that Scott describes during the final decade of slavery more closely resembled coolies 

than their slave predecessors. 
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 As Humberto Rodríguez Pastor has observed, colonos asiáticos had the right to 

and usually received a wage, something slaves did not.156  The pay might have been low 

for the work performed –four pesos a month if paid in full when ordinary free laborers 

made twenty to thirty pesos a month–, but it was still a wage.  Indentured Asians 

expected to collect their pay every month, and when they did not, they frequently 

complained to their patrones or the authorities.  This request could lead to a beating for a 

coolie.  That said, employers also learned that paying their workers on time contributed to 

keeping them satisfied.  Marcel Dupierris, a French doctor and leading importer of 

coolies in Cuba, recognized the importance of the wage for controlling chinos.  In his 

writings on how to manage colonos asiáticos, Dupierris noted that the Chinese were well 

aware of the stipulations in their contracts and would work hard in order to make money.  

Paying their full wages on time helped ensure that they would labor peacefully.157  

Clearly, many patrones failed to follow Dupierris’ advice, but others did pay their 

workers on time and in full.  Most of the coolies in the government report from the 

province of Santa in Peru claimed that their employers compensated them properly.158  

Plantation records for the Peruvian hacienda Cayaltí during the 1870s show that the 

owners (the Aspíllaga brothers) paid their chinos on a consistent basis.159  Likewise, the 

Spanish intellectual and politician Ramón de la Sagra visited the ingenio Candelaria in 
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Cuba and noted that the plantation owner regularly paid his coolies and fulfilled his other 

contractual obligations.  According to De la Sagra, productivity on Candelaria soared and 

there was no need to turn to corporal punishment to get this group of Asian laborers to 

work hard because the hacendado made sure to fulfill his duties.160  A number of the 

colonos asiáticos who testified to the Chinese-led commission in 1874 complained that 

their wages did not amount to much, especially when they had to purchase additional 

things for themselves and received paper money instead of hard currency.  However, they 

acknowledged receiving the monthly four pesos.  In its report, the commission concluded 

that Chinese workers generally received a fixed wage of three or four pesos regardless of 

their capabilities.161  When government officials in Cuba inquired about the condition of 

colonos asiáticos, a number of them made no complaints about pay.162  One might 

question the veracity of this testimony because of the inferior position these laborers held 

in society.  Nevertheless, coolies were still willing to complain about physical abuse and 

not receiving sufficient food in these same documents and in others they complained 

about a lack of compensation, all of which suggests that their statements concerning pay 

were largely accurate.  Finally, the fact that coolies had money to gamble, purchase 

goods, and buy certificates of freedom indicates that patrones frequently paid them 

something. 
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In addition to regular pay, some patrones actually used bonuses as an incentive to 

boost productivity.  Dupierris encouraged employers to reward colonos asiáticos when 

they did an excellent job.  He further explained that if bosses presented the extra pay to 

deserving workers in front of their peers, then all of them would work harder.163  Some 

patrones followed this advice or reached this conclusion on their own.  On the Candelaria 

plantation visited by Ramón de la Sagra, the plantation owner offered his workers an 

extra peso each month during the zafra (sugar harvest) to encourage them to labor more 

intensively.  Apparently this worked.  De la Sagra noted that after the hacendado had 

turned to Asian labor under these conditions, production on Candelaria had increased 

sevenfold.164  The owner of the Cuban ingenio San Agustín also claimed to give a one 

peso bonus to individual workers who fulfilled their duties exceptionally well.165  The 

asiático Agustín (Jaimon) testified that his employer at a factory in Havana treated him 

well, paid his full salary on time, and rewarded him with extra pay when he “worked a 

lot.”166  The coolies in Havana’s fábrica de gas (gas factory) had to suffer under a cruel 

drunken overseer.  Still, they received their regular wages plus additional ones when they 

opted to do tasks beyond what was required of them.167  The owner of the ingenio Santa 

Elena apparently paid some of his chinos as a much as ten to twelve pesos a month.168  

The same scenario played out in Peru.  On the hacienda San Bartolomé in the province of 

Santa, the hacendado gave extra compensation to some of his indentured Asians 
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depending on their occupation and how well they fulfilled their duties.169 Although his 

Chinese laborers accused him of failing to pay them and whipping them, the Peruvian 

owner of the hacienda Monterrico claimed to give extra pay for extra work in some 

instances.170 

Another incentive for working hard and not rebelling was the fact that coolies in 

Cuba and Peru could often re-contract on more favorable terms or eventually gain their 

freedom.  At the end of the original eight years, the Chinese signed new contracts that 

normally lasted for a shorter period of time –typically between two and four years, but as 

little as three months– and they frequently received a pay raise –from one peso per month 

to as much as eleven.171  Patrones often tried to prevent the Chinese from gaining their 

freedom.  Still, thousands did.  By 1872, 14,064 legally free Chinese resided in Cuba out 

of a total Chinese population of 58,400.  This meant that 24.1 percent of the Chinese on 

the island were considered free; an impressive statistic when one considers that each year 

thousands of new indentured Chinese were entering Cuba.172  Joseph Dorsey concludes 

that this statistic suggests that patrones and the colonial state had done a good job of 

keeping the Chinese indentured and denying them their freedom.  To reinforce his claim, 

he notes that 38.3 percent of Afro-Cubans at the same time were free.173  However, the 

population of free people of color was much more self-reinforcing than the free Chinese 
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population (there were essentially no Chinese women) and had been on the island for 

much longer.  Moreover, the illegal slave trade was essentially non-existent by the end of 

the 1860s, which would also help explain the higher proportion of free people in the 

population of color.  Thus, under these circumstances, nearly a quarter of all Chinese 

being free can actually be taken as an indication that coolies were finding ways to escape 

bondage at impressive rates. 

Comprehensive statistics for Peru are missing, but good reason exists to believe 

that coolies gained their freedom at similar rates.  According to Humberto Rodríguez 

Pastor, approximately one in four colonos asiáticos on the hacienda of Palto gained their 

freedom without ever re-contracting.174  The Peruvian government noted that roughly 

thirteen percent of the Chinese living in the province of Santa were no longer under 

contract in 1870.175  This is a lower figure than that of Cuba for roughly the same time.  

However, one needs to take into account that this represented just one area of the country 

and that the vast majority of coolies entered Peru during the late 1860s and early 1870s, 

meaning that most would have still had contracts to fulfill.  As we will see later in this 

study, the fact that many Peruvians feared the free Chinese community suggests that its 

presence was very real.  If employers never let anyone go, then they would have had a 

more disgruntled and rebellious workforce, especially considering the promises that 

recruiters and employers had made to these laborers.  By dangling the possibility of 

freedom in front of coolies and granting it to them more often than with slaves, patrones 

could keep better control over this labor force.   
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Patrones found additional means of rewarding Asian indentured laborers.  One of 

these ways was giving coolies the food that they wanted.  Colonos asiáticos frequently 

demanded rice, which masters had not typically given to slaves in Cuba or Peru.  Planters 

and others responded to this pressure in two ways: either they punished coolies for this 

supposed act of defiance or they gave in to their request.  Li Tai, an indentured laborer in 

Cuba, experienced the former.  “One of us, able to speak Spanish,” he explained, “told 

our employer that rice was the customary diet of Chinese, and that, whilst at Macao it had 

been distinctly understood that Sundays were to be days of rest, the existing practice was 

different.  Our employer gave way to anger, regarding these words as too daring.”  The 

coolie importer Dupierris disagreed with the negative reaction of Li Tai’s patrón.  

Because the Chinese are “accustomed to rice as their principal food since their infancy,” 

he wrote, “they will perhaps demand it; and even when this exigency is not totally 

justified, since their appetite could be satisfied with other food I, nevertheless, am of the 

opinion that one should give them rice until they slowly become accustomed to the food 

that the rest of the laborers eat.”  Others agreed.176  Eliza McHatton Ripley and her 

husband provided their chinos on the Cuban ingenio Desengaño with rice so that they 

would not have to eat the same food as the slaves.177  The frequent advertisements of rice 

intended for the Chinese in Lima’s newspapers suggest that Peruvian patrones also 

became accustomed to importing rice and giving it to coolies.178  The owner of the 
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hacienda Lomo Largo near Lima was one of these employers who gave out daily rations 

of rice.179  It may seem trivial to the modern observer, but compromising over rice helped 

keep colonos asiáticos in check. 

Employers made other concessions as well.  Some hacendados in Cuba and Peru 

granted coolies (and slaves in Cuba) small plots of land known as conucos where they 

could grow crops or raise a few animals.  Conucos benefitted both parties since it gave 

coolies more control over their diet and a chance to earn more, while allowing planters to 

spend less on food.180  Moreover, Asian workers often received some control over their 

leisure time and freedom to practice some aspects of their culture.  Despite the many 

voices in Cuba and Peru who decried Chinese cultural practices as barbarian, some 

patrones allowed them to maintain such practices during their free time in hopes of 

placating them.  Hacendados might allow chinos to build religious temples on their 

plantations, while others might let them celebrate the Chinese New Year and other 

important holidays from their homeland.181  Despite disgust with Chinese gambling and 

opium use, employers regularly permitted coolies to partake of them.  Describing the 

situation of a group of indentured Asians at a Cuban cigarette factory, Samuel Hazard 

recalled, “Around the room may be seen many curious articles of Chinese life and habits 

–musical instruments of various kinds peculiar to Chinese art, gambling boards (much 
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used by them), etc.”182  As already explained, some patrones realized they could make 

money furnishing chinos with opium.  However, it could also keep these workers 

satisfied; so employers provided them with or allowed them to get the drug.  The English 

consul-general Thomas Hutchinson in Peru praised the absentee landlord Henry Swayne 

for his running of his plantation, noting, “their [the Chinese] treatment is exceptionally 

good…They have their joss-houses, and their opium-smoking saloons, without both of 

which it would be as difficult to make them work.”183  In his manual on how to manage 

colonos asiáticos, Dupierris worried about letting them gamble and smoke opium, but he 

insisted that employers otherwise allow them to entertain themelves how they saw fit.184   

Opium and gambling had the potential to debilitate the workforce, but they could also 

keep the Asian labor force content and less likely to challenge the demands placed upon 

them by their bosses.    

One other major concession existed that employers granted coolies from time to 

time: freedom of mobility.  Worried about runaways, patrones and government officials 

attempted to prevent the Chinese from leaving the work site on a regular basis.  However, 

in certain instances they did permit coolies to leave the premises.  Asian laborers, such as 

Apolonio who worked in Havana, often asked their employers for permission to leave the 
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premises, promising to come back.  Some received that permission.185  Patrones in the 

Andean republic granted similar concessions.  The hacendado Pablo Venturosa gave his 

colono asiático Asén a license to leave the hacienda San Pedro to go to another plantation 

to buy cheese and opium.186  The Chinese on the Peruvian hacienda San Agustín had 

permission to go to Callao on Sundays.187  Likewise, the hacendado Manuel López 

Gaytizolo allowed some of his Asian workers to go to Lima on Sundays.188  Planters in 

Peru even allowed multiple chinos from various plantations to gather together.189  

Sometimes coolies did not have permission to leave, but employers chose not to punish 

them since they were not gone long.  In fact, some patrones did not worry about missing 

Chinese for several days because they had grown accustomed to workers disappearing 

and then reappearing within a few days.190  Dupierris did not agree with granting the 

Chinese this type of freedom.  He believed that they would engage in destructive 

behavior (i.e., opium and gambling) and become less cooperative in the long run.191  

Nevertheless, his words were clearly a reaction to the fact that employers were doing the 

opposite of what he believed.  
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Exp.: Criminal seguida de oficio contra el asiático Huancay por robo. 
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Before ending this examination of the use of positive incentives to manage 

coolies, it should be noted that a sense of paternalism imbued this whole system of 

reward.  Patrones, as with other employers of free and unfree laborers, tried to act like 

father figures to their colonos asiáticos so that it would appear that these workers had a 

powerful individual who cared for them and protected them.  Whenever the Chinese 

received a bonus or some other favor, a patrón would have been sure to convey that he 

(and sometimes she) was the one rewarding them. Patrones often refrained from treating 

the Chinese as cruelly as the overseers did.  This way, employers could distance 

themselves from exploitation and, instead, present themselves as someone to whom these 

laborers could appeal for help.  This type of relationship gave colonos asiáticos all the 

more reason to be loyal to their patrón.  Many coolies in the Cuba Commission Report 

focused on the cruelty of overseers and administrators.  In some instances they noted that 

that their patrones treated them well, while the overseers and administrators did not.192  

When Cuban and Peruvian officials inquired about conditions on the plantations and 

other work sites, Chinese laborers made similar statements.193  Moreover, on the hacienda 

Salamanca in the valley of Chicama near Trujillo, Peru, the hacendado Antonio Larco 

had his colonos asiáticos refer to him as papá (father), a clear sign that paternalism 

existed on this plantation.194  The fact that some plantation owners in Peru furnished 

                                                
192 Cuba Commission Report, 57-58. 
193 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2624, Exp. Ai, 1861.  Also see “Report from the 
Province of Santa.” 
194 ARLL, Corte Superior, Causas Criminales, 1869, Código 931, Leg. 709, Exp. 4258. 
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coolies with fireworks for the Chinese New Year further hints at paternalism since this 

was clearly a gift of something that these laborers could not easily obtain on their own.195   

Masters made some of these concessions to slaves as well (i.e., conucos, gambling 

in barracoons, maintaining African dances and religions), but when comparing the degree 

and totality of the compromises and rewards made to the Chinese, it becomes clear that 

the role of positive incentives was greater in coolie labor relations than in slave labor 

relations.  Slave owners negotiated their power over slaves; they did not rely solely on 

force.  Yet, the notion that colonos asiáticos were free people who had signed labor 

contracts and were due a wage appears to have led employers to treat these workers 

somewhat better than slaves.  Coolies frequently complained that their superiors treated 

them as bad, if not worse, than slaves.  On the surface, this observation seems generally 

true, and in some instances there is no doubt.  However, upon examining the experience 

more closely, this author concludes that the Chinese experience did not equate to that of 

the slave and represented a minor progression toward free labor.  Making a claim like this 

is not easily quantifiable.  Yet, if the different legal status of coolies from slaves did not 

matter, why did they still frequently receive a wage, get pay increases, gain their 

freedom, obtain the right to leave the work site, and have some autonomy over their free  

 

 

 

 

                                                
195 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 209. 
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time?  Slaves may have gotten some of these rewards, but colonos asiáticos got more of 

them. 

 

Conclusion  

As this chapter has clearly demonstrated, Asian indentured laborers suffered 

greatly at the hands of recruiters in Macao, ship crews during the oceanic journey, and 

their employers in Spanish America.  Labor recruiters in China tricked coolies into 

signing labor contracts or they kidnapped them and then forced them to sign these 

contracts.  Fearful that they would be killed if they tried to resist, most Chinese 

acquiesced to boarding these ships.  Portuguese, Spanish, and Peruvian officials rarely 

did anything to stop these abuses.  Mistreatment continued during the long voyage to 

Havana or Callao.  Once in the New World, coolie traders put the Chinese on the 

auctioning block as if they were slaves or cattle.  Employers in Cuba and Peru treated 

colonos asiáticos no better.  They made them work under terrible conditions for 

extremely long hours and frequently indebted them to the plantation or other work site.  

Moreover, employers physically and psychologically tortured coolies and went to great 

lengths to create divisions within the labor force so as to more easily control their 

workers.  Just as in Macao, government officials in Cuba and Peru did little to challenge 

the mistreatment of the Chinese and often supported patrones.  These circumstances 

leave no doubt about the unfree nature of coolie labor. 

However, colonos asiáticos differed from slaves.  They were legally free people 

who signed contracts that theoretically protected them from the same level of abuse that a 

slave received.  Although these contracts did little for them on a daily basis, they did 
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become a tool for demanding better treatment and eventual freedom as we will see.  

Moreover, because coolies were not slaves, positive incentives played a larger role in 

coolie labor relations than in slave labor relations.  Employers typically paid colonos 

asiáticos.  Many also received bonuses and other rewards, re-contracted on better terms, 

and gained their freedom.  If coolies were the same as male slaves and their contracts did 

nothing to differentiate them, then how could budding free Chinese communities develop 

during the 1860s and 1870s? 

The conditions confronting the Chinese lead to a couple of other questions.  First, 

how did Cuban and Peruvian elites validate such an exploitative labor system with 

Chinese immigrants?  Second, how did the Chinese respond to their situation?  The 

answer to the first part is that they imagined and defined colonos asiáticos in 

contradictory ways (i.e., free versus slave, hard-working versus lazy, Christian potential 

versus pagan, cultured and intelligent versus savage and morally corrupt).  The positive 

ideas justified letting them in, while the negative ones excused treating them like slaves.  

The answer to the second question is that, much like the immigrant workers in the 

American West that Peck has studied, the Chinese and their defenders took advantage of 

the contradictory discourse concerning these immigrants and challenged this exploitative 

labor system on a regular basis and undermined it in about three decades. 

For now, let us turn to how elites in Cuba and Peru justified the coolie labor 

system.
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Chapter Three 

Free Men or Utilizable Objects: The Confusing Legal Status of the 

Chinese  

 

As we have seen, Cuban and Peruvian elites believed they suffered from labor 

shortages at a time of expanding economic opportunity in agriculture, mining, and 

manufacturing.  Therefore, they began to rely on China to fill this void.  Domestic and 

international conditions prevented the importation of new African slaves and dictated that 

the Chinese could not be slaves.  Yet, elites in these two societies wanted cheap 

exploitable labor that came as close as possible to slavery.  Asian indentured labor 

offered the best solution.  Coolies, despite legally being free men, became near-slaves 

who suffered brutal treatment in the workplace and found it difficult to escape this 

situation and enter free society.   

Most scholarly work addressing colonos asiáticos has noted the similarities 

between the experience of coolies and African slaves in the Americas.  However, several 

important and related questions need further consideration.  How could such a system 

become so entrenched and accepted in Cuba and Peru?  Why were hacendados and others 

able to establish a coolie labor system that reeked so heavily of slavery?  Why did the 

Peruvian government, which had actually abolished slavery in 1854, and the Spanish 

colonial authorities in Havana, which made it clear that only people of African descent 

could be slaves, seemingly do so little to prevent Chinese labor from degenerating into 

something so many people then and now quickly label(ed) as “slavery.”  Part of the 
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answer to these questions is undoubtedly economic.  World markets wanted sugar, 

cotton, tobacco, and minerals, and elites needed cheap, exploitable labor to meet this 

demand.  Doing anything against the coolie labor system would have threatened 

economic growth –at least this is what many in these two societies feared.  

Representatives from Britain, the United States, and other countries could have 

denounced more vigorously the harsh treatment of the Chinese from the very beginning, 

but they too used Chinese labor, were involved in the shipping of coolies (at least during 

the first half of this period), and had a stake in healthy Cuban and Peruvian economies.   

The political situation in both places offers another possible answer.  Political 

chaos engulfed Peru for much of the nineteenth century following its declared 

independence in 1821.  Caudillos, draping themselves in the cloaks of liberalism or 

conservatism, constantly struggled for control of the government in Lima.  Between 1821 

and 1879, Peru experienced forty-nine presidential changes, many of them resulting from 

coups or failures of leadership that led to resignations.  This constant flux in the office of 

the presidency meant that the Peruvian government was generally too weak to challenge 

the interests of hacendados and could hardly muster any sort of presence in the 

countryside.  Haciendas were like tiny countries and hacendados were their rulers while 

politicians and military men struggled for power in Lima.  The government had little 

power over hacendados, making it difficult to control how they treated their Chinese 

workers.  Cuba, in contrast, had a strong colonial government, but its strength was based 

on its relationship with the institution of slavery.  Cuba remained a colony of Spain 

following the independence of most of Spanish America in the first quarter of the 

nineteenth century because the island’s economic elites feared that independence could 
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lead to a massive slave rebellion, as occurred in Haiti.  Hence, white Cubans and the 

Spanish government had an understanding that Cuba would remain loyal as long as the 

Spanish government maintained slavery and guaranteed protection from slave rebellion.  

Allowing Cuban elites to treat the Chinese as virtual slaves fit within this framework and 

reinforced this relationship. 

Economic and political realities encouraged the reliance on and acceptability of 

Chinese contract workers, but by themselves these factors do not fully explain the rise of 

the coolie labor system.  Rather, as in works by Ignacio López-Calvo, Moon-Ho Jung, 

Joseph Dorsey and Ann-Marie Lee-Loy concerning the Chinese diaspora in the 

Caribbean and that of David Brion Davis on slavery in the New World, it becomes clear 

that one cannot understand the Chinese experience in nineteenth-century Spanish 

America without considering the role perceptions, beliefs and discourse played in 

creating this reality.1  Liberal and anti-slavery sentiments remained too strong in Peru and 

throughout the Western world for the majority of Peruvians and others to allow the coolie 

labor system to flourish in their country without some sort of ideological foundation.  In 

Cuba, Spaniards and Cubans had to find ways to justify both Chinese immigration and 

exploitation in the face of international condemnation of slavery, domestic concerns 

about balancing the slave and free populations, and the commonly held belief that only 

                                                
1 Ignacio López-Calvo, Imaging the Chinese in Cuban Literature and Culture (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2008); Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and Sugar in the Age of 
Emancipation (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); Joseph Dorsey, “Identity, Rebellion, 
and Social Justice Among Chinese Contract Workers in Nineteenth-Century Cuba,” Latin American 
Perspectives, 31:3 (2004): 18-47; Anne-Marie Lee-Loy, “Kissing the Cross: Nineteenth-Century 
Representations of Chinese and Indian Immigrants in British Guiana and Trinidad,” in The Chinese in the 
Caribbean, ed. Andrew Wilson (Princeton: Markus Wiener Publishers, 2004), 25-39; David Brion Davis, 
Inhuman Bondage: The Rise and Fall of Slavery in the New World (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2006. 
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people of African descent could be slaves.  Planters and others found this rationale 

through contradictory imaginings of the Chinese in terms of their character and position 

in their respective societies.  Those who benefited directly from Asian labor relied on a 

vision of coolies that reflected both praise and disdain for the Chinese, because the 

former justified their presence, while the latter justified their exploitation.   On the one 

hand, by imagining colonos asiáticos in positive terms (i.e., as free laborers, as white in 

Cuba, as efficient workers, intelligent, and civilized), planters and others were able to 

justify the presence of the Chinese in their respective societies and suggest to internal and 

external critics of the coolie trade that these laborers were not slaves, were treated well, 

or had consented to work under harsh conditions.  On the other hand, negative 

representations of indentured Asians as lesser humans (i.e., non-white, slave-like, savage, 

morally corrupt, and inefficient workers) helped these same elites and governments 

defend the exploitation and control of the Chinese.  Constructing conflicting images of 

who and what a coolie was became crucial to maintaining this labor system. 

This chapter addresses the confusion concerning the legal position of coolies and 

the implications of this uncertainty for the power of patrones over these workers, while 

the following chapter concentrates on the contradictory discourse that emerged in both 

places concerning the character of the Chinese and the consequences of this ambiguity.  

With respect to the legal status of colonos asiáticos, Peruvians, Spaniards, and Cubans 

often suggested through legislation, government investigation, and the language they 

used to describe and reference these workers that coolies were free men.  Yet, a lack of 

enforcement of the law, combined with other laws that denied the Chinese true status as 

free people, and the frequent use of the language of slavery to discuss and represent the 
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Chinese, suggested that the Chinese were not free men and that patrones were justified in 

treating them like African slaves.   

 

Slave or Free?  The Legal Case  

 Coolies had to differ from slaves for this labor experiment to succeed, and they 

did. Colonos asiáticos signed contracts while slaves did not.  Theoretically the Chinese 

signed these contracts willingly while African slaves never had a choice.  Throughout the 

coolie era, many in the Andean republic and the Spanish colony maintained this claim of 

willing service.  Without such a stance these people never could have justified having so 

many Asian immigrants toiling away under subhuman conditions.  However, in both 

places, words, actions, and laws revealed that these same people often did equate coolies 

with slaves.  The Chinese were replacements for African slaves and thinking of them as 

such lent itself to treating them as such.  An inconsistent understanding of the legal status 

and role of colonos asiáticos in Peruvian and Cuban society emerged, opening the door 

for these workers to be both free and enslaved. 

 

Peru: Free Like Everyone Else 
 

Throughout this period, the Peruvian national government repeatedly passed laws 

or issued decrees that made it clear that coolies were not slaves.  As already discussed in 

Chapter One, the original idea proposed by Domingo Elías and approved in 1849 for the 

importation of Asian workers was to bring in colonos (colonists).  Although the measures 

taken in 1849 had the specific aim of bringing in labor from China, this law was a general 

immigration law –clearly not a legal reopening of the slave trade.  Supporters of this 
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initiative suggested that the Chinese would gladly go to the South American republic and 

work under better conditions there than in China, thereby escaping the virtual slavery 

from which so many suffered on the other side of the Pacific.2  In a sense, Peru would 

become the liberator of the Chinese.  Moreover, Peruvian elites knew that the British 

were focused on stopping the Atlantic slave trade and not likely to oppose the importation 

of Asian laborers under a general immigration law.  Right away, the crafters of this 

policy were acknowledging that the importation of Chinese laborers was more than just 

geographically different from the African slave trade.    

From the very beginning, Peruvians implied that coolies were not slaves, but the 

abolishment of slavery in 1854 should have left no doubt about the legally free status of 

colonos asiáticos.  As explained earlier, slavery in Peru had been in a long decline 

leading up to the guano boom.  Economic stagnation, political disorder, and increasing 

slave resistance contributed to the demise of this institution.  However, the ultimate push 

for abolition occurred in 1854, as the country plunged into civil war between 

conservatives and liberals.  Seeking support so that he could regain the presidency, 

General Ramón Castilla abolished the Indian head tax and the institution of slavery, 

theoretically making all Peruvians equal.  Upon defeating his rival, President José Rufino 

Echenique, and officially taking control of Peru in early 1855, Castilla reiterated the 

decree emancipating Peru’s slaves.  Abolition and the termination of the Indian head tax 

did not mean that Peruvian society had all of a sudden abandoned a slaveholding and 

                                                
2 Watt Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru: A History of the Chinese Coolie in Peru, 1849-1874 (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1951), 13-14. 
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racist mentality.  However, it did guarantee that the Chinese could not legally be slaves 

and implied the equality of everyone in Peru. 

With the end of slavery on the horizon and the grouping of the Chinese with other 

immigrants, some Peruvians and foreign observers began worrying almost immediately 

that the coolie trade was mirroring the slave trade.  As early as March 3, 1853, and July 9, 

1854, the Echenique government issued decrees aimed at protecting Chinese indentured 

workers.3  Moreover, in March of 1856, President Castilla, maintaining his image as the 

defender of the rights of the oppressed, banned the importation of indentured Chinese 

laborers.  He believed that the coolie trade was “degenerating into a species of the trade 

in blacks” and that it could not continue “without the outrage of humanity nor the 

violation of the principles of liberty and equality proclaimed by the Government.”  Since 

the current situation made such a mockery of his efforts against the institution of slavery, 

he decreed that coolie importers could no longer bring in asiáticos who signed contracts 

abroad.  Ship captains in the future had to demonstrate to the authorities upon arrival in 

Peru that the Chinese on board had willingly boarded the vessel; if not, the authorities 

could arrest and fine the captain and crew.  The government also made it clear that chinos 

who arrived in the future could freely pursue work and enter into contracts with the 

persons of their choosing, as long as the arrangement followed Peruvian law.4  Once 

again, the law seemed to eliminate any differences between Asian immigrants and 

immigrants from other parts of the world, such as Europe. 

                                                
3 Ibid., 21. 
4 El Peruano, March 8, 1856 and March 15, 1856.   
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Castilla intended his actions to eliminate slave-like labor and importation in Peru, 

not to stop immigration as a whole.  Yet, few came after the 1856 decree, Chinese or 

otherwise.  In general, Asian and European immigrants did not choose Peru as their 

destination.  Thus, on January 15, 1861, the Peruvian Congress repealed Castilla’s ban 

against importing colonos asiáticos, but it tried to maintain some safeguards against 

abuse.  The new law permitted the importation of coolies as long as the patrones or their 

representatives directly did the contracting in China or when the individuals arrived in 

Peru.  The government would fine ship captains 500 pesos if they overcrowded their 

ships (one worker per ship tonnage).  Contracts signed abroad were legal as long as they 

did not conflict with Peruvian law.  Patrones could not transfer a coolie’s contract to a 

third party without the consent of the laborer.  The law concluded by stating that aspects 

of the 1856 ruling that did not conflict with the new legislation remained in effect.5  

Although the Peruvian Congress had opened the country’s doors once again to indentured 

Chinese laborers, these workers seemingly still had the same rights as other immigrant 

groups. 

 Nevertheless, problems persisted.  The new law was too unclear to succeed fully 

in distinguishing the coolie trade from the slave trade.  The law did not clearly define 

what it meant to be a representative of a patrón.  Nor did the law state anything about the 

form the contracts should take; it only offered a vague statement that the contracts could 

not violate Peruvian law.  The new legislation failed to offer guidelines for the 

recruitment of these workers as well.  Supposedly the forced signing of a contract would  

                                                
5 El Peruano, March 23, 1861. 
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defy Peruvian law because it would deny a person the right to choose his or her work.  

Yet, the law said nothing about how to determine if a Chinese immigrant entered into a 

contract willingly.  The law also did little to regulate the voyage from China to Peru.  

This imprecision in the law left a substantial amount of leeway for recruiters and 

traffickers, as well as people in Peru, to take advantage of the Chinese, which is precisely 

what they did.  By 1864, reports arriving in Lima estimated that a quarter to a third of all 

colonos asiáticos died at sea because of the terrible conditions on board the ships.  A 

presidential decree on October 19 tried to remedy this problem by calling for sufficient 

food, water, and ventilation, and a doctor supplied with medicines on board each barque.  

The decree ordered the Peruvian Consul in China to check the conditions of every coolie 

ship before it sailed across the Pacific.  The President’s office furnished a copy of the 

decree to the prefect of the department of Callao and expected him to examine the 

conditions on board the ships when they arrived.  The Prefect was supposed to punish 

ship captains and coolie agencies that violated the new rules and then inform the 

President’s office about the actions he chose to take.6  Four years later, in order to further 

protect coolies during their voyage, a presidential decree upped the passenger to ship 

tonnage ratio from 1:1 to 1:2.7  With each new law, the government appeared to be 

getting closer to ensuring that Chinese immigration differed from the slave trade. 

As for protecting the free status and rights of colonos asiáticos once in Peru, the 

government theoretically did this as well.  As already mentioned, the original 1849 

                                                
6 El Peruano, October 26, 1864.  Also see Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 62-63.  The law only fined 
the ships if they were overcrowded; the law did not force ship captains to supply the Chinese with 
sufficient food, water, and health care while on board.   
7 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 63. 
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“Chinese Law” envisioned the Chinese as part of an immigration project of free people 

and Castilla’s abolishment of slavery in 1854 left no doubt that chinos in Peru were free 

men.  Moreover, Castilla presided over the enactment of a liberal constitution in 1860 

that again reiterated in Section IV, article 17, that in Peru “there are no nor can there ever 

be slaves in the Republic.”  Section VI, article 41, number 6 stipulated that the 

government could take away the citizenship of anyone who participated in the slave 

trade, regardless of the origin of this traffic.  Western society had associated the slave 

trade with Africa for the previous four centuries, but this law made it clear that Peru 

would not tolerate the enslavement of not only Africans, but also of any other group, 

including the Chinese.  The constitution made two other important specifications that at 

least hypothetically protected coolies from falling into slavery: Section IV, article 16, 

declared that “the law protects honor and life against all unjust aggression” and Section 

IV, article 32, stated that the law obligated and protected all people equally in Peru.8  

Thus, the government could not legally favor one group (i.e, patrones) over another (i.e., 

colonos asiáticos) and whipping and extra-legal imprisonment could easily fall under the 

rubric of “unjust aggression.”  In addition to constitutional guarantees, coolie contracts 

specifically allowed for these workers to appeal to the local authorities in order to 

complain about abusive patrones and safeguard their rights.9   

Following the promulgation of the new constitution, the Peruvian national 

government took little legal action to protect colonos asiáticos within its borders during 

the rest of the coolie era.  One might wonder about this lack of government action as 

                                                
8 José Silva Santisteban, Curso de derecho constitucional, Tercera edición (Paris: A. Bouret é hijo, 1874), 
300-315. 
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compared to the almost frenetic coolie legislation that occurred in Cuba during the same 

period, which I will address later in this chapter.  This inaction makes some sense, 

however, if one considers two important factors: the government’s lack of power to 

challenge the interests of plantation owners and the ultimate significance of Castilla’s 

slavery proclamation in 1854 and the subsequent constitution of 1860.  As mentioned at 

the beginning of this chapter, the Peruvian state was in an almost constant struggle to 

consolidate its control over the country and was in no position to challenge the interests 

of coastal hacendados and other elites who had relied on slavery in the past.  Castilla had 

alienated these elites to a degree with his assault on the institution of slavery, which 

explains why he compensated them for the loss of their slaves so they could invest in 

Chinese labor.  In order to maintain the support of this powerful sector of Peruvian 

society, Castilla’s successors showed little inclination to try to change how patrones 

treated their coolies.  Moreover, Castilla’s and the 1860 constitution’s ban on slavery and 

calls for republican equality, in a sense, made further coolie legislation unnecessary 

because no one could be a slave and everyone was theoretically equal in Peru.  Abusing 

indentured Asians and denying them their rights obviously conflicted with the supreme 

law of the land. 

Nevertheless, despite the constitution and a colono asiático’s right to appeal to the 

courts, which the Chinese took advantage of frequently, the Peruvian government, under 

the weight of domestic and international criticism, finally felt obligated to act once again 

in 1873 in order to guarantee the rights of these immigrant laborers.  The government  

                                                                                                                                            
9 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 108. 
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issued several decrees that year.  On June 7, the government outlawed patrones from 

making the Chinese labor on Sundays, something that already existed in the contracts but 

few employers actually respected.  On July 12, the government regulated the workday 

and forced patrones to pay extra for overtime work.  The government took further action 

later that year on October 14 by calling for the establishment of a new section known as 

the “Registry of Contracted Asiatics” in the prefecture of Callao.  The prefect was 

supposed to receive the help of two Chinese who could interpret and act as police 

investigators.  The law obligated the subprefects to monitor the fulfillment of the 

contracts and report back to the prefect.  Among other things, the prefecture expected to 

receive a copy of each coolie contract and information on where, how, and for whom 

each chino worked, the date he had arrived in Peru and on what ship, as well as the 

expiration date of the labor contract.  Any transferring of a coolie contract to a new 

patrón had to be recorded with the prefecture.  The new rules also expected patrones to 

notify the authorities immediately whenever a coolie ran away, died, or completed a 

contract.  If a patrón did not inform the prefecture at once about a runaway, he could not 

obligate a returned coolie to work for an extra period beyond the contract date in order to 

make up for the lost time.  Finally, article twenty of the new decree asserted that a coolie 

was free if a patrón failed to fulfill any of the new stipulations.  As Watt Stewart notes, 

this new law had the power to protect these workers and keep accurate statistics on the 

Chinese as a whole, as long as the government was able and willing to carry it out (which 

was debatable).10   

                                                
10 Ibid., 133-136. 
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The government made periodic efforts throughout the coolie era to publicly 

enforce the law and protect the rights of the Chinese once they were in Peru.  This 

process began with inspections of coolie ships when they arrived in the port of Callao.  

First, health officials checked the ships to make sure that they were not disease ridden.  

Second, the captain of the port visited the ship, collected the ships duties, and then 

inspected its documents and inquired about any accidents while at sea.  Third, the prefect 

of the department of Callao, accompanied by the captain of the port and an interpreter, 

boarded the ship and inspected the quality of the ship’s conditions (food, water, 

ventilation, cleanliness), and then questioned the indentured workers to make sure that 

they had consented to signing their contracts and had no complaints about their treatment 

during the long voyage.11  Whether these government officials followed through on these 

duties carefully is questionable, but the procedure still indicated the government’s desire 

to differentiate coolies from the African slaves of the past. 

The national government also took some measures to monitor the treatment of 

coolies by their patrones.  Government investigations into the situation of the Chinese 

indicated that they were not slaves and that the Peruvian republic did not tolerate slavery.  

On August 19, 1870, the Ministerio de gobierno, policía y obras públicas published a 

memorandum in the official government daily newspaper El Peruano, claiming that the 

government had always tried to do whatever was possible to alleviate the situation of 

Asian immigrants and guarantee the rights the constitution granted them.  The 

government reminded the public that it had established commissions in each department  
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the previous February to check on the situation of the country’s colonos asiáticos.  The 

commissions listened to any complaints the Chinese or the patrones had and made sure 

that the former had enough food and clothing, enjoyed sanitary living and working 

conditions, received their pay, and were not overworked and cruelly punished.  The 

government still had not received all of the commission reports, but what it had received 

thus far suggested that employers treated colonos asiáticos well overall.12  It is unclear if 

the government ever received all of the reports, but it did publish the report from the 

province of Santa in El Peruano, which seemed to confirm its claims for the most part.13   

 

Cuba: Free like Whites 
 

The indentured Chinese who went to Cuba were also technically free men.  As in 

the case of Peru, certain realities made it most difficult to classify chinos in the Spanish 

colony as legal slaves.  As already discussed, British opposition to the African slave trade 

or any new slave trade from another source prevented Cuba from taking such action.  

Moreover, concern about the size of the slave population led white Cubans and Spaniards 

to prefer to maintain distinctions between slaves and coolies in order to prevent the two 

groups from uniting.14  If both groups came to see each other as essentially the same, then 

they might rise up together, increasing the possibility of Cuba becoming another Haiti.  In 

contrast, assuring the free status of colonos asiáticos meant that whites on the island 

could remedy two of their most important concerns: security and procuring labor for 

economic expansion.   

                                                
12 El Peruano, August 19, 1870.   
13 “Report from the Province of Santa.” 
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The legacy of over three hundred years of New World slavery posed another 

formidable obstacle to officially enslaving people from Asia.  Creoles and peninsulares, 

as in so many other places in the West, including Peru, clearly associated slavery by this 

time with Africa and blackness.15  Although enslavement of indigenous peoples did occur 

in the early colonial period in Spanish America, from the very beginning, the Spanish 

colonial state and the Catholic Church had suggested that Indians in the New World were 

subjects of the Crown and not slaves.  Exceptions to this understanding did occur, 

particularly under the guise of the medieval concept of “just war” against those who 

resisted Christianization.16  But even under the encomienda system that distributed Indian 

laborers to Spaniards during the first half of the sixteenth century, Indians did not 

technically become chattel.  In 1537, a Papal Bull confirmed that “Indians are by no 

means to be deprived of their liberty, nor should they be any way enslaved; should the 

contrary happen, it should be null and void.”17  Although abuse continued, five years 

later, Charles V completely outlawed Indian slavery in the New Laws, even under the 

pretext of “just war,” and reaffirmed the status of the indigenous peoples as vassals of the 

Crown.  Precedents already existed for African slavery, so Spaniards began to turn to 

Africa to fill the labor void.18  Soon, slave became synonymous with African or black.  

The Chinese were not from Africa and did not have black skin; classifying them as slaves 

would not have made sense.   

                                                                                                                                            
14 Lisa Yun, The Coolies Speaks: Chinese Indentured Laborers ad Africa Slaves in Cuba (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2008), 121. 
15 Franklin W. Knight, Slave Society in Cuba during the Nineteenth Century (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1970), 186 and Davis, Inhuman Bondage, 48-102. 
16 J.H. Elliott, Empires of the Atlantic World: Britain and Spain in America, 1492-1830 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2006), 97-98. 
17 Davis, Inhuman Bondage, 73. 
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Unlike Peru, which had abolished slavery and declared everyone theoretically 

equal regardless of race, the issue of race became an important way in which the Spanish 

and colonial governments upheld the free status of Asian laborers in Cuba.  Both 

Peruvians and Cubans found themselves confronted with a new race question: to which 

racial group did the Chinese belong?  The Peruvian government and its people opted to 

categorize the Chinese as part of their own Asian racial group (raza asiática), instead of 

incorporating them into one of the already understood racial groups that existed in Peru, 

namely whites, blacks, mulatos, mestizos, and Indians.  Considering factors such as place 

of origin, phenotype, and culture, this line of thinking made some sense.  Moreover, what 

harm would there be in having another racial group in Peru that could potentially create 

divisions among non-whites and help keep them subordinate to whites?  The racial 

classification of the Chinese never really seemed to be an issue in Peru because creating a 

new racial category for these immigrants did not seem to threaten the social order. 

The same did not hold true for Cuba.  Legally, the colonial state classified 

asiáticos as racially white.  In the Spanish empire, whites could not be slaves, meaning 

the Chinese could not be legal slaves.  At first glance, this seems like a strange 

formulation, especially since Cubans, like Peruvians, frequently spoke of the Chinese as 

part of the raza asiática (Asiatic race), indicating a distinction from blacks and whites.19  

However, white Cubans and Spanish officials felt pressured to classify Chinese 

immigrants not as Asians but as either whites or people of color due to the colony’s semi-

dichotomous classificatory system of race that resulted from Cuba being a plantation 
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slave society.  Although Cubans believed that racial differences existed between blacks, 

mulatos, and whites, official records often categorized the island’s population in two: 

whites (raza blanca) and people of color (raza de color), which reflected the view that 

the island was made up of masters and slaves; anything in between could endanger this 

clear-cut division.20  Although Cubans associated whiteness with Europeans, people of 

non-African descent, such as indigenous people technically fell into the white category 

according to this binary vision.  Indians in Spanish America had gained token whiteness 

in the late seventeenth century.21  Only people of African ancestry officially fell into the 

second category of people of color.22  Coolies had no African blood, so they could not be 

people of color.  The colonial state could have created a third Asian racial group, but 

officials wanted to maintain an official difference between slaves and colonos asiáticos 

without upsetting the traditional social order.  Labeling them as white should have left no 

doubt about this difference. 

Throughout the era of Chinese labor immigration, officials in Cuba confirmed the 

white racial status of Asians.  As discussed previously, elites during the early 1840s, 

under the leadership of the Real Junta de Fomento’s Comisión de Población Blanca, had 

hoped to stimulate white immigration in order to avoid a black majority on the island 

while creating an abundance of labor on the island.  Nevertheless, the Junta had difficulty 

convincing Canary Islanders and other whites to go to Cuba and give up freedom for a 

                                                                                                                                            
19 See for example, José Suárez Argudín, Inmigración africana.  Para las islas de Cuba y Puerto Rico y el 
imperio del Brasil (Havana: Imprenta la habanera, 1860). 
20 Knight, Slave Society in Cuba, 85-100, 189-192. 
21 Verena Martínez-Alier, Marriage, Class, and Colour in Nineteenth-Century Cuba: A Study of Racial 
Attitudes and Sexual Values in a Slave Society (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1989), 77. 
22 Knight, Slave Society in Cuba, 116 and Evelyn Hu-DeHart, “Chinese Coolie Labour in Cuba in the 
Nineteenth Century: Free Labour or New-slavery?” Slavery and Abolition, 14.1 (1993): 67-86, 82-83. 
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time to fulfill Cuba’s labor needs.  When Zulueta and Company came forward in 1846 

with their plan to bring in Chinese indentured workers, the board opted to support it.  The 

fact that an officially sanctioned committee aimed at promoting white immigration to the 

island chose to focus much of its attention and resources on pursuing Chinese laborers 

implied Asian whiteness.  From that point on, the coolie trade to Cuba officially became 

a part of white colonization.23  A new set of restrictions established by the Spanish Crown 

in 1854 for indentured labor in Cuba reinforced Chinese whiteness.  Although this royal 

decree, known as the Reglamento para la introducción y régimen de los colonos 

españoles, chinos, o yucatecos en la isla de Cuba, applied to all indentured workers who 

were not gente de color, it was mainly intended for coolies.24  The decree did not directly 

address the question of race, but it did imply Chinese whiteness by excluding people of 

color from the legislation and placing Asians in the same category as white Spaniards and 

Yucatecan Indians –whom the Spanish government classified as white.  Seven years into 

the coolie trade, the Spanish government continued to promote the notion of Chinese 

whiteness. 

Despite the 1854 Royal Order, some official uncertainty concerning the racial 

standing of colonos asiáticos continued into the next decade.  Nevertheless, the 1854 

regulation served as a precedent for solving future legal debates over the raza of the 

Chinese.  In 1864, the Consejo de Administración in Cuba, which dealt with marriages 

and baptisms, looked to the 1854 colono decree to either deny or affirm the whiteness of 

                                                
23 Duvon Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1847-1947 (Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury 
College, 1971), 3-4 and Juan Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba (1847-1880): Contribución al 
estudio de la inmigración contrada en el Caribe (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 2000), 60-63. 
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the Chinese.  The Council concluded that the previous legislation signified that chinos 

were white.  In order to strengthen its claim, the Council emphasized the supposed 

whiteness of the indigenous peoples of Spanish America as a comparison.  The Council 

noted that “the Indians to whom the Chinese are usually assimilated have been declared 

equal to whites by the Royal Decree of 12 March 1697, which declares Indian caciques 

and principales nobles like the hijosdalgo of Castille, and the other Indians equal to those 

of pure blood of the general estate in Spain.”25  Since Asians were supposedly racially 

superior to blacks, the Consejo also ruled that year that coolies could not have patrones 

who were people of color, either slave or free, because this would upset the natural, 

social, and political order.26  Thus, it should come as no surprise that church officials 

often recorded Chinese baptisms in the registry for whites.27  Official census records from 

the coolie period also demonstrate that the colonial and metropolitan governments 

consistently came down on the side of Asian whiteness.  The 1861 census divided the 

Cuban population into the raza blanca (whites) and the raza de color (people of color).  

Within the white category, the census divided the total white population into Europeans, 

yucatecos, and asiáticos, but it did not distinguish the Chinese from the rest of the white 

population with respect to statistics on civil status, jobs, and age.28  Cuban criminal 

records from the time reveal that some officials continued to see the question of race in 

                                                                                                                                            
24 Hu-DeHart, “Chinese Coolie Labour in Cuba,” 73.  The whole 1854 ruling appears in Félix Erenchun, 
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27 See for example ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 4152, Exp. Am, 1863. 
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similar terms.  When interrogating a coolie named Dámaso charged with assaulting and 

injuring his compatriot Jaime on the ingenio “Australia” in Jagüey Grande, the 

investigator noted that Dámaso was “a white man who belongs to the Asiatic class.”29  

Few claimed that the Chinese were the same as Europeans, but many still considered 

them as white, meaning they were also legally free men. 

Besides racial classification, the colonial state conveyed that colonos asiáticos 

were not slaves through a number of actions.  The two governments in Havana and 

Madrid made more frequent attempts to regulate the coolie trade and the treatment of the 

Chinese in Cuba than the Peruvian government did in its case.  Abolition and government 

weakness help explain the seeming inaction of Peruvian officials.  Cuba, however, was a 

slave society, which had two major implications.  First, the government in Cuba had 

more power because plantation owners relied on it to help protect them from slave 

rebellions and other challenges against slavery.  Second, the existence of slavery on the 

island created a need to regulate carefully the coolie trade and coolie labor in order to 

differentiate it from slavery.  No one in Peru could legally be a slave, while many people 

in Cuba could be; all the more reason to establish and try to uphold a legal distinction 

between slaves and coolies in Cuba.  

Although regulations for the treatment of coolies in Cuba often resembled ones 

for slaves, important differences existed, suggesting that these two groups did not share 

the same status.  The Royal Order of 1847 that originally approved Chinese immigration 

stated that the Captain General of Cuba should “take particular pains to see that from the  

                                                
29 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2825, Exp. G, 1864. 
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moment of their arrival in the country, [the Chinese] were distinguished with all the 

attention and consideration that good treatment, religion and humanity demand and that 

their contracts were fulfilled to the letter.”30  According to this initial statement, contracts 

bounded both colonos asiáticos and patrones; the latter could not necessarily treat the 

former however he or she wanted.  Two years later the Captain General sought to codify 

the boundaries of acceptable behavior for patrones.  The need for a separate coolie code 

from the slave code was an acknowledgement of difference between indentured workers 

and slaves.  In reality, the stipulations did not favor chinos very much.  However, the 

introduction to this ruling made it clear that the Chinese were not slaves when it stressed 

the need to end any confusion about the exact obligations of patrones and coolies; 

uncertainty would not have existed for masters and slaves.  The Captain General noted 

the need for patrones to discipline their workers, but also called for restraint.  He 

explained: 

The hacendados quickly began to encounter obstacles in how to treat and 
manage the Asiatic race, since they constitute a new and unknown element 
in the country, without rules for directing them next to another race 
subject to very special dispositions…In order to remedy this evil with the 
urgency it demands, I have judged the adoption of rules indispensable, that 
will protect the rights of the colonos, and also assure subordination and 
discipline, without which they could harm rather than benefit agriculture.  
For this it was indispensable to clearly establish their obligations, and 
determine those of their consignees or the persons to whom they are 
delivered, making them understand the limits of domestic correction in 
order to avoid excesses in the use of private power, and to indicate the line 
where the intervention of public authority begins.31 
 

                                                
30 Royal Order of July 3, 1847 as quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 5. 
31 Erenchun, Anales, vol. C, 1058.  The entire text of the April 10, 1849 decree, titled Reglamento del 
Gobierno para el manejo y trato de los colonos Asiáticos é Indios, appears on pages 1057-1060. 
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In some ways, as noted by Corbitt, these early rules did not distinguish coolies 

that much from slaves because the government based them on the Cuban slave code of 

1842.  The decree limited Chinese mobility and allowed patrones to whip, chain, and 

imprison Chinese laborers who refused to work or avoided their duties (an issue I will 

address later in this chapter).  Except for the issue of wages, most of the stipulations that 

protected and guaranteed rights to the Chinese paralleled those for slaves.  Coolies had 

the right to work on the side (i.e., farm or hire themselves out for extra pay) for their own 

personal gain during their free time and on Sundays and holidays (official days of rest) as 

long as they did not leave their place of work.  They also had the right to lawful 

diversions during their free time and days of rest.  Patrones had to tend to the sick and 

only after fifteen days could they deduct a sick coolie’s monthly wage; patrones still had 

to pay for the costs of the sick worker’s recovery.  The regulations reaffirmed a patrón’s 

obligation to pay a monthly wage of four pesos and provide sufficient food (eight ounces 

of salted meat or codfish and a pound and a half of root vegetables or plantains) and two 

outfits, a woolen shirt and a blanket each year.  Colonos asiáticos also had the right to 

complain to the local authorities about excessive punishment and other abuses.  Patrones 

and supervisors presumably faced legal punishment for breaking these stipulations.   

The main difference between coolies and slaves in the previous list of rules was 

the fact that the former received a monthly wage, but several other important differences 

existed between the two codes.  First, the number of whippings allowed for colonos 

asiáticos was half that for slaves and slaves could face endless placement in the stocks, 

unlike the Chinese.  Second, plantations that had ten or more Asian contract workers had 

to use white overseers for them and slaves could not witness any chinos receiving 
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corporal punishment.  These rules reflected a fear of the possible subversion of the social 

hierarchy.  Slaves who saw the whipping of free people might lose respect for their 

superiors and slaves directing groups of free men was an inversion of the social order and 

could lead to social unrest.  Third, the colono code also applied to Indians, who, as 

already discussed, could not be slaves according to Spanish law dating back all the way 

to the sixteenth century.32  One might use these regulations to argue that they did more to 

differentiate indentured Chinese from free individuals than vice versa.  Yet, the fact that 

the Captain General felt obliged to create a separate set of rules for coolies from those 

applied to slaves, even if overlap existed in those rules, meant that the government 

viewed Asian workers as separate from Cuba’s slaves.  This early acknowledgement of 

difference meant that the Spanish government would have to defend itself against 

accusations of permitting Chinese slavery since it claimed they were not slaves.   

In 1854, the colonial state established new rules for indentured labor that did a 

better job of protecting the Chinese and distinguishing them from slaves.  That year, the 

Captain General informed the Crown that the island suffered from a shortage of free 

labor, which had led to a reliance on slave labor.  However, he wanted to change this 

situation.  He explained, “So it is that in order to facilitate the effect of the measures that 

have the objective of promoting within the population the replacement of slaves with free 

                                                
32 Erenchun, Anales, vol. C, 1057-60.  Corbitt and Pérez del Riva analyze this decree and conclude that this 
law did little to help the Chinese and did more to put them in a slave-like status.  I do not disagree with the 
interpretatation that the law weighed heavily in favor of the patrón and that it would have been difficult to 
challenge abuse on the part of a patrón.  However, I do think it is important to recognize that a legal 
distinction did exist between slaves and coolies as demonstrated by the existence of this law and several of 
its stipulations as well as to consider its long-term implications.  See Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in 
Cuba, 66-69 and Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 205-206.  For a translated copy of the 1842 
slave code see Robert L. Paquette, Sugar is Made with Blood: The Conspiracy of La Escalera and the 
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laborers, and in order to immediately remedy in so far as possible the current lack of 

labor, it is indispensable to authorize the immigration of white Spanish or foreign 

colonos, with whose help can be formed the free and working class that is lacking on the 

island of Cuba.”  Making sure that this switch from slave to free labor went smoothly 

required clear rules about the obligations and acceptable conduct of colonos and 

patrones, he continued.  White colonos, whether español, indio, or asiático, maintained 

civil rights upon entering a labor agreement; they did not become slaves.  The rules 

would establish “general conditions in order to prevent colonos, due to their ignorance, 

from becoming victims of speculators” and they would guarantee “that the condition of 

the former [colonos] does not degenerate into slavery in some cases, or become worse in 

other cases than that of the slaves themselves.”33  His letter indicated that Chinese labor 

constituted free labor since coolies would form part of the “free and working class that is 

missing.”  Asian immigration also represented white immigration because the Captain 

General was referencing Yucatecans and Chinese when he wrote about “white Spanish or 

foreign colonos.”  In the Captain General’s world, coolies apparently were free white 

individuals. 

The Captain General’s wishes came true when the Crown issued a Royal Order on 

March 22, 1854.  The new reglamento was all encompassing in the sense that it dealt 

with recruitment, transportation, and employment for all colonos (Spanish, Yucatecan, 

and Chinese).  The rules from 1849 had lumped colonos asiáticos and indios together and 

this newer legislation placed Spanish colonos into the same category as well, definitively 
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meaning that the Chinese were legally free people.  The Crown intended the rules to 

prevent coolie traders and patrones from turning contracted workers into slaves.  In terms 

of recruitment, the law insisted that labor recruiters had to provide a copy of the contract 

in the native language of the worker.  If a laborer signed the contract in a foreign country, 

the Spanish Consul had to certify it.  All contracts clearly had to state the obligations of 

both parties and include a statement at the bottom that the signee acknowledged the fact 

that jornaleros libres (non-contracted free workers) and slaves (likely referencing hired 

out slaves) received higher wages for their work, but that the other benefits that an 

indentured laborer received (i.e., food, clothes, medical care, etc.) evened out this 

difference in pay.  Recruiters also had to furnish a worker with his own copy of the 

contract.  No Spanish minor could sign a contract without his or her parent’s permission, 

and foreigners under the age of 14 needed approval from their legal guardian as well 

because these individuals lacked the reasoning skills of adults.  These rules, the Crown 

hoped, would guarantee that the Chinese, or other colonos, entered into their agreements 

willingly and understood what lay ahead of them.   

Death rates on board coolie ships were extremely high, and the measures taken in 

1854 aimed at stemming this problem.  Spanish authorities hoped to stop the 

overcrowding of these vessels by stipulating that when leaving China they had to meet a 

person-to-ship ratio of one and a half tons per passenger.  Ships leaving from Spain only 

had to have a one-ton ratio.  In this regard, the Chinese received a bit more protection 

because of the length of their voyage.  Ships had to maintain proper ventilation and  
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cleanliness as well (the rules never specified what this meant exactly).  The new law also 

insisted that all barques carrying coolies to Cuba had to have adequate food and water 

and that any ship with more than one hundred persons had to have a doctor and medicine 

chest on board.34  Portuguese officials enacted similar regulations two years later, which 

presumably created more protection for coolies going to Peru and Cuba via Macao.35   

The 1854 reglamento enumerated a number of colono rights once they arrived in 

Cuba.  Colonos had the right to acquire and use goods during their personal time as long 

as they did not conflict with their contractual obligations.  During their free time, 

indentured laborers could work on the side (i.e., grow crops or raise a pig) and consume 

or sell the fruits of this labor, but they were not supposed to turn this into a permanent 

business without the permission of their patrón.  The ruling confirmed a colono’s right to 

buy out his contract.  After completing the terms of service, the Chinese had the same 

rights as any other foreigners and could obtain a letter of domicile to stay in Cuba.  The 

decree also forbade contractors from whipping Asian laborers; the only allowable 

punishment was confinement in the stocks and withholding of pay.  Patrones and 

overseers could only use force in the case of a massive uprising.  Patrones could not 

make coolies work on Sundays and holidays.  A workday consisted of no more than 

twelve hours, except for special circumstances, such as the zafra (sugar harvest), when a 

patrón could demand up to fifteen hours in a day as long as he compensated this increase 

with a reduction of hours in the near future and made sure a laborer got at least six hours 

of rest between shifts.  Patrones had to pay for the medical care of their workers and 
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continue to pay sick or injured coolies their salaries as long as their condition resulted 

from work or the fault of a patrón.  The rules guaranteed the right of indentured workers 

to complain to the authorities about patrones who abused them.  Finally, the reglamento 

called for fining patrones who committed minor infractions and if the patrón was guilty 

of sevicia (extreme cruelty), the contract terminated without any indemnification for the 

patrón. 

The 1854 Royal Order also called for the colonial government to protect colono’s 

rights.  All coolie ships had to dock in Havana so that the authorities could verify that the 

labor recruitment and the voyage had followed official protocol.  If the authorities 

discovered that a minor did not have the approval of a guardian or that a worker had not 

willingly signed the contract, the contract became null and void and the coolie agency 

faced a fine and had to pay for the return of said person to China.  Violations of the 

passenger codes could also lead to fines for colono agencies and ship captains.  When the 

coolie agencies transferred a laborer to a new patrón, they had 24 hours to provide the 

government with the colono’s personal information, the stipulations in his contract, the 

ship in which he arrived, his new patrón, where he was headed, and his new occupation.  

The Captain General officially became the protector of all colonos and delegated these 

responsibilities to the provincial governors, lieutenant governors, and the local capitanes 

de partido.  The “protector” and his representatives were supposed to make sure that 

patrones treated coolies well and fulfilled their contractual responsibilities to their 

workers.  These government officials had the right to visit plantations and other work 

sites employing indentured laborers whenever they thought it was necessary to protect the 

rights of these workers. With respect to the courts, the local syndics became the defenders 
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of the Chinese in the lower court, while the fiscales represented them in the higher 

court.36    

In subsequent years, laws applied to colonos asiáticos did not vary much from the 

1854 decree.  1860 marked an important year because Spain established a new coolie 

code as it reopened Cuba to these immigrant laborers.  The rules, however, remained 

nearly the same except for one important difference: forced re-contracting.37  This 

decision, which I will discuss in more detail later in this chapter, did threaten to keep the 

Chinese in perpetual servitude, but it still did not officially classify them as slaves. In 

1864, the Spanish government agreed to a direct treaty with China (officially proclaimed 

in 1869) stipulating specific rules for labor recruitment, which theoretically reinforced the 

free status of coolies in Cuba.  Article 10 of the treaty addressed the issue of contracts 

and the legal standing of indentured chinos.  This article stated that any Chinese who 

wished to go to Cuba could do so if he wished to work on the island.  Furthermore, the 

article maintained that labor recruiters in the Far East could not force any Chinese to 

leave for Cuba against his will and if this did happen, the local authorities had the 

obligation to return the reluctant person to his home country.38  A ruling in 1873 also had 

the potential to protect the free status of Asian workers.  That year the colonial 

government declared that all patrones had to turn in the papers of their deceased coolies 

so that they could destroy them and prevent fraud from occurring.  The ruling could help 

stop colonos asiáticos from buying fake papers (i.e., a fulfilled contract) to escape 
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bondage, which some did do, but it could also prevent patrones from recycling a contract 

and claiming that it belonged to another free Chinese or coolie who still had to complete 

his contract, which many patrones did as well.39 

Reports by Spanish officials about the Cuban coolie trade also frequently gave the 

impression that the Chinese were happy and in no way enslaved.  Nicasio Cañete y 

Moral, the Spanish Consul General in Macao, repeatedly assured the Crown and the 

Captain General of Cuba that chinos who left for Cuba did so of their own volition.  In 

December of 1855, Cañete y Moral, reported on the conditions on the American clipper 

the “Sea Witch,” which would become famous when it crashed near Havana with 500 

coolies on board later the next year.  “Yesterday I passed the whole day on board the 

“Sea Witch” in order to be present at the signing of the contracts, and I assure Your 

Excellency that everything was carried out with the greatest regularity.  The coolies go 

very contented and completely satisfied with the treatment given them,” he wrote.  

Cañete y Moral also praised the ship’s ventilation and provisions for the long voyage, 

ultimately concluding, “nothing remains to be desired concerning the preparations that 

have been made for the comfort and health of the passengers.”40   

Despite these reassurances from Cañete y Moral, the government in Madrid from 

time to time still felt pressured to take a more public stand on recruiting and shipping 

practices in hopes of assuring critics that coolies in Cuba were not slaves.  In the spring 

of 1859, worried that the British might try to stop the coolie trade following a number of 

Chinese mutinies at sea during the late 1850s, Spanish officials in Madrid appointed a 
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new Consul General to Amoy and ordered the Captain General in Havana to randomly 

ask colonos asiáticos when they arrived about their willingness to go to Cuba.  On May 

13, the Captain General established an investigatory body and three days later inquiries 

commenced.  Several Chinese on the Alexander Rolly claimed they had been kidnapped 

and forced to go to Cuba.  The Captain General then proceeded to write an angry letter to 

Cañete y Moral in which he expressed concern about the coolie trade.  He complained 

that these abuses occurred too frequently and “are not only repulsive to conscience and 

contrary to the laws, but are highly prejudicial to the character of our nation, which will 

be made odious in the eyes of those people, and our country will be prevented from 

obtaining in China the laborers that every day become more necessary to agriculture.”  

Cañete y Moral responded by asking the Portuguese Governor of Macao to look into the 

matter.  The Governor forwarded sworn testimonies from local officials to Cañete y 

Moral stating that all of the Chinese on board the Alexander Rolly had left for Cuba 

willingly.  The Governor concluded, “The case referred to is one more of those false tales 

that are told to try to calumniate the emigration to the Island of Cuba.”  Cañete y Moral 

forwarded this information to the Captain General and officials in Spain and complained 

about the bad character of the Chinese and that enemies of Cuban economic progress 

promoted lies like these.  “Those who cry out against emigration know this very well: 

they know the Portuguese authorities cannot consent to any violence or illegality.  It is 

evident to them that if Spain desires coolies, she wants them contracted with all legal 

form and with entire liberty and spontaneity on the part of the coolie,” he wrote.  Cañete  

                                                                                                                                            
40 As quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 29 and 50. 
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y Moral wanted to make it clear to officials in Havana and Madrid that “all coolies come 

here with absolute liberty; neither the Portuguese authorities nor I consent to any action 

that might be offensive to conscience or the laws, or that would injure in the least the 

noble character of our respective nations.”41  Officials may have filled these reports with 

half-truths and their words may have done little to improve the treatment of colonos 

asiáticos.  Nevertheless, these responses helped promote the view that Spain did not 

tolerate Chinese slavery in Cuba, which in turn encouraged the public to distinguish 

coolies from slaves.   

One can definitely question Cañete y Moral’s honesty and how seriously other 

officials took their responsibilities, but, as we will see in Chapter Five, the authorities in 

Cuba occasionally took action against abusive patrones.  Upon the arrival of a coolie 

ship, government officials in Havana took note of the conditions on board the vessel and 

expected ship captains to furnish them with the proper information the law required.  Port 

officials checked a ship’s tonnage and number of passengers to make sure they fell within 

the bounds of the law, and every time a voyage’s death rate surpassed six percent, 

officials in Havana began further inquiries into the causes of these deaths.  In July of 

1867, port officials in Havana fined the captain of the Austrian coolie ship La Victoria 

2000 pesos for overcrowding his boat based on its recorded tonnage.  An agent for a 

coolie importing house appealed the case and submitted a sworn statement from the 

Spanish port authority in Macao stating that someone had mistakenly recorded the ship’s 

tonnage and the actual tonnage was high enough to allow for the 295 colonos it had left  

                                                
41 As quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 30-33. 
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with on board.  The new papers submitted in the case led to the waiving of the fine by the 

Minister of State back in Madrid, but Cuban officials still seemed to demonstrate concern 

for the overcrowding of coolie ships.42   

One of the coolie importing agencies that frequently found itself in the middle of 

these investigations and in trouble with the authorities was the Sociedad la Alianza y 

Compañía, Cuba’s biggest coolie importing agency in the 1860s and 1870s.43  On 

October 15, 1869, the Spanish ship Dos Hermanos hired by La Alianza left Macao with 

251 coolies, when it should have only carried 150 maximum according to the law.  

Because the boat supposedly had overall good conditions and only 6 Chinese had died 

following the 133 day voyage, the Gobernador Superior Político chose to only warn the 

company that he would seriously punish any future infractions of this sort.44  The next 

year when the French coolie ship Lucie arrived with 332 Chinese for La Alianza (28 had 

died at sea), the Consejo de Administración recommended to the Gobernador Superior 

Político that he fine La Alianza two to ten thousand pesos for overcrowding the barque.  

It is not clear if the government carried out the fine, but La Alianza remained a concern 

for the government.45   

Spain took further measures in 1873 to avoid these abuses.  That year, the 

government in Madrid ordered the Cuban colonial government to establish a paid 

position known as “Inspector of Chinese Immigration.”  This person would dedicate his 

time to investigating all coolie ships that arrived, make sure that no violations had 

                                                
42 AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 90, Exp. 27, 1870. 
43 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 77, 82, 87-89. 
44 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 4151, Exp. Ae, 1870. 
45 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 4151, Exp. Af, 1871. 
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occurred, and, when they had, take the proper measures to punish the shippers and coolie 

agencies.46  Traffickers in colonos asiáticos usually got away with abuses, but these 

government inquiries and actions indicated at least some willingness to try to differentiate 

coolies and the coolie trade from slavery and the slave trade.  Some of these efforts 

resulted from concern for the Chinese.  However, foreign pressure undoubtedly spurred 

them to act even more. 

 

Not Free in Peru 

 And, yet, the distinction between slave and coolie could easily become blurred in 

Cuba and Peru.  Although some of the efforts made by both governments appeared to 

alleviate the plight of the Chinese and reaffirm their free status, some actions resulted in 

the opposite.  On January 7, 1867, the Peruvian government chose to exempt coolies 

from having to participate in the new contribución personal, yet it expected everyone else 

in the country to make a sacrifice because the constitution declared everyone to be equal.  

The prior year, President Basadre had established a personal contribution expected of all 

people in Peru.  The personal contribution obligated all people to contribute their or their 

peons’ labor to repairing and building roads and bridges, but the government no longer 

expected indentured Chinese to contribute.47  El Nacional praised the government for its 

humanitarian decision to exempt coolies from the personal contribution.  Common sense 

dictated that Chinese contract workers had been suffering and were too poor to pay the 

                                                
46 “Memorandum,” Cuba Commission Report, 130.  
47 El Nacional, January 8, 1867.  For a brief discussion of this tax see Michael J. Gonzales, “Neo-
Colonialism and Indian Unrest in Southern Peru, 1867-1898,” Bulletin of Latin American Research, 6:1 
(1987): 1-26, 8. 
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tax, thus they merited exemption.  Once their contracts ended the government could 

require them to contribute.48  Nevertheless, poverty and exploitation had not helped the 

rest of Peru’s poor escape the personal contribution.  What was the implication of this 

decision?  In a sense, this judgment actually sanctioned the exploitation of colonos 

asiáticos; it implied that Chinese labor contracts were different from other labor 

arrangements and that indentured Asians belonged in a separate category from others in 

Peru.  Regardless of socioeconomic status, everyone else was a free member of society 

and therefore shared the same rights and obligations to the state, but colonos asiáticos 

were obligated to their patrones, not the state.   Earlier pronouncements from the 

government had asserted that the Chinese were no different from anyone else in Peru, but 

this decision conveyed the opposite.  Being set apart as a group made exploitation easier.    

Similarly, other regulations that seemed intended to protect the Chinese could 

actually serve to control them, and thereby deny them equality with other groups in Peru.  

Throughout the late 1860s and early 1870s a number of Peruvians called for government 

registration of coolie contracts.  Registration, they argued, would protect the Chinese 

because it would make it easier for the government to make sure that patrones fulfilled 

their part of the bargain and prevent them from extending the period of service unfairly.  

Without a government record of each contract –especially since a regulated standard form 

for the contracts did not exist– it would be much harder to prove that a patrón was 

faithfully carrying out his obligations.  Yet, the registering of contracts, as these same  

 

                                                
48 El Nacional, January 9, 1867. 
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people pointed out, could also ensure that colonos asiáticos fulfilled their duties.  The 

rights of the Chinese needed protection, but so did those of the patrón.  

In October of 1867, the department of Lima began a program of coolie contract 

registration aimed at accomplishing these goals.  Yet, the reality was that the law was 

much more favorable to patrones than coolies as compared to the previously mentioned 

measures taken by the national government in 1873.  The new regulations required a 

patrón to show local officials the original copies of the contracts and then these officials 

were expected to record the name of the patrón, the number of the contract, and the date 

service began.  Any re-contracting was supposed to occur in front of the local authorities.  

If a patrón forced a Chinese laborer to work beyond the period of his contract, officials 

could force the patrón to pay the coolie for the extra time according to the rate of the 

original contract, discounting twenty pesos from that total for whoever informed the local 

authorities about the situation.  Every three months, law enforcement officers could visit 

each plantation accompanied by an interpreter and find out if either party had any 

complaints against the other.  An hacendado faced a fifty peso fine if he tried to stop 

these visits from taking place.  The collection of this information and the power granted 

to local government officials had the potential to protect the Chinese from future abuse.   

However, the directive also contained a series of provisions that protected the 

interests of the patrón.  Overall, the stipulations favored the patrón because the rules and 

penalties for the Chinese were harsher and more easily enforced.  The regulations 

required local officials to record the name and physical description of a colono asiático.  

Having this information in government hands made it easier to track down escaped 

workers.  Each coolie was supposed to receive a copy of the recorded information and 
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have it signed each month by his patrón.  Asian indentured workers then had to carry this 

paper on their person at all times.  The police or rural law enforcement agents could stop 

a chino at any time and ask for this paper.  If he could not produce the paper or if it was 

unsigned by the patrón, the government considered him a runaway and the authorities 

eventually returned him to his patrón.  The laborer in question then had to make up the 

amount of time he missed from work while on the run.  In theory, a patrón could abstain 

from signing a coolie’s papers, meaning that if his worker were later apprehended by the 

police, the patrón could claim that a chino had run away and had to make up the work he 

had missed, thereby getting extra labor from this person.  In addition, patrones faced no 

penalty for failing to sign the papers.49  The new regulations did not prevent patrones 

from using shackles, imprisonment, or other forms of punishment against indentured 

Chinese.  Finally, the fine levied against a patrón for forcing a colono asiático to work 

past his contract, was not a fine at all; all he had to do was pay the amount he would have 

owed if the original contract had been extended.  The law did more to prevent patrones 

from losing labor than from limiting their power over the Chinese.   

The fact that these new regulations also had similar stipulations for free Chinese 

lends further credence to the interpretation that keeping Asians laboring concerned the 

department of Lima most.  Free Chinese had to register in the Registro de asiáticos libres 

when their contract ended.  Upon registering, the asiáticos libres had to prove their 

freedom by having a copy of the contract or a note from their former patrón stating that 

                                                
49 El Comercio, October 20, 1867.  In an article appearing in El Nacional, August 2, 1868, the author 
(under the pseudonym Patriota filántropo) complained that planters, without facing any consequences, 
repeatedly refused to give the Chinese the papers they needed to become free and thereby kept them 
laboring for up to fourteen years. 
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they had fulfilled their obligations.  The Chinese would then receive a paper they had to 

carry around at all times or face being fined or arrested and forced to labor on public 

works projects.50  Afro-Peruvians no longer had to prove their freedom, but the Chinese 

did.  The local government apparently assumed that an Asian immigrant was indentured, 

or should be, unless documented proof to the contrary existed. 

President José Balta took further steps against Peru’s free Chinese community in 

June of 1869.  Balta printed a new decree in El Peruano that called for all asiáticos libres 

to prove that they had work or else they would face arrest and imprisonment as vagrants.  

Balta worried “that every day the number increases of colonos asiáticos who having 

finished their contracts direct themselves to the population where they remain without a 

known occupation, and are given to all classes of vice, with detriment to public morality 

and security.”  These free Chinese had to “observe the Police Rules in effect for all 

nationals and foreigners who are found in the territory.”  According to the new rules, all 

coolies who completed their contracts had to obtain a piece of paper from their patrón 

that stated where they had worked and when their contract had expired.  After this step, 

the Chinese had thirty days to find lawful employment of some sort.  The new rules then 

expected ex-coolies to go to the police to have them confirm that they had a legal job.  

Asiaticos who were already free did not have to obtain the paper from their former 

patrones, but they did have to prove lawful employment.  Currently free Chinese had 

twenty days to find a job and have it approved or else they would be considered vagrants 

and face the full weight of the law.51   

                                                
50 El Comercio, October 20, 1867. 
51 El Peruano, June 5, 1869. 
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On the one hand, the new rules did make it easier for already free Chinese to 

confirm their work and get a boleto to carry around to prove that they were not vagrants 

because the government did not require them to first find their old patrón.  Moreover, the 

law seemed to equate asiáticos libres with any other foreigner or Peruvian citizen by 

stating that vagrancy laws applied equally to everyone.  On the other hand, this decision 

unfairly threatened the Chinese as compared to any other group, foreign or otherwise, 

with regards to their freedom.  Unlike these other groups, the Chinese came to Peru under 

a labor contract for eight years that paid them hardly anything.  They were not free to find 

a better job during this period of service.  Once they had finished, they typically had very 

little money, which made it difficult to pay for a passage back to China or start their own 

business –especially in only a month’s time.  Thus, asiáticos could either re-contract or 

fall into “vagrancy”; they did not have a good chance to live freely without the police 

knocking on their door or an overseer whipping their backs.  Furthermore, as El 

Comercio and El Nacional mentioned, although the law required the local authorities to 

give boletos to Chinese who were already free before the issuance of this decree even if 

they did not have a paper from their patrón, many of them refused to do so, claiming that 

the asiáticos in question might be runaways.52  The local authorities could use this new 

rule as a pretext to go after free Chinese even when they appeared to have legal 

employment.   

This push against “vagrancy” threatened many of Peru’s free Chinese, but other 

government policies also attacked the livelihood of former coolies and had the potential  

                                                
52 El Nacional, August 14, 1869. 
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to put them in a state of “vagrancy.”  After finishing their contracts, some asiáticos re-

contracted with their former patrones or with a new one, but many of them also began to 

gravitate towards the cities along the coast, particularly Lima.  In these cities, they 

formed Chinese neighborhoods and established their own small businesses (mainly 

vending stalls, shops, and restaurants), many of which catered to the Chinese community.  

Living and working together, as well as providing services for each other, were natural 

ways of taking advantage of an economic opportunity and of protecting themselves from 

the hostility of others.  However, the lives of asiáticos libres in the capital city came 

under fire in November of 1870 when the Junta Suprema de Sanedad in Lima passed a 

resolution to remove all Chinese shops from around the city’s central market because 

they supposedly threatened public health and hygiene.53 It is not clear to what extent the 

local authorities carried out this decision, but there is no doubt that the resolution made it 

that much easier to take away the legal livelihood of asiáticos libres and classify them as 

vagrants.   

Similarly, a couple of years earlier, some government officials began to worry 

about Chinese herbalists and doctors practicing in Lima.  The Dean of the Faculty of 

Medicine called on the prefect of Lima to enforce the laws regarding the practice of 

medicine.  He explained, “It has come to the attention of the Government that various 

Chinese establishments exist in this capital in which people publicly sell medicines and 

drugs of all kinds.”  However, the rules for practicing medicine dating back to 1856 

stated that one had to be licensed; these Chinese practitioners were not.  Therefore, the  

                                                
53 El Nacional, November 3, 1870. 
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Dean called on the prefect to shut down these operations and fine Lima’s Chinese 

doctors.54  Practicing Eastern medicine was a natural occupation for some ex-coolies 

because of their training back in China and the demand of their compatriots and others in 

Peru who were curious about the potential powers of these unknown practices.  In fact, 

fascination with Asian doctors and medicine remained strong throughout the nineteenth 

century and into the twentieth.  Of course, since Chinese medicine was relatively 

mysterious for Westerners, Asian doctors most likely never would have been able to 

obtain an actual license to practice medicine in Peru.  Why would the Faculty of 

Medicine issue a license for practices it knew nothing about, as well as allow competition 

for Peruvian doctors?  Moreover, before starting a practice, few potential Chinese doctors 

would have had the resources to actually pay for a certificate so that they could practice.  

Clearly then, this call to stop the work of Asian doctors, like so many other efforts against 

Peru’s free Chinese community, had the power to prevent former coolies from making 

the money they needed to survive, without which they might fall into “vagrancy” and 

lose all freedom.  Attacks on asiáticos libres, whose previous circumstances as 

indentured laborers limited their options post-contract, suggested that government 

officials and others did not really want free and equal Chinese in Peru.    

Even though the government never established a forced re-contracting law for all 

colonos asiáticos who wished to stay in the republic (a law that existed in Cuba), the fact 

that a number of people supported the measure further suggests that many did not want to 

accept Asians as legal equals.   An article from April 17, 1869, in Peru’s leading daily El  
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Comercio argued for a re-contracting law because Peru’s asiáticos libres only caused 

problems by encouraging their indentured compatriots to run away or lodge fake 

complaints of abuse with officials.  The writer also worried that free Chinese housed 

runaway coolies.  The solution to this problem, according to the author, was to imitate 

Cuba. “We strongly criticize Spain, telling it to its face that it is backwards,” the Peruvian 

editor wrote, “however, on the island of Cuba the plague of the free Chinese is not 

tolerated and every individual belonging to this lost, immoral, and degraded race has to 

sign a new contract or return to his country upon the expiration of his contract.  If we did 

likewise, we would not have to experience the scandal of free Chinese.”55  The article 

ignored the reality of asiáticos libres in Cuba.  However, it recognized the power of 

forced re-contracting. 

About a year and a half later, following a major coolie uprising in the valley of 

Pativilca that involved approximately one thousand Asian workers, Peruvian cries for 

forced re-contracting heightened.  A certain Wences, in the pages of El Nacional, echoed 

the writer in El Comercio from the prior year, asserting that chinos only came to Peru to 

serve.  Wences explained, “Given that all Chinese come contracted for agriculture and 

are designated to give their services to this branch of industry, when the contract is 

fulfilled, they should renew it or leave the country.”56  With Pativilca in the background, 

the Peruvian House of Deputies contemplated such a law in 1870 but ultimately decided 

against it precisely because forced re-contracting was too akin to slavery.57  Abolition and 

                                                
55 El Nacional, April 17, 1869. 
56 El Nacional, September 16, 1870. 
57 Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, La rebelión de los rostros pintados. Pativilca 1870 (Huancayo: Instituto de 
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liberal republican ideals in Peru made it nearly impossible to go through with a plan such 

as forced re-contracting.  Still, the concern for limiting the number of asiáticos libres in 

Peru demonstrates that government officials and elites in the Andean republic did not see 

the Chinese as being or having the potential to become free individuals. 

 During the middle of the nineteenth century, the national government in Lima was 

rather weak and incapable of executing its will in the countryside.  The actions it took 

with respect to the situation of Asians indentured laborers were limited.  Even though the 

constitution indicated that the Chinese were the equals of others, when the government 

did act, many of its policies actually problematized the free status of the Chinese. 

 

Like Slaves in Cuba 
 

The colonial state in Cuba also conveyed that the Chinese were not free 

individuals through a number of its actions.  The regulations supposedly introduced to 

make the mutual obligations of colonos and patrones clearer did as much to conflate 

coolies with slaves as it did to differentiate the two.  As noted before, the 1849 rules 

closely mirrored the 1842 slave code and allowed patrones to use corporal punishment on 

coolies –a seeming contradiction to “free labor.”  According to this code, the first act of 

disobedience on the part of a colono asiático merited twelve lashes and the second 

eighteen.  Patrones could respond to further defiance by placing an Asian laborer in 

shackles and making him sleep in the stocks for up to two months.  If two or more 

indentured Chinese refused to work they faced up to twenty-five lashes and shackles and 

the stocks for no more than two months.  If overseers or patrones feared a coolie 

uprising, they were supposed to notify the local authorities, who would come administer 
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the above punishment or another measure deemed fitting for that situation.  Patrones 

could also mete out harsh punishments to runaways.  The worker who ran away lost his 

wages for the time of his absence, had to cover the cost of his capture, and could legally 

labor in chains for up to two months.  Upon running away a second time, patrones could 

shackle a colono asiático for up to four months and make him sleep in the stocks.58  The 

sanctioning of this type of domination and coercion by private individuals (i.e., using 

chains and whips) was reminiscent of slavery. 

 The new rules five years later moved in a positive direction by banning corporal 

punishment, but several aspects of this law continued to indicate that coolie labor was 

really slavery in disguise.  The regulations still allowed patrones to use chains and 

imprisonment on the plantation or other work site as a form of punishment for coolies 

who did not “fulfill” their obligations.  The law was also problematic because it stated 

that colonos had to give up some of their civil rights.  Colonos, including Spaniards and 

Yucatecans, who signed contracts agreed to give up any civil rights that conflicted with 

their contractual labor obligations; when the contract ended they theoretically regained all 

rights.  The new rules clearly restricted several rights, such as mobility (colonos could not 

leave the plantation without the written permission of their patrones), the right to marry 

(a colono needed a patrón’s approval, but could find a new patrón willing to permit the 

marriage), and the right to pursue any legal economic endeavor (colonos could make a 

little extra money on the side during their free time, but they were prohibited from 

establishing true business enterprises on the side).  Moreover, the law never completely 

                                                
58 Erenchun, Anales, vol. C, 1057-60.  Also see Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 67-69 and Pérez 
de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 205-206. 
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clarified which civil rights conflicted with their labor obligations, thereby leaving a lot of 

room for abuse on the part of unscrupulous individuals.  With respect to purchasing one’s 

freedom, the Chinese had the right to buy out their contract, but the rules did little to 

prevent patrones from inflating the cost.  The fact that these regulations also named 

síndicos (a government lawyer representing slaves) as the defenders of the Chinese 

reveals that the government saw little difference between colonos and slaves since the 

main job of the síndicos was to defend slaves.  Síndicos existed because the law 

considered slaves to be perpetual minors who were incapable of acting on their own in 

court.  Thus, these rules implied that Asian contract workers were minors and not truly 

free adults.59   

The next year, the Captain General added to the 1854 Royal Order by ordering 

that the government establish a coolie registry so it could keep track of the status of every 

Chinese laborer on the island.  He also decreed that all colonos asiáticos had to carry a 

cédula (identification paper) at all times.  Cédulas and registry laws, much as in Peru, 

could help protect the Chinese by making it harder for patrones to claim that a worker 

was someone else or lie about how much time remained on the contract.  Yet they also 

could work in the opposite direction.  In reality, the cédula law did much more to restrict 

the freedom of the Chinese than guard it.  Patrones had to sign the bottom of a cédula to 

indicate that a coolie had permission to leave the premises.  If an Asian worker did not 

have this signature or his cédula on his person, the police could arrest him and hold him 
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until his patrón reclaimed him.60  Registering colonos asiáticos and always forcing them 

to carry cédulas, especially ones with detailed personal and physical information, made it 

much easier to keep coolies laboring. 

The 1860 rules essentially reiterated the ones from 1854 except for one crucial 

difference.  An important clause existed in the 1860 Royal Order that essentially 

sanctioned Chinese slavery: forced re-contracting.  The law stated that all Asian colonos 

who arrived before February 15, 1861, could remain on the island as free individuals as 

long as they obtained a letter of domicile, which meant they could not be vagrants and 

had to convert to Catholicism.  Any Chinese contract workers who came after that date 

were not eligible to gain residency status.  These coolies had three options when they 

finished their contracts: 1) sign a new labor contract with an individual; 2) pay for their 

way out of the country; 3) or go to jail and then have local officials assign them to public 

works projects.  Spanish and Cuban officials could claim that this was not slavery 

because no one was forcing the Chinese to stay; they could leave the country as soon as 

they fulfilled their obligations.  However, the reality was, and this was widely recognized 

at the time, that this law would force Asian workers into perpetual servitude.  Few chinos 

could afford to pay for a trip home, which meant that they had to sign a new contract or 

do public works.  The even bigger catch of course was that laboring under these 

conditions once again meant they would not have the money to pay for the trip home the 

next time they got the opportunity.61  Many Chinese in Cuba still found ways of gaining 
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their freedom despite this law, but for many more this law created a life of repeated 

servitude to either an individual or the state. 

Although not as comprehensive as the Royal Order of 1860, the colonial state 

issued further regulations in 1862, 1868, 1871, 1872, and 1873, many of which targeted 

asiáticos libres.62  Apparently too many Chinese still seemed to be deserting their 

employers and finding ways to avoid the 1860 re-contracting rules; so the colonial 

government subsequently issued “Instructions” on how to enforce the 1860 rules.  New 

instructions in 1868 called for a census of all Chinese in Cuba that would divide them 

into various categories, namely “under contract,” “missing runaway,” “captured runaway 

in a depósito,” “in a depósito waiting to sign a new contract or leave Cuba,” “in prison,” 

and “domiciled (free).”  With the census as an excuse, the instructions urged the local 

authorities to go to the homes of asiáticos libres and inspect their papers.  If the 

inspectors found ones with fake papers or with someone else’s documents, they could 

arrest them.  The 1868 decree also called for the careful tracking of the movements of the 

Chinese in Cuba; asiáticos libres had to inform local officials any time they changed 

residencies.  According to the new rules, any chino who had arrived before February 15, 

1861, but had not already opted to get a letter of domicile could no longer do so.  

Eventually, in 1873, the colonial government deemed this last rule unfair and repealed 

it.63   

The 1868 instructions did not achieve the government’s goal in part because of 

the independence war that erupted on the island that year (the war lasted until 1878).  
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Three years later, the colonial government issued an order to implement the instructions 

of 1868.  Officials worried about the Chinese joining the rebel cause; so on April 27, 

1871, a Royal Order called for the cessation of the coolie trade to Cuba and the 

immediate expulsion of any asiáticos not under contract.  A Royal Order in October 

revoked the April decree, but warned free Chinese who had arrived before February 15, 

1861, to make sure they had the proper papers and called on all others to either re-

contract within two months or leave the island.  A similar decree in December of 1871 

from the colonial government made it clear that the government believed that too many 

asiáticos had been evading the law and living illegally as runaways or “free” Chinese.  It 

once again called for the enforcement of the 1868 instructions.  This decree also outlawed 

work gangs (cuadrillas) of asiáticos libres for fear that runaways hid in them, but, 

besides eliminating a good cover for runaways, it attacked the livelihood of a number of 

free chinos, which made it that much harder to avoid “vagrancy.”  Many former coolies 

who had arrived in Cuba after 1861 had obtained cédulas of Portuguese nationality under 

the pretext that they were Portuguese subjects because they had left from Macao.  

However, the colonial government in Cuba decided at the end of 1872 that this practice 

was an abuse of the 1860 rules on Asian immigration.  The government ordered that all 

asiáticos arriving after February 15, 1861 fell under the re-contracting laws from 1860 

and 1868.64  All of this legislation clearly indicated that Cuban elites and the 

governments in Madrid and Havana preferred to keep the Chinese in a perpetual state of 

bondage. 
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The difficult process to obtain and hold on to free status for those who legally 

qualified reinforces this conclusion.  As Lisa Yun explains, the process of actually 

attaining legally free status involved procuring a number of different documents, most of 

which came with a fee.  A coolie had to first get his patrón to furnish him with evidence 

that he had completed his contract.  This was no easy task since local officials likely 

believed the words of an employer over those of an indentured laborer.  Nonetheless, 

obtaining this paper from a patrón did not make a colono legally free.  Next, a coolie had 

to get a certificate of baptism.  These certificates were difficult to obtain not only because 

of the cost, but also because an asiático had to find a white godparent who would sponsor 

him.  After acquiring the certificate of baptism, a Chinese immigrant could go to the local 

authorities or police and get a “proof” paper, which would then allow him to get the 

actual freedom paper that confirmed his legally free status.  But the process did not end 

with the freedom paper.  Once a colono had acquired the freedom paper, he could then 

apply for a letter of domicile/residency, which gave him permission to reside in Cuba.  A 

coolie could now live in Cuba as a free person, but he could not leave his home and walk 

the streets without obtaining a “walking paper.”  If he wanted to leave the jurisdiction in 

which he lived, he had to obtain another paper.  Establishing a business, such as a small 

shop or stall in the market required another certificate.  Asiáticos libres who practiced 

medicine had to pay for a license.  Even former coolies who became beggars had to pay 

for a begging paper.  If a Chinese individual wanted to leave Cuba he had to obtain a 

passport-type document from the colonial government, but he could not get this without 

already having established residency.  Finally, the colonial state also made it difficult for 

asiáticos who had achieved freedom to maintain this status by making them renew most 
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of these papers each year.  Of course all of these papers cost money, of which most 

Chinese had very little, and the authorities did not refrain from charging exorbitant prices 

for them or stealing them and making them buy new ones.  Yun has aptly dubbed this 

constant struggle as the “paper chase.”  All of these steps made it very difficult for the 

Chinese to escape bondage.65    

Beyond the issue of re-contracting and the difficulty in obtaining freedom papers, 

the policies developed for dealing with Chinese who were still under contract but not 

working for their patrón further revealed the tendency to conflate coolie labor with 

slavery.  The authorities specifically placed captured runaway workers in a depósito de 

cimarrones along with runaway slaves.  These depósitos existed all over the island and 

served essentially as prisons where amos and patrones could go and reclaim their slaves 

or coolies.  Asian laborers who committed crimes often found themselves placed in the 

depósito de cimarrones while they waited to be punished or returned to their patrones as 

well.  At these depósitos, the government had the Chinese and slaves guarded together 

and laboring together while they waited to punish them or for someone to reclaim them.66  

When a coolie became the accuser and not the defendant, officials would begin an 

investigation, but they would also place the colono in a depósito or have him work for 

someone else while the trial continued.  A Chinese worker who appealed for the help of a 

síndico in switching patrones or buying out a contract could also end up in a depósito.  

Slaves went through a similar process of complaining and seeking coartación (self-

                                                
65 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 111-133. 
66 For criminal cases involving Chinese in the depósito de cimarrones or Chinese being sent to or collected 
from the depósito see for example ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2577, Exp. R, 1857; Leg. 
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purchasing) with the help of a síndico, and chinos could share quarters with these slaves 

in depósitos when they shared síndicos.67  Peru, unlike Cuba, did not have African slaves 

anymore, but government officials still held Asian defendants and accusers in depósitos 

and prisons, or farmed coolies out to third parties for the duration of a trial.68  Cubans 

placing slaves and colonos asiáticos together when they were not laboring for their owner 

or employer, as well as Peruvians and Cubans regularly imprisoning presumably 

victimized coolies and making them labor for someone else, added to the uncertainty 

concerning the legal status of coolies in Cuba and Peru. 

Other policies in Cuba related to the issue of the transfer of colonos asiáticos 

from one person to another indicated that the government saw these laborers as property.  

Lisa Yun makes the important observation that individuals inherited indentured Asians 

(technically their contracted services) like any other property from their deceased parents.  

The death of a patrón, which meant he was incapable of fulfilling his end of the bargain, 

did not terminate the contract.  The Chinese remained in a state of bondage even when 

the state stepped in and foreclosed on the property of a deceased individual.  Instead of 

passing to a relative of the deceased, coolies became laborers for the state for the 

remainder of their contracts.  When an individual had debts that needed settling, coolies 

fit right in with other forms of property that the state or creditors could claim for 

themselves.69  Spaniards and Cubans might justify such a policy on the premise that 

                                                                                                                                            
2805, Exp. J, 1863; Leg. 4152, Exp. Ñ, 1863; Leg. 4152, Exp. O, 1863; Leg. 2860, Exp. T, 1865; Leg. 
2497, Exp. N, 1868; Leg. 4144, Exp. L, 1869; Leg. 4150, Exp. Q, 1872; Leg. 4151, Exp. I, 1872. 
67 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2805, Exp. J, 1863. 
68 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos. 
69 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 136. 
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colonos asiáticos signed a general labor contract that individuals could trade as a 

commodity; they did not sign the contract with a specific individual –at least the initial 

one– so the contract did not have to end upon the death of a patrón.  The reality, 

however, was that this type of policy essentially turned the Chinese into property. 

The colonial state’s policy toward Asian workers whose patrones joined the 

rebels in the Ten Years War followed a similar logic.  As a punishment for the insurgents, 

the government began confiscating their property, and they included coolies as part of 

this property rather than freeing them from a contract that a patrón no longer fulfilled.  

One official in Havana in 1872, explained the reasoning for this policy to the Gobernador 

Superior Político: 

Given the circumstance that denying a traitor his civil rights does not mean that 
the contract or contracts he has with colonos asiáticos should be rescinded 
because the conditions of the contract do not establish this, they should be 
obligated to continue them with the Administration, who today is the one who 
represents the rights of the individual in question in article one of the circular 
from April, 20, 1869…The Chinese who find themselves in such a case are an 
utilizable object like any other property and they should remain subject to the 
prescriptions contained in the cited circular.  
 

Based on this premise, the author suggested that any traspaso (transfer) of a coolie 

contract by a rebel patrón be voided after the latter had joined the insurrection and that 

this worker’s services or contract be transferred to the state.  The Gobernador Superior 

Político agreed with this logic and issued a letter affirming this policy to Havana’s 

Gobernador Político.70  When the government confiscated coolies as property, they often 

made them labor in public works projects, but they also rented them out to plantations for 

                                                
70 AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 4347, Exp. 71, 1872. 
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state profit.71  Legally, colonos asiáticos were not slaves, but they were indeed an 

“utilizable object.” 

The issue of race is worth mentioning one more time in this discussion of the 

contradictory legal standing of colonos asiáticos in Cuba.  Even though Asians were 

legally white, many government officials and white Cubans and Spaniards seemed to 

have a hard time actually accepting this judgment.  Indeed, many often perceived the 

racial status of Chinese immigrants as being non-white, meaning they were people of 

color.  Records of dotaciones (work forces) on plantations and railroads usually separated 

asiáticos from the white category of workers.72  Unofficial population counts might 

consider the Chinese as part of the black and mulato population.  In his writings on Cuba, 

the Spanish politician and intellectual Ramón de la Sagra described a visit to the 

jurisdiction of Colón in Matanzas.  While in Colón, he made sure to make a tally of the 

area’s total population for the year 1860.  De la Sagra noted that Colón had 15,063 

whites, 32,025 slaves, and 5,650 free people of color.  In his records, de la Sagra did not 

place Asians in the category of slaves, but he did place them in the predominantly 

African group of free people of color.  Unlike the official 1861 Cuban census, de la Sagra 

had classified the Chinese as non-white.73  The contradiction between the official racial 

classification of chinos and the predominant understanding of their race also manifested 

itself in marriage practices.  As whites, Asians should have been required to attain an 

official license from the civil authorities –not the church– to marry women of color due 

                                                
71 AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 4349, Exp. 76, 1871. 
72 ANC, Fondo Junta de Fomento, Leg. 164, Exp. 1909 and Eduardo Marrero Cruz, Julián de Zulueta y 
Amondo: promotor del capitalismo en Cuba (Bogotá: Editorial Nomos S.A. 2006), 179. 
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to the Council of Indies’ 1805 decree that had established this marriage practice for 

colonial whites.  Originally, the decree applied to people of known nobility, but soon 

afterwards the Audiencia of Puerto Príncipe (Camagüey) in Cuba extended the decision 

to all whites.74  Cuban officials, however, rarely made the Chinese obtain one of these 

licenses when marrying women of color.  In fact, when the Consejo de Administración 

declared asiáticos to be white in 1864, the Consejo exempted them from the marriage 

license prerequisite, thereby reinforcing a non-white status.75  Likewise, in criminal 

investigations, Cuban authorities and witnesses often made distinctions between asiáticos 

and hombres blancos.  Sometimes they referred to Asians as belonging to the raza 

amarilla (yellow race) or raza mongólica (Mongol race), without any hint of this being a 

white subgroup as suggested by the census.76  Few whites in Cuba actually believed in 

Chinese whiteness. 

Why were whites disinclined to accept Chinese whiteness, even when these 

immigrants were legally such?  One can find the answer to this question in the comments 

of a local government official.  Commenting on the dual nature of race for Asians, this 

official observed that “although [the Chinese] are considered as whites, public opinion 

and custom places them in a condition inferior to whites.”77  The official suggested that 

“customs” led whites in Cuba to reject asiático whiteness.  “Customs,” in this case, 

                                                                                                                                            
73 Ramón de la Sagra, Historia física económico-política, intelectual y moral de la isla de Cuba (Paris: 
Librería de L. Hachette y Ca, 1861), 247. 
74 Matt D. Childs, The 1812 Aponte Rebellion in Cuba and the Struggle Against Atlantic Slavery (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 71-72. 
75 Martínez-Alier, Marriage, Class, and Colour, 77. 
76 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2618, Exp. E, 1868.  Also see Leg. 2629, Exp. C, 1859; 
Leg. 799, Exp. Y, 1861; Leg. 2582, Exp. A, 1861; Leg. 2811, Exp. R, 1863; Leg. 769, Exp. J, 1865; Leg. 
785, Exp. V, 1867; Leg. 3779, Exp. W, 1874. 
77 As quoted in Martínez-Alier, Marriage, Class, and Colour, 76. 
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referred to the racialized conceptions of labor that were so prevalent in Cuban society.  

White Cubans could not truly accept the Chinese as white if they labored in jobs 

associated with people of color.  Furthermore, chinos were not of European background 

like whites in Cuba.  Europeans and their descendents who did manual labor in Cuba 

were socially inferior to other whites, but the fact that they had a European background 

made it difficult for public opinion to fully deny their whiteness.  In contrast, Asians were 

racial “others,” making it easier for Cuban white society to deny Chinese whiteness as 

well.  Despite the legal classification of Asians as white, Cuban planters and others 

frequently placed the Chinese in the category of people of color because of the forces of 

tradition and the non-European background of these immigrants.  Moreover, lumping 

them in with other people of color made it that much easier to justify exploiting them like 

slaves.   

 

Slave or Free: The Power of Language 

Ambiguity concerning the status of coolies did not exist solely within the sphere 

of the law.  The language that many in Cuba and Peru used to discuss indentured Asians 

often contributed to their uncertain status.  Supporters of the coolie labor system in these 

two places often refrained from directly calling Chinese workers slaves, instead labeling 

them colonos asiáticos or chinos contratados.78  Sometimes, as the Captain General of 

Cuba did in his preamble to the 1854 reglamento, Cubans joined Peruvians in referring to 

                                                
78 Colono literally meant colonist and was a word that Peruvians often used for immigrant settlers; 
contratado meant contracted. 
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indentured labor as free labor.79  When Cuban plantations listed their dotaciones (work 

forces), they normally listed colonos asiáticos separately from esclavos.  Records for the 

dotación of the ingenio España, owned by Julián de Zulueta, indicated that 503 slaves 

and 86 asiáticos labored on the plantation (although the records also listed the Chinese 

separately from the 19 operarios blancos).80  While on a visit to the city of Villa Clara, 

Ramón de la Sagra stopped off at the plantation Candelaria owned by D. Juan Bautista 

Fernández.  De la Sagra noted that on this plantation, Fernández had contracted 47 

coolies to his complete satisfaction.  De la Sagra emphasized the lack of slaves on 

Candelaria and explained that Fernández had successfully “organized free labor, by 

means of the Chinese,” on his plantation.81  Thus, in the minds of Fernández and De la 

Sagra, the situation at Candelaria represented something relatively new in Cuba: a 

thriving sugar plantation based mainly on the free labor of colonos asiáticos.  Company 

reports from Cuba’s railroad enterprises also separated Asian workers from slaves in their 

records.  Companies such as the Ferrocarril de La Bahía de la Habana a Matanzas, used 

various labor sources.  The records of this company noted presidio workers, 

emancipados, blacks, asiáticos, blancos, Irish, and other foreigners.  The railroad 

company separated the Chinese from blancos, but they also separated foreign whites 

from Spaniards.82  Railroad officials, hacendados, and others may not have seen chinos 

as being the same as white workers, but they also seemed to draw a distinction between 

                                                
79 Erenchun, Anales, vol. C, 1063-1064. 
80 Marrero Cruz, Julián de Zulueta, 179. 
81 De la Sagra, Historia física, 149. 
82 ANC, Fondo Junta de Fomento, Leg. 164, Exp. 1909.  The report cited was a company report for the 
year 1858 and given on January 16, 1859.  
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coolies and slaves.  As Yun notes, labeling coolies this way helped elites defend 

themselves against accusations of creating Chinese slavery in their societies.83 

However, these same people still conjured images of slavery when discussing the 

Chinese and their situation.  Hacendados and others often seemed to convey that 

asiáticos were property by using terms such as “belong” (pertenecer),  “property” (de mi 

propiedad), or “owner” (dueño) when referencing them.84  Saying that a chino had been 

“bought” (comprado) or “sold” (vendido) –like one would have done for a slave– further 

blurred the line between African slaves from the past and Chinese coolies of the present.  

A patrón –such as D. Blanchard C. Dean, an engineer residing in Lima during the 1850s– 

might refer to a colono asiático –in Dean’s case, his Chinese domestic servant Antonio– 

as being “in his service” (a mi servicio) or being “my servant” (mi sirviente).  But others 

–including Dean’s neighbor Mariano Agreda– had no problem referring to “a Chinese [as 

having] been bought recently” (un chino que recientemente habían comprado).  Manuel 

Munar made it clear that Dean had purchased Antonio, expressing that “Mr. Blanchard 

bought the Chinese Antonio, and in the same days of having bought him, he [Dean] left 

this Capital.”85  Cuban newspapers sometimes advertised the sale of coolie contracts, not 

                                                
83 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 31-32. 
84 For Peruvian examples, see AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 
160, 1858, Exp.: Criminal contra el asiático Asam por hurto; Leg. 214, 1862, Exp.: Querella D. Manuel 
Lorenzo de las Casas contra Mariano Pagador; Leg. 215, 1863, Exp.: Seguida de oficio contra D. Manuel 
Lorenzo Casas por flajelación a unos asiáticos; Leg. 296, 1870, Exp.: Seguida contra los asiáticos Ayon y 
Ayú por asalto y robo; Leg. 300, 1870, Exp.: Criminal seguida de oficio contra los asiáticos Ayán, Apén, 
Asi, Achan y Allan por hurto de maís.   For Cuban examples see ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, 
Leg. 4144, Exp. Cd, 1856; Leg. 2629, Exp. C, 1859; Leg. 2582, Exp F, 1862; Leg. 2495, Exp L, 1863; Leg. 
4152, Exp. Ñ, 1863; Leg. 4165, Exp. B, 1863; Leg. 787, Exp. Bb, 1865; Leg. 2879, Exp. G, 1866; Leg. 
2696, Exp. Ñ, 1867; Leg. 760, Exp. E, 1869; Leg. 4146, Exp. O, 1872. 
85 Munar stated in Spanish, “El señor Blanchard compró al chino Antonio, y en los mismos días de haberlo 
comprado se ausentó de esta Capital.”  AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima 
(R.P.J.), Leg. 131, 1854, Exp.: Criminal seguida contra el Chino Antonio y Dámaso Haedo por el robo 
hecho á D.V.C. Dean.  Also see ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2629, Exp. C, 1859. 
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Chinese bodies per se.  A posting from the Diario de la Marina on February 25, 1874, 

read, “Expected to arrive soon at this port, proceeding from Macao the Spanish steamer 

‘Rosa’ conducting Asiatic coolies contracted for eight years… Persons wishing to buy 

their contracts may treat of the matter on Calle de Cuba, No. 5.”86  Yet, as one visitor to 

Cuba noted, “No Cuban going to the Baraccoon to contract for the services of a Chinese 

coolie ever talks about ‘hiring;’ he bluntly says he is buying a Chino.”87  The repeated 

use of the term vender when referencing the transfer of an Asian laborer from one party 

to another further revealed the tendency to equate Chinese workers with slavery.  

Legally, Cubans and Peruvians transferred (traspasar) a coolie’s contract from one 

person to another, but they rarely referred to the contract, instead claiming that they had 

transferred a chino or sold a chino.  With this concept of selling and buying Chinese in 

mind, it should come as no surprise that Cubans and Peruvians put newly arrived coolies 

on the auctioning block like slaves or cattle. 

In line with this vision of the Chinese as property, patrones often worried about 

others, including asiáticos libres, “stealing” and then “selling” their Chinese workers.  

On November 25, 1858, Atanacio Pagador, the owner of the chacra Menacho, wrote to a 

friend about an asiático named José Cruz.  Supposedly, Cruz signed runaways to new 

contracts, then sold them to new patrones for 150 pesos and split the money down the 

middle with the runaways.  Pagador complained to his friend that Cruz “has sold a 

runaway of mine Asao or Asém on the 15th to an hacendado from the lower coast.”  Later 

in the letter he again referred to his missing worker as the “sold Chinese” and to Cruz as 

                                                
86 As quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 21-22.  My italics. 
87 Antonio Gallenga, The Pearl of the Antilles (New York: Negro University Press, [1873] 1970), 88. 
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the “seller.”  Three days later, the court began trying Cruz for illegal commerce (selling 

already contracted Chinese to others, not for selling Chinese per se).  During the ensuing 

investigation and trial, Pagador wrote to the judge and continued using language that 

made Asém sound as if he were property that Cruz had stolen from him and then sold.  

He informed the court that Cruz “had sold him [Asém] as if he were his own property” 

and explained that “Asém has been sold for one hundred and fifty pesos, when he is not 

valued at, discounting his service, one hundred and seven pesos, according to the 

liquidation that was done in the Intendency when I tried to sell him.”  Even Cruz in his 

defense used the same language of “selling” and “buying” which had become so 

commonplace in Peru.  Cruz informed the Judge that he was countersuing Pagador and 

that he had witnesses who could “destroy the slander of my baseless accuser.”  In this 

countersuit he wanted Pagador to “name his Chinese who he has unjustly attributed to me 

as having sold; the person who bought him; the identity of the buyer, seller, and the 

tricked Chinese.”88  Clearly, the concept of selling asiáticos did not disturb Peruvians, 

otherwise Pagador would not have told the court that he had also tried to sell Asém in the 

past.  Instead, it was the fact that thieves existed who lured these immigrant laborers 

away from their rightful owners and then sold them to another party that bothered 

Pagador and others. 

                                                
88 Pagador had referred to Asém as Asao as well.  AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de 
Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 161, 1858, Exp.: Seguido contra los asiáticos José Cruz y Achon por fraude.  My italics 
in the quotes.  The hacendado José María Sancho Dávila accused a free Chinese man named Manuel 
Achay of the same crime in 1860.  As in the case brought against José Cruz, the words used by the accuser 
and the defendant fluctuated between the language of the free and the enslaved.  See AGN, Causas 
Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 183, 1860, Exp.: Contra el asiático Manuel 
Achay por inquietar a los chinos Fuchina y Alocá.    
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A major investigation into the trafficking of other people’s coolies occurred in 

Cuba in 1859, further revealing the Cuban tendency to equate these workers with 

property.  On July 15, 1859, the habanero Don Felipe Arango informed local officials 

that, the previous day, one of his coolies, a 14 year-old domestic named Joaquín, had 

disappeared.  Arango had learned from another asiático that Joaquín was currently in a 

house owned by a couple of white men on Calle de la Cruz del Padre in Havana.  

Apparently these white men worked with a Chinese “agent” who “seduced” his 

indentured paisanos and convinced them to go to this house.  Upon following their 

compatriot, the chinos received three to four ounces of gold and then the white men 

subsequently “[sold] them to the campo.”  Arango convinced the mayoral of Havana’s 

Depósito de Colonos y Emancipados, Sergeant Don Juan López, to go with him to this 

house and look for his missing coolie.  Before entering the house, Arango spoke to some 

neighbors who confirmed that the house in question contained asiáticos.  Upon arriving 

at the house, Arango and López found two white men sitting at a table.  The two men 

inside the house acquiesced to Arango’s request to search the house, which led to the 

immediate discovery of ten to twelve Chinese.  The owners of the house maintained that 

the dwelling contained no more asiáticos, but when López looked up at the terraced roof 

he saw another chino trying to hide.  Arango and López quickly went over to the roof’s 

stairway and found nine more Chinese, including the missing Joaquín, who all then tried 

to escape.  Arango and López only captured Joaquín and one other.  Arango wanted the 

owners of this house arrested because there was enough proof of the existence of a 

“scandalous and serious crime of a house in the city dedicated to the stealing of colonos 

so as to sell them immediately.”  According to Arango, this house had “agents of 
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seduction” and was running a racket worse than “highway robbery.”  The authorities, he 

maintained, had to take action and make an example of these people so as to avoid future 

occurrences of the sort, which “brought such transcendental harm to the country.”  

The following day Arango’s wishes came true.  On July 16, investigators 

interviewed Sergeant Juan López, the coolie Joaquín, and a couple of other escaped 

indentured workers who all confirmed Arango’s basic story.  The authorities promptly 

went to the house in question and found four Chinese with injured feet in a couple of 

bedrooms, along with another in the living room named Ramón.  The authorities 

proceeded to ask Francisco Nogueira, one of the white men who lived there, for the 

“documents of property” for the asiáticos who he had claimed were his.  Nogueira 

responded that his business partner D. José Martínez, who was not there, had the papers.  

The investigators continued to examine the house and found several contracts hidden in a 

trunk that someone had clearly altered under the patrón’s name, which now bore the 

names of José Rodríguez Novoa and Francisco Nogueira.  Based on this discovery, the 

local authorities did not hesitate in arresting Nogueira and Ramón, who they believed was 

the Chinese man “seducing” his compatriots. 

As the investigation grew and a trial began, it became clear that nearly all parties 

perceived Chinese coolies as property.  Occasionally, the authorities, witnesses, and 

defendants would speak of transferring contracts, but most of the time they discussed the 

“buying” and “selling” of asiáticos and to whom they “belonged.”  Francisco Nogueira 

did not hesitate to inform the investigators that his work consisted of the legal “buying 

and selling of asiáticos.”  He explained that he and José Martínez “possessed” five 

coolies and that the captured chino who had been in his house had just shown up and 
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started eating meals and spending time with his Chinese.  He had not thought much about 

it because he thought they were “free.”  He also claimed that four other Chinese who 

were “free” and lived in the ciudadela de la Jacoba had been in his house at the time.  

The investigators continued to ask for the “documents of property” for the coolies 

Nogueira said “belonged” to him, which Nogueira now claimed had been stolen by 

another chino he had “bought” who then ran away.  Nogueira’s language waffled 

between buying contracts and “buying” Chinese.  He also responded that one worker who 

“belonged” to him and Martínez had been a “gift.”  With respect to the forged contracts 

from the trunk, Nogueira stated that he had not altered the contracts because he could 

neither read nor write.  Nogueira, Martínez, and Rodríguez Novoa all denied being 

involved in any sort of illegal buying and selling of Chinese.  

However, as the authorities gathered more and more information it became 

difficult for them to maintain their original story. José Rodríguez Novoa was an old 

acquaintance of Nogueira and Martínez back in Galicia, and when he arrived in Cuba he 

lived with Nogueira and began to work with them.  Nogueira and Martínez apparently 

had established a legitimate business of buying and selling coolies.  Yet, enough evidence 

surfaced as well that Nogueira and Rodríguez Novoa –and probably Martínez, Nogueira’s 

cousin Antonio Nogueira, José Francisco Llagas Valdés, and a different Chinese man 

named Joaquín– had been profiting from the sale of other people’s colonos asiáticos.  A 

number of individuals attested to the fact that supposedly free Chinese constantly came in 

and out of Francisco Nogueira’s place.  Several coolies testified that the four “free” 

Chinese who lived in the ciudadela de la Jacoba ate meals in the house and in turn 

helped bring runaway Asian workers to the house so that Nogueira could “sell” them in 
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the future.  Raimundo Miró confirmed that he had “sold colonos asiáticos” to Francisco 

Nogueira and José Martínez in the past and upon seeing the questionable contracts he 

claimed that someone must have stolen them from him and then altered them.  This 

revelation led Miró to worry that Llagas Valdés, the man in charge of his depósito and 

the keeper of the coolies’ papers, and/or Antonio Nogueira, whom he had hired to care 

for the health of his coolies, might have been claiming that some coolies were dead when 

they were not and then passing the coolies and their contracts on to Francisco Nogueira 

and José Rodríguez Novoa.  Miró later stated that he had left Francisco Nogueira in 

charge of his depot when a new manager (Llaga Valdés had quit for health reasons) had 

to leave the city for four days.  This would have given Nogueira access to his Chinese 

and their contracts and cédulas.  Miró also claimed he had given Francisco Nogueira six 

sick colonos asiáticos to take care of along with transferring their contracts and cédulas 

over to Nogueira’s name in case they died so that Nogueira could properly inform the 

authorities without raising any suspicions.  Nogueira had led Miró to believe that the six 

had died, but he had recently learned that one of these coolies, Atac, had been living in 

Nogueira’s house; now he feared that Nogueira had secretly sold off the other five.  

Others confirmed Miró’s basic story as well.   

In the end, the prosecutor had no doubt about the guilt of Francisco Nogueira and 

José Rodríguez Novoa, but he did not believe enough evidence existed to find Martínez, 

Antonio Nogueira, the free asiático Joaquín, and Llagas Valdés guilty of any crimes.  He 

asked the judge to give Francisco Nogueira and Rodríguez Novoa four years of presidio 

as punishment for “seduction and selling of asiáticos belonging to another, of stealing 

them [asiáticos] and their corresponding documents,” and for falsifying coolie 
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documents.  The prosecutor wanted Atac returned to Miró, but with respect to the other 

four colonos asiáticos the police had taken from Francisco Nogueira, he wanted the court 

to seize them as if they were property to cover the court costs for which Nogueira and 

Rodríguez Novoa would be responsible (“queden embargados para cubrir las 

responsabilidades del juicio”).  On February 23, 1860, the lower court judge sided with 

the prosecutor, giving Francisco Nogueira four years of presidio and Rodríguez Novoa 

two.  The court kept the four chinos as well.  The Real Audiencia Pretorial confirmed the 

lower court’s decision except for opting to free the four Chinese in question because no 

papers existed for them.89  Throughout the investigation, trial, and sentencing process, it 

was clear that nearly every white person involved thought of coolies as property. 

The perception of the colonos asiáticos as chattel was not confined to the 

courtroom; it also appeared in newspapers when planters argued over the control of 

coolies.  A planter might accuse another planter of stealing his Asian workers or hiring 

his runaway coolies and refusing to return them.  In June of 1871, Lima’s El Nacional ran 

a series of articles written by hacendados accusing each other of stealing or attempting to 

steal each other’s chinos.  José Perales accused Isac Brioso of stealing two Chinese from 

him.  Perales never mentioned the word contract in his complaint, making it appear 

instead that Brioso had stolen his property and that this type of thievery had become 

commonplace in Peru.  Brioso answered these accusations by arguing that he did not 

know that the chino had been stolen and that he had simply bought them from another 

Chinese man who was selling them.  Perales refused to believe Brioso, claiming that 

                                                
89 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2629, Exp. C, 1859.  A few documents pertaining to this 
case can also be found in Leg. 2404, Exp. X, 1859 and Leg. 2629, Exp. E, 1859.  
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Brioso should still face the consequences for “buy[ing] Chinese at eleven at night, 

contracted by another Chinese slave.”  Perales’ statement acknowledged the dual reality 

that colonos asiáticos were contracted workers but also slaves that could be bought and 

sold.  Moreover, even the titles of the articles in this series of exchanges (“Chinese 

Stealers,” “Thefts of Chinese,” and “Sale of Chinese”) suggested that coolies were 

property and not free individuals.90  These cases that played out in court and in the 

newspapers confirmed that hacendados and others frequently thought of chinos as 

property and were not hesitant to express this belief in public. 

Cuba’s railroad companies also implied that indentured Asians were pieces of 

property in their company reports to the public.  Although the Ferrocarril de La Bahía de 

la Habana a Matanzas did not label its Chinese workers as slaves, they still listed them 

under the heading of “Propiedades” (Properties) in their 1859 stockholders report.  In a 

list that included mules, horses, land, and machinery, the company reported having 245 

asiáticos contratados valued at $64,380.625 pesos.  The report also noted that the 

railroad had rented 42 asiáticos, another indication that the common perception of coolies 

differed little from that of slaves.91  Renting out slaves was a common practice in Cuba, 

but people did not rent out free laborers.  Similarly, the president of the board of directors 

of the Empresa del Ferro-Carril entre Cienfuegos y Villa-Clara conveyed that chinos 

were property in his 1858 stockholders report when he included them in his discussion of 

the company’s explotación, or the elements the company owned and used besides land 

and track.  After discussing the traincars owned and operated, as well as company 

                                                
90 El Nacional, June 15, 16, 17, 20 of 1871.    
91 ANC, Fondo Junta de Fomento, Leg. 164, Exp. 1909. 
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machinery, he went on to note that they had acquired one new slave and the contracts of 

37 colonos asiáticos during the last year.92  He was differentiating between slaves and 

coolies, but he was also separating chinos from free workers (who he did not mentioned 

at all in this discussion of the company’s explotación) and instead suggesting that they 

were part of the company’s useable equipment, like traincars and machines. 

Peruvians and Cubans also associated coolies with slaves by using specific slave 

terminology when referring to the former.  Patrones and others in Cuba and Peru 

frequently called the Chinese cimarrones when they ran away.  Cimarrón was the 

traditional word used for runaway slaves.93  The use and acceptance of this term 

underscored the fact that, for many, little difference existed between coolies and slaves.  

The long and careful physical descriptions of Asian runaways under headings such as 

“Chino cimarrón” published in newspapers evoked images of slavery.  The fact that 

Cuban newspapers often included Chinese runaway postings with those of slave 

runaways helped link the two groups even more.   Legally colonos asiáticos were not 

slaves, but in the public imagination they easily could be.94  In a similar vein, Cubans, at 

least during the first part of the coolie trade, did not seem to have a problem with labeling 

some coolies as bozales.  The term bozal originally meant wild animal, but by the 

nineteenth century the term had come to mean a recently arrived slave from Africa who 

was in need of seasoning or conditioning (i.e., taming).  Before the arrival of the Chinese, 

                                                
92 ANC, Fondo Junta de Fomento, Leg. 164, Exp. 7910. 
93 Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio en el Perú (1850-1900): Migración, agricultura, 
mentalidad y explotación, 2nd ed. (Lima: Sur Casa de Estudios del Socialismo, 2001), 99-100.    
94 The two leading newspapers from Lima during this time period, El Comercio and El Nacional, contain 
runaway postings from patrones in the Sección de avisos.  Havana’s Diario de la Marina also contains this 
type of posting.  Also see Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 78 and Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 31 and 
83. 
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no one in Cuba used the term for any other group of people except for these newly 

arrived slaves.  However, men such as José González de Acevedo, who was in charge of 

the infirmary on the ingenio Santa Elena near the town of Roque, had no problem using 

the term for Asian workers.95  Even after Macao closed to recruiters, the idea persisted 

that the Chinese still under contract were slaves.  Different voices in Lima’s newspapers 

called for encouraging freer immigration from China, contrasting this new immigration 

with the Chinese “esclavos” who had arrived in the past.  Many of these coolies still 

labored under contract and few people voiced concern for them once the coolie trade 

ended.  By contrasting free Chinese immigrants with colonos asiáticos, these people 

helped further associate coolies with slavery.96       

Despite being men who should have known the exact legal status of colonos 

asiáticos, government officials –such as police officers, bureaucrats, prosecutors, and 

other court representatives– frequently discussed the Chinese much like the general 

public did.  The court frequently recorded chinos as being “free” or “belonging to” 

(perteneciente a or pertenencia de) another individual, while recording other people 

(including peons) as residents (residente or vecino) of a specific hacienda or town.  Law 

enforcement and administrative officials also sometimes employed language connoting 

slavery when writing to superiors or the court about the Chinese, using terms such as 

pertenecer, dueño, amo, vender, cimarrón, bozal, chino esclavo, esclavo asiático, and 

                                                
95 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 754, Exp. A, 1856.  Also see Leg. 2629, Exp. C, 1859. 
96 A good example of this type of discussion can be found in El Nacional, September 14, 1875.  One finds 
an increasing number of calls for a new system of free Chinese immigration in El Comercio and El 
Nacional beginning in 1873 and lasting into the late 1870s.   
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chino or asiático libre.97  The Captain General in Cuba in his 1849 coolie decree even 

officially referred to patrones as amos in article 15.98  The police in Lima published 

notices in newspapers about Asian runaways they had captured, labeling them 

cimarrones.99  The Cuban government released similar information.  In May of 1868, the 

Boletín Mercantil in Cárdenas listed the names of 146 runaway Chinese laborers whom 

the local authorities had recently captured in the city.100  The government-run Gaceta de 

la Habana published similar notices from the Gobernador Superior Político that lumped 

slaves and coolies together.  For example, a posting on the front page from October 29, 

1861, read as follows: 

His most excellent Superior Civil Governor has ordered the publication in 
the official Gazette the detailed reports on the cimarrones present in the 
depósitos, which follow.  

SAN CRISTOBAL. 
Ramon, asiático, regular height, 26 years old, copper-colored, 

brown eyes, regular nose, mouth idem, his patrón, domicile, and day of 
running away are all unknown, and he was captured on October 27, 1858. 

Manuel, asiático, regular height, olive-skinned, black hair, brown 
eyes, regular nose, mouth idem, 22 years old, the day of his running away, 
his patrón, and his domicile are all unkown, and he was captured on 
August 2, 1859. 

                                                
97 For Peruvian examples of the use of this language see AGN, Causas Criminales, Fondo Ministerio de 
Justicia (R.P.J.), Causas Criminales, Leg. 2, 1870-1883, Exp.: Criminal de oficio contra Aten y Achon 
(asiáticos) asalto y robo and AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J), Leg. 
131, 1854, Exp.: Criminal seguida contra el chino Antonio y Dámaso Haedo por robo hecho á D.V.C. 
Dean; Leg. 161, 1858, Exp.: Seguido contra los asiáticos José Cruz y Achon por fraude; Leg. 184, 1861, 
Exp.: D. Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos.  
ARLL, Corte Superior, Causas Criminales, 1866, Código 932, Leg. 710, Exp. 4268.  For Cuban examples 
of the use of this language see AHN, Ultramar, Exp. 86, Leg. 28, 1871 and ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de 
Expedientes, Leg. 4071, Exp. Ac, 1850; Leg. 754, Exp. A, 1856; Leg. 2577, Exp. R, 1857; Leg. 2582, Exp. 
A, 1861; Leg. 2582, Exp. F, 1862; Leg. 824, Exp. Q, 1863; Leg. 2923, Exp. L, 1864; Leg. 818, Exp. A, 
1865; Leg. 2475, Exp. B, 1865; Leg. 2841, Exp. Ll, 1865; Leg. 2696, Exp. Ñ, 1867; Leg. 2497, Exp. N, 
1868; Leg. 2798, Exp. J, 1868; Leg. 2826, Exp. P, 1868; Leg. 760, Exp. E, 1869; Leg. 4144, Exp. L, 1869; 
Leg 2529, Exp Az, 1871; Leg. 2925, Exp. Ñ, 1871; Leg. 4148, Exp. E, 1871; Leg. 4148, Exp. Ah, 1872; 
Leg. 4151, Exp. I, 1872; Leg. 4151, Exp. Al, 1872; Leg. 4151, Exp. All, 1877. 
98 Erenchun, Anales, vol. C, 1059. 
99 El Nacional and El Comercio published captured runaway notices from the police. 
100 Dispatch No. 52, May 2, 1868, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 50, microfilm. 
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Leonardo Garcia, black, criollo, native of Holguín, resident of las 
Tunas, regular height, around 25 años de edad, Chinese-like color, tightly-
curled short hair, black eyes, flat nose, thick-lipped, he says he is the slave 
of D. Vicente Salgado, the day of his running away is unknown, and he 
was captured on May 28, 1860. 

Pio, asiático, regular height, copper-colored, black hair, brown 
eyes, regular nose and mouth, no beard, his patrón and the day of his 
running away are unknown, he was captured on December 5, 1860.101 

 
Keeping these captured runaways in depots officially titled depósitos de cimarrones 

alongside actual runaway slaves and then posting these careful physical descriptions in 

the newspaper made it that much easier for Cubans and others to equate coolies with 

slaves.  The Cuban government claimed that Asians were free, but their words and 

actions suggested otherwise.  The Peruvian government had abolished slavery, but even 

its representatives could not fully escape associating the Chinese with this recent past.  In 

the Peruvian and Cuban imaginations, coolies could be both slaves and free individuals. 

 

Legal Ambiguity: Defending the Exploitation of the Chinese 

Contract owners and their defenders took advantage of this legal and rhetorical 

murkiness on a regular basis in order to protect themselves from criticism and justify 

exploiting the Chinese.  Hacendados and others defended their actions at times by 

arguing that the majority of patrones treated their Asian workers well and that it was only 

a handful of patrones who gave everyone else a bad name.  Patrones suggested that it 

made no sense for them to mistreat coolies because they had invested so heavily in 

acquiring them and the Chinese were essential to production.102  Along these lines, 

                                                
101 Gaceta de la Habana, October 29, 1861. 
102AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos and Leg. 
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individuals could point to positive government reports about the condition of colonos 

asiáticos, such as the Santa report and statements by the Spanish Consul General in 

Macao, Cañete y Moral, in order to defend coolie labor.  Some attempted to rebut the 

notion that the coolie trade mimicked the slave trade by highlighting the efforts of 

government officials back in Macao to protect the interests of chinos.  Duvon Clough 

Corbitt discusses an anonymously written pamphlet that appeared in Hong Kong in 1859 

titled The Other Side: or The Coolie Question in its True Bearings, Being the Result of 

Personal Observation.  The author of the pamphlet, quite possibly Cañete y Moral, 

defended the coolie trade headed to Cuba with “facts” rather than “theories.”  He 

maintained that the Chinese had the contracts read to them in Spanish and their own 

language, that government officials visited them before embarkation, and that they 

willingly entered into these labor agreements.  If recruiters had kidnapped a chino, 

Portuguese or Spanish officials made sure to set him free.  According to the author, 

Chinese signees in Macao only started complaining of abuse and being forced to sign 

contracts because Protestant missionaries and government officials of Spain’s rivals 

encouraged them to lie in order to ruin Cuba and by extension Spain.  Asiáticos who did 

sign the contract could still get out of the agreement before leaving Macao if they 

returned the money they had received up front.  Moreover, he insisted that those who left 

for Cuba came from the lowest ranks of society and suffered greatly back in China, 

                                                                                                                                            
188, 1861, Exp.: Criminal contra los asiaticos Ajasún, Amán, Ajáo, Tancao, Poti, Asén, Lisán, Alai, 
Comén, Añia, Sancudo, Ajui, Allin y Acaz por homicidio.     
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whereas in Cuba they had the chance to make a better life for themselves.  For this writer, 

then, the Chinese received adequate protection and benefited from the coolie trade.103   

Others made similar arguments.  Peru’s hacendados, one writer in El Comercio 

observed, were highly respectable men and the criticism of them within Peru was greatly 

exaggerated and reckless.  He challenged the opponents of Asian indentured labor to 

publish the names of hacendados and the misdeeds they committed, which he assumed 

they could not, rather than talk in generalities.104  A writer in El Diario de la Marina in 

1871 defended Cuban patrones in a similar manner, asserting that coolies and slaves 

received much better treatment than European laborers, while still maintaining a 

difference between the former two.105  When these reports and articles became 

increasingly ineffective in convincing the international public, the Spanish government in 

1873 finally accepted a Chinese government-led investigation into the circumstances of 

the Chinese in Cuba in hopes of ending these concerns.  Nevertheless, when the Chinese 

commission arrived in 1874 with the support of the English, French, and Americans, the 

press in Cuba quickly began to claim that the investigation was really a secret plan by 

Spain’s rivals to hurt the Cuban economy by undermining coolie labor when in reality 

Cubans treated asiáticos fairly.106  The Spanish government maintained this position even 

after the commission wrote a damning report of the condition of the Chinese in Cuba.107   

                                                
103 Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 33-39. 
104 El Comercio, September  8, 1868. 
105 Diario de la Marina, August 27, 1871. 
106 Dispatch No. 62, March 14, 1874 and Dispatch No. 64, March 20, 1874, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 
71, microfilm.  Also see New York Times, February 28, 1874 and Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 39.  
107 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 48. 
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Some suggested that the law prevented anyone from treating colonos asiáticos 

like African slaves, and, if anything, weighed too heavily in favor of the Chinese.  Eliza 

McHatton Ripley, the wife of a former Confederate planter who became a plantation 

owner in Cuba, believed that Cuban law effectively protected Asian workers as free 

laborers.  “The Spanish Law, in regard to the management and treatment of the Chinese 

coolies by the contractors for their labor, was very explicit and generous to the laborers,” 

she remarked.  Conveying that she and her husband had to deal with chinos with their 

hands tied behind their backs, she explained that “one of their race only [Chinese], or a 

White man, could oversee their work.  No punishment but confinement in the stocks was 

permitted.  If the planter found them insubordinate, and requiring severer discipline, they 

must be reported to the [local authorities].”108  For Mrs. Ripley and many others, the 

existence of these codes of conduct clearly demarcated the line between Chinese coolies 

and African slaves.   

Patrones and other members of Cuban and Peruvian society could use the legally 

free standing of the Chinese to actually defend practices that seemed to suggest the 

opposite.  In the Francisco Nogueira and José Francisco Rodríguez Novoa affair, it 

became clear that they prospered off the buying and selling of coolies and the subsequent 

exploitation of the Chinese.  Yet, Nogueira maintained that he could not be guilty of 

stealing (hurto) other people’s colonos because chinos were legally free people, and, 

therefore, not property that could be stolen.  Nogueira’s lawyer quoted the Spanish legal 

definition of hurto, which was that someone had to take a “movable thing” from someone 

                                                
108 Eliza McHatton Ripley, From Flag to Flag.  A Woman’s Adventures and Experience in the South 
during the War, in Mexico, and in Cuba (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1889), 176-177. 
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else without the right to do so for it to be hurto.  The Chinese were free men, not objects, 

and, as a consequence, the charges of stealing were baseless.  Nogueira’s lawyer 

explained:  

The Chinese are free men transported to this Island as colonos subject by 
virtue of a contract to lend their services for a determined amount of time, 
taking on these obligations does not mean that they lose the dignity of 
men, being reduced to things such as what happens with blacks and their 
descendants, which is what was done with the ones introduced in the past, 
since even today with these [blacks] the person who deprives them of the 
freedom they enjoy at their birth, who reduces them to or buys them to 
bring to Cuba as slaves is not permitted; if according to the wise laws in 
force free men cannot be converted into slaves, and it is seen that the 
Chinese do not stop being free men because they are contracted, and 
corresponding to this category [free men], then it is not possible to say 
without making a contradiction that they [the Chinese] should be 
possessed as moveable things. 
 

Thus, Nogueira’s lawyer argued that because asiáticos were not “things,” unlike slaves, 

he could not be guilty of hurto; at worst, he was guilty of damages against someone 

else’s rights (daño contra derecho) for impeding a coolie’s completion of his contract 

with his patrón.109  Nogueira, an exploiter of the Chinese, was claiming innocence based 

on the fact that no one could legally buy, steal, and sell free people –an argument, as we 

will see later, that could help undermine the power of the indenture system.  

Sometimes patrones used the notion of social hierarchy to defend their 

exploitation of the Chinese.  Because Peruvian society considered patrones to be more 

respectable than coolies, civil law stated that the word of a patrón should be believed 

over that of these workers and a case should not be pursued unless the worker could 

provide overwhelming proof that abuse existed.  Despite some government suggestions to 

the contrary, indentured Asians and their Peruvian employers were not equals. A patrón 
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accused of abuse could remind the courts about the importance of this inequality, because 

if the opposite were true, colonos asiáticos would be able to use false accusations 

successfully to get out of work and the whole coolie labor system, and, therefore, 

Peruvian agriculture, would deteriorate.110  Following this reasoning, the rights of 

respectable members of society and the needs of Peruvian agriculture trumped the rights 

of the Chinese.  The lawyer for a white mayoral named Juan Alvarez from the ingenio 

Triunvirato near Santa Clara, Cuba, made a similar argument to the judge when 

defending his client from accusations of abusing the coolies he oversaw on the plantation.  

The lawyer warned against believing the testimony of chinos because it was only natural 

that they would become “the enemies of the mayoral” and “look at him with hate” and 

“rancor” since he was their superior and they had to obey his orders.  Social superiors 

merited more trust than their inferiors.111  

And yet, when it was convenient, patrones in Peru made it clear that all Peruvians 

were indeed equal and that the court should not give the Chinese special treatment.  If a 

coolie made an accusation against his employer, he had to follow proper court procedures 

or the court had to dismiss the case, otherwise a coolie had more rights than the patrón, 

which was not permissible in a republic of equals.  The argument that the Chinese needed 

to follow proper court procedures could be a powerful one, convincing some prosecutors 

that a case did not have merit.112  

                                                                                                                                            
109 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2629, Exp. C, 1859. 
110 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
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The concept of the contract became an even more important tool for defending the 

actions of patrones and its nature became justification for the overall exploitation of the 

Chinese.  Based on a careful analysis of the coolie testimony gathered by the Chinese 

commission in Cuba in 1874, Lisa Yun argues that the contract, supposedly the protector 

of freedom, could actually work in the opposite way.  According to the liberal project that 

swept across Europe and the Americas during the nineteenth century, contracts were 

supposed to draw a distinct line between slavery and freedom.  Two parties freely entered 

into a contract, while slaves never had a choice.  Thus, indentured labor was theoretically 

a true change in labor relations.  From this perspective, the abuse of coolies was a 

violation of the contract.  Liberal thinkers never entertained the notion that the contract 

itself was problematic and could be the root of creating a new form of slavery.  However, 

Yun questions these basic liberal assumptions and contends that it was the contract itself 

that created the tool to enslave the Chinese.  She argues that Cubans created a system in 

which coolies did not enter into contracts willingly, under which it was nearly impossible 

for them to escape being under contract, and through which they had little power to 

correct violations of their contracts.  Therefore, Yun maintains that the bitter irony was 

the fact that the contract designed to protect the rights of both parties actually created 

slavery.113   

One cannot easily question the contention that Cubans and Peruvians abused the 

idea of the contract to create a Chinese experience that mirrored slavery and that many 

coolies suffered more than some slaves.  However, the fact that indentured Asians  

                                                
113 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, especially 29-32 and 105-142.  
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suffered and had difficulty escaping bondage does not mean that they were slaves, as Yun 

asserts.  That said, not being enslaved does not mean that coolies were free laborers 

either.  Various groups, such as indigenous workers drafted for the silver mines of Potosí 

under the mita system in the Viceroyalty of Peru or emancipated slaves laboring on 

plantations in Toussaint L’Ouverture’s Haiti, labored under extraordinarily harsh 

conditions without actually being slaves.114  The biggest difference between slaves and 

these other groups was the fact that the latter were not legally chattel, which, in turn 

affected the relations of power between workers and those who controlled them.  Yun 

suggests that the contract system in Cuba allowed plantation owners and others to turn 

the Chinese into marketable, mobile, and disposable property, thereby making them 

slaves.  In practice, Cubans and Peruvians did essentially turn coolies into chattel, but the 

legal distinctions and the existence of contracts made it harder for them to get away with 

treating asiáticos the way they wished they could.  Simply labeling coolies as slaves 

obscures their contradictory position in society and our understanding of why this labor 

system did not become a long-term labor solution in Cuba and Peru.  The Chinese knew 

that they were legally free people and when they complained that they had been enslaved 

they did so precisely because someone had violated their contract and rights.  Contracts 

may have done little to differentiate between the daily experience of slaves and coolies 

and they could even become the means to treat coolies as slaves, but in the long run the 

                                                
114 For a discussion of plantation labor in the wake of abolition in Haiti see C.L.R. James, The Black 
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(London: Verso, 1988), 241-242, 253-254; and Laurent Dubois, Avengers of the New World: The Story of 
the Haitian Revolution (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2004), 
184-193.  For a discussion of the mita and tributary labor in colonial Spanish America see James Lockhart 
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existence of contracts did make a difference.  As we will see later, it was precisely 

because Cuban and Peruvian elites did not live up to their end of the bargain that the 

Chinese resisted so fervently and that international condemnation grew to such levels by 

the early 1870s that Spain and Peru could no longer maintain the coolie labor system.  

The existence of contracts provided space for protest and resistance that would not have 

existed if asiáticos were legally slaves.  Thus, contracts in the short term helped turn 

Chinese into virtual slaves, but the fact that landowners and others had to violate these 

contracts and the law and twist the logic of the contract in order to get the type of laborers 

they really wanted, ultimately helped undermine the coolie labor system.  Regardless of 

practice, liberal ideology and laws would still matter in the end.   

Contracts became a tool for both sides; for now let us turn to the perspective of 

the patrones.  A writer in the pages of Lima’s El Comercio in 1869 turned to the notion 

of the contract in order to defend patrones.  He maintained that local authorities should 

not be so quick to believe coolies’ grievances and that the courts should not show them 

special favor and needed to force chinos to fulfill their contracts no matter what.  

According to this writer, most Chinese complaints of abuse were lies, and even if abuse 

existed, it did not entail the termination of the labor contract.  A patrón could be punished 

according to the law if he harmed his coolie, “but in no case [could] a judge declare a 

contract rescinded or broken that stipulate[d] services that should be lent for a fixed 

period of time and much less if that contract [had] been passed on to a third party that 

[had] nothing to do with the accusation and the trial.” He further wondered: 
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On what basis are Chinese colonos, legally contracted, set free of all 
obligations in virtue of a libelous accusation they have interposed?  Do 
they [public prosecutors] not see that, once established, in virtue of this 
monstrous precedent, there will not be a farmer who is not ruined by the 
running away of his colonos, their criminal accusations and the freedom 
from all obligations, because they [public prosecutors] want to reward the 
unfounded complaints that [the Chinese] forge against their [patrones]? 
 

He concluded his defense of the patrones by calling for the forced re-contracting or 

expulsion from the country of all Chinese once they finished their contracts.115  Without 

explicitly stating it, the contract became the key to creating virtual slavery.  The message 

was simple: even in the face of exploitation, contracts were incontrovertible and chinos 

should always be bound by them.  An article in El Nacional opposing coolie labor even 

acknowledged the power of this argument, explaining that as long as the contract system 

existed, it would be impossible to “diminish the rigor of the slavery that the [Chinese] are 

subjected to, due to the pretext that [the patrones] had bought the rights to their 

services.”116  Colonos asiáticos were indebted to their employers through pay advances 

and had supposedly signed their contracts willingly.  A patrón, therefore, could extract 

whatever labor he wanted from a coolie because he had the right to demand that a coolie 

fulfill his agreement.  The existence of labor contracts, which seemed to prevent slavery, 

became essential to creating something akin to that very institution.  

Indeed, upholding the sanctity of the contract –at least a one-sided version that 

emphasized the rights of the patrón– became a common way for patrones to defend their 

interests and themselves.  In November, 1870, a group of plantation owners in the valleys 

of Cañete and Pisco in Peru wrote an open letter in El Nacional to the prefects of their 

                                                
115 El Comercio, April 17, 1869.     
116 El Nacional (Segunda Edición), June 20, 1873.   
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respective departments complaining that their coolies would not work and might be 

planning a revolt.  The planters reminded the prefects that these Asian workers had 

willingly signed their contracts and were obligated to labor for them.  They complained 

that nothing seemed to get the Chinese to fulfill their duties (which did not make it hard 

to imagine the planters resorting to shackles and chains in order to get what was 

rightfully theirs).117  When accused in court of mistreatment, failing to pay, and/or 

forcing asiáticos to work against their will (i.e., kidnapping them and making them work 

beyond the term of the original contract), patrones might claim that the case at hand was 

actually an issue of fulfilling a contract rather than one of abuse.  A Chinese accuser or 

his lawyer could begin a letter to the judge by explaining that he was writing about the 

case concerning the “sacred liberty of a man” or the “whipping and arbitrary 

imprisonment” of a man, but hacendados and their representatives might respond to their 

accusers in court by labeling the case as one “concerning the completion of his [the 

coolie’s] contract.”  In 1861, the Peruvian hacendado Francisco Ricardo Menéndez, 

accused by 38 of his coolies of physical abuse, of failing to pay them for their work, and 

of forcing them to work beyond the limits of their contracts, explained to the judge that 

his case “is not, Sir, about the simple freedom of man, rather it is about the simple 

contract of services celebrated between able people who find themselves obligated to 

comply.”118  When accused by his Chinese worker Asac of arbitrary imprisonment and 

abuse a year earlier, the Peruvian patrón Ramón Montero also resorted to the sanctity of 

the contract to protect himself from his accuser, informing the judge that Asac was 

                                                
117 El Nacional, November 9, 1870.  
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making a mockery of a contract that he had an obligation to fulfill.119  For these patrones, 

these were not cases about the freedom of an individual; they were about an individual’s 

right to collect on a debt, in this case a payment to them in the form of a certain amount 

of labor.  By reorienting the nature of a case from the outset and throughout their defense, 

patrones became the accusers and coolies the defendants. 

Cuban patrones and their supporters also used the notion of the contract and the 

obligations that it laid out as justification for exploiting the Chinese.  The concept of 

“obligation” as it applied to coolies permeated Cuban legislation dealing with colonos 

asiáticos.  The 1849 regulations issued by the Captain General, for example, emphasized 

the need for coolies to fulfill their obligations to their patrones much more than the other 

way around.  Hence, the Captain General permitted whippings of the Chinese.  Later 

regulations banned whippings, but still legally allowed private individuals to mete out 

harsh punishment to force chinos to fulfill their obligations.120  As already mentioned, 

coolies in Cuba remained in bondage even when their patrones died or were arrested 

because they supposedly had a contract to complete.121  The pamphlet The Other Side 

that appeared in Hong Kong in 1859 used the liberal emphasis on the importance of 

contracts to defend the coolie labor system in Cuba.  The author contended that 

contracting Chinese laborers differed little from anyone who worked for the government 

                                                                                                                                            
118 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos.  
119 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg, 183, 1860, Exp.: Asac acusa 
al hacendado Ramón Montero de maltrato.  Asac encarga su caso á José Cruz. 
120 Erenchun, Anales, vol. C, 1057-1060 and 1063-1073.  Also see “Memorandum,” Cuba Commission 
Report, 130-140. 
121 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 136 and AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 4347, Exp. 71, 1872. 
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or served as a soldier since they were also under contract with set terms of service.  He 

explained: 

If it be unlawful and immoral to ship Chinese emigrants because their 
labor is already bargained for, and because they cannot seek for a fixed 
term of years to alter their condition, it is equally unlawful and immoral to 
receive on board a P & O Steamer an Ambassador to the Court of Peking, 
a Governor of Hong Kong, or a body of British troops.  Their services are 
contracted for.  They are not free.        
 

He then used the signing of the contract by coolies in Macao to justify locking them up in 

barracoons before they embarked so that they could not escape the obligations to which 

they had agreed and for which they had already received some pay or clothing.  Even 

while in the barracoon, colonos could leave if they repaid the advance they had received.  

This freedom to rescind the contract was supposedly greater than any received by a 

soldier or government officer.  The author asked, “Would the opponents of Chinese 

emigration act more leniently to a clerk whom they had engaged at home for a term of 

years, and to whom they had made an advance by way of outfit?”122  Apparently, there 

was nothing sinister about coolie contracts; colonos had obligations to fulfill because they 

had agreed to a specific labor agreement. 

Patrones also focused on their supposed rights and interests in order to reclaim 

workers from the court or the police during a criminal investigation.  The local authorities 

in Santa Clara began an investigation into possible sevicia (cruelty) on the plantation 

Triunvirato in June of 1864 when seven coolies fled from the plantation in order to 

complain about a white mayoral beating one of their compatriots to death.  Right away, 

the owner of the ingenio, Manuel Manero, sent an employee of his to ask for the return of 

                                                
122 As quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 33-39. 
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the seven accusers who had “run away,” but the investigators opted to hold on to the 

coolies in order to proceed with the investigation.  Later, in mid July, Manero again asked 

for the return of his seven “runaway” asiáticos because their absence threatened 

productivity on his plantation and his “interests” in general (i.e., he had made a large 

investment when buying their contracts and their absence could encourage other Chinese 

to flee, which would lead to a greater loss in his investments).  This second request 

worked.  Later that same day the order went out to label the seven as “cimarrones” and to 

allow Manero to come and claim them.  It did not matter that the authorities were in the 

middle of an investigation into possible abuse and murder of chinos on Triunvirato; 

Manero had the right to the labor of these seven unless the investigators could prove that 

Manero or his hired help had committed a crime against one of these seven and not some 

other coolie on the plantation.  The Chinese had given their testimony; they could now go 

back to laboring on Triunvirato.123  In Cuba, abusing one coolie did not necessarily mean 

that someone lost his or her rights to other Asian workers.  Colonos asiáticos had 

contracts to fulfill. 

Planters and others could take the contract defense one step further by invoking 

the language of property rights to make their case even stronger.  Not only did planters 

call the Chinese their property in passing, but they also sometimes told the court that its 

actions threatened their property rights.  In Peru, Francisco Menéndez employed this 

defense when trying to convince the court to return his Asian workers and drop the 

charges they had brought against him.  Menéndez, from the very beginning, informed the  

                                                
123 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2923, Exp. L, 1864. 
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judge that more than 30 of his chinos, despite being under contract, had run away because 

they no longer wanted to work.  In order to make their escape seem legal, they had 

accused him of abuse.  He complained that the intendancy of police had taken the 

Chinese at their word and sent the case to the judge “without dictating any previous 

measures that consulted the respect for property, the respect for social conventions, where 

interest in the success of a State depends solely on the good faith of contracts, and finally 

the respect that public morality demands and that agriculture demands.”  Menéndez 

continued by asking the judge to respect the rights of humanity and justice, but also to not 

violate property and the tranquility of families (in this case his property and family).   

Soon after the trial began, the court returned 31 of the 38 Chinese to Menéndez so 

that they could continue working on his hacienda since they did not exhibit signs of 

physical abuse; the court held on to the remaining seven whose bodies did show signs of 

flagellation.  Apparently the judge believed in the sanctity of the contract as well, because 

he decided that any coolie who did not have scars from being whipped needed to 

continue laboring for Menéndez, despite evidence that seven had been whipped and the 

obvious potential for the abuse of others.  Menéndez wanted the remaining seven back 

while the trial continued because their contracts obligated them to labor for him.  He 

asked for restitution for the amount of time the seven had missed from work, arguing that 

the case they had brought against him was independent of the obligations they had 

accepted by signing a contract.  He again asked the judge to respect the right of property.   

Throughout the trial he pled for the judge to give him the seven coolies back and 

to not count the time that they were away from him towards the amount of time left on 

their contracts in order to guarantee his property rights and show respect for the 
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fulfillment of one’s obligations.  “If it is declared that their contracts are no longer valid,” 

warned Menéndez, “we can say goodbye to property and the maintenance of contracts 

with the Chinese” because all they would have to do is complain to the authorities, have a 

case go to trial and thereby rob “their patrón of the time that the trial lasted.”  Menéndez 

was upset when the judge dropped the case and set three of the asiáticos free because 

their contracts had expired during the trial.  Menéndez still wanted the remaining three 

because their alleged running away had led him to waste money on court costs and lose 

their labor.  The contracts stated that, if the Chinese ran away, the time that they were 

gone could not count towards the completion of their contracts.  Thus, he explained, the 

judge should not reward chinos for escaping.  This argument appeared to work because 

the judge soon reversed his earlier ruling, ordering the return of the three remaining 

Chinese to Menéndez.  However, the Supreme Court later overturned this ruling and set 

all seven free.  Menéndez ultimately lost the services of these workers, but received no 

further punishment and was able to hold onto the rest of his coolies.  Throughout the trial, 

he made it clear that what was at stake in this case was not the cruel treatment of another 

person, but rather an individual’s right to property and to collect on a debt.  According to 

him, counting the duration of a trial toward the completion of a work contract set a 

dangerous precedent and undermined property rights in the Peruvian republic.124  This fit 

well with the liberal notion of progress that seemed to grip Peru at the time.  Progress 

meant economic development, which could not occur without the protection of property 

rights. 

                                                
124 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos. 
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Conclusion    

Regardless of rhetoric and the stated goals of regulations, the reality was that 

Chinese immigrants found themselves in a different legal situation than anyone else in 

Peru and Cuba. The Peruvian constitution of 1860 guaranteed that slavery did not exist in 

Peru and that the chinos were not different from anyone else in the country.  Even before 

the new constitution, the Peruvian government made it clear that the colonos asiáticos 

were not slaves.  Spanish and Cuban officials also made a similar distinction between 

slaves and coolies, constantly arguing that the Chinese represented free labor on the 

island.  Moreover, Spanish and Cuban law considered Asians to be white, which 

precluded them from being slaves.   However, government actions in both places also 

made it clear that this supposed free status was more of a façade than the truth.  The 

governments in the Spanish colony and the Andean republic revealed through some of 

the measures that they took that Peruvians and Cubans did not see asiáticos as equals and 

considered them to be much closer to slaves than free individuals.  Laws in Cuba 

undoubtedly limited the freedom of the Chinese even more than ones in Peru, but in both 

places, one would be foolish to believe that coolies were free laborers. 

The lack of legal clarity helped limit the freedoms of the Chinese and keep them 

working for others.  No other supposedly free group had their freedom doubted on such a 

regular basis.  Cubans and Peruvians reacted to these ambiguities and reinforced them 

through their words and actions.  Interchanging the language of free labor and slavery 

only added to the confusion.  The governments and public in Cuba and Peru conveyed 

two competing messages about the Chinese.  On the one hand, coolies were not slaves.  
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In Peru, all men were equal and in Cuba, chinos were free white laborers.  On the other 

hand, it was clear that the Chinese were inferior and that while under contract, patrones 

had almost total control over them.  This legal and lingual inconsistency made Asian 

immigration possible to Peru and Cuba because the governments and public officially 

denied that colonos asiáticos were slaves.  The ambiguity concerning the law and 

language also made slave-like exploitation possible because it equated coolies with 

slaves, granted patrones near total control over their contracted workers and made it 

difficult for the Chinese to escape their situation of servitude. 

However, as we will see in the next chapter, inconsistencies in the law, as well as 

imaginings and discussions of colonos asiáticos with regard to slavery, were only one 

part of how Cubans and Peruvians justified the coolie labor system.  We now turn to the 

ambiguous discourse that emerged in Cuba and Peru concerning the qualities of the 

Chinese and its impact on the experience of coolies. 
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Chapter Four 
 

Imagining the Chinese: Justifying Immigration and Exploitation 

 

As we saw in the previous chapter, differing legal understandings of what a 

colono asiático was buttressed the coolie labor system.  By legally distinguishing these 

workers from slaves and calling them free people (and white in the Spanish colony), 

planters and others in Cuba and Peru could domestically and internationally validate the 

introduction of Chinese.  However, establishing regulations that restricted the freedom of 

these immigrants and using the same language to discuss coolies and slaves, made it that 

much easier for elites in both societies to excuse the exploitation of this group.  The 

unclear legal standing of Asian indentured workers clearly played its part in constructing 

this unfree system of labor, but it does not fully explain its creation and operation.  The 

legal contradictions concerning coolies could not sustain this system of exploitation on 

their own; they needed their own justifications.  How, then, did elites in Cuba and Peru 

rationalize the legal ambiguity and the subsequent exploitation of colonos asiáticos? 

The answer lies in the development of a contradictory discourse concerning the 

physical and moral qualities of the Chinese.  Elites frequently wondered whether Asian 

immigrants were more of an asset or a threat to these two societies.  The debate unfolded 

in two main ways.  First, observers in both places commented on asiáticos as workers.  

Did they work hard and willingly?  Could they handle the rigors of plantation life?  Some 

answered these questions affirmatively, while others did not.  If these immigrants were 

good workers, then it made sense to bring them in, but, if they were lazy and in need of 
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coercion and close control to perform their duties, then the harsh treatment of coolies 

made sense.  Second, disagreements about the moral and cultural qualities of asiáticos 

created further ambiguity.  Did they hail from an advanced civilization?  Were they 

morally sound or prone to vice and dishonesty?  Again, positive answers to these 

questions helped reinforce the acceptance of Asian immigration, while the negative ones 

created a useful justification for marginalizing, controlling, and exploiting coolies.   

The debate about the Chinese unfolded within the context of two competing 

interests.  On the one hand, planters and others in these two places wanted to maintain 

slavery or at least exploitable labor.  On the other hand, an increasing number of elites 

also desired supposed liberal progress, which called for the end of slavery and political 

equality.  Few wanted to include non-whites in this vision.  They increasingly associated 

progress with whiteness and European immigration.  Therefore, for the colono asiático 

experiment to succeed, it had to somehow link itself to and reconcile these opposing 

demands.  By imagining the Chinese as either hard working or lazy and as intelligent and 

cultured or barbaric and morally corrupt, elites in Cuba and Peru could justify adding 

these immigrants as a positive addition to their societies, while at the same time justify 

associating them with slaves and treating them as such.1 

 

 

                                                
1 In making this argument about how Cubans and Peruvians depicted the Chinese in inhuman ways as a 
justification for exploiting them, I am drawing on David Brion Davis’ work on slavery in the Americas.  In 
particular, see David Brion Davis, Inhuman Bondage: The Rise and Fall of Slavery in the New World (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006.  Moon-Ho Jung has also carefully shown how Americans could 
imagine Chinese coolies in contradictory ways in order to justify their presence or their exclusion.  See, 
Moon-Ho Jung, Coolies and Cane: Race, Labor, and Sugar in the Age of Emancipation (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006). 
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Debating the Chinese as Workers 

Because elites in Cuba and Peru had opted for Chinese labor, it made sense for 

them to consider the quality of their work.  Moreover, as the main replacement for 

African slaves, many (especially in the Spanish colony where slavery persisted) felt 

compelled to directly compare the labor of these two groups.  If indentured Asians 

equaled or surpassed the skills, vigor, and intelligence of African and African descended 

slaves, then the decision to turn to the Far East was a good one. 

The praise for the Chinese as laborers and the positive comparisons to African 

slaves began early in Cuba.  In 1848, the colony’s Junta de Fomento asked the new 

patrones to report back to the committee about their experience with their colonos 

asiáticos.  Although many of these landowners did not initially express great enthusiasm 

about these workers, several assured the Junta that the Chinese easily met their 

expectations.  Urbano Feijóo de Sotomayor, a powerful sugar planter, maintained that 

coolies could work as well as blacks in the field.  He claimed that, after colonos asiáticos 

had gotten used to the new demands of the plantation, one could observe them “digging 

and scooping with machetes like the most intelligent Negroes.”  Feijoó continued, “They 

are generally intelligent, pacific, obedient and humble… I will show you my opinion 

regarding the matter by saying that if Your Excellency should see fit to open another 

subscription list as before, I will subscribe with pleasure for 100 [coolies].”2  Pedro 

Diago, another wealthy Cuban planter, held similar beliefs.  “I have put them to work at 

                                                
2 Duvon Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1847-1947 (Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury College, 
1971), 9-10. 
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all kinds of tasks, and for each I have found them to have all the strength, intelligence, 

and good will that could be desired,” Diago reported.3    

As the remarks by Feijóo de Sotomayor and Diago reveal, not only did some 

suggest that Asians could physically withstand the rigors of plantation life, they also 

praised them for their intelligence and hard work.  Promoters of the coolie trade were 

quick to make this point.  In 1853, as Spain began to reopen Cuba to the importation of 

colonos asiáticos, Ignacio Fernández de Castro, a Spanish merchant with ties to the 

Philippines, justified his petition to the Crown for the right to introduce four to six 

thousand coolies on the island by praising the durability and skills of the Chinese.  “Only 

the Chinese,” asserted Fernández de Castro, “could replace the blacks.”  He explained 

that chinos came from a similar climate and environment as Africans, but that the former 

“exceeded the latter in great fashion,” because “asiáticos practiced agricultural work 

since their infancy, became robust through continuous labor, and were more agile and 

less indolent than Africans.”  Asian superiority, continued Fernández de Castro, had led 

the English and Dutch to use Chinese labor instead of African labor in their Asian 

possessions such as India, Java, Batavia, and Singapore.  Employers in Australia and 

California had made clear their desire for Asian labor as well.  Moreover, Spain’s 

experience in the Philippines proved that colonos asiáticos made great workers, 

particularly in the cultivation and processing of sugar cane.4  For Fernández de Castro, 

chinos were the perfect solution to Cuba’s labor needs.  Allowing these immigrant 

workers into the colony would enhance economic development.  

                                                
3 Ibid., 9. 
4 AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 85, Exp. 2, 1853. 
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Likewise, Marcel Dupierris, a French doctor and leading coolie importer in Cuba, 

advanced this affirmative view of the Chinese in 1857 when he published his “scientific” 

study of the colonos asiáticos who had arrived on the island.  Dupierris was careful to 

distinguish between the Chinese who had arrived in 1847 and those who had begun 

entering the colony in the early 1850s, with his attention mostly focused on the latter.  He 

claimed that the original coolies had been from the criminal and degraded class along 

China’s southern coast, while the newer ones hailed more from the interior and did not 

share the same corrupt background.  In his first section on the “character” of these 

immigrants, Dupierris insisted that the positive characteristics they possessed included 

being intelligent, active, ambitious, good imitators, and dedicated to their work.  He also 

believed that those now entering Cuba were young, healthy, and robust.   Despite coming 

from the poorest part of China and being deprived of basic necessities, the majority, he 

claimed, had attained basic reading skills, which he argued was a clear sign of their 

natural intelligence and assiduity.  Moreover, because of their ambition, colonos asiáticos 

immediately began working as hard as they could in hopes of gaining wealth.  Coolies 

hated waiting in the depósito for a patrón to acquire them, and, as soon as a patrón 

obtained them, they demonstrated great joy and excitement about getting the chance to go 

to work and make money.  With respect to a specific occupation, chinos made the best 

domestic servants because this venue allowed them to demonstrate their precision, great 

care, and cleanliness.   

 Dupierris acknowledged that some employers had had problems with Chinese 

workers not fulfilling their duties or rebelling, but he essentially blamed the employers 

for this trouble.  If a patrón experienced difficulties early on with a chino, it was usually 
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because the former had failed to teach the latter what a task required.  Most coolies did 

not have experience with Cuban agricultural and artisanal goods and methods of 

production, and, therefore, needed early instruction.   However, if they received this 

training upon arrival, colonos asiáticos would learn their tasks quickly and employers 

would be more than satisfied with their workers.  Dupierris assured his readers that a 

patrón could even speak in Spanish to his coolies and they would soon learn the 

language.  Finally, Dupierris maintained that the Chinese respected just punishments and 

would not rebel against being disciplined as long as a patrón or overseer was fair.  He 

warned against whipping these immigrants, but punishing them with a rod was culturally 

acceptable to them.  Dupierris noted, “The Chinese man never complains about being 

punished, as long as it is done with justice.”5  

 Mariano Roxas, a Spanish businessman with ties to the Philippines made similar 

arguments to those of Dupierris.  Roxas asked the Crown in 1857 for permission to 

import twenty thousand new colonos chinos into Cuba to meet the island’s labor needs.  

He observed that because of the pressures against the institution of slavery, the solution 

to the labor shortage had to be to import colonos libres (free colonists) from Europe, 

China, or Africa.  Roxas contended that Cuba could not rely on European laborers 

because they did not want to work side by side with slaves.  He also worried that African 

colonos posed a major problem because having free Africans laboring with African 

slaves would lead to unruliness among the latter.  “Only colonos chinos, because of the 

                                                
5 Marcel Dupierris, Memorias sobre la topografía médica de la Habana y sus alrerededores, y sobre el 
estudio físico y moral de los colonos asiáticos: modo de dirigirlos en sus trabajos: medidas que deben 
tomarse para conservarlos en buena armonía con sus patronos: enfermedades mas frecuentes en los 
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special nature of their customs, laws, and climate of their country,” Roxas explained, 

“combine the necessary conditions for substituting the slave worker.”  The Chinese came 

from “an intelligent race, active and hardworking like the white European,” but they were 

also “as subordinate and calm as the black race” and did not mind working alongside 

African workers, whether free or slave.  Roxas informed the Crown that he had visited 

eight of Cuba’s leading ingenios two years earlier.  One of these plantations had had as 

many as 700 indentured Asians working on it, and he insisted that they handled cane 

cultivation as well as the African laborers.  Roxas believed that these immigrants, like 

Africans, “perfectly resist the strong sun and rain storms” in Cuba “because they come 

from a province in China that nearly shares the same latitude as Havana.”  Moreover, he 

claimed that the Chinese were superior to Africans in “jobs that demand intelligence in 

the worker” and were well disciplined because they came from an overcrowded country 

where they had become accustomed to having and working for very little.  They would 

see Cuba as an improvement in their situation and would refrain from causing trouble.6  

Roxas never received permission to introduce such a large quantity of colonos asiáticos, 

but tens of thousands continued to pour into the island over the course of the next two 

decades.  

Others echoed these positive beliefs.  At an 1858 stockholders meeting, the 

president of the Cienfuegos-Villa Clara railroad made clear his satisfaction with the 

company’s Asian indentured laborers.  He explained, “The agility of these workers, their 

youth, and good disposition become apparent for the service they perform with 

                                                                                                                                            
chinos, y medios de obtener su curación con los mas sencillos y prontos resultados (Havana: Imprenta La 
Habanera, 1857), 69-80. 
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intelligence, promptness, and good discipline.  Of the asiáticos, only one has died, while 

the rest enjoy constant and uniform health.”7  Around the same time as this report, the 

English traveler Henry Ashworth made his way to Cuba and discussed the Chinese 

presence on the island with a planter he met.  “One gentleman, speaking of the 

capabilities of the Chinamen in comparison with the negroes,” Ashworth recalled, “stated 

that if he were to give them instructions to dig a trench of 100 yard (sic) long, two feet 

wide, and four feet deep, they would make it straight and perfect; whilst the negroes, 

having the same instructions, would make a very crooked trench and would disregard 

their measures altogether.”  A number of individuals may have been willing to concede 

that chinos did “not possess the physical strength of the negroes,” but they were 

convinced that the Chinese “excel[ed] the negroes in all employments requiring the 

exercise of skill.”8  In his study of the labor situation in Cuba, published in 1864, Cuban 

planter Cristóbal Madan similarly characterized chinos as being less durable than blacks, 

but more intelligent and skillful.9  Eliza McHatton Ripley made comparable claims about 

the asiático cook Ciriaco on her plantation.  “I never saw a servant so systematic, so 

methodical, so quiet, so solemn, so intent, so clean,” she explained.10  Not only were 

some members of Cuban white society convinced that coolies could labor as well as 

                                                                                                                                            
6 AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 85, Exp. 4, 1857. 
7 ANC, Fondo Junta de Fomento, Leg. 164, Exp. 7910, 1858.  The document is a published report of the 
stockholder meeting: Memoria del Escmo. Señor Conde de Fernandina presidente de la Junta Directiva de 
la Empresa del Ferro-Carril entre Cienfuegos y Villa-Clara Relativa al año social comprendido entre el 1º 
de Noviembre de 1856 y el 31 de Octubre de 1857, y leida en la general de accionistas celebrada en 18 de 
Febrero de 1858 (Havana: Imprenta del Tiempo, Calle de Cuba N. 110, 1858). 
8 Henry Ashworth, A Tour in the United States, Cuba, and Canada (London: A. W. Bennett, 1861), 62. 
9 Cristóbal Madan, El trabajo libre y el libre-cambio en Cuba (Paris: 1864), 3. 
10 Eliza McHatton Ripley, From Flag to Flag.  A Woman’s Adventures and Experience in the South during 
the War, in Mexico, and in Cuba (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1889), 184. 
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African slaves, but they were also certain that the former outperformed the latter in 

certain jobs. 

Ramón de la Sagra, one of Spain’s leading intellectuals and politicians during the 

middle of the nineteenth century, became a vocal proponent of this positive view of 

Chinese labor.   In the pages of Havana’s El Diario de la Marina in 1860, De la Sagra 

lauded the island’s Asian workers for helping modernize the sugar industry.  He argued 

that African slaves could not cope with technical modernization because slavery 

completely eliminated their intelligence in favor of promoting their physical strength.  In 

contrast, De la Sagra suggested that Asian laborers (whom he deemed to be free men) 

were intelligent, active, and innovative and therefore capable of modernizing the sugar 

industry.11  De la Sagra did not equate slaves’ lack of skill to their race, but rather to their 

being enslaved.  In any case, his words about asiáticos were positive and reflected the 

belief that the addition of coolies to Cuba benefited the island.  In his discussion of the 

plantation Candelaria, De la Sagra reiterated his confidence in Asian workers, claiming 

that they were loyal and could do a number of tasks including carpentry and masonry.  

He also emphasized their genuine interest in quality work.12  Highlighting Chinese efforts 

in the kitchen became another way for De la Sagra to praise colonos asiáticos.  He 

assured his readers that chinos had “embellished the tables of Havana with dishes 

unknown in Europe; they contributed not a little, with their culinary inventions.”13   For 

De la Sagra and many others in Cuba and Spain, the Chinese had become more than a 
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good substitute for African slaves; they also had the potential to bring economic and 

social progress to the island. 

Some made similar contentions in Peru.  Since slavery no longer existed in the 

Andean republic, these observers did not make as many direct comparisons to African 

slaves.  Still, a number of people praised Asian labor.  In the early 1850s, Domingo Elías 

and Juan Rodríguez, the original importers of coolies to Peru, sought the opinions of a 

hundred patrones on this issue.  After gathering these reports, they published a pamphlet 

with this information as a defense of Chinese immigration.  Employers mostly had 

positive things to say.  The pamphlet claimed that a “Dr. Gallagher, who as everybody 

knows, brought from Europe several Irish families, has thought it advisable to take 

Chinese.”  Apparently, Gallagher had “dismissed his European colonists” because Asian 

workers demanded less food and therefore cost less.14  Another report from the sugar 

plantations in Cañete made it clear that chinos were meticulous workers.  These planters 

had their doubts about the Chinese as field workers, but they believed they handled work 

in the mills quite well.15  Others continued to uphold Asian labor. 

Lima’s newspapers became a major venue for promoting this positive vision of 

colonos asiáticos, especially toward the end of the coolie era.  El Nacional explained in 

June of 1873, “Go to all of the national industries, from the home to the countryside, and 

you will see the Chinese as an indispensable element.”  Even if some “defects” plagued 

individuals from China, El Nacional thought they were intelligent and well suited to 
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15 Ibid., 20-21. 
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Peru’s labor needs.  A lack of Asian laborers, the article warned, would ruin Peru.  Later 

that week, the paper reiterated the need to do whatever possible to preserve the influx of 

immigrants from China because their labor was so essential to the country’s well-being.16  

El Comercio made a similar argument later that August, asserting that colonos asiáticos 

were well suited to Peruvian agriculture.17  In 1875, a year after the Portuguese closed off 

the port of Macao, El Nacional still believed that laborers from the Far East were the best 

fit for Peruvian agriculture.  That September the newspaper published a lengthy piece 

calling for a renewal of Chinese immigration –this time in a freer form since the original 

contract system was no longer possible– over a push for European immigration, drawing 

much of its reasoning from an Italian engineer by the last name of Giordano.  The 

engineer’s examination of an Italian colony in Chanchamayo, convinced him that Asian 

immigrants did a better job of developing the country’s agriculture than did Europeans.  

He explained that China still offered potential immigrants who “had the most sound 

qualities, such as ability, persistence, and efficiency…and [they had] a much stronger 

resistance in tropical climates than Europeans [did].”18  Giordano, El Nacional and El 

Comercio were leaving no doubt that the Chinese remained the answer to Peru’s labor 

needs. 

Planters in Peru and Cuba had traditionally relied on African and African 

descendant slaves for labor, but this was no longer a possibility in the Andean republic 

and becoming less so in the Spanish colony.   Elites needed to find a new source of 

workers whose quality of labor compared favorably to that of the slaves.  Based on this 
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situation numerous people in these two societies argued that the Chinese were diligent, 

skilled, and intelligent workers who could contribute greatly to the economies of these 

two places.  Some even asserted that these qualities in Asian laborers actually surpassed 

those of Africans.  As these individuals made these claims, they validated the larger 

Asian immigration project.   

That said, for every person who praised the Chinese as workers, another was there 

to question their work ethic and abilities.  Disregard for Asian labor could serve as a 

reason for not allowing the continuance of Chinese immigration.  However, as we will 

see, this criticism could also contribute to justifying the harsh treatment of chinos because 

otherwise they would not fulfill their duties.  The Peruvian President Ramón Castilla had 

opposed the reopening of the coolie trade in 1861 on the grounds that it resembled 

slavery.  He also contested the renewal of the trade because he did not think that Asians 

made good workers.  In Castilla’s opinion, asiáticos were “weak” and “sickly.”  They 

could not handle the difficulties of plantation labor.  Coolies either perished or ran 

away.19  Castilla was in no way supporting Chinese indentured labor.  Nevertheless, his 

claim that colonos asiáticos often shirked their duties could serve as justification for 

others for punishing them and limiting their freedom, especially considering the fact that 

the Congress had just reauthorized the trade and soon many more would enter Peru.  

In fact, planters constantly worried about indentured Asians running away, 

striking, or working at a snail’s pace.  The Peruvian group of hacendados from the 

valleys of Cañete and Pisco who wrote to the prefects of their departments in 1870 
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complained that none of the chinos on these haciendas would work and instead resorted 

to crime.  The asiáticos had “forgotten the obligations they had freely and voluntarily 

incurred in their contracts,” the letter explained, “they now refuse to work, they manifest 

themselves highly irritable to the just reprimands of their patrones, they demonstrate their 

opposition and, when they find it difficult to run away, they conspire and commit 

rebellions, the crimes to which we are all witnesses.” According to these men, coolies 

were uncooperative and untrustworthy and in need of careful supervision, leading them to 

ask for the sending of a small military force to the area to help manage the Chinese if 

they could not do so on their own. 20  This letter conveyed that patrones and the state 

needed to keep close control of coolies if they wanted to get them to work.  The 

following year, El Nacional published an article that lamented the Peruvian government’s 

failure to attract any other laboring group of immigrants, most notably European.  In the 

author’s eyes, the Chinese had provoked serious conflicts, cost too much, and were 

unproductive.  Peruvian elites and the government should have been looking “in other 

centers” for “industrious workers, intelligent and strong, who [could] substitute the 

extremely weak effort of the Chinese.”  However, government inaction for so long meant 

that Peru now had no other choice but to rely on the “beaches of Asia to acquire in its 

worn out ports, the remains of a population that only presents itself as forced labor for 

our industries.”21  The writer had resigned himself to being stuck with Asian immigrants, 

a group that only had merit if forced to work and offered little else.   

                                                
20 El Nacional, November  9, 1870.  
21 El Nacional, April 20, 1871.  
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In parallel fashion, some of the reactions to the quality of Chinese labor were 

quite negative in Cuba, especially in comparison to African slaves.  This opinion was 

evident from the beginning of the coolie labor experiment.  In the 1848 inquiry conducted 

by the Junta de Fomento, some of the responses were negative.  The hacendado Fernando 

y Pozo wrote to the Junta arguing against further importation of colonos asiáticos and 

complained that the coolies on his plantation had “very little disposition and no will to 

work.”  Fellow planter Francisco Pedroso complained about not only the laziness of his 

new Asian workers, but also about their physical weaknesses as compared to blacks.  

Pedroso described his chinos “as lax in their work” and “not fitted for the difficult work 

of the farm” due to the fact that “their strength and constancy are inferior to that of the 

Africans.”  Another landowner, Juan Echarte, complained about their physical 

weaknesses as well.  Disgruntled with his Chinese experiment, he asserted that African 

slaves were “superior in strength, and by nature more robust.”22  The performance of their 

coolies disappointed these planters.  They argued against further importation of 

indentured Chinese and reminded the Junta that they believed blacks were more 

dedicated workers and capable of dealing with more intensive labor conditions.  

 Complaints about coolies as workers continued throughout the next thirty years.  

Between 1855 and 1857, Cuba’s alcaldes mayores informed the Captain General of their 

impressions of colonos asiáticos, and they consistently complained that these workers did 

not seem to understand their duties as colonos and did not respect the authority of their 

bosses.  Some, such as the alcalde mayor in Santiago, even questioned the level of 
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intelligence possessed by these immigrants.23  Others began debating the issue of Chinese 

productivity in the island’s various newspapers.  El Clamor Público, in November of 

1859, ran a scathing editorial against the quality of Asian labor.  The editorial claimed 

that colonos asiáticos offered little to cane cultivators because they, like Europeans, were 

physically too weak for plantation agriculture (supposedly this comparison was not 

intended as an insult to whites).  Planters could not use these immigrants from the Far 

East for the same rigorous tasks on the plantation for which they employed blacks.24  

That same month, the newspaper La Epoca ran a similar story that complained about 

Chinese laziness.  The article stated that a colono asiático, “when he is no longer in his 

country and is no longer reprimanded under severe laws…, is completely useless for 

agriculture.”  The opinion piece asserted that a coolie’s “nature [could] be confused with 

inertia.”25  Although he viewed chinos as being intelligent and skilled, Cristóbal Madan 

also worried that they were “sly, desperate in their situation, and difficult to subject, and 

they demand[ed] an active and prudent policing that watched their every step.”26 

Evidently, for some planters and others on the island, the Chinese as laborers were not 

that admirable and often were in need of careful supervision and coercion, especially 

when compared to slaves of African ancestry. 

The Boletín de Colonización –the bimonthly mouthpiece for the Central 

Colonization Commission, which had been created in the early 1870s to regulate Asian 

indentured labor in Cuba– had no problem in negatively depicting Chinese workers from 
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time to time.  This body did not want to prevent future immigration from China, but it did 

want to justify strict controls on these workers.  In the prospectus appearing in the very 

first issue on December 4, 1872, the Commission explained that it was setting out to 

study the coolie situation in Cuba and would make policy recommendations to guarantee 

that this labor project proved a success.  The publication insisted that without these 

efforts Cuba would not benefit from the Chinese presence because these immigrants 

would not work hard unless forced to do so.  The Commission was “dedicated to making 

certain hands [i.e. colonos asiáticos] useful to agriculture and industry who in idleness 

become an element of disquiet for the country.”  Therefore, this group was focusing “its 

primary efforts at normalizing the legal situation of colonos, and converting them with 

positive utility, for themselves and the country, into an element of order and 

prosperity.”27 The message was clear: colonos asiáticos required careful monitoring 

through strict controls or else they would not fulfill their contractual duties. 

Other articles appearing in this magazine problematized the usefulness of Chinese 

labor.  In a February 1873 article promoting the idea of Abyssinian immigration to the 

island, the author labeled chinos as “weak,” “rebellious,” unwilling to work for low 

wages, and only capable of working in “sedentary industries.”  The writer did 

acknowledge that Asian immigration over the past twenty years had helped Cuban 

agriculture prosper, but he remained convinced that this group was not the best solution.28  

An article published a couple of weeks later reiterated the idea that asiáticos would fall 

into vagrancy if not under the watchful eye of a patrón who would actually make them 
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work.  The Chinese had come to labor on the island, according to the author, and always 

forcing them to be under contract while in Cuba made sense since it would ensure that 

they were working and fulfilling their reason for being on the island.29  Analyses of Asian 

labor published later that year repeated these concerns, contending that colonos asiáticos 

frequently ran away from work and made a mockery of their labor contracts.30   

When questions of abuse surfaced, patrones often used the supposed laziness and 

rebellious nature of the Chinese as an excuse for their actions.  When the government 

commission visited twenty haciendas in Peru’s valley of Santa in 1870, nearly all of the 

hacendados who resorted to using the whip, shackles, and imprisonment claimed to do so 

because their coolies were lazy and ran away repeatedly.31  Like the hacendados in Santa, 

the Peruvian planter Ricardo Francisco Menéndez relied in part on the supposed 

indolence and tendency of coolies to run away in his defense against the accusations of 

abuse levied by his colonos asiáticos.  His workers had accused him of whipping and 

failing to pay and feed them properly, he maintained, so that they could justify their 

idleness.  Menéndez explained that the Chinese “always work against their own wishes, 

withholding their strength and services as much as they can” and all they wanted to do 

was escape their responsibilities and destabilize work on his plantation.  He and his 

mayordomo suggested to the judge, that if any of his coolies demonstrated signs of 

having been whipped, it had to have happened at an earlier time under a previous patrón 

or that they may have been whipped while they were cimarrones, since they had 

repeatedly run away.  Who knew what happened to the Chinese when they ran away, and 
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running away was a regular occurrence due to their disdain for work, concluded 

Menéndez.32 

In July of 1868, the owner of Lima’s Fábrica de Tocuyos took a similar position 

when defending himself in the pages of El Comercio against a coolie’s accusations of 

abuse. The patrón insisted that he treated his seventy Chinese workers extremely well.  

Anyone who visited his business could see this for themselves.  He had had problems 

with his accuser, but any acts of seeming cruelty were in fact justified, he assured the 

public.  He explained that he had acquired the coolie in question, Acui Julio, the previous 

year.  Shortly after Julio arrived, the patrón overheard him boasting to the other Chinese 

in the factory about how he had led a mutiny against his previous patrones, stabbing one 

of them in the process and ending up imprisoned for a month before his transfer to the 

fábrica.  At the factory, Julio soon began trying to avoid work and fled within the first 

week.  The patrón decided not to punish Julio when he returned.  Instead, he tried to 

teach Julio a simple job in the factory, but Julio’s “laziness equaled his insolence,” 

making these efforts unsuccessful; so he had Julio do the “work that is reserved for the 

most useless.”  The patrón complained, “That perverse chino did not work almost at all, 

instead constantly counseling the other chinos in the ‘Fábrica’ to kill the overseer if he 

bothered them at all.”   

About a month before the current incident, Julio’s insolence allegedly went from 

words to deeds.  Julio, as usual, had been making trouble and avoiding his work.  The 

mayordomo tried to get Julio to work.  Julio responded with a series of blows to the 
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mayordomo’s face.  The overseer reported Julio to the police, but they did nothing.  After 

this incident, Julio continued to cause trouble, forcing the factory owner to punish Julio 

and some other Chinese workers for refusing to work.  He punished the coolies by 

locking them in the factory, but they rebelled under Julio’s leadership against another 

mayordomo.  After restoring order, the patrón let the workers, including Julio, leave the 

building for one hour.  When Julio returned he grabbed his belongings and left without 

permission, convincing two recently arrived colonos asiáticos to go with him.  

Nevertheless, a man saw them crossing a local bridge, and believing that these three men 

were runaway coolies, he stopped them and eventually returned them to the patrón.  Julio 

tried to escape again and this time the patrón reacted by grabbing a ruler and smacking 

him over the head and locking him in a room.  Julio began to scream, kick at the door, 

and make threats.  The patrón had Julio put in shackles to keep him from escaping again 

and decided he would turn in Julio to the intendancy the next morning.  The shackles, 

however, did little good.  That night, Julio broke a window, scaled down a wall, and went 

to the authorities, accusing his patrón of beating him.33  The patrón left little doubt that 

imprisoning and hitting Julio was justified.  According to this patrón’s reasoning, if Julio 

had done his work without causing problems, he would have been the seventy-first happy 

chino in the Fábrica de Tocuyos. 

When specific questions of abuse surfaced in Cuba, employers, overseers, and 

others often turned to Chinese laxity as an excuse.  Miguel Moliner, the owner of the 

ingenio Julia, complained to the local authorities in 1850 that some of his Asian workers 
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had killed their overseer because they did not want to work.34  The issue for Moliner was 

black and white; he could not contemplate any other reason, such as mistreatment, for 

these coolies to take such violent action.  In 1871, the chinos on the ingenio Santa Ana 

attempted to rebel and during the ensuing investigation, the plantation owner, Robert 

Bannatyne, insisted that he only sent his coolies to the stocks and “made them obey” 

when they refused to cooperate.35  Those who exploited the Chinese often used 

euphemisms such as “make them obey,” “punishment,” or “force them to work,” but the 

real meaning was clear enough to any observer: corporal punishment was justifiable 

when people refused to live up to their obligations. 

Others were more direct when acknowledging the use of harsh punishments.  The 

owner of the sugar plantation Combate admitted to the local authorities in 1869 that he 

had his mayoral whip the colonos asiáticos when they did not complete their work.  

Despite laws against the use of corporal punishment, the court in this case did not see the 

need to punish the owner or the mayoral for this behavior, most likely because the 

assertion made by the plantation owner made sense according to the mindset of the 

time.36  The administrator of the ingenio La Paz told investigators in 1865 that the various 

chinos in shackles on the plantation were being punished because they had run away and 

tried to avoid their duties (he called one of them a “cimarrón by profession”).37  In 1861, 

after the coolies in the boiler room of the ingenio San José murdered their boss José 
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Gómez, the non-Chinese employees in the mill testified to the investigators that Gómez 

had only whipped some of the workers when they failed to fulfill their duties, otherwise 

he would never have taken such action.38  Similarly, the mayoral on the ingenio 

Guamúticas admitted to striking the colonos asiáticos with a pole, but only when they 

refused to work.39   

Some elaborated their arguments even more fully.  During an investigation in 

1851 into accusations of mistreatment on the ingenio La Sociedad, the mayoral claimed 

that he relied on the whip to discipline the chinos because they “were ungovernable 

insubordinates and rebellious”; he “also wanted to make an example out of them for the 

rest” of the workers, since the overseers had experienced “many excesses and failures to 

comply” on the part of the Chinese.  With respect to a specific coolie named Filomeno, 

the mayordomo claimed that this worker had been whipped only because he verbally 

challenged his overseer, which was an unacceptable act of insubordination.40  In 1859, 

the mayoral on the plantation Suárez, Vicente Bitoso, admitted to using a pole to hit a 

coolie because he had “refused to work” and had physically threatened him.  Bitoso’s 

lawyer further insisted to the court that Bitoso had the issue of “insubordination in his 

favor.”  The lawyer explained, “It is of great importance to recognize that the asiáticos 

are the enemies of the tasks to which they are assigned.  It is of great importance to 

recognize the need to encourage them to work, and if you punish the contramayorales 

who correct their insubordination, you create a precedent susceptible of giving rise to 
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very disastrous consequences.”41  If anything, according to this line of thought, overseers 

who forced the Chinese to fulfill their obligations, even if by whipping them, were heroes 

not villains. 

These arguments continued throughout the coolie era.  Juan and José Crusellas, 

who ran a candle factory in Havana, explained to investigators in 1867 that Juan had 

struck one of their indentured Asian laborers several times because he refused to work, 

even when they had assigned him the easiest chores.  The coolie had complained that he 

had terrible sores on his feet and could not stand and do his normal job; so, Juan 

Crusellas had given him the lightest task –cutting wicks, for which he could sit.  When 

the patrón saw his employee shirking his new duties and “giving a bad example to the 

rest of the workers” he felt “forced” to beat him so that he would work and that the others 

would not entertain ideas of disobedience.42  Likewise, the mayordomo and mayoral on 

the ingenio Triunvirato told the local authorities who were investigating them for sevicia 

(extreme cruelty) in 1864 that so many of the coolies on the plantation were chained or in 

the stocks because it was the only way to maintain order and prevent the workers from 

running away.  As the lawyer for the mayoral maintained, “the mayoral could not permit 

[the Chinese] the disorder that they wanted to create on the farm, letting their pigs run 

wild in the cane fields and abusing the little bit of order that existed.”43    

Clearly, the supposed failure of coolies to fulfill their duties and the possibility of 

them spreading disorder in the countryside or elsewhere became a regular excuse for 
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treating these workers cruelly.  As discussed in the previous chapter, the Chinese signed 

contracts and, therefore, many in Cuba and Peru claimed that they had obligations to 

fulfill.  However, according to numerous people, colonos asiáticos were lazy and 

rebellious and did whatever they could to get out of their duties.  If coolies behaved 

themselves and dedicated themselves to their jobs then planters and others would not 

have to resort to such severe methods of social control, or so the argument went.  By 

questioning the quality of Chinese labor, Cubans and Peruvians were creating a reason 

for treating colonos asiáticos so harshly.  According to this line of thought, patrones were 

not cruel; the Chinese were forcing them to take severe actions. 

 

Debating the Chinese as a People 

 The mixed views on the quality of Asian work played their part in justifying both 

the presence of the Chinese and their treatment as virtual slaves, but another component 

was indispensable in the way that Peruvians and Cubans reasoned about colonos 

asiáticos: an ambiguous discourse concerning the moral and cultural qualities of the 

Chinese.  On the one hand it became easier to justify opening the ports of Havana and 

Callao to the Chinese when people claimed that chinos were an advanced and cultured 

people.  On the other hand, depicting the asiáticos as dangerous savages validated 

treating them inhumanely.  Together, these contradictory ideas about the Chinese made it 

easier to accept the coolie labor system as it was. 

After abolition, the Peruvian government and Peruvians in general desired 

European immigrants not only for their labor, but also because Europeans were 

Christians and supposedly culturally and morally superior to any other group.  More 
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Europeans in Peru would help uplift the country from its indigenous and African past.  

Nevertheless, attempts to attract white immigrants failed, leading Peruvians to turn their 

attention to China.  One way of justifying Asian immigration as a replacement for 

European immigration was for some Peruvian elites and government officials to assert 

that asiáticos also came from an advanced civilization and could easily be Christianized.  

Limeño newspapers occasionally highlighted the Christian potential of chinos, such as 

when they published notices about Chinese baptisms.  A French missionary named Father 

Durand who resided in Lima in the 1870s became well known for his work with Lima’s 

Asian residents.  Durand worked out of Lima’s Santo Tomás Church where he could 

“preach and instruct the Chinese residents of this Capital in the mysteries of the Christian 

religion.”44  After two months at Santo Tomás, Durand had already converted more than 

one hundred Chinese into devout Catholics and El Nacional marveled that “the rest will 

be so as well in short time.”45   

Two years later, El Nacional happily reported that a coolie of Lima’s Bishop Polo 

had become a priest.  This former colono was well versed in Latin and theology and was 

ready to receive his orders and sing mass.   Later that year, the paper reported that this 

Asian priest sang his first mass in the Church of Monserrate.  Reflecting on the issue of 

asiáticos and Christianity, El Nacional noted, “it is seen, that the Chinese, once instructed 

in our religion, become more religious and stronger believers than ourselves.  The 

number of devout Chinese that Lima can count is greater than it appears.”  The paper 
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assured its readers that soon there would be many more Asian priests.46  El Nacional’s 

belief in this Christian potential appeared to be no fantasy, even the representative of the 

United States in Peru, Richard Gibbs, observed that “great numbers [of coolies] have 

become converts to Catholicism and they are apparently very fervent in their devotions, 

and attentive to the ceremonies of the church.”47   

 The perfect example of this Christian potential in the Chinese, according to El 

Nacional, was the former coolie Manuel de la Cruz.  In 1871, El Nacional published a 

story titled “A Model Asiatic” that described Manuel de la Cruz’s life, presenting him as 

an example of what a Chinese immigrant could become in Peru.  De la Cruz arrived in 

Peru as part of the earliest boatloads of immigrants and labored for eight years on a 

plantation.  After completing his term of service, he slowly became a successful 

businessman, converted to Christianity, and married a Peruvian woman.  El Nacional 

contended that western civilization was superior to that of the Orient, but this difference 

was not insurmountable.  The Chinese were capable of becoming better people, all they 

needed was some instruction, and Manuel de la Cruz proved this.  De la Cruz was such a 

good Christian that when his wife died he publicly honored her memory with great 

splendor in the Church of Santo Domingo and registered her name with various 

confraternities to ensure her entrance into heaven.  El Nacional acknowledged that such 

dedication to a dead spouse rarely existed among the “civilized classes.”  The paper 

concluded by asserting that “if the soul of a colono asiático can reach such great heights, 

it is proof that this race, with intellectual and moral cultivation, would not be inferior” to 
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other more advanced races. 48  De la Cruz proved, at least for El Nacional, that the 

Chinese could become Christians and good Peruvians.  As such, the newspaper was 

upholding Asian immigration by praising their religious promise.  Chinos did not have to 

be scary outsiders; they could become the immigrants that Peruvians wanted. 

 Supporters of this labor project in the Spanish Caribbean did not hesitate to claim 

that chinos were open to Christian conversion, and, therefore, worthy of introduction.  

Some pointed to past experiences with Chinese immigrants in the Philippines as proof of 

this fact.  Ignacio Fernández de Castro made this type of assertion when he made his 

request to import coolies to Cuba.  The Spanish merchant acknowledged that “the new 

colonos headed to Havana [did] not profess our sacred Religion,” but Africans, just like 

asiáticos, had not been Christians before they arrived in the Caribbean.  Furthermore, the 

Philippines, may have had “several thousand Chinese, who we call infidels,” but, for the 

most part, they worked hard, did not create disturbances, did not practice their religion 

publicly, and in many cases actually “converted and received baptism.”49  Fernández de 

Castro’s counterpart, Mariano Roxas, also turned to the Philippines as evidence of the 

superior Christian potential of Asians as compared to Africans.  “It is sad to say it, but the 

truth is, your Majesty, that the immense majority of blacks imported to the island of Cuba 

have not learned to read, nor write, nor become acquainted with the basic principles of 

Catholicism,” he observed. However, Roxas claimed that “the history of the Mongol race 

in the Philippine Islands, testifies to the contrary.  Despite [the Philippines’] proximity to 

China and other local circumstances that pose grave obstacles to the fusion of the habits 
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and beliefs of this race with those of Europe and the indigenous people, genuine 

conversions are numerous and the moral results obtained are great.”  Roxas expanded on 

this idea, claiming that “under the important moral and religious point of view, [chinos] 

are much easier to convert to Christianity and more capable of learning its holy precepts 

than the miserable blacks, whose state of barbarism in Africa, offers immense difficulties 

to their moral education when they arrive in Cuba.”50  These hopeful coolie importers 

were validating their efforts to bring more Asians to the Spanish colony by claiming that 

it was precisely these immigrants who could help create the Cuba that so many wanted.  

The Chinese did not threaten Cuban society; rather, they could become Christians and 

contribute to it. 

In addition to these positive religious attributes, a number of Peruvian voices 

insisted that the Chinese were not brutes, and were instead a cultured and learned people 

and could integrate themselves into society.  Even if they were not as educated as 

Europeans, which was a common belief, asiáticos were still capable of learning and 

contributing to Peruvian society.  Throughout the early 1870s, as the number of Asian 

immigrants entering Peru rose dramatically, El Nacional published a number of essays on 

the country’s immigration needs, most of which championed Chinese immigration.  

Undergirding this support was the view that chinos possessed a positive cultural 

background and were capable of becoming Peruvians.  The country needed agricultural 

immigrants “whose work would lead them to live a simple and frugal life, have a fixed 

and orderly residence, and moderate and peaceful customs,” explained El Nacional.  The  
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paper informed its readers that this type of person was not confined to just one part of the 

world (i.e. Europe).  Nationality and race did not matter since “from any one of them it is 

possible to obtain, through education, people worthy of meeting human destiny.”  Peru 

needed “civilized men, well-educated, who are naturally the most moral, it does not 

matter of which race… Preferring agriculturists, let them come from wherever the most 

civilized, the most industrious can be found: with respect to the rest, complete freedom, 

whatever race, whatever nationality.”  Peru could find these immigrants, El Nacional 

maintained, in Europe and in Asia, but not in Africa because “the civilized part is so 

lacking in population that it is far from supplying colonos… One cannot think about 

getting men from savage places, one needs to think, on the contrary, in introducing them 

as an element of civilization and order.”51  For El Nacional, the Chinese were superior to 

Africans and comparable to Europeans.  Therefore, Peru benefitted from opening its 

doors to these immigrants. 

Members of the dominant class in Cuba and Spain made analogous claims.  The 

Compañía General Marítima, a French company with Spanish business ties that wished to 

import coolies into Cuba in 1857, assured the Spanish government in Madrid that the 

Chinese were “completely civilized, being already able cultivators and industrious.”52  

Some, such as the prominent Cuban lawyer and intellectual Antonio Bachiller y Morales, 

argued that asiáticos, unlike Africans, came from a great civilization and, therefore, 
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deserved more respect.  According to Bachiller y Morales, the “advanced civilization” of 

the Chinese meant that they “could not be treated like savage Negroes from Africa.”53  

For Bachiller y Morales, the cultural background of chinos made them more human-like 

than the supposedly animal-like Africans.  The newspaper La Unión recognized this 

supposed difference between blacks and Asians in an editorial, acknowledging that the 

latter, like whites, would never want to work alongside the former.54  Likewise, in 1868, 

the Consejo de Administración reiterated the superiority of the Chinese as compared to 

persons of African descent and asserted that free blacks should never be allowed to buy 

coolie contracts because it would upset the social order.55  This group of commentators 

had no problem placing Asians above persons of African descent in terms of their cultural 

and social background.     

Others insisted that the cultural background of asiáticos made them more humble 

and restrained than people of African heritage, which made it easier to accept this newer 

element in society.  Some even took the next step of arguing that the supposed cultural 

differences between the Chinese and Africans made the former more likely than the latter 

to socially integrate themselves into Hispanic society.  Ramón de la Sagra emphasized 

Chinese modesty in his comments on the plantation Candelaria.  He told a story about a 

coolie named Pablo who went to the plantation owner and told him that another Asian 

indentured laborer on the ingenio, named Joaquín, would make a great supervisor for the 

sugar mill.  Pablo told the owner that if he put Joaquín in charge, he could save money by 
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not having to pay for a white overseer and still produce superior sugar.  The owner had 

observed Pablo’s work for a while and decided that he, rather than Joaquín, would make 

an excellent overseer.  Pablo apparently did a very good job, but when he went to the 

owner he still said, “I not very good; Joaquín better.”56  Others contended that free 

blacks’ lack of humility as compared to coolies’ made the former group more dangerous 

than the latter.  They claimed that blacks had a rebellious nature, while the Chinese did 

not.  The Cuban daily Clamor Público began to discuss the various arguments for and 

against Asian immigration and stated that one argument “recognizes the rebellious 

character of blacks” and that “once free they will constantly conspire against the Spanish 

domain” in the Caribbean.57  In his petition to the Crown, Mariano Roxas made the 

related claim that chinos were “superior in intelligence as compared to Africans” and 

“they [the Chinese] also offer the great advantage that they know how to assimilate into 

European civilization.”58  Along these lines, the alcalde mayor in Sagua la Grande in 

1855 informed the Captain General that the honesty of coolies was “admirable” and that 

they “generally demonstrate[d] having quite exact ideas of their duties as men in society 

and a perfect understanding of good and bad.”59  Thus, not only were the Chinese not 

threatening according to these arguments, their presence was also safer for whites than 

that of blacks.  
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These elite perceptions of asiáticos clearly placed them in a position above blacks 

on the Cuban social ladder.  The Chinese allegedly had a rich cultural background, while 

people of African ancestry did not.  The portrayal of blacks as lacking culture and as 

savages reduced them to near animal status, making it easier for whites to justify their 

enslavement.    In contrast, hailing from an advanced civilization implied that chinos 

were true people and not potential beasts of burden that could be bought and sold.  

Moreover, labeling the Chinese as a supposedly tamer group than people of African 

descent implied that they were not in need of close supervision and could be trusted.  If 

these societies needed immigrant labor then Asians apparently fulfilled this need without 

posing a social danger.  Asians had similar attributes to Europeans, which made the 

former a safe substitute for the latter.   

Nevertheless, the discourse concerning the cultural and moral qualities of the 

Chinese also contained a very negative strand.  The perception that the Chinese were 

violent and backward heathens was just as prominent in the Peruvian and Cuban 

collective consciousnesses, if not more so, as the notion that this group was civilized and 

had Christian potential.  Negative imaginings of Asians would become a useful tool for 

excusing the cruelties inflicted upon these immigrants. 

Writers in Lima’s newspapers participated in this line of thought.  El Nacional, 

discussing Chinese immigration to Peru in 1871, asserted that the Chinese were a 

degraded, diseased, and criminal people.  The Chinese might be the only option at this 

point to meet the country’s labor needs, but the paper warned against allowing these 
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immigrants to mix with Peruvians.60  In 1873, El Comercio offered a potential solution to 

this danger.  Since chinos were morally corrupt, the daily insisted that the government 

should require the Chinese to leave the country as soon as they finished their contracts; 

this would ensure that Peru got what it wanted without suffering any of the negative 

consequences.  This vision of asiáticos as lesser humans led El Comercio in this instance 

to see them only as a factor of production.  Several weeks later, El Comercio reiterated 

these beliefs, stating that “without a doubt the Chinese are industrious and can become a 

useful resident in purely a material sense, the amalgam of them with our various races 

would not be advantageous, rather it would be harmful, and therefore we opt for the 

system of obligating them to return to their country, once the period of their contract is 

completed.”61  This piece insisted that asiáticos went to Peru as coolies, not as 

immigrants.  Coolies were there to serve, not to live permanently.  However, the Chinese 

rarely would have had money to pay for their return home.  Asiáticos were not going to 

board boats and leave Peru any time soon; so the emphasis on the danger of Asians 

integrating into Peruvian society served the interests of hacendados who wanted to keep 

them on their plantations. 

Prominent members of Cuban society, like their counterparts in Peru, did not 

refrain from making public their abhorrence at the supposed decadent cultural and moral 

qualities possessed by asiáticos.  In 1852, following the recommendations of the Junta de 

Fomento, the coolie trade to Cuba resumed.  However, not all of the committee members 

had positive things to say about people from the Far East.  The dissenting members of the 
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Junta explained that they opposed Asian immigration because Cuban society was already 

too “heterogeneous” (i.e., too many non-white/non-Spanish elements); adding a new race 

would only “aggravate” differences on the island and lead to social tension.  Indicating 

that chinos could never become useful members of Cuban society, the opposition warned 

that the “nature” of the Chinese posed a real danger to social stability.  Asiáticos were 

supposedly “insubordinate,” “perverse,” and their “customs were horribly corrupt.”  

Finally, not only did these immigrants possess these bad qualities, but the minority 

opinion on the Junta also worried that those who would come to Cuba would probably be 

the “scum of the Chinese Empire.”62  The individuals who expressed these opinions may 

have been early opponents of Chinese immigration, but the reality was that the number of 

Chinese immigrants was about to take off.  These unflattering views of chinos would 

persist and provided the perfect pretext for treating them inhumanely.   

The majority of the alcaldes mayores on the island in the mid 1850s corroborated 

this negative view in their reports to the Captain General.  For example, the alcalde 

mayor in Santiago insisted that the Chinese “were barbarians for the most part,” that 

“because of their race, they lacked the necessary civilization and comprehension” to 

benefit society, and that they “did not have an awareness of their duties as colonos and as 

men in our civilized society.”  In the mind of this government official, the fact that those 

who had committed egregious crimes (i.e., murder) apparently did not consider that they 

might receive the death penalty for what they had done was another sign of their 

barbarity.  The alcalde mayor in Cárdenas made similar observations.  He remarked,  
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“The asiáticos who come to this Island as colonos, being men who belong to the lower 

class in China, do not have a clear idea of their duties as colonos and as men in society 

due to their ignorance, nor do they have a perfect awareness of good and bad.” The man 

holding this same government position in Güines, believed that “the idea that [the 

Chinese] have of good is when something flatters their senses and of bad when it affects 

them materially.”  Non-Christians, he remarked, could not have a true understanding of 

good and bad because other religions needed to “flatter the senses of men to make them 

followers.”63   

As demonstrated by the correspondence between Cuban slave owner José Luís 

Alfonso and the Cuban intellectural José Antonio Saco, these attitudes remained 

throughout the coolie era.  In an 1866 letter to Saco concerning the issue of slavery and 

its eventual demise, Alfonso conveyed that the Chinese were heathens and that their 

increased presence on the island was dangerous.64  At the same time that Alfonso was 

pushing his views on Saco, a group of Cuban and Spanish planters, politicians, and 

intellectuals were meeting in Madrid to discuss the labor situation in Cuba and, although 

they at least temporarily supported Chinese immigration, they expressed their concern 

about the “perverse nature” of the raza asiática.  Ramón de la Sagra, as one of these 

participants, analyzed labor and immigration on the island, and he noted that “the 

opinions on the asiáticos are divided.”  Some praised these immigrants, while others 
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worried about “their depraved customs.”65  Six years later, two articles appearing in the 

Boletín de colonización –which supported the coolie trade as well as the immigration of 

other potential laboring groups– could not refrain from labeling asiáticos as vice-

ridden.66  Clearly, many viewed the Chinese as an inferior people.  However, Cuba 

needed workers.  Thus, elites could overlook these supposed problems and bring in the 

Chinese.  Moreover, when planters and others needed to account for their cruel treatment 

of these workers, they could point to Asians’ supposed lack of humanity. 

Ironically, some observers in Cuba turned the idea of Chinese advancement on its 

head, claiming that this was precisely the reason why they threatened social stability.  

Several people acknowledged that chinos came from a longstanding culture, but 

contended that this reality, in contrast to blacks, prevented coolies from being respectful.  

One contemporary stated that “the prolonged existence or antiquity of their race” made 

the Chinese “haughty, arrogant, disrespectful, and loathsome.”  He further explained that 

asiáticos “believe that all other peoples are eminently barbarians; that [they] are the only 

ones who possess a civilization of the highest dimension.”  However, he suggested that 

“the African is… humble, gentle, and respectful.”67  Clamor Público seconded this belief, 

claiming “the black man, sufferer by nature, lives happily as he works; the Chinese man, 

the natural enemy of all authority, living under the continual memory of the greatness and 

power of his empire, and enemy of all work that does not exclusively benefit himself, 
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will never accept being in the humble class of colono.”68  The dissenters on the Junta de 

Fomento in the early 1850s made comparable assertions.  They worried that colonos 

asiáticos, as theoretically free and well-educated men, would never accept working side 

by side with “savage Africans,” even if temporarily.  The Chinese would not be humble 

and submissive because they came from an old and developed civilization.69  Rather than 

see the cultural background of these immigrants as a positive, these critics maintained 

that it prevented them from becoming welcome additions to Cuban society.  The view 

that Asians were insubordinate and lacked humility, regardless of why they were this 

way, provided patrones with more justification for treating them harshly.  Without severe 

warnings and punishments, coolies would not fulfill their duties. 

 Individuals in Cuba and Peru could be rather specific with regard to their 

complaints about the cultural and moral make-up of the Chinese.  Common accusations 

against asiáticos included that they were vengeful and dishonest.  José Antonio Saco, one 

of Cuba’s leading intellectuals and a major proponent of a white Cuban national identity, 

worried that the Chinese preoccupied themselves with seeking revenge and did not make 

humble and obedient workers.70  In an 1857 report sent to the Captain General in Havana 

about Asian immigration, the author worried that asiáticos had a “treacherous character,” 

a nature that helped explain why they assaulted and murdered their bosses so much.71  

Similarly, those who met in Madrid in 1866 and 1867 to debate reforms that could help 
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Cuba prosper, concluded that the Chinese were greedy, envious, and vengeful.72  Thus, as 

we will see shortly, following this mindset, patrones were not at fault for Chinese violent 

behavior.  These immigrant workers did not attack their superiors because of cruel 

treatment; rather, colonos asiáticos did so because of their nature.  Moreover, imagining 

chinos in this way questioned the validity of Chinese complaints about abusive employers 

since they supposedly had a propensity to lie. 

The Peruvian owner of the Fábrica de Tocuyos used Chinese dishonesty as part of 

his defense against charges of abuse.  He made it clear not only that his coolie Acui Julio 

was a liar, but also that all Chinese were cesspools of corruption and that the free ones 

encouraged contracted ones to lie to the authorities.73  Similarly, one of El Nacional’s 

articles in 1870 discussing Asian immigration highlighted Chinese duplicity.  The author 

thought that asiáticos were untrustworthy and that Peruvians should be cautious and not 

jump to rash conclusions when coolies accused their patrones and overseers of 

mistreating them.74  This opinion of the Chinese allowed patrones to treat coolies like the 

slaves they wished they had because it made it less likely that the authorities would 

believe Chinese protests.  If chinos were especially deceitful, then a coolie would have to 

present overwhelming evidence to prove abuse existed.  An asiático’s word became less 

powerful.  Even if coolies testified on behalf of a compatriot, why should the local 

authorities ever believe them if all were liars?  Dishonesty on the part of the hacendado, 

while the Chinese were thought to be the liars, made it even easier to exploit asiáticos.  

As with the question of deceitfulness, a belief in the unforgiving nature of the Chinese, 
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for even the slightest wrong, made the word of the patrón more believable to many in 

Cuba and Peru.  Supposedly, the reason a coolie rebelled had nothing to do with constant 

abuse; rather, a colono asiático attacked a superior over the smallest slight. 

The issue of religion could also generate antipathy toward Chinese immigrants.  

During the Junta de Fomento’s 1852 debate about whether or not to reopen Cuba to the 

coolie trade, those opposed to the idea laughed at the notion that these immigrants would 

ever give up their pagan ways and adopt Christianity.  They noted that even those in 

favor of bringing in colonos asiáticos had acknowledged the immoral beliefs and customs 

common to these workers.  The supporters of Asian immigration may have believed that 

they could somehow “reform,” “moralize,” and inculcate Christian values in these 

immigrants, but the dissenters disagreed.  African slaves, the Junta’s minority opinion 

observed, rarely received Christian instruction because too few priests existed on the 

island.  Adding chinos to the social mix, who came “with other beliefs very distinct from 

Christianity,” would make it even harder for priests to do their job.  The dissenters to 

Asian immigration warned that these “colonos probably would mostly refuse baptism for 

themselves and their children,” which would make it illegal for them to stay in Cuba as 

free residents after they finished their contracts according to a royal order of 1817.75  

These members of the Junta de Fomento could not stop the island’s need for labor and the 

subsequent influx of coolies.  However, the Cuban preoccupation with Chinese religious 

differences remained strong.   
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 In 1855, the alcalde mayor from Güines complained that the Chinese lacked 

proper religion and remained unbaptized.  An Asian presence had existed in Cuba since 

1847, but this official worried that “these very men are still not baptized, do not have an 

idea of the existence of our religion, of its extremely wise doctrines, of its moral maxims, 

nor, finally, of anything that is not pernicious.”  Cuba’s plantations were becoming 

centers of idolatry.  “We see,” explained the alcalde mayor, “a hundred people [i.e., 

Chinese] on a rural farm worshipping the sun, the moon, or whichever other of the 

planets, without there being anyone providing them with a path that directs them away 

from their eternal ruin.”  That the Church, the government, and hacendados were not 

living up to their responsibility to convert these immigrants only worsened the situation.  

“If the priests in their respective parishes,” he continued, “were to try to inculcate the 

doctrine of Jesus Christ in the hearts of these idolaters and bring them to the Church, 

having them join through baptism, it would be salutary and create such good results that a 

large part of the crimes committed by these children of ignorance would be avoided.”  

However, these efforts remained lacking, and, “therefore, we see the continuation of 

actions of this nature, which will only continue to increase as evidenced by the criminal 

statistics.”  Criminal and pagan behavior were the “natural impulses of their [the Chinese] 

heart.”76   

The observations made by this official are revealing in two significant and related 

ways.  First, his report to the Captain General is indicative of the widespread criticism 

directed towards colonos asiáticos for not adhering to Christianity.  Second, his remark  
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that such little effort existed to convert the Chinese suggests that even though individuals 

in Cuba disapproved of Chinese paganism, only the minority really wished to change 

their beliefs.  In fact, the Crown had insisted via royal order in 1854 that patrones instruct 

their Asian workers in the Christian faith, but few did and no one received any 

punishment for not doing so.  So, why did so few try to change the religious beliefs of the 

Chinese?  The most logical explanation is that patrones and their supporters only wanted 

coolies for their labor, and Christianizing them would humanize them and make it more 

difficult to justify exploiting them.  Ultimately, labeling asiáticos as unchristian 

functioned as additional justification for keeping them in a state of bondage.  Whites in 

Cuba complained about Africans in the same manner and did little to convert them to 

Christianity.  Moreover, whites then used supposed black inferiority, including their 

paganism, as an excuse for enslaving them.  Thus, a similar process was occurring with 

Asian indentured laborers.  By constructing a coolie identity that made these workers the 

social inferior of whites, elites also created a reason for viewing and treating colonos 

asiáticos similarly to African slaves. 

Chinese religious practices repeatedly worried observers in Peru as well.  El 

Comercio expressed its disgust in 1856 when it learned that asiático residents in Lima 

had established a clandestine temple in the back of a store, complaining that the Chinese 

opposed Christianity.77  Four years later, El Comercio reported that a limeño priest had 

discovered a secret Chinese temple in the city.  The paper hoped that the alcalde would 

not allow the asiáticos to continue practicing pagan beliefs.78  The paper also worried 
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about Chinese behavior in the somewhat occult clubs these immigrants established in 

Lima.  El Comercio complained that Lima’s chinos gathered in houses where they not 

only “compromise the tranquility of the neighborhood, but they also foment a pernicious 

vice, they are centers of corruption, where beyond gambling,” the Chinese venerated 

“paintings of figures representing the repugnant divinities of that semi-savage people, 

serving, as such, as a kind of pagoda to their monstrous cult.”79  Another brief article in 

El Comercio in July of 1873 suggested that asiáticos hid their religious beliefs from non-

believers, but the paper had learned that at a recent religious party in Lima, they had 

eaten rat fricassee, smoked opium, and entertained themselves with gypsy-like dancing 

and music.80  The paper was definitely not presenting Chinese culture and religion in a 

favorable light. 

Explicit depictions of Chinese savagery appeared in Peruvian newspapers.  El 

Nacional emphasized Chinese barbarism when it published a long piece describing Asian 

workers on the chacra Miraflores in the valley of Chancay who practiced a strange 

religious ceremony that involved killing a rooster.  The coolies, along with two Chinese 

representatives from each of the other haciendas in the valley, gathered in a room on 

Miraflores.  There, the “fattest one of them,” acting as the leader of the group, 

“proceeded to deplume a live rooster (what cruelty!); and having done this, he cut the 

animal, from which he could drain the blood bit by bit.”  Once he had drained enough 

blood from the rooster, the leader poured the blood into a number of little cups, said some 

words, and then the group collectively drank the blood.  News of this incident alarmed 
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the hacendado (rightly so, suggested the author of the piece); so he imprisoned the leader 

of the ritual to prevent any more disturbing behavior from happening.  No one could 

figure out what the ceremony meant, but the reporter concluded that it had to be 

something terrible.81  Even more alarming for Peruvians had to have been El Comercio’s 

description of an asiático who tried to kill his baby son by throwing him against the bed 

because his Peruvian wife had baptized the child.  The baby was practically a “martyr to 

Christianity” remarked the paper.82  The message was simple: the Chinese were 

mysterious barbaric people; who knew what could happen if Peruvians let their guard 

down? 

Chinese immorality could take on dangerous forms besides a failure to believe in 

Christ.  Observers frequently complained that Asian immigrants threatened the tranquility 

of life because they were prone to committing suicide, practicing homosexuality, and 

were addicted to gambling and opium.  Suicide became an immediate concern.  The 

alcaldes mayores in Cuba, in their reports to the Captain General during the 1850s, 

collectively agreed that chinos committed suicide at alarmingly high rates.  The alcalde 

mayor from Güines offered a more detailed explanation as to why this was so: asiáticos 

were ignorant and lacked “religious principles.”83  The Commission on White 

Colonization, which was a part of the Junta de Fomento, shared similar concerns and 

beliefs.  The commission supported the entry of more coolies in the future, but it noted 

that chinos frequently resorted to suicide and that Christianizing them would free them 

from this habit.  A belief in suicide, the commission explained, “can always be found in 
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races that are not as advanced in terms of culture and civilization.”84  In a report sent to 

the Captain General at the beginning of 1857, an official supported colonización asiática, 

but he also acknowledged some of the problems with this labor project, including the 

issue of suicide, for which the Chinese supposedly had a “fateful mania.”  The report 

read, “The tendency in this race to commit suicide, whatever the cause may be that 

produces it…is a notorious fact.”85  Likewise, Marcel Dupierris made a living off of the 

importation of coolies, but he too had to acknowledge the suicide problem.86 

In describing a Chinese suicide in 1855, El Comercio made it clear that these 

immigrants did not share the Christian values and beliefs of Peruvians.  Instead, asiáticos 

committed suicide so readily because they believed that when they died they would come 

back to life in their homeland.  The paper joked that asiáticos thought suicide was a 

“good method for going back to the Heavenly Kingdom, without needing to pay a fare, 

nor board a ship, nor load any luggage.”  In this particular case, this “barbarous Chinese” 

simply “woke up with the desire to visit his beloved Republic,” so he hanged himself.87  

Later that year, after noting that a coolie had killed himself by overdosing on opium, El 

Comercio warned its readers that “every day there will be a new suicide, because, 

according to the way they think, the attraction of going and resuscitating in their native 

country is very strong.”88  These Chinese beliefs appalled most Peruvians, causing some 

of them to call for careful monitoring of coolies and the eradication of these convictions.  
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Some hacendados tried to frighten the Chinese away from this practice by burning the 

dead bodies of the workers who had committed suicide since they did not believe that 

they could reappear in China if their bodies no longer existed physically.89   

These efforts might have worked at times, but El Nacional made it clear that 

Chinese minds and actions were not all that malleable.  The paper tried to explain why a 

young asiático servant in Lima had hanged himself from a tree in September, 1871.  El 

Nacional made a point of noting that the patrón of this coolie had treated his servant 

“perfectly and therefore one cannot attribute his despair to misfortunes he might have 

suffered in this world.”  In fact, the article explained that this patrón was so kind that 

when this particular coolie ran away for several days and then returned, the patrón 

refused to punish him, instead treating him with “gentleness.”  Yet, this chino still took 

his own life.  The simple explanation for this abhorrent behavior, insisted El Nacional, 

was that this man wanted to return to China and he believed, like the rest of the Chinese, 

that the easiest way to do this was to kill himself.  The paper remarked that when a coolie 

planned to commit suicide he ate as much as possible that day and “made other 

preparations for a trip.”  With this in mind, El Nacional counseled its readers, to take 

precautions with asiáticos because these immigrants were likely to commit crimes and 

then kill themselves.90   

This emphasis on supposedly faulty Chinese thinking was used to challenge 

complaints that suicides stemmed from the mistreatment coolies received.  The Peruvian 
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Francisco Ricardo Menéndez took this position in court when accounting for Chinese 

suicides on his plantation Monterrico.  He assured the judge that he paid his coolies on 

time and in full, fed them well, and had a doctor tend to those who were sick.  The few 

who had taken their own lives, he continued, did so because asiáticos had a natural 

propensity to commit suicide due to their lack of religion, and to their gambling and 

opium addictions.91  The mayoral, Emilio Gutiérrez, on the Cuban ingenio Guamúticas 

made a similar argument about suicide and the labor force he supervised in 1866.  A 

coolie named Julio had killed himself by jumping into a well, and Gutiérrez insisted that 

the dead worker had done so not because he was mistreated, but because of “his 

opposition to work,” evidenced by his earlier attempt to run away.92  According to this 

logic, it was not a patrón’s fault if the Chinese committed suicide; homesickness, 

laziness, and vice were the probable explanations.  Moreover, this tendency to end one’s 

life reinforced the belief that asiáticos were socially inferior and in need of supervision.  

The perceived tendency of the Chinese to commit suicide made it easier to marginalize 

them and to justify controlling them. 

Gambling was a vice that many associated with the Chinese.  In describing the 

coolies on her ingenio Desengaño in Matanzas, Cuba, Eliza McHatton Ripley paid 

special attention to their betting habits.  While the slaves on the plantation spent their free 

time dancing, the colonos asiáticos stayed “in their own barracoon [where] they were 

inveterate gamblers, and, if two or more were seen squatting together, they were surely at 

their besetting vice.”  These workers resorted to using “little sticks, or grains of rice, or 
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lemon-seeds” as gambling chips and they often gambled their clothing, which made sense 

when one considers that they had few possessions.  Nevertheless, wagering clothing 

could be problematic.  “If one ‘lay out’ or ‘outfit,’ or whatever it may be called, was 

taken from them,” she explained, “another was quickly substituted…And frequently, 

Monday morning, a Chinaman presented himself to work clad in a coffee-sack, the scamp 

having risked and lost the very clothes off his back; and it was next to impossible to make 

him tell which one of his countrymen had won the garments.”93  Ripley seemed more 

entertained by these occurrences than worried about them.  Still, she was not painting a 

flattering picture of these immigrants.   

For others in Cuba, gambling was no laughing matter.  When the Captain General 

in Havana asked various government officials on the island during the mid 1850s about 

the major problems posed by Asian immigration, one of the most popular responses was 

that they were gambling addicts.  Many saw gambling as a vice in and of itself, but for 

some, such as the lieutenant governor of Guanabacoa, an obsession with games of chance 

could lead to dangerous behavior in a more general sense.  “They are known to have a 

certain fondness for gambling,” he reported, “and this has led them to commit various 

disorders on the rural farms.”   A representative for the Havana railroad company in 1856 

echoed this observation, explaining that chinos were “generally fond of gambling” and 

“were prone to having fallouts with each other and fighting the majority of the time due 

to gambling.”94  Ten years later, an official in Las Jíquimas complained to the lieutenant 

governor of Colón that free Chinese were invading the town of Bemba, refusing to find 
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gainful employment and, instead, mostly spending their time gambling and making a 

mockery of the law.95  Little had changed by 1873 when a local official in the port of 

Regla reported to his superior that he had arrested a group of asiáticos in his community 

for gambling and complained that “these infractions [were] so frequent in this town.”96  

According to these officials, gambling was a vice that plagued asiáticos and could lead to 

social disturbances.  When free, the Chinese supposedly spent their time gambling 

instead of being useful members of society.  Thus, it made sense to limit their freedom; 

the island would be better off if the Chinese remained under contract and under lock and 

key because then they would not be able to gamble as much and they would refrain from 

committing crimes associated with this habit. 

Even the biggest supporters of Chinese immigration acknowledged that they had a 

tendency to spend their free time betting.  Marcel Dupierris had many positive things to 

say about colonos asiáticos in Cuba, but he worried about how easily they became 

addicted to gambling.  The Chinese had a “tendency toward vice or vices,” he explained, 

and poor management of these workers, especially allowing them to come into contact 

with other colonos who gambled, would trigger this tendency.  The recently arrived may 

have joined a gambling game innocently enough “with the hope of making money.”  

However, “this first step is terrible and the one that leads them irremissibly to their ruin, 

because it weakens the laudable intention they have to acquire money honorably.  

Therefore, every time an asiático loses while gambling, he will advance one step further 

towards his abyss, he will ruin his health, and with his death the capital that his patrón 
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has used on him.”  Although many colonos asiáticos demonstrated moral corruption of 

this sort, Dupierris believed that, if patrones were very careful, their workers would not 

develop these habits.  The free Chinese, particularly those who had originally come in 

1847 as indentured laborers, were the biggest problem, Dupierris insisted: they were full 

of vice and when they came into contact with newly arrived coolies they took advantage 

of them and spread their bad habits to them.  “It is undeniable that following their first 

outings and contact with the wretched asiáticos cumplidos, those good servants [i.e., new 

coolies] will become useless men and harmful to society,” he explained.97   

Dupierris was making an argument that seemed to justify his business in the 

coolie trade, but it also helped perpetuate negative stereotypes about the Chinese.  He 

insisted that chinos were typically good when they arrived, which supported the calls for 

their immigration.  Yet, he also acknowledged that many of them behaved repugnantly 

once they were in Cuba, and he blamed asiáticos cumplidos (ex-coolies) for this reality.  

By characterizing ex-coolies as the main source of moral corruption, Dupierris was 

exonerating the workers that he was importing, but he was also supporting the view that 

the Chinese were vice-ridden and therefore Cubans were justified in keeping these 

immigrants in perpetual bondage because otherwise they would harm society.  Dupierris’ 

analysis seemed to support the coolie labor system perfectly.  In fact, later in his book, 

because the free Chinese were so dangerous, he argued that all of them should be forced 

to carry a certificate attesting to the fact that they had legitimate work (i.e. not selling 

opium, not practicing Chinese medicine, and not promoting gambling) or else be forced 
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to sign a new contract or leave the island.98  The argument had come full circle.  If chinos 

were so dangerous when free, then perpetual servitude was the answer. 

In Peru, Lima’s newspapers made it clear that gambling was not just a Chinese 

problem, but they frequently focused on this sector of society.  Towards the later years of 

the coolie trade (as more and more coolies poured into the port of Callao), discussions of 

gambling increasingly became associated with Asians.  Part of the problem with the 

Chinese devotion to gambling, according to Lima’s leading dailies, was that it led them to 

commit crimes.  El Comercio worried that Chinese gambling houses became locales for 

Chinese cimarrones to hide.99  El Nacional suggested the same thing.  In 1876, one of its 

reporters felt obliged to write an open letter to the Minister of Government asking him to 

crack down on asiático gamblers in Lima, especially since runaway coolies gathered in 

the city and received protection and financial help from gambling organizers.100  El 

Comercio suggested that gambling could also lead to violent outbursts from chinos and 

that gambling was almost a religion for them.  In 1859, the paper marveled at a group of 

Asian gamblers on Calle Capón who tried to protect their gambling game.  The asiáticos 

had gathered in “one of those caverns” where they were “worshipping Birjan (the 

inventor of dice)” when four soldiers entered their place to break up the gambling.  The 

soldiers confiscated the money, but the chinos grabbed a bunch of rocks and started 

hurling them at the soldiers as they left.  The “infernal” Chinese created a “Babylonian” 

style pandemonium in the streets and recouped their money.  The paper noted that the 

authorities had not returned since the incident, leading the paper to joke that no one could 
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say that religious tolerance did not exist in Peru since chinos were able to continue 

worshipping “San Birjan.”101   

Chinese gambling not only led to violence and more cimarrones, argued some 

Peruvians, but it also caused the asiáticos to steal more. Sometimes runaways stole 

money from their patrones before fleeing and then gambled the money away.102  Other 

contracted Chinese did not necessarily run away, but still stole from their patrones in 

order to have enough to gamble later.  This was particularly true of Asian domestics, 

observed El Comercio.  Patrones would give their Chinese servants money to go to the 

market to buy food and other goods, but too often they would gamble the money away 

and the patrón and his family would end up without food on the table.103  La Opinión 

Nacional complained that Lima’s chinos gathered “like ants” during the morning, 

afternoon, and night on Zavala Street in order to gamble money they had stolen.  The 

newspaper wondered how much longer Peruvian society would have to put up with 

Chinese domestic servants losing the shirts off their backs and causing problems for their 

patrones.104  El Nacional took a similar position as well.  The paper explained that groups 

of twenty or thirty asiáticos gambled away their monthly earnings.  When this ran out 

they gambled the clothes they had back home and even the clothes they were wearing.  

Gambling not only led to naked Chinese, it also meant that these workers did not fulfill 

their duties.  Instead of cooking or cleaning or doing whatever other work was expected 
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of them, Asian domestics simply slipped out of the house to go off and gamble.  There 

was no food for respectable Peruvian families to eat, grumbled El Nacional, because 

asiáticos had been off gambling all day.105  A year later, El Nacional complained about 

Chinese gambling for the “thousandth time.”  The newspaper claimed once again that 

Asian cooks went off to play games of chance in the morning with the food money 

instead of going to the market.  If they lost it all, they did not bother returning to the 

house, but, if they won, they still returned home late, making everyone wait for them.106  

Apparently a “thousand” complaints from El Nacional did not eliminate the problem of 

Chinese gambling.  The paper continued to worry about Chinese cooks betting grocery 

money and wondered if Lima’s families would have enough money for food.107   

Lima’s newspapers cautioned readers that Chinese gatherings, often for playing 

games of chance, were more than just a danger to patrones.  Asiático gambling also 

threatened Peruvian society from a health and quality of life standpoint.  The newspapers 

objected to Chinese gambling because when chinos congregated en masse they made too 

much noise.  La Opinión Nacional remarked that despite the noise emanating from the 

market and the streets during the day, residents could hear dice and money rattling on the 

tables in the Chinese gambling houses.  At night the noise was even worse and anyone 

could hear the gamblers from four leagues away.  In addition to noise, the newspaper 

worried about the terrible smells, mostly due to opium smoking, that came from Asian 

gambling houses.  El Nacional and El Comercio conveyed similar worries.  El Comercio 
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complained about the racket that asiáticos made whenever they got together to gamble 

and to do other reprehensible things, while El Nacional discussed the plight of a certain 

group of neighbors who lived near a Chinese gambling house in Lima.  Everyone in the 

neighborhood suffered from terrible headaches and could not sleep at night because of all 

the shouting and the overwhelming stench of opium that emanated from this site.108   

Even if chinos were not gambling, they still united and lived in big groups, which 

some believed posed a moral and hygienic threat.  In October, 1870, Lima’s Junta 

suprema de sanidad considered removing the Chinese from the central market area of the 

capital.  El Nacional wholeheartedly supported this move.  The paper claimed that it was 

not against asiaticos –it acknowledged their suffering, but it still believed that so many of 

them congregating in the area threatened public health in Lima.109  The Sub-prefect of 

Lima and the city’s alcalde believed that the Chinese living in large groups posed a 

sanitary and moral risk as well.  The officials did not explain why this was a moral 

problem, but most likely they feared that these immigrants were practicing 

homosexuality.  Unspecified expressions of utter disgust with supposed Chinese acts of 

depravity were often references to homosexuality.110  A group of planters most certainly 

was alluding to homosexuality when the group wrote in El Nacional in 1870 that 

asiáticos were an “abject race that practiced the most immoral acts that the imagination is 
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not capable of representing.  Thus, this nation not only comes to spread their disgusting 

diseases, but also to introduce the gangrene of the most refined corruption.”111   

Some, particularly in Cuba, were more explicit about this issue.  The alcalde 

mayor in Sagua la Grande, Cuba, observed that in various criminal cases against coolies 

in his jurisdiction, it had been suggested that “the Chinese had stained themselves with 

the disgraceful offense of sodomy,” a practice accepted in their native country.  

Nevertheless, this official only knew of one sodomy trial involving an asiático, and he 

did not think that homosexuality was actually that common within this group.112  He may 

not have worried about Chinese homosexuality, but the fact that he noted that others 

repeatedly floated the idea, indicates that it was a common belief in Cuba.  In fact, the 

lieutenant governor of Bahía Honda, evidently disagreed with the official from Sagua la 

Grande in 1856.  In terms of “vices,” the lieutenant governor believed that the asiáticos 

“had a propensity to commit sodomy.”113  In his letter to José Antonio Saco, José Luis 

Alfonso also expressed his concern that chinos were sodomites.114  Implying that the 

Chinese were homosexuals became another way to disparage them. 

 In addition to condemning Chinese suicide and gambling, complaints about 

opium consumption abounded.  The above mentioned Alfonso also expressed his concern 

that chinos were opium addicts.115  The reports from the alcaldes mayores in Cuba from 

the mid 1850s read like broken records, frequently accusing coolies of being dominated 

by their desire for opium.  Some of these officials were more explicit than others about 
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why opium use was so problematic, arguing that the drug led to criminal and destructive 

behavior.  The alcalde mayor from Güines explained to the Captain General that the 

Chinese did not want to work hard.  Therefore, “corrupted by the soporiferous ingredient 

of opium, [they] invest all of their capital in acquiring it so that they can devote 

themselves to the delicious dreams it produces.”  Eventually, getting high on opium was 

not enough of an escape from the reality of being a day laborer, causing many of these 

individuals to commit suicide.  The official further suggested that “the quarrels and 

injuries that are observed are the result of the loans they make to each other to obtain 

opium.”  He continued by explaining that opium led to borrowing, which led to 

disagreements over debts, which led to violence, which led to coolie perpetrators running 

away, which led to their punishment and forced labor after their capture, which finally led 

to Chinese insurrection.  According to the alcalde mayor from Güines, opium addiction, 

combined with the fact that asiáticos “lack[ed] healthy moral ideas and the respect that 

should exist between master and servant,” meant that it was “only fear that contained 

them within the limits placed on man by society.”116  Chinos were dangerous, as 

exemplified by their devotion to opium, and it was only through “fear” that Cubans could 

keep these immigrants in check.  What better way to instill fear than through whippings, 

shackles, stocks, and nightly imprisonment? 

Others in Cuba drew similar connections between opium and Chinese suicide and 

crime.117  A report conducted for the Captain General in 1857 on colonos asiáticos in 
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Cuba noted that “opium and rope, are generally the means by which they terminate their 

existence.”118  Six years later, a slave working in a lumberyard in Cárdenas discovered 

one of the establishment’s coolies nearly dead from too much opium.  The report noted 

that the poisoned individual had met up with some of his paisanos to gamble and smoke 

opium and then overdosed.  The investigators did not believe that the overseer or patrón 

had mistreated this worker; abuse did not explain why the coolie had attempted to take 

his own life.  Instead the person in question had simply acted like a typical chino since 

opium was a drug “that individuals of the Chinese race abuse so much.”119  For the local 

authorities, the failings of asiáticos, not their situation of bondage, explained this 

attempted suicide.  Officials reached similar conclusions when accounting for the very 

high death rates on board coolie ships.  In 1869, the French ship Nelly left Macao with 

444 indentured workers, but 273 of them died during the voyage.  The investigators 

concluded that the crew had treated the Chinese well and that the cause of death for most 

of the passengers was their inability to physically and mentally handle the long voyage 

without access to opium to which they were addicted. The deaths, the report explained, 

were “certainly lamentable, but almost inevitable in such long voyages with the crowding 

of men of their weakness and dissoluteness...It is supposed that the cause was the lack of 

opium to which they are habituated, and in others that same opium is considered harmful 

and poisonous.”120  For many, mistreatment did not explain Chinese suicide or this 

population’s generally high rate of mortality while at sea and in Cuba; rather, a 

dependence on this drug did.  
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The Cuban outcry over Chinese opium consumption led to numerous calls for 

government prohibition, or at least regulation, of the drug.  The 1857 report issued to the 

Captain General suggested doing everything possible to make it difficult for chinos to 

obtain opium.121  Marcel Dupierris concurred in his book promoting Asian labor 

published that same year.  Opium consumption ruined Chinese productivity and led to 

criminal behavior, Dupierris insisted, and patrones and others had to keep the drug out of 

workers’ hands and punish those who gave them access to it.  Moreover, Dupierris 

singled out the free Chinese population as the people who sold the drug and got coolies 

hooked on it.122  Thus, in Dupierris’s mind, as well as the minds of many others, asiáticos 

libres were to blame the most for this opium problem, which, in turn, served as another 

justification for trying to prevent the free Chinese community from growing.  In Madrid, 

the 1866-67 committee that met to discuss colonización asiática also worried about the 

use and abuse of opium that seemed so prevalent among these immigrants.  The 

committee wanted to “severely prohibit opium on board the ships occupied with 

transporting asiáticos” because “the use of opium by which they are passionately taken, 

is one of the main causes of disturbances during the voyage, as well as after the asiáticos 

have disembarked in Cuba.”123  Local officials in different parts of the colony tried to 

take matters into their own hands by establishing fines for those who consumed opium.124   

One can question whether these fines and any regulations had much of an impact 

or were even enforced, but the fact that the authorities felt obligated to take such 
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measures reflects their concern with this issue and the association many had made 

between coolies and opium.  Moreover, their ineffectiveness in curbing opium use may 

also suggest official collusion in the drug trade.  Without the support of some merchants 

and officials, the Chinese never could have obtained this drug.   

Opium concerns surfaced in Peru as well.  Lima’s newspapers quickly began 

criticizing the Chinese for smoking this drug.  As in Cuba, chinos smoked opium on 

plantations during their free time and in the city they gathered in opium dens called 

yinkéns.125  El Comercio complained about Lima’s opium dens because there asiáticos 

acted like savages and stunk up the city.  “The spectacle that these men offer for the 

curious man to view is disgusting and indecent, half simian and half man, naked, lying on 

the floor and kicking convulsively at the same time that they smoke opium,” read an 

article in El Comercio in 1856.  The paper wanted the opium dens removed from the 

capital’s center.126  Opium supposedly threatened more than just Lima’s air quality.  El 

Nacional feared that coolies could pass on their bad habits to other Peruvians, including 

women.127  The drug also made colonos asiáticos less likely to willingly and adequately 

perform their duties.  Opium weakened the Chinese almost to the point of becoming 

“living skeletons” maintained some Peruvians.  Moreover, patrones had to monitor their 

workers because coolies often killed themselves with the drug by overdosing 
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intentionally or unintentionally.128  Finally, Peruvians, such as the comisaría de policía in 

Ica, warned that heavy opium abuse led coolies to consider and commit all sorts of 

crimes.129 

 As much as Cubans and Peruvians complained about opium use, a sector of both 

societies was willing to encourage this habit for economic gain.  Merchants and planters 

in both places, although the record is clearer for Peru, quickly saw an opportunity for 

financial gain when they realized how much the Chinese enjoyed opium.130  Opium 

became big business, and in order to sell this product, merchants in Lima began 

advertising in the newspapers.  When readers of El Comercio or El Nacional opened their 

daily papers they often saw announcements that read “¡¡¡OPIO-OPIO-OPIO!!! Aviso a 

los chinos” or “CHINOS – CHINOS – CHINOS ¡¡¡OPIO – OPIO!!!.”131  Although 

opium use concerned many, the governments in Peru and Cuba, from the local to the 

national or colonial, did little to actually prevent its sale to and use by colonos asiáticos.  

Nor did many hacendados make much of an attempt to curb Chinese opium use.  Many 

planters began selling or allowing third parties who were often Chinese to sell opium to 

Asian workers on a regular basis.  The decision to sell opium was largely economic, since 
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Peru and many Peruvians had picked up the habit of smoking opium, causing the amount of opium 
imported from the British from 1875 to 1879 to rise to a staggering 415,691 pounds!  See Rodríguez Pastor, 
Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 32 and 212-217.   
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planters knew coolies would buy it.  Moreover, by selling this product, hacendados 

hoped to keep asiáticos satisfied so that they would continue working without causing 

too much trouble.  If the Chinese did not get opium, hacendados feared that they would 

refuse to work, rebel, or leave the plantation and search for it somewhere else.  Also, the 

occasional threat of withholding opium could be used as a disciplinary tool.  Despite the 

drawbacks of opium use, these hacendados made the calculation that permitting and 

selling opium was in their best interest.  Many of these planters also hoped to placate 

their workers by allowing them to gamble and practice their religion and cultural 

traditions in their quarters.  Some plantation owners sold or gave asiáticos fireworks for 

the Chinese New Year and some even let them build their own temples full of religious 

imagery.  The patrones in the countryside generally cared little about Chinese beliefs or 

practices as long as they did not interfere with work.132  If hacendados and others were 

truly upset with this behavior, as they seemed to be publicly, it is hard to imagine that 

more of them would not have acted differently.  Besides, allowing chinos to gamble, 

smoke opium, and practice their religion made associating the Chinese with moral 

corruption that much easier, which, in turn, justified the harsh treatment that so many 

patrones meted out. 

In fact, when accused of mistreating colonos, many in Cuba and Peru defended 

themselves by claiming that the Chinese were morally corrupt and untrustworthy.  In 

1866, the lawyer for Emilio Gutiérrez, the overseer on the Cuban ingenio Julio accused of 

sevicia (cruelty), told the judge that he should not believe the accusations against his 

                                                                                                                                            
131 El Comercio, March 15, 1866; July 31, 1865; March 2, 1866. 
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client because asiáticos were naturally full of “animosity” and “hate” for those who 

directed them.133  The defense lawyer for Vicente Bitoso, the mayoral on the plantation 

Suárez located near Guanabacoa, made a comparable argument in 1859.  When the court 

charged Bitoso with beating an Asian worker with a pole, Bitoso’s lawyer claimed that 

the coolie in question was not honorable.  If the worker were honest, “he would have 

presented himself to the owner” of the plantation “to complain about the aggression” of 

Bitoso, but he had not.  The fact that the coolie had not followed this course of action and 

instead complained to the local authorities “indicate[d] his maliciousness and 

delinquency.”  Moreover, the lawyer insisted that the accuser lied about general 

mistreatment of the asiáticos on the plantation and that it was more believable that the 

worker had fabricated being beaten by hitting himself so he could “reproach the person 

who impelled him to work.”134  Similarly, the mayordomo on the ingenio Sociedad near 

Cárdenas, defended himself against accusations of mistreating Asian workers in 1851 by 

claiming that “if any of them complain or were to complain it would be because of their 

depravity.”135 

In the 1864 sevicia (severe cruelty) case on the ingenio Triunvirato, the 

procurador for the mayoral Juan Alvarez argued that the Chinese and slaves accusing his 

client of abusive behavior could not be believed because the accusations were not coming 

from “reasonable” people but from those “who were necessarily the enemies of the 

mayoral and looked at him with hatefulness and rancor” since Alvarez would not tolerate 

                                                                                                                                            
132 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 206-214.  Also see Hu-DeHart, “Opium and Social 
Control,” 174-180. 
133 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2753, Exp. A, 1866.  
134 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2602, Exp. R, 1859. 
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their disorder.  “Based on painful experience,” the lawyer observed, “it is well known 

how these individuals are with their vengeance and odiousness against those who manage 

them.  With this, all is said.”  The procurador remained steadfast in his interpretation of 

the events, asserting that this group of chinos had entered into a conspiracy against his 

client “so that he would no longer govern them,” and he warned the judge to “not forget 

that they could have been plotting against [Alvarez’s] life, which this class of people is 

very inclined to do.”  He concluded “It is clear [the asiáticos] saw an opening to get 

revenge” by lying about abuse to the authorities.136  The tactic was apparent: discrediting 

the Chinese could serve as cover for exploiting them and treating them harshly. 

In fact, the procurador defending Antonio Suárez, the oxherd on the ingenio San 

José near Guamutas, could not have made this argument any more clearly.  In September 

of 1867, two coolies on the plantation attacked Suárez because he had struck them with a 

pole.  The asiáticos were soon tried, but the court also charged Suárez with abusing his 

power.  With Suárez facing possible punishment for beating these workers, Suárez’s 

lawyer tried to defend his client’s actions.  The procurador acknowledged that “it is true, 

that according to the Reglamento de colonos asiáticos, and even the general laws of the 

kingdom, it is prohibited to correct servants and free dependents with poles, whippings, 

and other injuries to the person.”  However, he insisted that due to “the special 

circumstances in which the large farms of the island of Cuba find themselves, it is not 

possible to ask for the assistance of the authorities for every misbehavior [on the part of 

the Chinese], nor to form investigations nor judicial proceedings, because this would be 

                                                                                                                                            
135 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 803, Exp. V 1851. 
136 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2923, Exp. L, 1864. 
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to proceed infinitely.”  Supposedly, chinos were constantly disobeying and committing 

offenses and the government could never control and punish these people on its own; the 

overseers had to take matters into their own hands.  The lawyer, continued:  

The numerous [Asian] workforces on the ingenios constantly commit 
offenses; and in the impossibility of having a judge on every farm who can 
assess and correct them, there is no other remedy than to let the owners’ 
employees who have positions of authority undertake this goal.  Without 
that authority, your Excellency will understand that it would be impossible 
to keep two hundred or three hundred men, who lack morality and a good 
education, subject and in good order.  This is why I dare to suggest that 
committing small excesses with the desire to maintain order is excusable, 
otherwise every ingenio would be a center of crimes and evils with 
disastrous consequences. 

 
Suárez had supposedly done nothing more than lightly hit a coolie with his pole because 

the worker refused to obey him, “and this act, which originated in the need to maintain 

the principal of authority on the farm, does not merit correction of any kind.”137  

According to the procurador, the actions taken by men like Suárez were praiseworthy 

since the government alone could not control the unruly and immoral Chinese.   

These arguments appeared frequently in Peru as well.  Negative images of the 

Chinese became crucial to the previously mentioned defense offered by Francisco 

Ricardo Menéndez in 1861.  Menéndez, at the very beginning of the trial, asserted that 

his coolies were lying about being abused because they were naturally lazy and “devoted 

by custom to detestable vices.”  He advised the judge that “you cannot, without offending 

public morals and order, defer to the exigencies of these people, who, being naturally 

inclined to idleness and disrespecting the good faith of the people to whom they are 

supposed to serve, would present a frequent scandal, always making every demand 

                                                
137 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 785, Exp. V, 1867. 
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concerning their work uncertain.”    Throughout the trial, Menéndez maintained that 

asiáticos were degenerates and could not be trusted, a view that the agente fiscal 

involved in the case echoed toward the end of the trial when he recommended dropping 

the charges against Menéndez.  The agente fiscal made his disdain for the Chinese very 

clear, writing to the judge: 

The bad conduct and repeated outrageous crimes that the Asiatics commit 
in the entire Republic give more than enough merit to characterize them 
not only as uncontrollable and depraved, but also as a pernicious and fatal 
horde for the progress of the country.  The scandal in which they do not 
have an active part is very rare; they are cimarrones, liars, inexact in their 
agreements, and thieves; these are their peculiar characteristics: the jails 
and the newspapers complain about their actions and the supreme 
government does not promulgate regulations to control these men who 
threaten with arms all classes of society.  How much better it would be if 
they were completely interned, because they are almost completely useless 
and only occupy themselves with paralyzing all of the work that they 
unfortunately take part in, because they do not fulfill their duties unless 
they are forced to do so.  
  

The agente fiscal was convinced that a general Chinese conspiracy aimed at ruining 

Menéndez existed and that Menéndez had managed his workers fairly.  It was impossible 

to make asiáticos work without sometimes using severe measures to force them to obey.  

The agente fiscal believed little evidence existed suggesting that Menéndez had whipped 

his workers, which was theoretically a punishable offense.  However, implying that using 

shackles and whippings was not completely unaccetable, he reminded the judge that “if 

hacendados are not allowed in urgent cases to use some measure that saves them from 

major losses, it would be better for them to abandon their properties and let Peru sink into 

hunger.”  The message was constant throughout the trial: chinos were untrustworthy, 

depraved, and using force was acceptable because otherwise they would not fulfill their 
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duties.138  Although these arguments did not completely work in the long run, since the 

high court eventually freed the workers, these characterizations of the Chinese were 

effective in justifying the exploitation of this group and protecting Ménendez from 

punishment.   

In the Peruvian case, the use of this damning vision of the Chinese (i.e., dishonest, 

barbaric, pagan, drug addicted, violent, etc.) to defend the coolie labor system probably 

reached its high point following the Chinese rebellion in Pativilca in 1870 (I explain the 

rebellion in greater detail in Chapter Five).  That September, between 1,200 and 1,500 

coolies from various haciendas in the valley of Pativilca rebelled.  The Asian insurgents 

destroyed everything in their path and murdered several administrators, hacendados, and 

their families.  The coolies attempted to take the towns of Pativilca and Barranca, but 

failed.  Eventually a military force arrived and restored order in the area.139 As Peruvians 

tried to come to grips with this upheaval, many of them latched onto the notion of 

Chinese depravity to explain this nightmare.  Some Peruvians did indeed use the uprising 

to criticize hacendado power and the use of coolie labor, claiming that the coolies had 

only reacted to mistreatment on the plantations.  Plantation owners, according to this 

argument, had left the Chinese no other recourse; so in order to prevent uprisings from 

happening again in the future, the Peruvian government needed to do a better job of 

protecting the rights and interests of coolies.140  One could make a powerful argument 

that the patrones were to blame, but hacendados and the press seemed more inclined to 

                                                
138 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos. 
139 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 98 and Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, La rebelión de los 
rostros pintados. Pativilca 1870 (Huancayo: Instituto de Estudios Andinos, 1979).   
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blame the Chinese and to disregard the inhumane conditions under which so many Asian 

workers suffered.  The apparent Chinese fondness for opium and their troublesome nature 

presumably accounted for the uprising.141   

A man by the name of Wences, writing in El Nacional, became a vocal advocate 

of this viewpoint, fully supporting Pativilca’s hacendados.  Wences wrote four long 

essays discussing the rebellion, leaving no doubt that the uprising resulted from the moral 

faults of the Chinese.  Asiáticos were naturally lazy and weak, practiced pernicious and 

unnatural acts, and were always stealing or high on opium, observed the author.  He 

maintained that because chinos were naturally prone to everything bad, they were always 

conspiring to rebel and get out of the work that patrones justly expected of them.  When 

they were not rebelling, Wences accused the Chinese of running away and going to the 

authorities to lie about mistreatment from their patrones.  Asiáticos libres often 

encouraged these laborers to commit crimes, run away, and lie.  The fact that the 

authorities often believed coolies at face value was ridiculous for two reasons, insisted 

Wences.  First, the law stated that in a civil case –these complaints were supposedly civil 

because the issue was the fulfillment of a contract– a patrón’s word outweighed a 

colono’s unless sufficient proof existed to believe otherwise.  Second, hacendados were 

unlikely to cruelly mistreat their Chinese workers because they had made a considerable 

investment purchasing their contracts.  Abusing these laborers was stupid financially and 

Peru’s plantation owners were not fools.  The main reason patrones did not contact the 

authorities when coolies shirked their work and committed crimes, Wences assured his 

                                                                                                                                            
140 See Chapter Five and the Epilogue. 
141 El Nacional, September 12, 1870 and El Peruano, September 28, 1870.  
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readers, was because there was little government presence in the countryside and when 

patrones complained, the troublesome coolie was usually taken away to jail rather than 

forced to work.  Having a bad coolie in jail was even worse for a patrón than having him 

on the plantation because that meant the patrón lost the labor in which he had invested, 

while the coolie sat in jail “getting fat.”  

Wences offered several solutions to prevent future uprisings like the one in 

Pativilca.  First, he suggested that the Peruvian government pursue African immigration 

to counterbalance the Chinese in the countryside.  These Africans would come to Peru 

under the same conditions as chinos, but their cultural differences and natural antipathy 

toward each other would prevent future uprisings.  Second, the author encouraged the 

government to do a better job of regulating contracts so that patrones and coolies both 

knew what was expected of the latter and what punishments the former could use to 

ensure that their coolies fulfilled their duties.  Wences was not criticizing patrones with 

this proposal; rather, he was supporting them by trying to ensure that the courts supported 

the punishment of disobedient coolies.  Third, Wences suggested that the government 

needed to pass a forced re-contracting law for the Chinese, similar to Cuba’s.  Coolies 

came to Peru to work and that was all Peruvians should allow them to do.  After they 

finished their period of service, chinos could sign a new contract with the same patrón or 

another, but they had to remain contracted or else leave the country at their own expense.  

This plan would ultimately solve two problems: ensuring that hacendados had enough 

labor and preventing former coolies from causing problems.  Free Chinese immigrants 

(ones who did not arrive in Peru as contracted workers) did not have to follow this rule 

according to Wences, but those who came in as contracted workers had to remain as such 
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during their entire time in Peru.  If forced re-contracting did not happen, Wences believed 

that former coolies should at least be banned from the cities near plantations and be 

expected to carry certificates at all times that proved they had finished their contracts.142   

The first proposal would never become reality because the British would have 

stopped Peruvians from bringing in African colonos for fear that it would be a renewal of 

African slavery.  Similarly, although a diputado from Callao proposed Wences’ third idea 

to the Peruvian congress, it also had little chance of becoming law because a majority of 

this body feared that forced re-contracting would be too close to actual slavery.   Peru, 

unlike Cuba which still had African slaves, had abolished slavery sixteen years earlier.  

Also, Peru was a liberal republic, which meant that everyone theoretically had the same 

rights.  For that reason, accusations of Chinese slavery troubled Peruvian officials more 

than their Cuban counterparts.  Something such as forced re-contracting was 

unacceptable in Peru.143  The regulation of contracts and the use of certificates of 

freedom were the only ideas that seemed to have any potential.  Wences insisted that if 

asiáticos were “men who do not fear God, who make suicide a virtue, who believe that 

through death they would reappear in their country, and are full of repugnant vices” and 

for whom “the common laws are ineffective,” then “it is necessary to subject them to 

special legislation.” 144  Moreover, Wences thought that it was silly to think that 

hacendados were not justified in their treatment of coolies and should instead stand by 

idly while the Chinese failed to work. “Some form of correction was needed for these 

misdeeds,” he explained, “because leaving them without punishment would be giving the 
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143 Rodríguez Pastor, La rebelión de los rostros pintados, 87-91. 
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Chinese carte blanche to do whatever they wanted.  Order cannot be imagined on any 

hacienda, without the power to correct colonos’ failures.”145  Wences was conveying that 

the reprehensible character of the Chinese justified limited rights and harsh treatment for 

this group. 

 

Conclusion      

Ultimately, the impact of these negative commentaries was twofold.  First, these 

writings and statements reinforced the notion that the Chinese were a degenerate and 

inferior people as compared to Cubans/Spaniards and Peruvians (particularly whites).  

Second, they made it clear that coolies needed to be closely monitored and controlled, 

whether by the state or by patrones, because otherwise Asian workers would involve 

themselves in pernicious activities, would fail to fulfill their duties, and could disrupt and 

harm Cuban and Peruvian society.  Moreover, in order to control the Chinese, the 

negative images of this group made the use of the whip and imprisonment seem more 

reasonable.  Based on these characterizations of colonos asiáticos, Cubans and Peruvians 

also called for limiting and controlling the free Chinese community because its members 

allegedly suffered from moral corruption, and worse, no one was stopping them from 

practicing their vices and inciting contracted Chinese to cause trouble.   

And yet, these negative perceptions did not always stand alone; nor could they 

have since such a pejorative vision of the Chinese would have turned Cubans and 

Peruvians completely against Chinese immigration.  Newspapers, books, government 
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officials, patrones, and others consistently remained inconsistent with respect to Chinese 

immigrants in Peru.  Although representations of the Chinese were contradictory, the 

reality was that these inconsistencies functioned well together as validation for opening 

the door to Chinese coolies and then exploiting them once they were in the New World. 

However, as we will see in the following chapters, the coolie labor system may 

not have been as strong as it appeared to be on the surface.  Specifically, the blurred 

understanding of who the Chinese were opened up spaces for Peruvians, foreigners, and 

the Chinese themselves to critique and attack the coolie labor system, thereby preventing 

planters from keeping Asians in bondage indefinitely.  Colonos asiáticos and their 

defenders could use the positive rhetoric about the Chinese to criticize hacendados and 

justify Chinese resistance.  They could also use the negative stereotypes of Asian 

indentured laborers to defend the actions of coolies and call for an end to this exploitative 

system of labor.  Eventually, the ideological foundation for the coolie labor system 

crumbled under its own weight as the Chinese and others took advantage of its 

inconsistencies.
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Chapter Five 

Coolie Resistance: The Struggle to Escape Bondage 

 

In constructing the coolie labor system with workers from China, elites in Cuba 

and Peru demonstrated their desire to reconcile the postponement of free labor with 

efforts to bring about liberal “progress.”  Nevertheless, did patrones, government 

officials, and others really get what they wanted?  In many ways, they did.  They 

established brutal labor relations, working thousands of colonos asiáticos to death, as 

economic production in both places soared.  This reality has led many scholars to see 

coolies as exploited, passive victims.  Yet, as more recent research suggests and this 

chapter demonstrates, the Chinese experience was much more complicated than a story of 

victimization and of patrones getting what they wanted.  Much like the actual experience 

of slaves and other non-white groups in the Americas, indentured Chinese resisted total 

domination, exploitation, and marginalization and became active in shaping their own 

lives and how the coolie experiment progressed from the 1840s through the 1870s.  

How did Asian indentured laborers resist and shape their own experience as well 

as broader Cuban and Peruvian history?  Why were coolies able to become ex-coolies?  

Colonos asiáticos struggled to soften their exploitation and escape the chains of bondage 

through both daily and radical resistance.  Many of their actions found justification in the 

contradictory logic of the coolie labor system and over time these acts helped fuel the 

arguments of domestic and international critics against coolie labor in Spanish America.  

In particular, through their actions –such as protest, theft, saving money, flight, court 
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petitions, suicide, assault and murder– chinos made it clear to others that they knew they 

were not slaves and had rights as free men.  The actions taken by these workers helped 

check exploitation and also made it difficult to deny them eventual freedom.  Thousands 

of Chinese escaped bondage in Cuba and Peru despite efforts to stop them from doing so.  

Ultimately, the actions taken by colonos asiáticos created room for them in free society 

and heightened international awareness and concern for them, thereby making the coolie 

labor system untenable by the mid 1870s. 

 

Know Your Rights, Know the Stereotypes: Non-Violent Resistance  

 While visiting Cuba in 1859, the American merchant Joseph J. Dimock, recorded 

his impressions of the island.  Like so many other foreign observers, Dimock decried the 

“slavery” to which Cubans had subjected the Chinese.  He then lamented that chinos on 

the island were “all fatalists,” implying that they accepted their situation and were 

passive, hopeless victims.1  In contrast, writing twelve years later after visiting the 

Spanish colony, Julia Woodruff suggested that it was African slaves who seemed to 

“blindly accept their hard lot,” while coolies were “in a state of chronic sullenness” and 

“[felt] the weight and shame of bondage more than the negroes.”  She went on to describe 

the Chinese as full of rage and willing to rebel, untamed in spirit by cruel treatment.2  The 

British traveler Antonio Gallenga also described the workers from the Far East as 

                                                
1 Louis A. Pérez, ed., Impressions of Cuba in the Nineteenth Century.  The Travel Diary of Joseph J. 
Dimock (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1998), 100. 
2 Louis A. Pérez Jr., ed., Slaves, Sugar, and Colonial Society: Travel Accounts of Cuba, 1801-1899 
(Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1992), 69-74. 
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unwilling to “cheerfully submit” to harsh treatment, supposedly unlike African slaves.3 

Although these observations focused on Cuba, they raise the same issue for Peru: the 

reaction of the Chinese to their treatment by others.  Certainly, some of them gave up and 

lost all hope as suggested by Dimock, but overall colonos asiáticos did whatever they 

could to ameliorate or escape their situation of servitude and assert their status as free 

men.  These efforts often took on a non-violent character and usually began on coolie 

ships and continued on plantations and other work sites once in Cuba and Peru.   

Colonos asiáticos often showed no fear in demanding better treatment by directly 

appealing to ship crews, their overseers, and their patrones.  While at sea, coolies 

sometimes protested about having been decoyed and, often collectively, called for an 

immediate return to China.  They also made requests for more and better food, water, and 

medicine, as well as access to the deck during the voyage.4  Little behavioral change 

occurred once in the New World.  Eliza McHatton Ripley, the wife of an American sugar 

plantation owner in Cuba, grumbled, “The poorest, lowest, coolie carried his contract on 

his person, and never hesitated to assert his rights.”5  Many chinos “asserted rights” by 

complaining to their superiors about inadequate food, clothing, pay, length of service, and 

abusive treatment.6  Harsher treatment could easily result from lodging such complaints, 

                                                
3Antonio Gallenga, The Pearl of the Antilles (New York: Negro University Press, [1873], 1970), 88. 
4 The Cuba Commission Report: A Hidden History of the Chinese in Cuba (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1993), 43-46. 
5 Eliza McHatton Ripley, From Flag to Flag.  A Woman’s Adventures and Experience in the South during 
the War, in Mexico, and in Cuba (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1889), 177. 
6 The Chinese often demanded rations of rice, which had not been typical food for slaves in either Cuba or 
Peru.  Li Tai explained, “one of us, able to speak Spanish, told our employer that rice was the customary 
diet of Chinese, and that, whilst at Macao it had been distinctly understood that Sundays were to be days of 
rest, the existing practice was different.  Our employer gave way to anger, regarding these words as too 
daring.”  In expecting better food, the Chinese sometimes refused to eat at all as a sign of protest.  For 
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but this did not stop coolies from complaining.7  In a trial concerning the abuse of the 

Asian workers on the Peruvian hacienda Monterrico, the chino Apó explained that he had 

asked his patrón, Don Francisco Menéndez, on three occasions to show him the copy of 

his contract because he believed he had completed it and no longer had to labor on the 

plantation.  Menéndez responded each time by whipping him.  Despite the first whipping, 

and considering the general treatment he and his compatriots received on Monterrico, 

Apó did not refrain from asking for the papers and asserting his rights again and again.  

Other coolies on the plantation, such as Ajó, Allana, and Choquio, were not necessarily 

willing to complain or make requests multiple times after receiving a beating, but they 

did ask initially for more food and extra pay for extra work.8 

“Asserting” one’s rights or some form of control over one’s life often went 

beyond complaining at work to slowing the pace of work.  Cuban and Peruvian patrones 

and overseers found themselves having to spend a great deal of effort policing and 

threatening their Chinese workers in order to make sure they did not try to shirk their 

duties or disrupt the work process.  Bosses often had a hard time distinguishing between 

colonos asiáticos who truly were sick and those who faked illness.  Some patrones gave 

their coolies the benefit of the doubt and let them rest or gave them easier tasks.  

However, these same employers might discover that a Chinese worker had lied and that 
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he was fine and was even slacking off at the new, easier job.9  This uncertainty often led 

supervisors and patrones to punish those who complained about their health and to force 

them to work anyway.  As one coolie in Cuba explained, “If we complain of sickness, we 

are beaten and starved; if we work slowly dogs are urged after us to bite us.”10  Acts of 

sabotage on the part of the Chinese could also interfere with the pace of work and served 

as brazen symbols of defiance.  Sabotage often took the form of burning cane fields, 

ruining infrastructure, and damaging machinery.  Edgar Holden, a journalist for 

Harper’s, noted that one Cuban worried about coolies’ “recourse to incendiarism of the 

works and canefields.”11  The New York Times also reported colonos asiáticos burning 

stalks of cane on the island.12  The Aspíllaga brothers in Peru experienced multiple fires 

on their plantations of Cayaltí and Palto during the 1870s and early 1880s.  Between 1876 

and 1881, Palto’s chinos burned down a building full of heavy machinery, ruined the 

plantation’s chicken coop after stealing the chickens, and broke a cotton gin and stole 

some of its important parts.13 
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11 Edgar C. Holden, “A Chapter on the Coolie Trade,” Harper’s New Monthly, 29:169 (June 1864): 1-10, 
2. 
12 New York Times, March 26, 1867. 
13 Gonzales, “Chinese Plantation Workers,” 415-416. 
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Sometimes an individual coolie or a group refused to work.  Francisco Menéndez 

grumbled that his Chinese laborers “always work[ed] against their own wishes, 

withholding their strength and services as much as they [could].”14  Likewise, a group of 

plantation owners from the valleys of Cañete and Pisco in Peru wrote to their respective 

prefects in 1870, complaining that their colonos asiáticos stopped working.  These 

hacendados claimed that the coolies had “forgotten the obligations they had freely and 

voluntarily incurred in their contracts,” but the reality was more likely that the 

hacendados were not living up to their end of the bargain and the strike would end when 

this changed.15  Chinos in Cuba acted no differently, individually or collectively refusing 

to work depending on the circumstances.  Based on his experience in Cuba, Antonio 

Gallenga noted that “the slave-owner finds the Chinese coolie unmanageable on his 

estate.”16 

As already mentioned, employers often reacted harshly to these defiant acts on the 

plantation or other work sites, but at times coolies won little victories when it came to 

food, pay, work expectations, and control over free time.17  Various employers rewarded 

their Asian workers with bonus pay.  Many employers came to the conclusion that it was 

in their best interest to keep their colonos asiáticos happy by providing them with rice or 

                                                
14 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por  maltratos.  
Furthermore, on the Monterrico plantation, a coolie by the name of Ajó informed the authorities that he had 
refused to guard the plantation’s water source as long as he was not paid.  Ation also told the investigators 
that he refused to burn the body of one of his compatriots who had committed suicide when ordered to do 
so by his patrón.  Ation most likely refused because he saw the burning of the corpse as a moral affront.  
Also see Gonzales, “Chinese Plantation Workers,” 417. 
15 El Nacional, November 9, 1870. 
16 Gallenga, The Pearl of the Antilles, 109, 128; Duvon Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 
1847-1947 (Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury College, 1971), 7-10, 78. For individual refusals to work or do 
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some money for food so they would have more control over what they ate.  Eliza 

McHatton Ripley and her husband quickly realized the importance of rice to the Chinese 

and soon “rice of a cheap grade was imported from India, and frequently issued to the 

Chinese in place of mush.”18  Some hacendados in Cuba and Peru also granted coolies 

(and slaves in Cuba) small plots of land, known as conucos, where they could grow crops 

or raise a few animals.  Conucos benefitted both parties since it gave coolies more control 

over their diet and a chance to earn more, while allowing planters to spend less on food.  

Asian workers periodically received some freedom of mobility.  Employers sometimes 

allowed their colonos asiáticos to leave the work site and go to the city to make 

purchases or seek entertainment.  Despite the many voices in Cuba and Peru who decried 

Chinese cultural practices as barbarian, patrones frequently allowed them to maintain 

such practices during their free time in hopes of placating them.  Some plantations 

owners permitted coolies to openly practice their religion and celebrate holidays from 

China.  Despite disgust with Chinese gambling and opium use, employers occasionally 

permitted coolies to partake of them in hopes of keeping them happy.  Opium had the 

potential to debilitate the workforce, but it could also mollify Chinese demands. 

When conditions did not improve in the workplace, the Chinese often tried to get 

out of bonded labor.  One way was to buy out one’s contract early.  Cubans and 

Peruvians theoretically allowed colonos asiáticos to buy out their contracts and end their 

                                                                                                                                            
certain tasks see, for example, ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2836, Exp. B, 1865; Leg. 
2307, Exp. L, 1864; Leg. 2602, Exp. R, 1859. 
17 See Chapter Two. 
18 Ripley, From Flag to Flag, 184.   
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period of service early.19  Unfortunately for many coolies, patrones often refused to let 

them buy out their contracts or they withheld papers of contract completion and made 

them pay extra for these papers because they did not want to have to find new workers.  

Still, Asian indentured laborers saved enough money, often aided by conucos or other 

extra work, to attempt to purchase their freedom.20  If a chino was unable to put aside 

enough money to buy an early release, he could also use saved money to pay for an 

eventual cédula (paper of free resident status).  Many complained about the difficulty of 

getting cédulas because of the efforts of their patrones and the corruption of government 

officials, but many others succeeded.21  These difficulties led some coolies to purchase 

fake papers of freedom or other forged documents necessary to get resident status, such 

as a record of baptism.22  Accurate statistics for Peru are wanting, but by 1872, 14,064 

legally free Chinese resided in Cuba out of a total Chinese population of 58,400.  This 

meant that 24.1 percent of the Chinese on the island were considered free; an impressive 

                                                
19 The colonial Spanish legal tradition with respect to slavery had long allowed for the possibility of slaves 
purchasing their freedom under a system known as coartación through which the master and slave both 
agreed to a price and then the slave slowly paid off what he or she owed.  See Corbitt, A Study of the 
Chinese in Cuba, 70.  Peter Blanchard, Slavery and Abolition in Early Republican Peru (Wilmington, 
Delaware: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1992), 68-70.   Rebecca J. Scott, Slave Emancipation in Cuba: The 
Transition to Free Labor, 1860-1899 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, [1985] 2000), 13-14. 
20 El Nacional, February 23, 1870.  A brief article from this date noted that a Peruvian planter by the name 
of Don Justo Lostaunau had forced two coolies to work 15 years on his properties of Huaca and 
Huanchiguailas.  For other situations of Chinese workers in Peru being denied the right to buy their 
freedom or forced to work beyond their contracts see AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia 
de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 215, 1863, Exp.: Seguida de oficio contra D. Manuel Lorenzo Casas por flajelación 
a unos asiáticos; Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo 
de Monterrico –por maltratos.  For Cuba, see Cuba Commission Report, 53, 58, 60.  
21 Cuba Commission Report, 74-76.  In addition to saving money for a future cédula, savings could also 
help a Chinese immigrant establish a small business upon completion of the contract.  Many Chinese 
gravitated toward the cities after terminating their period of service and opened small shops, restaurants, 
and other ventures.    
22 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 160, 1858, Exp.: Criminal 
contra el asiático Asam por hurto.  ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2952, Exp. B, 1868; Leg. 
2925, Exp. Ñ, 1871. 
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statistic when one considers that each year thousands of new indentured Chinese were 

entering Cuba.23  

Other ways of attaining funds included borrowing money from free or bonded 

Chinese, successful gambling, and stealing.  Cases against coolies for stealing and 

fighting over borrowed money abound in the criminal records in Cuba and Peru from this 

time period.  The motivation for stealing or borrowing money could be limited to seeking 

sufficient funds to buy supplemental food or clothing, but extra money could also help 

pay for obtaining freedom early or a cédula.  Achán, who worked on the hacienda 

Moyepampa in northern Peru, was like many other asiáticos when he received money 

from his paisanos (countrymen) in hopes of buying his freedom early from his patrón 

Don Manuel Lorenzo de las Casas.24  Because it was more difficult to find someone to 

borrow money from in rural areas, some workers on plantations resorted to stealing food 

and animals, sometimes for their own consumption and sometimes to sell them to third 

parties.25  Others even stole sugar or cotton from the plantations on which they worked.  

The administrator on the Cuban ingenio Concepción in Matanzas caught the plantation’s 

coolies hiding 600 arrobas (15,000 lbs.) in their rooms.  The Chinese had stolen from the 

zafra a little bit at a time and planned to sell the sugar on the black market.26  Similarly, 

on the Peruvian hacienda Palto in the Valley of Pisco, a superior caught the chino Suiqui 

                                                
23 Juan Pérez de la Riva, Demografía de los culíes chinos en Cuba (Havana: Biblioteca Nacional “José 

Martí,” 1967), 6.   
24 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 215, 1863, Exp.: Seguida de 
oficio contra D. Manuel Lorenzo Casas por flajelación a unos asiáticos. 
25 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 205, 1862, Exp.: Criminal 
seguida para descubrir á los autores del homicidio perpetrado en la persona del Asiático Ajicito acaecido en 
el Pueblo de San Pedro de Lurín; Leg. 296, 1870, Exp.: Seguida de oficio contra el asiático Apón por robo 
de bestias.  Also see Ripley, From Flag to Flag, 194.  She recalls that the Chinese on her plantation “made 
predatory raids upon the garden, often robbing it of unripe fruit.” 
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stockpiling cotton.  Suiqui had been stealing the cotton so that he would not have to work 

as hard to meet the daily quota that the administrator expected of him.  By ensuring that 

he met the quota, Suiqui avoided a pay deduction of a peso.27  Others stole money, 

jewelry, and goods in hopes of pawning them.28  In 1873, the Audiencia Pretorial of 

Havana tried a total of 294 alleged crimes by Chinese, 99 of which were for stealing.29  

Many other incidents went unrecorded. 

When caught stealing, coolies and their lawyers in Peru and Cuba often defended 

these acts in terms of their desperate situation, conveying that inhumane and illegal 

treatment had forced them to commit these acts.  In April of 1861, a limeño silversmith 

by the name of Don Mateo Zegarra accused his Asian cook Asan of stealing 400 to 500 

pesos worth of valuables from his house.  After his capture, Asan first denied the robbery 

and explained that Zegarra did not pay him adequately and that he had run away fearing 

that his patrón would hurt him for a theft he had not committed.  Asan later claimed that 

any supposed confession made to his patrón occurred only because he “wanted to free 

himself of the maltratos that the Master Zegarra would inflict upon him.”  Asan changed 

his story again, finally admitting to the robbery but justifying it because Zegarra abused 

him.  Asan’s lawyer then argued to the court that the inconsistencies in Asan’s story 

“only prove a lack of freedom, a strong moral coercion, born from the inhumane 

treatment that we give the colonos chinos,” and that the authorities in general had failed 

                                                                                                                                            
26AHN, Ultramar, Leg. 4361, Exp. 82, 1872. 
27 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 174. 
28 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 176, 1860, Exp.: Criminal 
contra el asiático Juan Achin por robo. 
29 Joseph Dorsey, “Identity, Rebellion, and Social Justice Among Chinese Contract Workers in Nineteenth-
Century Cuba,” Latin American Perspectives, 31:3 (2004): 18-47, 24-25. 
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to protect asiáticos.  The defense did not work in this case; Asan received six years of 

presidio, but cases such as this one became an unintended forum for debating the coolie 

labor system.30   

Sometimes in their defense, the Chinese or their representatives in court could put 

a positive spin on their supposed near-slave status or their supposed inferiority and 

thereby avoid punishment.  In April of 1875, the police in Surco, Peru, arrested a coolie 

named Achon who worked on the hacienda San Juan for attacking and robbing the owner 

of a nearby chacra (farm) at night, supposedly with eleven other unknown chinos.  In his 

defense, Achon stated that he could not have done it because every night he and his 

fellow countrymen were locked in the galpón (their quarters) with no way of getting out.  

His patrón seconded this story, elaborating that he kept them double locked in their 

quarters at night.  Apparently the judge believed this explanation and was not upset by 

this nightly captivity; so he set Achon free.31  Acknowledging slave-like status served as 

a good defense at times. 

Because of the inhumane conditions so many colonos asiáticos confronted, many 

of them took even bolder action against their oppressors by taking them to court.  Chinese 

workers, individually or collectively, presented themselves to local government officials 

and then lodged formal complaints about how their patrones and supervisors treated 

them.  Sometimes they drew attention to the fact that they had not received adequate pay 

and food or that their patrones forced them to keep laboring beyond the period specified 

                                                
30 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 186, 1861, Exp.: Criminal 
seguida de oficio contra los asiáticos Así y Asan por hurto. 
31 AGN, Fondo Ministerio de Justicia (R.P.J.), Causas Criminales, Leg. 2, 1870-1883, Exp.: Criminal de 
oficio contra Aten y Achon (asiáticos) asalto y robo. 
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in their contract.  Many of the formal complaints revolved around the use of corporal 

punishment, and sadistic behavior that seemed to go unpunished.32  The six coolies from 

Matanzas, Cuba, who escaped the kiln in which they worked in 1865 and denounced the 

mayoral (overseer) for killing one of their coworkers and covering it up were not atypical 

by any means.  They also alleged that the mayoral beat them, drove some to commit 

suicide, and that their patrón still owed them wages of up to 65 pesos.33  Often the 

Chinese claimed to be content with their patrón but wanted the court to force him to fire 

and hire a new overseer because they believed the overseer was abusive.34  Lo A-êrh and 

his uncle Lo Nan-shao worked for a Cuban railway company.  When an overseer beat Lo 

Nan-shao to death with an iron bar, Lo A-êrh went to the authorities and they promptly 

arrested the overseer.  Lo A-êrh complained that the overseer only remained in jail for 

one month, but that was more punishment than many overseers, patrones, and slave 

masters typically received for abusive behavior.35  Coolies took similar actions in Peru.  

Thirty-eight escaped the hacienda Monterrico and presented themselves to the local 

authorities and lodged a set of complaints against their patrón, including whippings, 

laboring in chains, and not being allowed to leave upon finishing their contracts.36  

                                                
32 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2893, Exp. R, 1871 and Cuba Commission Report, 66-67. 
33 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2860, Exp. T, 1865. 
34 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 3779, Exp. W, 1874. 
35 Cuba Commission Report, 66-67. 
36 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos.  For another 
Peruvian case involving Chinese complaining about mistreatment to the authorities see AGN, Causas 
Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 214, 1862, Exp.: Querella D. Manuel Lorenzo 
de las Casas contra Mariano Pagador; Leg. 215, 1863, Exp.: Seguida de oficio contra D. Manuel Lorenzo 
Casas por flajelación a unos asiáticos. 
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Peruvian newspapers often noted when Chinese made such claims, which helped push the 

issue of the treatment of these workers into the public arena.37 

If unable to reach the local authorities on their own, some coolies turned to 

members of the free Chinese community for support.  In November of 1860, a chino by 

the name of Asac was able to get a letter secretly to José Cruz, a free paisano who lived 

in Lima, pleading for his help.  Asac stated that he had finished his contract in 1858 and 

since then had been working in a restaurant and a candy shop in Callao, but Don Ramón 

Montero had recently broken into his home and kidnapped him.  Montero apparently had 

taken Asac to his plantation of Candibilla and forced him to work there in chains under 

the pretext that Asac was a runaway.  José Cruz filed a complaint with the authorities on 

Asac’s behalf, and soon a long drawn out trial began.38  Few coolies were able to form 

family bonds in Cuba and Peru while under contract but some did and family could also 

become another support structure. On several occasions indentured Asian workers had 

been able to marry and their wives filed formal complaints against their husbands’ 

patrones or the legal restrictions placed on their Chinese husbands.39   

In these formal complaints, colonos asiáticos and their representatives repeatedly 

pointed out that patrones had not lived up to their end of the bargain and that the Chinese 

should be legally free men.  A group of coolies who worked for Havana’s gas lighting 

                                                
37 See El Comercio, June 27, 1861; July 6, 1868; July 10, 1868; July 11, 1868; December 6, 1869.  El 
Peruano, October 19, 1868.  El Nacional (Segunda edición) November 17, 1868; June 28, 1869; Agust 27, 
1869; August 9, 1870; (Segunda edición) January 13, 1871; (Segunda edición) June 1, 1871; June 20, 1871; 
September 1, 1871; February 20, 1873.  
38 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 183, 1860, Exp.: Asac acusa 
al hacendado Ramón Montero de maltrato. 
39 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 185, 1861, Exp.: Querella 
Criminal interpuesta por Clara Velargues contra D.N. Pomar por maltrato que infiere al Asiático Alejo 
Mejia.  Also see Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 85-86. 
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company complained that their supervisor beat them even though “the wise Spanish laws 

do not allow for this cruelty” and that they simply wanted to fulfill their contracts.  This 

reasoning seemed to work well as the author of a letter informing the Captain General 

about the case worried that colonos asiáticos were hombres libres and, therefore, 

individuals could not punish them corporally.40  In 1858, the síndico (lawyer for slaves 

and coolies) Antonio Bachiller y Morales took on the case of three underage coolies who 

had complained of abuse by their patrón.  Bachiller y Morales maintained that the fact 

that they were minors and had been mistreated proved that “a new trade in blood 

fomented by immorality” was occurring in Cuba.  The government later freed these 

chinos.41   

In the Peruvian case, the Chinese and their defenders often invoked the Peruvian 

constitution and the rights that this entailed.  The free chino José Cruz wrote passionately 

to the court on behalf of the coolie Asac, calling Montero depraved and criminal.  He 

argued that despite the creation of a new constitution that year, “civil liberties have been 

scandalously infringed upon…my client has been deprived of his freedom; a punishment 

of whippings has been placed upon him, which degrades humanity…and he [Montero] 

has chained my client as if he were a marked criminal, when the documents that I have 

attached show that my client is absolutely libre.”  He asked the judge to take Asac away 

from Montero “so that the rights of my client do not remain mocked.”  Montero refused 

to turn in Asac, but Asac escaped on his own and then sent his own letter to the judge 

claiming that Montero treated him like a slave.  In a subsequent letter, Asac and Cruz 

                                                
40 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 3779, Exp. W, 1874. 
41 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 4144, Exp. Cd, 1856. 
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together reminded the judge that the current case was “about the most important 

infraction of one of the constitutional principles, the right of the individual.”42  Asac 

eventually chose to drop the charges, but throughout the trial the judge seemed rather 

sympathetic toward Asac and hostile toward Montero.  Similarly, in the Monterrico case, 

the lawyer for the coolies reminded the court that the Chinese were free people and not 

anyone’s slaves.  He warned that Peru’s hacendados were still resorting to the whip and 

that “this Asiatic emigration is nothing more in reality than a masked slavery for less time 

than the African one.”  In the end, the high court freed seven of these workers who had 

past signs of flagellation.43  Invoking images of slavery and using the language of rights 

and constitutions became powerful weapons that forced people to contemplate the plight 

of the Chinese.   

When they had the opportunity, coolies and ex-coolies also complained to foreign 

visitors and foreign officials about the general treatment indentured and free Chinese 

received in Cuba and Peru.  Lima’s El Nacional commented on these efforts and the 

subsequent impact they could have.  On February 1, 1870, the newspaper explained that 

many chinos residing in Peru had sent letters back to the Chinese imperial government 

asking for help.  Using the United States government as a conduit, the Chinese emperor 

eventually responded by asking the Peruvian government to do whatever was needed to 

improve the condition of the colonos asiáticos in Peru.  Apparently, the Peruvian 

government felt pressured enough to order Peru’s prefects to establish “commissions of 

                                                
42 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 183, 1860, Exp.: Asac acusa 
al hacendado Ramón Montero de maltrato. 
43 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 184, 1861, Exp.: D. 
Francisco Ricardo Menéndez con los asiáticos huidos del fundo de Monterrico –por maltratos. 
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respectable people” who could go out and observe the situation of the country’s coolies 

and then report back to the government so that it could then take the necessary measures 

to “protect the rights of the Chinese colony.”44  While complaining about a massive arrest 

campaign of asiáticos libres in Cuba on September 14, 1871, the U.S. Consul in Havana 

lamented that coolies and free chinos had no Chinese government representation on the 

island that could help protect them.  He did note, however, that at least those originally 

from Hong Kong and Macao could and did go to the British and Portuguese consulates 

for protection.45  Two weeks later, the U.S. Consul wrote back to Washington D.C. 

explaining that many of the Chinese who had eluded the authorities during the raid had 

turned to him for help.  He wrote, “During the past fortnight numbers of the Chinamen, 

that had escaped arrest during the recent raid, have appeared at this office imploring some 

kind of protection; what they appear to want is simply permission to live and work; all, 

for some reason or other, seem to be impressed with the idea that the U.S. Consulate 

could do something for them.”46 

Coolies who got word home to China about their treatment in Spanish America, 

along with international pressure, finally forced the imperial government to take action in 

1874.  That year, China sent a government commission, which included representatives 

from France and Great Britain, to Cuba to verify the condition of its subjects on the 

island.47  At the same time, an unofficial Chinese commission made its way to Peru.48  

                                                
44 El Nacional, February 1, 1870. 
45 Dispatch No. 539, September 14, 1871, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 65, microfilm. 
46 Dispatch No. 551, September 28, 1871, U.S. Consul from Havana, roll 65, microfilm. 
47 The printed Cuba Commission Report resulted from this official group’s visit. 
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The Chinese in Cuba and Peru now had their best opportunity to let their voices be heard, 

but, as Lisa Yun observes, even with the potential protection of these commissions, 

testifying was a bold act of resistance on the part of the Chinese with possibly dangerous 

consequences.49  With respect to the commission in Cuba, planters and other elites did 

everything they could to try to stop the commission from getting an accurate picture.50  

The Cuban newspaper La Voz de Cuba tried to create popular hostility toward the 

commission and make its operation difficult by suggesting in its pages that the 

commission was really a proxy for the United States and inimical to the interests of 

Spain.51  The commission had to get permission ahead of time before visiting a work site 

employing chinos; they could not show up unannounced and see what a coolie’s life was 

truly like.  This delay gave government officials and elites in Cuba the chance to improve 

temporarily the work and living conditions of the Chinese.  With respect to the coolie 

depots, the commission noted that “in expectation of the visits rations of rice, new 

clothing and even beds, were supplied to the occupants.”  Planters went out of their way 

to select which Chinese would speak to the commission, typically providing the 

commission with access to cooks and domestic servants, instead of field workers, 

claiming the latter were busy working in the fields and that it was too difficult to bring 

them in for an interview.  Additionally, overseers and administrators often “stood by 

whip in hand” and “their presence tended to produce intimidation and reticence.”  On the 

                                                                                                                                            
48 Lisa Yun, The Coolie Speaks: Chinese Indentured Laborer and African Slaves in Cuba (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2008), 40 and Watt Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru: A History of the Chinese 
Coolie in Peru, 1849-1874 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1951), 200-201. 
49 Yun, The Coolie Speaks, 45-47. 
50 Ibid., 44-45. 
51 Dispatch No. 64, March 20, 1874, U.S .Consul from Havana, roll 71, microfilm.  
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plantation Armonia in Matanzas, the administrator actually “dispersed blows and kicks” 

to some of the Chinese laborers who had testified or were waiting to testify.  Some 

coolies, denied access to the commission by their patrones, escaped and testified or 

turned in written statements, but they faced certain physical punishment.52  Although the 

work of the investigators in Peru was not as highly publicized, they reached similar 

conclusions.53  Overall, testifying was dangerous for the Chinese, but dangerous for the 

“health” of the coolie labor system as well.   

Thousands of Chinese took control of their situation through another audacious 

move: running away.  Some coolies ran away for short periods of time seeking 

entertainment, food, or rest.  Occasionally, planters learned to accept this type of runaway 

and did not punish them, believing that they would return soon.54  In other instances, 

colonos asiáticos ran away without ever intending to return.  Some went to the city, hid 

out on their own in the country, or found work on another plantation.  Some even formed 

runaway communities known as palenques.  An hacendado near the city of Trujillo noted 

the existence of three Chinese palenques, Santa Elena, Chao Santa, and San Jacinto in the 

Department of La Libertad.  He complained that these three places were safe havens for 

Asian cimarrones (runaways) and criminals.55  By 1872, Cuba had 8,380 Chinese 

runaways out of a total Chinese population of 58,400 (14.3 percent).56  This high rate of 

                                                
52 Cuba Commission Report, 119-121. 
53 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 201. 
54 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 296, 1870, Exp.: Criminal 
seguida de oficio contra el Asiático Huancay por robo; Leg. 206, 1862, Exp.: Ipolito Albela sospecha de 
homicidio.  ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2316, Exp. S, 1862. 
55 ARLL, Corte Superior, Causas Criminales, 1866, Código 932, Leg. 710, Exp. 4268. 
56 Juan Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba (1847-1880): Contribución al estudio de la 
inmigración contrada en el Caribe (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 2000), 192.  The Peruvian 
government never gathered similar records, but through his analysis of plantation records, Humberto 
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Chinese runaways concerned many.  Patrones in both places carefully noted the physical 

appearance of their coolies and when they disappeared they published detailed 

descriptions in the newspapers of their chinos cimarrones.  Government officials often 

harassed asiáticos who were by themselves in public in case they were a cimarrón and 

when they captured runaways, local officials published notices so that patrones could 

come and get them.57  In trying to escape maltreatment, some coolies fled their patrones 

and signed contracts with new patrones, sometimes with the help of their paisanos.  As 

noted earlier in this study, Cubans and Peruvians frequently voiced their concern over 

people who helped entice coolies to run away and then “stole” and “sold” other people’s 

chinos.58  By choosing to abandon a contract with one person for a new contract with 

another or choosing to live on the run, the Chinese were taking a measure of control over 

their situation and making their dissatisfaction well known. 

 

Suicide As Resistance 

 Running away and protest at work and in court were typical ways that coolies 

challenged patrón power, but thousands of Chinese also took the extreme measure of 

committing suicide, which can be viewed as a powerful act of resistance.  One might 

challenge the assertion of suicide as resistance by claiming that a coolie who killed 
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himself was simply giving up and not challenging his tormentors.  However, if one digs 

deeper and considers the Chinese mindset and the impact that suicide had on the coolie 

labor system in Cuba and Peru, it quickly becomes apparent that killing one’s self was a 

powerful form of resistance.  Specifically, suicide served as a way of alleviating 

suffering, reclaiming control over one’s body and fate, and as a reminder to the wider 

public that coolies were not slaves and deserved better treatment. 

 Many coolies took their own lives even before they arrived in the New World.  

Mistreated at sea and fearful of worse things to come, numerous indentured Chinese 

jumped overboard, ingested poison, and hanged themselves below deck.59  Once in Cuba 

and Peru chinos continued to resort to suicide.  Suicide rates in Cuba were astronomically 

high.  Officials in the colony recorded a total of 101 Chinese suicides in 1856.  The next 

year this figure soared by fifty percent to 151.  The number of Asian immigrants killing 

themselves continued to swell.  In 1862, the Chinese committed 173 suicides out of a 

total number of 346 for the entire island.  That is, asiáticos committed half all suicides in 

Cuba in 1862 even though they only constituted three to five percent of the colony’s total 

population.60  In fact, because of the Asian population, Cuba experienced the highest 

suicide rate in the world at this time.61  Chinese suicide statistics in Peru are lacking, but 

examples abound.  Approximately 60 coolies working on the guano islands between 1852 

and 1853 committed suicide by throwing themselves over the cliffs and onto the rocks 
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below.62  During the 1870s, the Aspíllaga brothers recorded 6 asiático suicides on their 

plantation of Cayaltí.63  Limeño newspapers also periodically recorded Chinese 

suicides.64 

 Why did so many colonos asiáticos commit suicide?  The Chinese resorted to 

suicide as a way of alleviating the hardships they confronted and reclaiming supremacy 

over their own bodies and destinies.  In order to understand how this could be so, one 

must look to Chinese cultural beliefs and how they intersected with the harsh reality that 

coolies faced on a daily basis.  Some chinos denied patrones their lives and labor as acts 

of revenge for abusive treatment, something which Cubans and Peruvians increasingly 

realized.  José Antonio Saco, one of Cuba’s foremost intellectuals during the middle of 

the nineteenth century, noted, “Suicide is very frequent among them.  But it is not the 

frequency of suicide that is noteworthy.  Rather, it is the motive that often drives them to 

suicide, for they kill themselves for the pure purpose of vengeance.”65  Many opted for 

suicide at least in part because they hoped to shame their employers and make them feel 

personally responsible for their deaths and hopefully lead to their punishment in court.  

The Chinese who arrived in Cuba and Peru had inherited a cultural and legal tradition 

under the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) that someone else could be held criminally 

responsible for the suicide of another.  If the actions and words of one person caused 

another to kill him or herself –even if unintended– the former could be prosecuted 
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criminally.  Even those of superior status who triggered the suicide of an inferior because 

of abusive behavior and attacks against the latter’s honor –which is how many colonos 

asiáticos interpreted the whippings they received– could be punished in a court of law in 

China.  Saco again recognized this motivation behind Chinese suicide.  He commented, 

“The Chinese worker has a quarrel with another person in his country, and he believes 

that by killing himself judicial authorities will hold his adversary responsible for his 

death.  Hence, he does not hesitate in killing himself as a means to entangle his antagonist 

in a judicial proceeding and thereby seeking to cause him as much harm as possible.”66  

Another apparent reason for committing suicide was that many asiáticos believed 

that, through suicide, they could return to China in another life.  Death was not a final 

state.67  Eliza McHatton Ripley complained about these beliefs.  “The superstition of the 

lower classes of Chinese leads to the belief that when felo-de-sec is committed without 

mutilating the body or shedding blood the spirit is wafted back to the Flowery Kingdom,” 

she wrote, “and we heard of some shocking instances of suicide by hanging and plunging 

into wells, resulting from this irrational faith.”68  In their discussions of coolie suicide, 

Peruvian newspapers also highlighted these cultural beliefs.  In 1855, El Comercio 

complained that the Chinese believed that suicide was a “good method for going back to 

the Heavenly Kingdom, without needing to pay a fare, or board a ship, or load any 

luggage.”69  Several days later, El Comercio warned its readers, “every day there will be 

a new suicide, because, according to the way they think, the attraction of going and 
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resuscitating in their native country is very strong.”70  Some patrones tried to neutralize 

these convictions by burning the corpses of those who committed suicide, since coolies 

supposedly did not think that they could reappear in China if their bodies no longer 

existed.71  Nevertheless, this measure did not seem to work.  Chinese suicide remained an 

issue well into the 1870s in Cuba and Peru.  Whether the reasoning behind suicide was to 

punish a patrón or escape harsh conditions, or both, suicide became a radical form of 

resistance. 

 Did suicide succeed as a form of resistance?  The immediate impact of this radical 

action was often rather limited, but over time it had a large effect.  Patrones could claim 

that a coolie who had killed himself had done so because of strange cultural beliefs, 

moral corruption, or insanity.  In fact, this line of thinking is how many explained 

individual cases of Chinese suicide.72  Employers used this defense to continue exploiting 

coolies.  And yet, upon receiving report of a suicide, government officials, particularly in 

Cuba where the government had more power, began to inquire about the treatment meted 

out to the deceased coolie and others who worked with him.  Occasionally, after 

investigating the cause of a suicide, the authorities actually found patrones or overseers 

guilty of maltrato (abusive behavior) and punished them.  In the 1861 investigation into 

the treatment of the colonos asiáticos on the Peruvian plantation of Monterrico the issue 

of suicide surfaced.  Acao, one of the coolies questioned, stated that his compatriot Asan 
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had killed himself because of so much suffering, challenging Ménendez’s assertion that 

any Chinese suicides on his hacienda were due to moral corruption.  Ultimately, this 

testimony combined with that of the other chinos and the physical evidence of whipping 

led the Peruvian high court to rule against Menéndez and free seven of his contract 

workers.73   

Two cases from Cuba serve as excellent examples of the authorities 

demonstrating their concern for the link between maltreatment and suicide.  The coolie 

Pedro, who worked on the ingenio Belencita near Yaguajay in the province of Sancti 

Spíritus, committed suicide in 1859 by slashing his throat.  The local judge from 

Yaguajay soon arrived on the plantation and began to investigate, eventually discovering 

that Don José Núñez –the husband of Doña Belén Hernández, Pedro’s patrona and owner 

of the ingenio– had beaten Pedro with his cane shortly before the suicide.  The Real 

Audiencia Pretorial ultimately found Núñez guilty of breaking the law and fined him 25 

pesos and lectured him and his wife about following the coolie code.74  A similar case 

occurred in the province of Matanzas in 1865.  That year, the local judge of the town of 

Guamutas began an investigation into the suicide of a coolie named Julio who worked on 

the ingenio Guamúticas.  Julio had gone out to work with a number of coolies and several 

slaves and without saying anything to anyone threw himself into a well.  During the 

course of the investigation it became apparent that the mayoral Don Emilio Gutiérrez had 

a tendency to whip and chain many of his colonos asiáticos, including Julio.  The lower 

court judge acknowledged that this behavior combined with the supposed Chinese 
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propensity to commit suicide had probably caused Julio to jump down the well.  The 

judge found Gutiérrez guilty of sevicia (cruel behavior) and condemned him to six 

months in prison.  After the appeals process, the Real Audiencia Pretorial found 

Gutiérrez guilty of breaking the official regulations for the treatment of coolies and 

changed his sentence to the less severe punishment of a fine of 400 pesos.  The court did 

not find Gutiérrez guilty of causing the suicide, but Julio’s actions brought awareness to 

the plight of the Chinese on Guamúticas and led to the mayoral’s punishment.75  

Beyond specific investigations, suicide remained a major issue of concern in Cuba 

and Peru that helped shed light domestically and internationally on the situation of 

coolies in these two places.  Some alarmed voices began appearing in Lima’s 

newspapers.  In El Comercio in March, 1862, a concerned writer under the name of J.R. 

denounced the slave-like treatment of the chinos that occurred on the chacra Ancieta and 

complained that the local authorities knew about this but refused to act.  The author then 

explained that this type of exploitation helped explain the Chinese propensity to commit 

suicide.  He warned his audience, “This conduct is unspeakable and it is incredible that, 

in a country that professes the Catholic Religion, such scandalous deeds are committed 

that so degrade the actual state of our civilization… Perhaps this will be the indirect 

cause for them, in a fit of desperation, to sacrifice their existence in order to ease so much 

suffering.”76  Lima’s El Nacional voiced similar concerns when discussing corporal 
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punishment on a plantation named Oquendo, asserting that this type of treatment served 

as justification for the Chinese to rebel and commit suicide.77 

Voices like these gradually forced government officials and others to deal with 

the issue.  Worried about the high number of coolie suicides on the island, the audiencia 

of Havana in 1856 cautioned planters to keep a vigilant eye on their indentured laborers 

and formally suggested that they improve the working conditions on the plantation so as 

to reduce the reasons for suicide.  The suggestions included, among other things, giving 

bonuses for good behavior, carefully following the provisions in the contracts, and not 

demanding too much hard work out of newly arrived coolies.78  As the observation of 

Julia Ward Howe, an American abolitionist and suffragette who visited Cuba, suggests, 

some patrones followed this advice or had already reached similar conclusions on their 

own.  She explained, “So many of them emancipated themselves from hard service by 

voluntary death, that it became a matter of necessity to lighten the weight about their 

necks, and to leave them that minimum of well-being which is necessary to keep up love 

of life.”79  Similarly, Julia Woodruff commented, “It is also a comfort to know that their 

[coolies’] propensity to suicide operates as some check upon the worst forms of 

cruelty.”80  Suicide forced many to reconsider how they treated the Chinese.   
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The Logic of Violent Resistance 

 The Chinese found one other major way of demonstrating their dissatisfaction 

with their situation in Cuba and Peru, namely through violent resistance.  Hundreds of 

coolies, fed up with abusive treatment rebelled, assaulted, and even murdered their 

bosses, regardless of the race or social status of the latter.  Cases of colonos asiáticos 

attacking others fill Cuban and Peruvian criminal records.  The courts usually found them 

guilty, but these trials gave coolies and their supporters a chance to speak out.  Usually 

chinos and their representatives defended their actions as a response to the violation of 

their rights.   Every now and then, however, coolies and their defenders would draw on 

the negative stereotypes of the Chinese as a defense in the courtroom.  As they violently 

took matters into their own hands, colonos asiáticos repeatedly reminded others about the 

injustices that confronted them.  These acts slowly created pressure to treat them better 

and gradually helped undermine the coolie labor system.  If the Chinese had been 

passive, the outcry against their exploitation would have been much weaker. 

 

Violent Action 

 Violent rebellion often began well before the Chinese ever made it to Spanish 

America.  Coolie mutinies frequently occurred while at sea.  In March of 1858, the 

American clipper Kate Hooper made it to Cuba with many of the colonos asiáticos with 

whom it originally set sail, but it had arrived late and with fewer of these passengers than 

expected because “the Coolies rose against the officers and crew, and attempted to seize  
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her, in fact, they seem to have made various attempts to get possession, frequently setting 

fire to the ship.”  As a consequence of this unrest a number of the Chinese on board 

died.81  Other ship uprisings ended even more dramatically. Colonos asiáticos on board 

the Italian vessel Napoleon Canevaro destined for Havana burned down the ship soon 

after leaving Macao.82  Coolies overwhelmed the crew of the French ship Albert headed 

for Callao in 1850 and steered the craft back to China.  The English ship Victory in 1851 

and the Peruvian barque Rosa Elías in 1852, both going to Peru, succumbed to the 

uprising of its passengers and returned to the Far East.83  Chinos took control of the 

French ship Hong Kong originally headed for Cuba and made their way back to Asian 

soil.84  In 1870, the Asian passengers on board the French boat Nouvelle Penelope 

mutineed and killed the captain and eight crew members and turned the boat around for 

China.  Due to French pressure, sixteen of the coolies received the death penalty after 

they made it back to Asia, while one coolie fled to Hong Kong where he gained British 

protection.  Soon, a British investigation into the incident revealed and publicized the 

inhumanity of the coolie trade and led to the dismissal of any murder charges against the 

coolie in question.85  Between 1845 and 1872, The New York Times reported that Chinese 

passengers rebelled on 23 voyages and that in 13 cases asiáticos had killed part or all of 

the crew.  Records also show that during only an eight-month span (August 1865-April 
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1866), coolies mutinied on 16 ships headed for Spanish America.86  In part, because the 

Chinese rebelled at sea, the coolie trade became an international issue of concern.  

  Cubans and Peruvians had good reason to fear Chinese violence beyond mutiny 

stories.  Accurate statistics for the total number of assaults, murders, and rebellions 

perpetrated by colonos asiáticos are lacking for Peru, but, in the Cuban case, records 

indicate that between 1856 and 1874, officials on the island recorded 312 homicides in 

which 445 indentured Chinese participated.87  These violent actions continued throughout 

the period because so many patrones and supervisors failed to follow the law and the 

labor contract.  Planters and others frequently saw little difference between coolies and 

slaves, but the former knew that they were legally free and so they resorted to bloodshed 

in protest.  Coolies typically took these radical steps because they were fed up with the 

sadistic treatment they received.  Sometimes they planned a murder or rebellion 

individually or collectively, while at other times these were spontaneous reactions to 

immediate cases of abuse.  More often than not, constant hardship was like gunpowder 

and a specific abusive act, such as a beating, sparked an explosion. 

Such was the case with the Peruvian Chinese workers who murdered the Andean 

caporal (supervisor) Manuel Nicolás on the hacienda San Agustín on May 10, 1861.  

Manuel Nicolás had been in charge of a group of seventeen coolies laboring out in the 

fields.  At noon, as was customary, the workers took a break and began to cook and eat 

their lunch, but the caporal decided he wanted them to keep laboring so he began 

whipping two of them.  Two men, Sampí and Ajasún, responded swiftly, attacking their 
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supervisor with a knife and a machete.  After killing the caporal the Chinese buried the 

body and returned to their rooms.  The group of workers claimed to investigators that 

prior to this incident, Manuel Nicolás constantly whipped them and had killed sixty to 

seventy of their compatriots and secretly buried them in the side of a hill.  Moreover, 

several reported that Sampí had been planning to murder Manuel Nicolás for having 

killed fourteen of his paisanos with whom he had arrived originally at San Agustín.  The 

murder and cover up of so many Asian workers was probably an exaggeration, but 

doubting Manuel Nicolás’ abusive behavior remained difficult.88  Likewise, in 1871, the 

coolie Amán on the Peruvian hacienda Pólvora became so frustrated with the abuse he 

received from his mayordomo that he beat him to death with a spade.89  Colonos asiáticos 

in Peru at times rebelled for lesser infractions of their contracts; anger over lack of food, 

pay, housing, and scoldings triggered violent responses from the Chinese in other 

instances.90  On the chacra Mata-lechuza in June of 1871, the asiático Mancay killed the 

mayordomo Andrés Torales with a knife after Torales reprimanded him concerning his 

behavior; no physical abuse had occurred.91 

Similar events occurred in Cuba.  The mayoral Mendoza on the ingenio Laberinto 

lost his life in 1863 at the hands of four of his Chinese workers.  On July 25, the four men 

waited in their quarters until Mendoza entered.  As soon as Mendoza opened the door, the 

four attacked him with a hatchet and three hoes.  The coolies had planned the attack and 
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waited for the opportune moment because Mendoza had beaten them in the past.92  In 

1861, a group of nine Asian workers on the plantation San José in Matanzas plotted as 

well when they killed Don José Gómes, who monitored them.  Upset with the frequent 

whippings they received from Gómes, the group snuck into his room while he slept and 

proceeded to stab him to death.93  Four years earlier on the ingenio Jesús María in 

Guamutas, a group of twenty-six colonos asiáticos killed their mayoral José Castilla and 

then marched back to their quarters and waited.  The Chinese hated Castilla because he 

whipped them constantly and demanded too much labor from them.  The group had been 

plotting to kill Castilla for a while and had agreed to pay a reward to the person who did 

it.  Ultimately, two of them took action while the rest looked on.94  That same year on the 

ingenio Confianza in Matanzas, four coolies murdered their supervisor Francisco 

Facenda.  Tired of the beatings and whippings they received from Facenda, the four 

waited in their barracón with a hatchet and machetes and pounced on him when he 

entered their quarters to round them up for work.  The chinos had no complaints about 

their patrón or the rest of their superiors on the plantation; Facenda was the one who 

tortured them and Facenda was the one who paid.95  In 1863, five coolies on the ingenio 

Nuestra Señora del Cármen in Matanzas hid five machetes under their clothes and then 

attacked the second sugar master with whom they worked because he whipped them 

frequently with a cable.96  The list goes on and on.97   
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Sometimes African slaves and indentured Chinese in Cuba cooperated when 

attacking white overseers.  A coolie by the name of Wu Yeh-ch‘êng informed the 

Chinese-led commission in 1874 that on the plantation on which he had worked, four 

slaves and one colono asiático who had recently arrived on the plantation murdered an 

administrator.  Probably because slaves had more value than coolies (the latter were not 

property for life), the hacendado bribed the local officials to not charge the slaves with 

the crime.  Instead, the authorities charged and imprisoned ten coolies, including Wu 

Yeh-ch‘êng, for the murder.  The contracts of the ten Chinese were about to expire; so 

sending them to jail was more convenient for the planter and gave the colonial 

government an excuse to keep them out of free society.98  Coolies and slaves worked 

together on the ingenio El Cristo in the district of Bejucal.  In 1876, some of them chose 

to challenge their tormentor.  That year, one coolie and eight slaves rose up together and 

killed the mayoral.99  Similarly, in 1861 on a sugar plantation in Villa Clara, five slaves 

and nineteen colonos asiáticos murdered a Chinese contramayoral (lower-level 

supervisor) named Mamerto.100  Shared hardship could lead to rebellious cooperation 

between Chinese workers and African slaves in Cuba. 

More often than not, however, tension existed between these two groups in 

Cuba.101  Sometimes coolies and slaves fought over women.  On the ingenio Concepción 

in San Antonio de Abad, the asiático Gumersindo attacked and killed a Creole slave 
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named José de la Luz in June of 1864.  Gumersindo claimed that the slave, who served as 

the contramayoral, had been insulting, threatening, and unfairly punishing him for days.  

On the day of the incident, José de la Luz struck Gumersindo with a pole and then 

Gumersindo retaliated with a knife.  The tension between the two resulted from 

Gumersindo’s relationship with Petrona, a slave woman on the plantation.  José de la Luz 

was jealous because he had had a relationship with Petrona in the past and felt that 

Gumersindo had stolen her from him.102  Coolies and slaves fought over food and money 

and stole from each other as well, sometimes murdering each other in the process.103  

Violence between slaves and colonos asiáticos could result from the divisions that 

patrones and others tried to foster between the two groups.  On the plantation La 

Reforma in Matanzas, several of the plantation’s coolies murdered a Creole slave named 

Agüedo who had constantly harrassed them, claiming that he would murder them.  While 

locked in the stocks with nine Chinese workers in October of 1873, Agüedo continued 

denigrating the chinos and threatening them.  However, the tables quickly turned when 

one of the Chinese managed to escape, got an axe, and murdered Agüedo with the help of 

three of the others.104  Instead of cooperating as runaways, the coolies Cástulo and 

Claudio murdered the slave José de la Cruz out in the cane fields.  All three were 

cimarrones from the plantation San Blás in Guamutas, but when they ran into each other, 
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De la Cruz returned to the ingenio to inform his superiors about where the chinos were in 

hopes of a reward.  Cástulo and Claudio chased him down and then killed him.105    

Coolies frequently attacked slaves and free people of color when the latter two 

served as overseers.  Chinese assaults and murders of black and mulato superiors often 

occurred because of the violent behavior of overseers.  These acts also served as powerful 

reminders that colonos asiáticos were not slaves and, therefore, should not be 

subordinated to one.  In 1873, six coolies killed their African slave supervisor Serafín 

with their tools on the ingenio La Caridad.  Several of them had already attempted to kill 

Serafín and another African slave superior named Urbano in the past.  The lacerations 

covering the backs of the assailants indicated that their immediate bosses had abused 

them.106  Angel and Tiburcio, two asiáticos cimarrones who labored in the jail in 

Cárdenas, seriously injured their African slave mayoral Eugenio Congo in 1857.  The 

two men claimed that Eugenio generally punished them unfairly, but in this instance, 

Eugenio had only verbally reprimanded them.107   In Peru, as the aforementioned death of 

the Indian caporal Manuel Nicolás on the hacienda San Agustín suggests, similar 

tensions could arise between Chinese workers and Andean ones when the latter served in 

positions of superiority.  Moreover, as Watt Stewart notes, tension and conflict often 

characterized the relationship between coolies and Afro-Peruvian superiors and laborers 

when the latter were present.108 
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Cruel Chinese contramayorales in Cuba, such as Mamerto mentioned above, felt 

the wrath of exasperated coolies just like any other overseer of a different ethnicity.  In 

1857, four asiáticos on the ingenio Santa Elena in Matanzas, killed their compatriot 

Ambrosio who served as their contramayoral because he clubbed them.109  Similarly, 

eight coolies working on a plantation near Mariel murdered their contramayoral 

compatriot Ciriaco in January of 1870 because he constantly withheld their wages and 

beat them.110  In 1871, on the ingenio San Juan Bautista near Cabañas, the colonos 

asiáticos Eligio, Ignacio, and Bruno all attacked their Chinese supervisor Nicolás with 

machetes and a knife because he had cracked down on their gambling in the barracón.  

The three assailants had each paid Nicolás a peso a month so that he would allow them to 

gamble during their free time, and once they stopped paying him, Nicolás began to beat 

them and stopped their game.111  That same year, five coolies on the ingenio Jesus María 

in Las Tunas assaulted their Asian contramayoral Roque with their spades as Roque 

handed out lunch rations.  Roque whipped his paisanos on a regular basis and said 

negative things about them to the patrón.  The five had finally reached their breaking 

point.112 

Coolies acted no differently in Peru.  On the Peruvian plantation of Palto in the 

Pisco Valley south of Lima, thirteen indentured asiáticos murdered their Asian caporal 

Achén in 1879.  At times, Achén had ingratiated himself with his fellow countrymen by 

speaking on their behalf to the administrator, but he also began to infuriate many of them 
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as well with some of his other actions.  Achén began to serve as a spy for management 

and when two chinos Ajat and Silvestre ran away he helped track them down, later 

receiving a bonus from the administrator for his help.  Beginning in 1878, Achén began 

insisting that the coolies he supervised work harder to please a new and more demanding 

administrator on Palto.  By the end of 1879, they had had enough.  On December 9, a 

group of coolies murdered Achén while he was in their quarters and then waited there 

hoping that more of their superiors would enter the galpón so that they could kill them 

too.  The administrator was cautious, however, and was able to stop the uprising with a 

show of force before anyone else died.113  Acuay, a Chinese caporal on the hacienda de 

Villa near Lima, met a similar fate after four years on the job as Achén. On the night of 

December 31, 1862, one of the workers Acuay supervised, Ajian, apparently stabbed him 

31 times while he slept in his room.  The nephew of Acuay, Xeniqui, who also worked on 

the hacienda, believed that Ajian had not acted alone, but investigators could not find 

enough evidence to convict anyone else.  Throughout the investigation, the defedant and 

various Chinese witnesses made it clear that Acuay had been very demanding, had 

whipped his paisanos, and had killed or driven some coolies to commit suicide.114  

Asian workers in Cuba and Peru often attacked each other because one coolie 

believed that another coolie threatened his well being or possessed something that could 

improve his lot.  Defending one’s well being included protecting one’s monetary 

interests.  Colonos asiáticos sometimes broke into fights with each other over gambling 
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and borrowed or stolen money.115  Rafael and Roque, two coolies on the ingenio Teresita 

in Matanzas, Cuba, immediately began fighting with their compatriots in July of 1863 

after gambling with them and losing.116  In the mines of El Cobre in Cuba in 1863, 

Casimiro, a Chinese contramayoral, murdered his paisano Epifanio Segundo because the 

latter continued to postpone paying six reales he owed the former.117  Sotero, who 

worked on the sugar plantation Atrevida in Colón, Cuba, beat a fellow countryman, 

Herculano, with a shovel and then stabbed him several times before making off with an 

ounce of gold in Herculano’s possession.  Sotero maintained that he had killed Herculano 

to retrieve money that was rightfully his, a claim supported by other coolies on the 

plantation.118  Similarly, on the Cuban ingenio Australia, the asiático Dámaso assaulted 

the coolie Jayme with his machete in their barracón in 1864 for failing to pay him back 

the five reales he had borrowed.119   

Besides money, coolies fought and assaulted each other over food and desired 

objects.  Teclo had bullied Irineo and Ildefonso while they sailed together from China to 

Cuba and continued to do so while they all worked on the ingenio San Joaquín.  On the 

night of May 21, 1862, Irineo and Ildefonso finally had reached their limit of tolerance.  

Earlier that evening, Teclo had taken some of their food; so while Teclo slept they 

attacked him with a giant nail and a machete.120  In 1869, Eloy Toledo and Antonio 

Durán, two indentured Chinese workers on the Peruvian hacienda Huambas, got into a 
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fight over the ownership of a jar used for grinding yucca, with the latter ending up in the 

hospital with five knife wounds in his leg after the former assaulted him.121    

Coolies who informed on each other could face harsh reprisals from the wronged 

Chinese.  Ajian, the murderer of the Chinese caporal Acuay on the hacienda de Villa in 

Peru, also raised a knife to an asiático coworker and threatened to kill him if he uttered 

anything about Acuay’s death.122  Seven years earlier, seven coolies in Lima killed 

another coolie they worked with for informing their superiors about their secret 

gambling.123  In the Huambas case, Antonio Durán alleged that Eloy Toledo had 

assaulted him over more than the ownership of the jar; Durán claimed that Eloy had 

attacked him in part because he had helped capture, instead of protect, a fellow chino 

who had stolen from a Don Ricardo Ganoza in Huanchaco.  Alay, a Chinese witness in 

the case, suggested a third motive for the assault: ethnic division.  He claimed that Durán 

and Toledo had always been in discord because Toledo was from Guangdong and Durán 

was from Chinchin.124   

The same rationale for murder appeared in Cuba.  In 1861, the asiático Azuy 

murdered another coolie with whom he worked named Achón for reporting him for 

stealing a cane from their patrón José Sánchez.  The two worked as cigar rollers in a 

house in Havana.  Angered, Azuy snuck up from behind and began hacking away at 

Achón with a small hatchet.125  That same year on the Cuban plantation Jesús María, 
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Roberto, José María, and Pantaleón killed their fellow colono asiático Serapio while he 

slept in the barracón because Serapio had claimed that he was going to tell their 

contramayoral that they were lazy and constantly trying to get out of work.126  Similar 

events occurred on the Cuban ingenio Teresita in 1863.  Four coolies, Rafael, Lorenzo, 

Roque, and Joaquín murdered a paisano named Esteban because he had let the mayoral 

and the boyero know that the rest of the Chinese on the plantation were plotting to kill 

them.  At the time of the murder, Esteban, Rafael, and Roque were all in the stocks 

together, the former for “insubordination” and the latter two for gambling.  Lorenzo and 

Joaquín snuck into the cepo room with two machetes and a hoe and then proceeded to 

beat and hack Esteban to death with the help of Rafael and Roque.127  In 1865, on the 

Cuban ingenio Amistad near Güines, two coolies, Mauro and Luis, murdered another 

coolie, Melitón, to protect themselves.  Mauro and Luis were runaways, but they had 

returned to Amistad under the cover of night to try to steal some food.  However, as they 

approached the barracón, they ran into Melitón relieving himself outside.  Melitón 

quickly tried to capture the two so that he could take them to the mayoral.  In response, 

they killed him.128  Some coolies, like Melitón, opted to be informers because they 

thought they benefitted from that role, but other Chinese made it clear that they would not 

tolerate such behavior. 

Colonos asiáticos fought with each other over women as well.  Having the chance 

to forge a relationship with someone of the opposite sex did not happen frequently for 

indentured Chinese; coolies were nearly all male and usually isolated from single women.  
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Thus, when women were nearby and open to a relationship with a Chinese man, coolies 

acted like many other men would have in the same situation.  In 1870, in the Valley of 

Ate-alto near Lima, Peru, the chinos Asán, who worked on the hacienda Lomo Largo, 

and Marcelo, who labored on the hacienda Encalada, fought over a woman named Juana 

Román, who lived on the hacienda San José.  The two coolies ran into each other on the 

road that connected Lima and the aforementioned plantations.  Asán and Marcelo 

immediately began quarreling over Juana Román, causing Asán to stab Marcelo to death 

and then run away.  Juana Román had apparently been Asán’s “concubina” up until the 

prior month when Marcelo had taken her away from him.129  Some of these acts against 

non-whites might not fit nicely under the rubric of “resistance” against the Asian 

indenture system.  However, colonos asiáticos in these situations were taking extreme 

measures to protect and promote their interests and do whatever was necessary to 

maintain some semblance of an ordinary life (i.e., sexual and intimate relationships) in 

Cuba and Peru.  Some of these actions were indirect challenges to a labor system that 

sought to exploit them and deny them lives as free individuals and prevent their personal 

fulfillment.   

 Coolies often reacted violently after a specific wrong, but sometimes they opted 

to assault or murder their tormentors because they knew that they would go to jail and 

were convinced that the living and work conditions in jail exceeded those on plantations 

and elsewhere.  The Chinese-led commission that visited Cuba in 1874 duly noted this 

reality.  The commission explained: 
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The jails to be found in the Cuban cities are substantially constructed, 
lofty, clean, and cool, contrasting most favourably with the low, damp and 
hot chambers of the dépôts, and the filthy and close quarters allotted to 
Chinese on the plantations.  The prisoners, too, excluding those in the 
chain-gang who work on the roads, and who suffer like the similar class in 
the dépôts, are burdened with no labour heavier than the making of 
cigarettes, and are but lightly chastised; so that the treatment accorded to 
the criminals may be regarded as considerate.130 
 

Chain-gang work improved a coolie’s lot little, but life in prison could be an 

improvement.  Moreover, indentured Asians rarely received the death penalty for violent 

behavior, meaning that prison and laboring in another venue would be the most likely 

punishment for assault and murder.131  Thus, it should come as no surprise that Chang A-

hsiu and four of his compatriots stated, “Four of our gang of 40 having been killed by the 

violence of an overseer, eleven of us murdered the latter.  We find the jail preferable to 

the plantation.”132  Similarly, Hsieh A-kou admitted, “We stabbed to death the 

administrator, on account of his cruelty.  We, in 24 all, proceeded to the jail and 

surrendered ourselves.  Our master, by an outlay of $680, induced the officials to order 

12 of our number to return to the plantation, and on our refusal, an officer of low rank 

discharged fire-arms, wounding nine and killing two.  There are 22 still in jail, and we 

consider it preferable to the plantation.”133  Some of the coolies who murdered their 

compatriot contramayoral Ciriaco explained that they had done so in part because they 
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believed they could make more money working in the jail than on an ingenio.134  Even if 

prison did not immediately improve living and working conditions, coolies often found 

that they could bribe prison officials for more food or less demanding work.135  Little 

reason exists to believe that Chinese attitudes towards jail and plantation work differed 

much in Peru as compared to Cuba.  

 Clearly, colonos asiáticos did not hesitate to use force to challenge their 

exploitation and dehumanization.  Abusive overseers and employers had to worry 

constantly about their Asian workers rebelling and threatening their lives.  Moreover, 

even when not directly confronting the main protagonists of their exploitation, the 

Chinese often were challenging indirectly the indenture regime, or at least softening its 

blow.  This was a labor system designed to deny coolies lives as free individuals; to make 

them work like slaves.  Attacking each other and other oppressed people may have 

seemed counterproductive from the standpoint of ending the coolie labor system, but 

these workers often took such actions in order to make life more bearable –something for 

which elites in Cuba and Peru showed little concern.  Even jail could be more acceptable; 

so some Chinese acted violently with the intention of going to jail.  Violent resistance 

became a way of protesting and trying to make life tolerable. 

 

Giving Meaning to Chinese Acts of Violence 

 How did the Chinese and their representatives defend these actions in court and in 

public in Cuba and Peru?  Usually they claimed that colonos asiáticos were free men who 
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had been treated like slaves and were, therefore, justified in their actions.  That was part 

of the defense that coolies on the Peruvian hacienda of San Agustín used when explaining 

their actions.  The workers in question repeatedly reminded the court that the caporal had 

frequently whipped them, killed dozens of their compatriots, and desecrated the bodies of 

some of the dead.  They also informed the court that this treatment had caused several 

coolies to commit suicide.  The lawyer for Ajasún and Sampí took the argument one step 

further, reminding the court that the Chinese were free men who had rights but had been 

treated like “beasts” and slaves.  He explained:  

Oppression and injustice naturally engender bloody revenge… the Chinese 
landed in our territory, were subjected to the condition of the blacks, 
chains were forged to capture them, with refined cruelty, they were beaten 
and whipped, without morality or the law stopping the depravity of their 
executioners; resulting from here, that the oppressed Chinese seeing the 
impunity of these criminals who subjected them to barbarous torment, 
finding themselves so alone and helpless with no one in our society 
concerned with their destiny, their spirits fill with indignation, they grant 
themselves the right of avenging the unjust punishments that are inflicted 
upon them.  
 

The lawyer continued, claiming that the caporal had violated morality, the law, and one’s 

basic right to life and liberty.  He then called the caporal “a traitor to the patria” because 

“a person who whips a free person is an enemy of [the patria’s] institutions.”  A patrón 

had obligations he had to fulfill as well.  A republic could not function, the lawyer 

maintained, without protecting everyone’s rights, including those of the Chinese.  These 

workers had to defend their own rights and acted out of self-preservation.136  These were 
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powerful words intended to not only justify the actions of the Chinese, but also shame the 

court and society as a whole. 

Defenses in Cuba could be just as loaded.  In a case involving a coolie named 

Severino and his slave overseer Blás, Severino’s defender essentially blamed Blás and 

the owner of the ingenio Recuerdo for Blás’ death by drawing on the supposed whiteness 

of the Chinese and the rights that status conferred.  The procurador reminded the court: 

Against the rules in force, white and free men on the ingenio Recuerdo are 
placed under the subordination and discipline of a black slave.  Such a 
vicious custom has been the origin of many misfortunes, and justly 
condemned by the authorities.  Both races are antithetical.  The black 
slave, elevated over Chinese colonos by the will of his master, abuses his 
situation frequently.  That is what has happened on the plantation we are 
talking about…The asiáticos Carlos and Genaro state that the asiáticos 
complained of the mistreatment that they received from the contramayoral 
Blás…The asiáticos are perfectly conscious of their dignity as men.  They 
have not abdicated their quality as free men upon contracting their 
services with their patrones for a determined amount of time.  Upon 
submitting them to the governance of a slave whose authority is 
symbolized by the whip that he carries, upon reducing them to a true 
slavery, their feelings are not drowned out, what it does is incite them, 
predispose them to resistance, and incline them to rebel.137 
 

This lawyer made it clear that Asians knew their status and that it was only natural for 

them to protect that status when it was threatened.  

The defense made on behalf of Severino was no anomaly.  The procurador for the 

asiático Narciso, who had joined several of his countrymen in attacking their patrón on 

the ingenio Santa Ana in October of 1870, also defended his client’s actions in terms of 

an earlier violation of his rights.  The lawyer maintained that “in this case we see the 

same thing as in almost all the others that are made against individuals of the Asiatic 

race,” which he explained was patrones not living up to the terms of the contract (i.e., 
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lack of food and pay).  He complained that the patrón whipped his Chinese workers, 

despite this being “absolutely prohibited and intolerable for free men.”  The procurador 

argued that colonos asiáticos “were conscious of their rights” and could not stand idly by 

while someone violated these rights.138   Likewise, during the 1863 trial of a coolie 

named Bruno who assaulted the mayordomo on the ingenio Coabillas in Matanzas, the 

defense lawyer argued that Bruno would not have attacked his superior if the latter had 

not consistently whipped the former, because Asians were not the same as negros “and 

[had] the same pride as those who manage them, with whom they are considered equals, 

since they are free men.”139 

 Ironically, however, a defense could sometimes draw on negative stereotypes in 

order to excuse violent behavior.   For example, in defending himself against the charge 

of murdering Manuel Nicolás, Ajasún claimed that his fellow Chinese coworkers who 

testified against him could not be trusted because they hated him.  Ajasún’s words tapped 

into the negative stereotype that many in Peru and Cuba had of the Chinese of being 

vengeful.  He informed the judge that because he was the one who had shown the 

authorities where the corpse of Manuel Nicolás was, his compatriots were seeking 

retribution against him and consequently lying about his involvement in the murder.  The 

procurador defending Ajasún drew on these negative stereotypes even more explicitly.  

He told the judge that the murder of Manuel Nicolás was understandable because 

asiáticos were not Christians and, therefore, did not have the same moral restraint against 

seeking revenge.  He elaborated, contending that Ajasún’s claim of “vengeance should be 
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given full credit considering the immorality of the Chinese who come to this country and 

their vengeful character.”140  This might seem like a strange defense to the modern 

observer, but it actually made some sense given the Peruvian mindset of the time.  

These arguments also appeared in Cuba.  During the trial of a coolie named 

Victor who murdered Manuel Castillo, the mayoral on the ingenio Dos Hermanos, in 

1857, the prosecutor complained that in instances like this one, the Chinese always 

claimed to be ignorant and therefore not fully culpable.  However, he insisted that even 

though chinos were non-Christians and far from perfect, they knew right from wrong and 

were not the barbarians that they claimed to be.141  Clearly, Asian workers in Cuba had 

learned to use the negative stereotypes about them to their advantage. 

Defense lawyers in Cuba latched onto these arguments that the above mentioned 

prosecutor loathed so much.  Although Casimiro, a coolie working in the mines of El 

Cobre in 1864, did not kill a superior –he was on trial for murdering his compatriot 

Epifaneo Segundo–, his lawyer questioned the validity of the testimony of other 

asiáticos.  He worried that “Ruperto and Gabriel, who form part of the Chinese staff at 

the Sociedad Minera Consolidada, could harbor some resentment against Casimiro, and 

we know how high the spirit of vengeance is in the Chinese race.”142  In defending the 

coolies who murdered their overseer in the boiler room on the plantation San José, the 

procuradores used a combination of the rights of colonos asiáticos and the stereotypes 
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about the Chinese.  The first one asked the judge to not forget about the “infraction of 

their contracts…so essential for the tranquility of individuals who come from their distant 

country, knowing that they have come as free men to work in this one, and then they find 

out that this is not fulfilled, rather on the contrary they are punished with more rigor than 

the slaves, denying them at times the most precious nourishments.”  He explained that all 

of this created “circumstances that exasperated the spirit of primitive men; so much 

injustice leads them to seek remedy in this crime, since they do not know another way of 

finding justice that punishes the faults that are committed against them due to their lack 

of education, Catholic beliefs, and the other requisites that constitute true civilization.”  

Supposedly, their treatment, their nature, and their background made it their “destiny” to 

“seek revenge” from an overseer who constantly whipped them.  After this case went to 

the high court, the new lawyer for the colonos asiáticos made comparable arguments.143  

The contradictory ideas about the Chinese made their way into the courtroom, for better 

or for worse. 

 Did this behavior and these justifications help change patrón behavior and work 

as a defense in court?  Much like suicide, in the immediate sense, violence on the part of 

coolies succeeded in only limited instances; usually the Chinese received a severe 

punishment for these actions.  Patrones from time to time improved the treatment of their 

workers.144  Many, however, reacted in the opposite manner and treated colonos asiáticos 

worse because they feared them.  Along these lines, some in Cuba and Peru publicly 

argued that Chinese rebellion and homicide proved that they were savages and justified 
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harsh treatment.  With respect to the courts, judges typically found an Asian defendant 

guilty of murder or attempted murder.  

Nevertheless, because of these attenuating circumstances and contradictory 

beliefs about the Chinese, judges sometimes ruled in favor of Chinese defendants or 

reduced the severity of their punishment.  In the Peruvian case involving Ajasún for the 

murder of the caporal Manuel Nicolás, the lower court judge absolved Ajasún of the 

murder charges in part because he believed that Manuel Nicolás had been abusive.  The 

judge also made this decision because he was persuaded by the defense that the other 

Chinese witnesses were not dependable due to their vengeful nature.  He agreed that 

Ajasún’s compatriots simply wanted to get back at Ajasún for showing the investigators 

the location of the corpse.  Ultimately, the high court overturned the absolution and 

sentenced Ajasún to fifteen years of presidio, but the initial ruling suggests that 

sympathetic ears existed for a defense based on slave-like treatment from the past and the 

supposed negative characteristics of the Chinese.145  The outcome of the 1863 homicide 

trial against Ajian who worked on the hacienda de Villa in Peru only strengthens this 

conclusion.  Ajian had stabbed his paisano overseer Acuey thirty-one times while he 

slept.  Despite the coldblooded nature of the killing, which the judge stated normally 

called for the death penalty, Ajian received fifteen years of presidio because “the 

ignorance of Ajian, his lack of education and religious sentiments and morals, as well as 

the severity with which Acuey treated him, harassing him and abusing the authority he 

exercised over him as caporal, contribute to reducing his criminality, all of which should 
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weigh heavily on the thinking of a Judge as attenuating circumstance that should reduce 

the severity of the punishment.”146  Ajian lived because the judge not only acknowledged 

the problem of abuse, but also because he saw the Chinese as an inferior people. 

In the Cuban case involving Severino and Blás, the judge only sentenced Severino 

to six years of presidio because he did not believe that Severino had intended to kill Blás 

and he recognized the problem of having a slave oversee a Chinese worker.147  Six years 

was a rather light punishment, so clearly the defense helped.  In the ingenio San José case 

the prosecutor and the judge took the procurador’s word seriously.  The prosecutor 

wrote, “The motive that they allege for having taken such cruel vengeance against Gómes 

is the ordinary one in comparable cases, that he punished them with the whip.”  He 

continued, “But an attenuating circumstance exists, the whippings given to the 

defendents, the affront he committed against free people, for whom it is prohibited to 

whip according to the regulations for colonos…This conduct provided a justifiable 

indignation in the Chinese; and this constitutes the attenuating circumstance that impedes 

applying the maximum penalty, principally when this one is the irreparable one of death.”  

In the end, two of the coolies received ten years of presidio, while the rest received eight 

years of the same punishment.148  The defense in this instance did have an impact.  

Similarly, the lower court judge refused to give the death penalty to the four chinos who 

murdered the boyero Francisco Facenda on the ingenio Confianza because of the 
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147 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2490, Exp. I, 1868. 
148 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2582, Exp. A, 1861. 
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“maltrato” of “free men” and because even though they came from a different cultural 

background, full of “Oriental ferocity and “vengeance,” the Chinese were capable of 

becoming Christianized and cultured.  The ministerio fiscal and the Real Audiencia 

Pretorial in Havana agreed that the coolies did not deserve the death penalty because of 

the abuse they had received from Facenda and reminded the owner of Confianza that the 

law did not permit corporal punishment of colonos asiáticos.149  Even when these 

defenses did not necessarily reduce or eliminate the punishment of coolies, the courts 

could still decide to fine or punish patrones and overseers for breaking the rules, such as 

having slaves supervise Asian workers who were theoretically free men.150  

In noting how lawyers could use seemingly contradictory defenses for their 

Chinese clients –for both violent crime and lesser offenses such as stealing, as suggested 

earlier– one might wonder who these defenders were and what exactly motivated them to 

make the arguments that they did.  The criminal records offer little information about the 

procuradores.  Sometimes, an aisático libre, such as the mentioned José Cruz in Peru, 

could represent a paisano, but typically it seems that the court appointed a defense 

lawyer.  In Cuba, a síndico, who also represented slaves when they made complaints, 

sometimes defended the Chinese.  Some síndicos probably opposed slavery and the 

indenture system, but, for many, trying to undermine these labor regimes did not inspire 

them.  Winning in court and making a name for one’s self probably motivated most 

defense lawyers, which could explain their willingness to both praise and criticize the 

Chinese when making their cases.  Undoubtedly, learning more about these men who 

                                                
149 ANC, Fondo Miscelánea de Expedientes, Leg. 2624, Exp. Ai, 1861. 
150 Dorsey, “Identity, Rebellion, and Social Justice,” 32. 
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represented colonos asiáticos will help us better understand why they made the 

arguments they did.  However, what remains evident is that their arguments based on the 

ambiguous discourse about the Chinese could help their clients in the immediate sense, as 

well as lead to the questioning of the coolie labor system as a whole over time. 

 

Chinese Mass Rebellion 

 Thus far, I have focused my discussion of Chinese violent rebellion on small-

scale events (with the exception of coolie mutinies at sea).  Although a rather infrequent 

occurrence, large-scale coolie insurrection occurred as well, particularly in Peru.  For 

purposes of clarity, I define “large-scale” or “mass” rebellion as: 1) nearly all of the 

Chinese on a plantation or work site taking control of or escaping said site, or 2) the 

participation of at least one hundred Chinese from disparate places in an insurrectionary 

movement, either Chinese-dominated or multi-racial.  Following these parameters, the 

sources reveal that mass Chinese rebellion occurred at least eight times in Peru and 

apparently only once in Cuba.151  Seven of these rebellions in Peru were Chinese-

dominated, while the other one, as well as the Cuban case, involved multiple groups in 

which asiáticos were only one of them.  As explained in Chapter Two, large-scale 

insurrection occurred more in Peru largely because elites in Cuba constructed a better 

system of slave/coolie vigilance that had solid support from the colonial government.  

Additionally, the presence of so many African slaves and free people of color in the 

                                                
151 In all probability, Chinese mass rebellion occurred more frequently in Peru and Cuba, but the records 
are limited.  In the Peruvian case, a newspaper article in El Nacional from October 31, 1870, hints that 
there were major Chinese uprisings in the valleys of Chao and Guadalupe prior to Peru’s most famous 
Chinese uprising, which occurred in the valley of Pativilca in 1870.  There may have been other attempts at 
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Spanish colony provided Cuban planters and others with multiple labor groups to pit 

against each other, making mass rebellion in Cuba less likely.  Only when Cuba erupted 

in a massive rebellion in 1868 that incorporated slaves, coolies, and free people, did 

thousands of Chinese and slaves rise up and pose an immediate threat to slavery and the 

coolie labor system.  Meanwhile, the dysfunctional national government in Peru did little 

to thwart coolie uprisings.  Moreover, chinos in the Andean republic did not labor 

generally with or in the proximity of another large ethnic/racial group.  What is common 

about all of these movements, then, is the fact that the Chinese took advantage of 

breakdowns in the relationship between the government and patrones in an attempt to 

end abuse and claim their freedom. 

 

Chinese Mass Rebellion on Peru’s Haciendas  

 On August 13, 1866, the sugar planters along the northern coast of Peru 

experienced massive Chinese rebellion for the first time.  That day, in the Valley of 

Chicama, near the city of Trujillo, almost all of the asiáticos on the hacienda Cajanleque 

(approximately eighty of them) rose up following the murder of their patrón, the 

hacendado Don Antonio Larco.152  The incident began over what seemed to be a 

relatively minor infraction of the contract of one of the Asian workers on the plantation.   

According to Peruvian law, a colono asiático had to agree to the traspaso (transfer or 

sale) of his contract and services from one individual to another.  Yet, few Peruvians 

                                                                                                                                            
mass rebellion in Cuba and Peru, but these were thwarted before the Chinese ever really took control of an 
hacienda or area.  
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really consulted indentured Chinese before selling their contracts to someone else.  

Normally, this type of behavior elicited little reaction from coolies or the authorities, but 

sporadically it could produce outrage on the part of the Chinese, and such was the case on 

Cajanleque.  On the morning of the 13th, Larco rounded up his Asian workers before 

sending them off to fulfill their duties and informed them that he was going to sell eight 

of them to the hacienda Santa Clara.  Larco then proceeded to separate the eight who 

would be leaving Cajanleque.  However, one of these coolies, Assuy Benjamín, refused 

to go and ran away.  When Larco caught him, Assuy Benjamín begged his patrón to let 

him stay, but Larco responded with a slap to the face.  In reaction, Assuy Benjamín 

yelled kill “Papá” (or “Father,” a definite sign that paternalism existed on the hacienda) 

and then two other asiáticos, Atjim and Uncau, attacked Larco from behind with their 

work tools.  Ten to fifteen others then gathered around Larco and some of them may have 

struck him some more (testimonies vary on this point).  Although general discontent 

existed, the attack had not been planned; it was a spontaneous reaction to Larco’s 

seeming indifference to Assuy Benjamín’s wishes. 

Following the attack on Larco, chaos ensued.  As the Asian workers beat Larco to 

death, Larco’s Chinese personal assistant, Antonio, ran up to the carpenter Liborio García 

and handed him a sword and told him, to defend “Papá.”  Antonio then hid, fearing that 

his compatriots would kill him.  García and four others headed over to where Larco lay, 

but they quickly realized they were outmatched against the colonos asiáticos who were 

brandishing their work tools (hoes, spades, pruning hooks, etc.) as weapons, so the five of 

                                                                                                                                            
152 I base the following examination of the Cajanleque rebellion on the criminal record stored in Peru’s 
Archivo Regional de La Libertad.  See ARLL, Corte Superior, Causas Criminales, 1866, Código 932, Leg. 
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them ran into the mill and hid.  The coolies, sans Antonio, then went after the 

plantation’s three mayordomos.  An unspecified Asian worker attacked the mayordomo 

José María Márquez, with a pruning hook.  The chino would have killed Márquez except 

José de la Rosa Vega, a moreno hired hand on the plantation, intervened and threw dirt in 

the Chinese man’s eyes and then grabbed the tool from his hands.  Márquez then 

scampered off to a nearby farm to seek medical help.  Several coolies also chased after 

another mayordomo on the plantation, Baltazar Silva, with their hoes, but he too escaped.  

Silva then got his horse with the help of the rodeador Mercedes Vega and rode off for the 

town of Chocope to notify the governor of the district about the uprising.  José Santos 

Ugarte, the administrator from the hacienda Santa Clara who had been on Cajanleque to 

obtain the eight Chinese workers, also left for Chocope in search of support.  The third 

mayordomo, Lorenzo Castillo, fled in fear for the village of Payjan to get help.  As 

pandemonium gripped Cajanleque, several other free workers on the plantation left for 

the hacienda Salamanca to inform Juan Bautista Maurici, the co-owner of Cajanleque and 

fellow patrón of the rebellious Chinese, who was currently on Salamanca.    

Larco’s death and the flight of the mayordomos and others left the coolies in 

control of the plantation for the time being.  Assuy and Atjim proceeded to encourage all 

of their paisanos on Cajanleque to leave and head for the hacienda Salamanca to unite 

with all of the Chinese who worked on that plantation.  Everyone seemed to follow as 

approximately eighty-five coolies armed with tools started down the road to Salamanca.  

When the rebels had gotten about halfway to Salamanca, they ran into Maurici, several  

                                                                                                                                            
710, Exp. 4268. 
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free peons from Salamanca, and a Chinese man all on horseback.  The party from 

Salamanca had left as soon as they had gotten word of the rebellion.  They had been 

lucky enough to catch up with the mob before it got to Salamanca.  Maurici, through his 

Chinese companion who served as his interpreter, asked the rebels where they were 

headed and they responded that they were going to Salamanca to unite with their 

countrymen on that hacienda.  Thinking quickly, Maurici told the coolies that their 

paisanos from Salamanca had heard about what had happened and had already left for 

Cajanleque via an alternate route to join them.  Apparently this information satisfied the 

asiáticos and they turned around and returned to Cajanleque.  Maurici and his small 

group trailed behind. 

Maurici, however, had not completely defused the situation.  He had lied about 

the colonos asiáticos on Salamanca; they had not left the hacienda, nor did they really 

know anything about the upheaval on Cajanleque.  When the rebellious coolies returned 

to Salamanca, they quickly realized that Maurici had deceived them.  Furious and still 

armed, some of the Chinese threatened to kill Maurici for fooling them.  Maurici then 

rode off for Salamanca on his horse.  Nevertheless, before the chinos could take further 

action, fifty armed men from Payjan entered Cajanleque and then the governor of 

Chocope and twenty-five more armed men from the city arrived as well.  The colonos 

asiáticos rushed over to a plazuela (square) on the plantation with their tools in hand and 

tried to shield themselves behind a large pile of rocks located in the middle of the 

plazuela.  The Chinese refused to surrender; so the armed men from Chocope and Payjan 

fired several shots into the air.  The coolies reacted by running over to the hacienda’s 

main house and trying to barricade themselves inside of it.  Two of them stood guard at 
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each door with tools raised, threatening anyone who tried to enter.  The contingents from 

Payjan and Chocope fired more shots into the air.  The rebels then tried to flee out the 

back of the house.  The militiamen went after them.  Over the course of the confrontation, 

a few coolies died and gunfire seriously injured several others.  The militia force captured 

some of the rebels right away, while others escaped for the time being –they were 

apprehended later.  In the end, order had been restored on Cajanleque. 

Nevertheless, the incident drew attention for months, including an investigation 

into who was to blame for the disaster on Cajanleque.  Initially, in the city of Trujillo, 

thirteen Chinese went on trial for the murder of Larco, while more than fifty others 

remained in custody in Trujillo as witnesses to the event.  On September 18, the agente 

fiscal prosecuting the coolies determined that not enough evidence existed to maintain the 

murder charges against them except for Assuy Benjamín, Atjim, and Uncau.  The next 

day the judge concurred and ordered the return of the Chinese witnesses and the ten 

others facing charges to Cajanleque.  On September 25, the Superior Tribunal agreed 

with the judge and everyone except for Assuy Benjamín, Atjim, and Uncau went back to 

Cajanleque.   

The trial of Assuy Benjamín, Atjim, and Uncau continued.  On October 8, the 

agente fiscal asked the judge to give the three defendants twelve years of penitentiary.  

The defense lawyer responded ten days later claiming that the punishment requested by 

the prosecutor was too harsh.  He did not deny that they had killed Larco, but he claimed 

that the agente fiscal had ignored important attenuating “circumstances that diminish the 

responsibility of my defendants.”  The defensor complained that Larco had abused his 

coolies and fed them poorly and that the group saw the sale of ten of their compatriots to 
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Santa Clara as a final act of cruelty.  The Chinese had suffered greatly on Cajanleque, he 

insisted, and the only thing that sustained them was their companionship, which Larco 

had threatened.  The defense lawyer claimed that the chinos had not planned the attack.  

The Judge found the three coolies guilty of the murder of Antonio Larco on November 7 

and sentenced them to death even though the prosecution had not requested it.  The judge 

believed that the three had acted with malice aforethought and that the Chinese rising up 

against and murdering Larco was an act of traición y sobre seguro (treason and attacking 

a defenseless person) because they had attacked their “superior who exercised legitimate 

authority over them.”  The defensor immediately appealed to the Superior Tribunal.   

On November 17, a new defense lawyer for the Chinese petitioned the Superior 

Tribunal for the reduction of their sentence.  He also acknowledged the guilt of his 

clients, but maintained that they had experienced so much hardship on Cajanleque and 

that this reality should factor into their punishment.  The procurador listed complaints 

similar to those of the original defense lawyer: the coolies had to work too hard, they did 

not get enough food to eat, Larco regularly threatened them with whippings, and he 

wanted to sell some of them to Santa Clara.  The asiáticos had acted based on a natural 

survival instinct and “in their state as savages they could not find another way of acting 

except to take his life,” the lawyer explained.  Larco had become a “tyrant,” he insisted, 

and the three had attacked Larco because of an “innate desire for liberty, which never 

abandons man.”  Moreover, the procurador argued that Larco was not a “superior” with 

“legitimate authority” over the Chinese like a parent to a child or some government 

officials to civilians; he had simply contracted for their labor.  If the judge wanted to 

claim that a patrón had “legitimate authority” over a coolie due to the contract, the 
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lawyer suggested that the workers had “legitimate authority” over Larco because a 

contract “is bilateral.”  Larco, however, had not lived up to his end of the bargain.  Thus, 

no treasonous act against a superior had occurred.  He further explained that the 

defendants had not premeditated Larco’s death; rather, they kept attacking Larco because 

they feared that he would harm them in the future if he survived.   

The procurador was playing both sides of the discourse on coolies and continued 

to do so in his appeal.  The death penalty, he maintained, was an uncivilized punishment.  

Instead, if the Asian defendants were sent to the penitentiary, they: 

would acquire work habits; hearing on a daily basis the evangelical word 
of the chaplain priest, they will convert undoubtedly to Catholicism, and 
after completing their sentence, society, far from having lost these 
members unfruitfully, will have the satisfaction of seeing them return to its 
breast with moral and industrious habits, and the Church will count three 
more faithful people who will be the apostles for the conversion and 
civilizing of the thousands of Chinese who have been introduced and 
continue being introduced in our territory; therefore, because of their 
community of origin [and] language they will be listened to with more 
interest and effectiveness than all of our clergy combined.  It is 
undoubtable that the majority of the crimes committed by the Chinese 
come from their lack of civilization, consequently the punishments that are 
applied to them should be civilizing ones, not destructive ones. 
 

The procurador was making a passionate argument highlighting the Christian potential of 

the Chinese, but also their barbarous character, which made them less culpable.  He 

insisted that the court had the moral obligation to save the souls of these men, and 

sending them to penitentiary was the best way of doing this.  Based on the attenuating 

circumstances (the savage state of the Chinese, acting under the influence of a violent 

passion, and having committed the crime in response to a grave offense), the defense 

lawyer believed Assuy Benjamín, Atjim, and Uncau merited no more than nine years of 

penitentiary.  
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 The procurador’s arguments seemed to resonate with the agente fiscal and the 

Superior Tribunal.  On November 22, the prosecutor noted that the actions taken by the 

Chinese, which resulted from “the savage ferocity of an uncivilized and degraded race,” 

had “produced great alarm,” but he contended that the death penalty was unwarranted; he 

wanted twelve years of penitentiary. The agente fiscal acknowleged that Larco had acted 

unjustly towards his Asian workers.  Larco tried to “[sell] some of his chinos, without 

their consent,” which turned their situation essentially into slavery and caused all of them 

to rise up in protest.  In addition to this reasoning against the death penalty, the 

prosecutor was convinced that penitentiary, rather than the death penalty, would serve as 

a better example for the rest of the colonos asiáticos in Peru, much like the procurador 

had suggested.  The agente fiscal explained:  

The penalty that is imposed on the Asiatics who are on trial should 
produce its effects with relation to the many Asiatics on our farms, who 
are indentured, and to whom the example of what is done with the 
criminals Assuy, Atjim, and Uncau will encourage or dissuade them from 
taking the same measures to put an end to their situation.  But it is known 
that the majority of Asiatics profess the belief of transmigration and we 
see them frequently kill themselves under the illusory hope that their spirit 
will reappear in the place of their birth and they resort to suicide as an 
efficient means of escaping their physical suffering: ¿thus, what effect 
should be expected in this case with the death penalty used as the 
punishment? 
 

Ironically, a belief in the cultural and moral inferiority of the Chinese led both the 

prosecution and the defense to ask for the sparing of the lives of the three defendants.   

A week later, the high court concurred with the agente fiscal and sentenced Assuy 

Benjamín, Atjim, and Uncau to twelve years of penitentiary.  The Superior Tribunal 

reached this decision because Larco had tried to sell Assuy Benjamín without his 

permission and tried to “violently separate him from his family, interest, and home,” and 
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because attacking Larco was “natural, if one considers the shared nationality, customs, 

religion, and present condition of the Chinese.”  These circumstances made the 

application of the death penalty unfair, but the Superior Tribunal also made it clear that 

Assuy Benjamín and his compatriots were not justified in killing Larco.  After going to 

Santa Clara, Assuy Benjamín should have left the plantation, the high court explained, 

and gone to the “public authority” to ask for its “protection.”  Still, they would not 

condemn the three to death. 

Two and a half years later, the three coolies escaped the prison in Trujillo.  Rafael 

Larco, who owned the hacienda “San Ildefonso” and was the brother of the deceased 

Antonio Larco, turned in a Chinese runaway to the subprefect of Trujillo on July 3, 1869, 

claiming that the man was one of the three “ferocious assassins” who had killed his 

brother.  He had tried to capture the three before, but he had been unable to do so and was 

convinced that they had sought refuge in the palenques of Santa Elena, Chao Santa, and 

San Jacinto.  However, on June 26, he received word from the governor of the province 

of Santa that they had captured a runaway Chinese worker of his.  This coolie had 

apparently entered a plantation in Santa and gotten into a fight with another coolie and 

killed him.  The governor and police from Santa soon arrived at the scene of this crime 

and arrested the asiático in question.  When Rafael Larco made his way to Santa and saw 

the imprisoned chino, he became convinced that the coolie was actually one of the three 

who had murdered his brother.  Rafael Larco was mistaken.  The Chinese colono in 

question was actually named Lamhó and was a runaway from the hacienda Mocan.  

There did not actually seem to be enough evidence that Lamhó had killed anyone, so the 

owners of Mocan were able to get back their man.  Antonio Larco’s killers remained free. 
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The uprising on Cajanleque struck fear in the hearts of many Peruvians, especially 

those of the dominant classes along the country’s northern coast, and made them 

reconsider how best to protect themselves.  The agente fiscal during the appeal 

acknowledged the “great alarm” this case had created.  Rafael Larco suggested that the 

incident had “horrified all of society.”  Shortly after the restoration of order on 

Cajanleque by the armed parties from Chocope and Payjan, the head of Trujillo’s 

Comandancia de la Columna de Vigilantes de La Libertad showed up on Cajanleque 

with another armed force and took over the investigation.  The leader of the Trujillo force 

wrote back to the prefect of the department of La Libertad in Trujillo explaining the need 

for the stationing of an armed force at all times in the area to ensure tranquility because 

of all of the coolies laboring in the valley.  He wrote: 

Since the majority of the Haciendas in the Valley of Chicama have a 
considerable number of Chinese at their service, it is to be feared that the 
Asiatics on other estates, instigated by this bad example and their perverse 
passions, will repeat the horrible scene that has occurred on Cajanleque.  
To avoid this, permit me to specify to V.S. that I consider the permanence 
of a strong party of Vijilantes or troops in the Valley of Chicama, who can 
go wherever order is threatened and can calm the alarmed inhabitants with 
their presence, justified today by the homicide of Mr. Larco, an absolute 
necessity.   
 

The governor of the district of Chocope, who had led one of the original groups of armed 

men, offered a similar assessment of the situation.  He called the Chinese “barbarous” 

and the killing of Larco “most atrocious.”  Guaranteeing the safety of the hacendados in 

the Valley of Chicama, he continued, required the constant presence of an armed force 

that could quickly stop any Chinese uprising.  The severe punishment of the rebellious 

coolies from Cajanleque was also necessary to send a message to the others.  On August 

17, the prefect in Trujillo called for the stationing of some members of the city’s fuerza 
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pública in the Valley of Chicama, but it does not appear that government officials and 

hacendados made permanent arrangements of this sort. 

 Peruvian hacendados and the government did not really learn their lesson from 

the Cajanleque uprising.  In February of 1869, the Chinese on the hacienda San Pedro, in 

the valley of Lurín near Lima, rose up.  Over one hundred of them brandishing knives 

and clubs united and demanded the release of some of their fellow countrymen from the 

plantation jail.  The administrator or the mayordomo had punished several coolies with 

imprisonment for fighting amongst themselves.  More than a hundred asiáticos with 

weapons, however, convinced plantation management that it was best to release the men 

in question.  The rest of the coolies subsequently stopped their armed protest.  

Apparently, no armed force in the region was prepared to stop the Chinese.  Watt Stewart 

categorizes this incident as a “riot” and not as an “uprising,” but I would argue that this 

case was borderline between the two.  It is clear that the coolies had real power on San 

Pedro, at least for a while, because plantation management had to acquiesce to their 

demands.  If the rebels had wanted to, they could have created a greater disturbance and 

truly threatened the security of the plantation.  However, they focused solely on the 

release of their companions, which was still a clear act of resistance against what they 

deemed unfair treatment on the plantation.153 

In 1870, an even larger insurrection rocked the valley of Pativilca, which, despite 

having thousands of colonos asiáticos working in the vicinity, also lacked a military 

                                                
153 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 120. 
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presence to protect its landowners.154  On September 4, between 1,200 and 1,500 coolies 

from various haciendas in the valley rose up in arms.  The upheaval, based on previous 

planning and coordination, began with several hundred Chinese on the haciendas of 

Araya Grande and Upacá, which were owned by Enrique Canaval, and then quickly 

spread to the other haciendas in the area.  At about five in the afternoon, three coolies 

murdered Araya Grande’s administrador Manuel Marzal by bashing in his head and then 

proceeded to the galpón to gather together the rest of their compatriots.  The one hundred 

chinos on Araya Grande then grabbed arms, hoes, machetes, and other tools as weapons 

and proceeded to kill members of the administrador’s family and other non-Chinese 

employees on the hacienda.  The rebels from Araya Grande then headed for Upacá, but 

along the way they passed through the hacienda Las Huertas and freed the Chinese there.  

Las Huertas’ administrador and free peons fled under the cover of night.  Meanwhile, the 

coolies on Upacá proceeded to mutiny on their own, while Canaval was away in Lima.  

Sixteen Chinese snuck into the main house with hatchets and machetes and proceeded to 

kill a number of free workers, supervisors, and some guests who were all sitting around 

the dinner table.  Only a handful of the attacked managed to escape.  The sixteen 

assailants now controlled Upacá and they immediately freed the remaining 234 coolies 

from their barracks and proceeded to steal money from the hacienda, stock up on arms, 

                                                
154 A day after the uprising began, El Nacional observed that the region contained “no troops of any kind” 
and that locals were stuck defending themselves.  See El Nacional, September 5, 1870.  Furthermore, the 
threat of a major Chinese uprising had also occurred nine months prior to the rebellion in Pativilca.  In 
January of 1870, coolies on various haciendas in the valley of Carabayllo were caught plotting an uprising 
with various foreigners.  Despite the Cajanleque and Carabayllo cases, it appears that the Peruvian 
government had not established any military presence along the coast to protect against Chinese rebellions.  
See Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, La rebelión de los rostros pintados. Pativilca 1870 (Huancayo: Instituto 
de Estudios Andinos, 1979), 66.  
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and kill any remaining free peons who got in their way.  Soon the Chinese from Araya 

and Las Huertas arrived.  The rebellion continued.       

The instigators went from one plantation to the next, gathering arms, freeing their 

compatriots from the galpones, and then recruiting them into the fold.  The insurgents 

painted their faces, waved banners, played Chinese music, and chanted pro-Canton and 

anti-Peru slogans as they set fire to the plantations’ infrastructure and murdered free 

peons, administrators, hacendados, and their families.  The rebels continued to pillage 

and destroy all that lay in their way.  A coolie by the name of Ku-chío acted as leader of 

what had essentially become a Chinese army.  The insurgents failed to take the town of 

Pativilca, so they opted to free more of their paisanos from more of the surrounding 

plantations, killing those who refused to join them.   With an even larger force, the 

Chinese now decided to try to take the town of Barranca.  However, the barranquinos 

had received warning of the impending invasion, giving them enough time to set up a 

successful resistance.  As the coolies approached Barranca, someone shot Ku-chío, 

creating disorder among the Chinese ranks.  The rebels dispersed and many hid in the 

Andean foothills.  Some committed suicide.  The next day a military force of 175 men 

arrived and pursued the insurgents, killing about 300 of them.  The military could have 

killed more, but refrained at the behest of the hacendados.  They did not want to lose 

more of their investments.  The authorities then arrested the men that they believed had 

led the uprising.155 

                                                
155 Humberto Rodríguez Pastor hás done an excellent job of analyzing this uprising.  See Hijos del Celeste 
Imperio, 98 and La rebelión de los rostros pintados, especially pages 53-92 for a very detailed description 
of the event.   Also see Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 120-124.  
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After the the military expedition had restored order in the Pativilca valley, the 

prefect decided to leave some of the armed forces in the region’s towns for the time being 

to protect the area from further disturbances.  The prefect also recommended to the 

government back in Lima that it establish a rural guard in the area to stop future 

uprisings.  The national government responded by ordering all prefects and subprefects in 

Peruvian departments that contained Chinese to inspect the haciendas and other work 

sites and make sure that no uprisings loomed on the horizon.  The inspections began soon 

after.156  In Chorrillos, investigators found stockpiled arms in the coolies’ quarters on the 

hacienda de Villa.157  Inspections on the haciendas in the valleys of Piedra Lisa, 

Miraflores, and Lurín made sure that none of the asiáticos there had any weapons.158  The 

prefect of the department of Ica reported that the Chinese in his area had no complaints 

about their treatment and that all was calm in his area.159  Some in Cañete worried that 

the chinos there were plotting an uprising like the one in Pativilca and wanted the 

government to send a military force to the area as soon as possible.160  Peruvians had to 

put down a couple of potential major uprisings in the valley of Huara shortly after 

Pativilca.161  Although everything seemed under control by the end of September, many 

continued to worry about more Chinese uprisings.  Government officials in La Libertad 

continued stopping any asiático well into October who they deemed suspicious to make 

sure that he had not participated in the Pativilca uprising and then escaped.  They also 
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worried that the Chinese were planning a new rebellion in this region to the north of 

Pativilca.162 

As Peruvians tried to come to grips with this upheaval, many of them turned to 

the idea of Chinese depravity to explain this nightmare.  The apparent Chinese fondness 

for opium and the troublesome nature of this group presumably accounted for the 

uprising.  Hacendados and government officials in the area worked to curb opium 

consumption among these workers, but chinos continued to get opium without much 

difficulty throughout the rest of the coolie era.  Elites also worried about free Chinese 

inciting rebellion in the future.  The hacendados in the Pativilca valley talked about not 

allowing asiáticos libres to remain in the area, but never followed through on this idea.  

Moreover, in the aftermath of Pativilca, some called for forced Chinese re-contracting 

and the Congress debated whether or not to pass such a law, but ultimately decided 

against it because of its similarity to slavery.163  

Some Peruvians, however, used the uprising to attack hacendado power and the 

abuses perpretated against coolies.  They claimed that the actions taken by these laborers 

stemmed from the mistreatment they received on the plantations.  Plantation owners, 

according to this argument, had left the Chinese no other recourse.  In order to prevent 

this from happening again in the future, the Peruvian government needed to do a better 

job of protecting the rights and interests of colonos asiáticos.164  In fact, by the end of 
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September, the national government had established a commission to make 

recommendations for a new set of coolie regulations.  Some members of the Peruvian 

Congress also argued for new laws to protect the Chinese and a few even argued for the 

ending of the coolie trade because of all of the abuse these workers received.  The 

supposed immorality of the Chinese also supported these calls to end the coolie trade to 

Peru.  Nevertheless, it was not until 1873 that the government really established a coolie 

code that better protected these workers.165  Even without government action aimed at 

alleviating the plight of the country’s Asian laborers, some plantation owners in Peru, 

such as the Aspíllaga brothers who owned Cayaltí in Lambayeque and Palto in the valley 

of Pisco, realized on their own that they had to be careful in how they treated their 

workers and could not be overly cruel and demanding.  In mid September of 1870, 

Antero Aspíllaga Barrera wrote to his brother Ramón reminding him to be “very prudent 

and careful when punishing them [the Chinese], that this always be with the most justice 

in suitable cases and without cruelty.”  In 1877, the Aspíllagas explicitly forbade 

whippings on their plantation of Palto.  Still these words and orders did not turn Palto and 

Cayaltí into paradises.166  The rebellion in Pativilca failed in the immediate sense, but it 

did force Peruvians to confront the condition of the country’s coolies once again. 

 Although the available historical sources are limited, it is clear that the threat of 

mass Chinese uprisings did not stop after Pativilca.  In mid October of 1870, the Asian 

labor force on the hacienda San Jacinto in the province of Santa mutineed, but the fuerza 

de gendarmes, which was still patrolling the area in the wake of Pativilca, stopped the 
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uprising before it got out of hand.  After the armed party had restored order on San 

Jacinto, the hacendado opted to send twenty coolies whom he deemed the ringleaders to 

another plantation of his in the valley of Cañete.  About the same time as the San Jacinto 

incident, three hundred Asian workers on another plantation in Santa were plotting their 

own rebellion, but the fuerza de gendarmes arrived on the hacienda before the Chinese 

could execute their plan.  The prefect of Ancash assured the government back in Lima 

that the situation in Santa had calmed down, but he recommended that the fuerza de 

gendarmes stay in the region for a while to prevent any further rebellions.167  

Nevertheless, fear continued within the ranks of the coastal landed elite.  By mid 

November, the Peruvian government had still not established an adequate rural guard to 

protect hacendados from future uprisings.168  A group of landowners from the valleys of 

Cañete and Pisco wrote an open letter, published in El Nacional on November 9, 1870, 

expressing their concern that the indentured Chinese in these two valleys were plotting a 

revolt.  The agricultores begged the prefects to send armed forces to safeguard against an 

uprising.169  Apparently these forces did not arrive in time –if ever– because the chinos 

from the hacienda Carrillo in Cañete rebelled in December.  The insurgents marched 

toward Pueblo Viejo with the aim of burning the city down.  The residents, including 

women and children, fended them off with guns, irons, rocks, and machetes.  The coolies 

regrouped for a second attempt to burn down the town.  Information on how this standoff 

ended is unavailable, but, as El Nacional noted, no fuerza armada existed in the vicinity 
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of Pueblo Viejo, which made an uprising of this sort all the more possible.170  The 

following month, the Chinese on the hacienda Maranga near Lima rose up en masse and 

tried to kill their mayordomo because he alledgedly abused them, but the uprising failed.  

Still, the events added to the anxiety already felt among Peru’s coastal residents.171 

The lack of an adequate rural guard continued to plague coastal Peru well into the 

1870s.  On July 7, 1873, 140 asiáticos on the hacienda Carapongo mutineed.  The 

newspaper report does not provide much detail, but it is clear that the Chinese rebelled 

while the hacendado, José Manuel Herrera, was away from the plantation visiting Lima.  

In the process of trying to take control of Carapongo, the coolies managed to gravely 

injure some of the hacienda’s empleados and the mayordomo.  However, armed locals 

stopped the uprising before it could spread.  El Comercio observed that the Peruvian 

public often explained events like this in terms of the suffering of the Chinese, but the 

paper vouched for the good treatment that Herrera extended to his indentured workers.  

El Comercio blamed this uprising on the depraved character of asiáticos and their desire 

to renege on their contracts.  The newspaper also noted that the government had to do a 

better job of protecting Peruvian agriculture and the safety of the country’s landowners.  

El Comercio explained:  

Occurrences of this nature, of so much importance for the hacendados and 
for agricultural interests, oblige us to focus on them, calling the attention 
of the respective authorities through the press, so that the rural police 
effectively lend their services in the countryside, because otherwise the 
hacendados or their employees will be at the mercy of any uprising of 
asiáticos….The Supreme Government should dictate the most efficient 
and conducive measures so that the rural police carry out their duties… 
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and with this force our agricultural interests  and the lives of the 
hacendados can be protected….Thus, we hope that the government will 
show the interest that such a delicate issue demands, protecting the 
important agricultural works with the force that Power posseses.172 
 

The weakness of the Peruvian national government and its failure to establish an effective 

armed force in the countryside clearly left patrones vulnerable to Chinese mass rebellion 

throughout the coolie period. 

 Even after the coolie trade had ended, the potential for Chinese mass rebellion 

continued to threaten Peru’s coastal elite.  In 1875, indentured Asians on the hacienda 

Huacho rose up and killed their patrón.  The following year Chinese uprisings broke out 

in the area surrounding Trujillo.  In February of 1876, 160 Chinese on the hacienda 

Pampas murdered two of their supervisors and then made their way to the hacienda 

Sansal.  However, the rebellion did not spread beyond this point as an armed force 

captured the rebels, killing six in the process.  In March, approximately 340 coolies rose 

up in arms on the hacienda Chiquitoy, but a military force eventually smothered the 

insurrection, killing two chinos.  That same month, the planters in the valley of Chicama 

believed that the Chinese in the area were secretly planning to take over the region and 

then take their movement to Lima.  They believed that a free asiático named Afú who 

resided in Lima was the mastermind behind this revolution.  The owner of the chacra 

Cerro captured Afú and sent him to the local authorities who then sent Afú to Lima.  The 

prefect of Lima opted to release Afú based on a lack of evidence against him and pressure 

from the Chinese community in Lima.  No uprising in the area ever happened.  In 

reaction to these uprisings and the fear of more to come, the prefect of the department of 
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La Libertad met with a number of important hacendados from the area at the end of 

March.  The prefect insisted that the mistreatment of the colonos asiáticos caused these 

rebellions and convinced the planters to agree to a new set of rules that better protected 

the Chinese.  These rules included more and better quality of food, an increase of ten 

cents pay per week so that coolies could buy meat, a fixed work schedule, moderation in 

punishment, and making sure that employers had legitimate papers for their indentured 

workers.  The patrones promised to make sure that coolies received their monthly 

payments on time and that they received Sunday as a day of rest.173  Mass rebellions 

usually failed, but they served as potent acts of resistance that could bring about some 

positive change for the indentured Chinese and strengthen the reason for ending the 

coolie trade.  Still, life on the plantation remained hard for colonos well into the 1880s.     

 

Claiming Freedom: Chinese Participation in the Ten Years War and the War of the 

Pacific  

Colonos asiáticos in Cuba did plot, did attempt to rebel en masse, and did worry 

Cuban patrones with this potential for rebellion.  However, no major Chinese-led 

rebellion ever reached fruition, largely due to the well-established system of suppressing 

slave rebellion and the planters’ ability to pit slaves and coolies against each other.174  

Still, thousands of Chinese from different parts of the island fought in Cuba’s anti-

colonial and anti-slavery struggle known as the Ten Years War.  Between 1868 and 1878, 

whites, blacks, mulatos, and Asians all fought together under the banner of “Cuba libre,” 
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seeking to rid the island of Spanish domination.  By the 1860s, many white Cubans, 

especially in the East, had grown tired of colonial rule.  A large sector of the white Cuban 

population began demanding major reforms –mainly free trade, gradual and 

compensatory abolition, and more Creole participation in the government.  Others went 

even further by calling for the island’s independence.  Pro-independence sentiments 

swelled in the colony when an international economic downturn hurt the sugar industry 

and as Spain wavered on the issue of reform.  Soon, planters and ranchers in the East 

began to conspire against Spain.  On October 10, 1868, the planter Manuel Céspedes 

declared Cuban independence.  This declaration served as the start of what was to 

become a bloody ten-year rebellion against Spanish control of the island.  Although 

Cubans failed to attain independence from Spain during this struggle, it nonetheless 

helped undermine slavery and the indenture program.  The Creoles who had originally 

rebelled had not meant to abolish slavery, but their rhetoric of freedom for all mankind 

made the uprising attractive to the Chinese, free people of color, and slaves.  The 

involvement of these groups in the insurrection for independence made supporting these 

systems of servility difficult.  Indeed, for thousands of slaves, free people of color, and 

Chinese, the war served as an outlet for demonstrating discontent with their treatment in 

colonial Cuban society.175 
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  Although present-day Cubans think fondly of the Chinese from this era as great 

patriots who fought for the island’s independence, not all of them participated in the war 

or supported Cuba libre.176  Spanish officials often forced rebel coolies they had captured 

or Chinese waiting to re-contract to work on infrastructure projects that directly or 

indirectly supported the Spanish war effort.  The 25-mile long trocha (fortified ditch) 

across Camagüey intended to stop the rebels from crossing into the western part of the 

island and the Canal de Vento in Havana aimed at improving the city’s water supply were 

two of the main projects that used Chinese labor.177  Spanish officials forced some 

Chinese to serve the Spanish military during the war.178  Other coolies opted to remain 

and work on a plantation even when they had the opportunity to join the rebel cause or to 

at least run away.179  The asiáticos on the ingenio Economía in Jagüey Grande continued 

to labor there even after the hacendado, Juan Antonio Mendoza, had abandoned his 

plantation in 1869.  Spanish officials believed that Mendoza was involved in the 
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insurrection because he was the son-in-law of one of the Cuban separatist leaders living 

in exile in New York, Máximo Mora, and now Mendoza had left his property and gone to 

New York.  Moreover, the former administrator of Economía, Joaquín Mora, led a branch 

of the uprising in Jagüey Grande, but apparently the Chinese he used to manage did not 

follow him into battle and instead kept working on the plantation.  The new administrator 

of the ingenio also disappeared, leaving the coolies unpaid.  The workers then went to the 

local authorities seeking their wages.180  Others, such as Wang T‘ing-kuei, “refused to 

go” with their “masters” who joined the insurgents and, instead, “ran away to the 

Government officials.”  Finally, insurgents forced some coolies to join their effort, but 

some of them escaped the rebel camp.181  Based on depositions of this sort, the 1874 

Chinese commission concluded, “The probability is that the Chinese are unwilling to take 

part in aiding the insurrection.”  However, the commission did not investigate the eastern 

half of the island where the war was raging.182  The investigators could not have had any 

real sense of Chinese participation in the war because they did not communicate with 

rebel forces.   

Not every Asian immigrant fought in the war, but if the commission had made a 

greater effort to make contact with the eastern half of the island, it would have reached a 

far different conclusion.  Some members of the insurgent forces encouraged Chinese 

participation, and many colonos asiáticos responded favorably to these overtures as an 

outlet for marronage and an opportunity for open rebellion.183  Insurgents also kidnapped 
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coolies from plantations they overran and forced them to participate on their side.184  

Asiáticos libres joined the rebels as well.  The first Chinese to enlist in the rebel ranks 

came from Manzanillo.  Soon after, coolies from Tunas, Holguín, Santiago de Cuba, and 

other areas of Oriente became mambises (freedom fighters) as well.  Chinos from other 

provinces, such as Camagüey and Las Villas, continued taking up arms as warfare spread 

further west.185  Various reports emanating from the rebel zones indicated a considerable 

Asian presence.  Fernando Figueredo observed that “Cecilio González’s division, 

consisting of more than 600 men and 300 horses loaded with clothes, supplies, etc. [was 

in its majority] composed of blacks and Chinese.”186  In May of 1869, 400 asiáticos 

joined the ranks of the insurgent General Thomas Jordan, a former Confederate 

commander in the U.S. Civil War.  Similarly, the group of 50 insurgents led by Luis de la 

Maza Arredondo, which attempted to invade the western half of Cuba in 1870, had 10 

Chinese.  In the battle of Las Guásimas in March of 1874, the Cuban forces totaled 1,300 

and 500 of these soldiers came from Asia.  The list of battalions with soldiers from the 

Far East is extensive.187  Pérez de la Riva estimates that between one-sixth and one-fourth 

of all the insurgents were Chinese.  Moreover, the Sino-Cuban historian Antonio Chuffat 

Latour claims that between four and five thousand Chinese joined the independence 

movement.188  The specific number of Asian rebels is difficult to ascertain, but their 

percentage in the rebel forces was clearly greater than their proportion in the total 

population. 
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 As the war progressed, the Chinese became more visible among the rebel ranks.  

Many of them worked as cooks and farm laborers for the rebel army.189  Others fought.  

The fame of various Chinese soldiers and commanders began to spread throughout the 

island.  One of the earliest Asian heroes in the province of Oriente was Liborio Wong 

(also known as Wong Seng).  After finishing his term of service, Wong opened his own 

herbal medicine business near Manzanillo, but he willingly abandoned it to fight with the 

rebels.  By 1869, Captain Wong had gained great fame for his valiant efforts in the battles 

of Cauto Embarcadero and Mina de Tuna y Guáimaro.  Like Wong, Captain José Cuan 

(Kau Kong Cuang) also became famous for his efforts, particularly at the battles of 

Rancho Veloz, Quemados de Güines, and Ceja de Pablo.  Some asiático soldiers gained 

fame for less heroic reasons, such as Juan Anelay, who the insurgents dubbed el chino 

loco (the crazy Chinese) because of his supposedly bizarre fighting style.190  Coolies and 

ex-coolies undoubtedly made considerable contributions to the rebel cause, leading 

Gonzalo de Quesada to write in 1892, “There never was a Chinese-Cuban traitor, there 

never was a Chinese-Cuban deserter.”191 

 Loyalists and Spanish officials in Cuba quickly began to appreciate the 

importance of asiáticos in supporting the rebel cause.  A loyalist from Cienfuegos 

explained to the U.S. consul in Havana that “the greater part” of the rebel forces was 

“composed of runaway slaves, free negroes and Chinese.”192  In 1870, the Spanish 

Captain General tried to downplay the insurrection to the U.S. Consul General by 
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describing the rebel forces as “disorganized bands of Chinese and mullatoes.”193  

However, the following year he began to recognize the threat posed by coolies.  

Commenting on this group’s destabilizing effects on the island, he lamented, “they break 

the laws of hospitality, they attack and perturb the public order, they help the enemies of 

the nation, they have the interests and tranquility of the island in constant alarm.”194  

Shortly after the Captain General made these comments, he petitioned Madrid for the end 

of the coolie trade.  As the Cuban newspaper in New York La Revolución noted, “the part 

that the Chinese have taken in the insurrection must be rather large and efficient so that 

the Captain General would decide to suggest to the government in Madrid that they 

accept the end of a bloody human traffic.”195  In fact, officials on the island hesitated to 

release captured Chinese rebels who had completed their punishment on public works 

projects because they feared that they would rejoin the rebels.196  Foreign observers, such 

as the British consul, acknowledged the large participation of chinos in the independence 

struggle.197  Participation in the Ten Years War had become another way for the Chinese 

to express their disgust with their situation in Cuba. 

In contrast to the Ten Years War, many have forgotten about Chinese 

participation in Peru’s War of the Pacific (1879-1884).  Chile went to war against Peru 

and Bolivia in 1879 over control of the suddenly important Atacama Desert.  Before the 

1870s, few had shown much interest in this 600 mile-long desert along the Pacific coast.  
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When Bolivia, Chile, and Peru gained independence, these countries failed to carefully 

delineate their boundaries in this area; all three claimed at least part of the Atacama.  

Peru’s most southern part included the provinces of Tacna, Arica, and Tarapacá, while 

Bolivia claimed control over the province of Antofagasta, which provided Bolivia with 

its only outlet to the sea.  Chile had shown no serious signs of challenging this 

arrangement during the first fifty years of independence in the region.  However, by the 

1870s, it had become apparent that the Atacama was rich in sodium nitrates, which were 

in high demand in Europe.  All three countries began issuing mining concessions that 

overlapped almost immediately.  Conflict between these countries soon followed, and in 

1879 Chile opted to fight Peru and Bolivia for control of the Atacama Desert.  Chilean 

forces occupied Lima in 1881 and by 1884 Chile had obtained uncontested ownership of 

Antofagasta, Tarapacá, Arica, and part of Tacna.  With control of the mines in this area, 

Chile began to prosper like never before.  Peru, however, lay in ruins and Bolivia found 

itself landlocked.198      

No monument honoring the Chinese in this war exists in Peru.  Instead of 

defending Peru from the Chilean invaders, the coolies who joined the war contributed to 

the Chilean effort.  As Chilean forces marched toward Lima, they attempted to 

undermine the Peruvian economy by occupying and pillaging the cotton and sugar 

haciendas that lay in their way.  In the process of overrunning the plantations, the 

Chileans freed hundreds of Chinese who still remained indentured (many were actually 
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imprisoned on the haciendas when the Chileans arrived).  Many of these colonos fled the 

plantations, while others joined the Chilean forces.  In particular, chinos began following 

the Chilean troops led by coronel Patricio Lynch during his invasion of the north.  After 

destroying much of the infrastructure in the north, Lynch and his men sailed south to 

Pisco to help with the invasion of Lima.  During this southern campaign, several 

thousand Chinese joined Lynch’s party.  Most of the Chinese who supported the Chileans 

did so by carrying supplies for them or providing them with domestic services.  Others 

actually fought.199  A number of the asiáticos who joined the Chileans in the south did so 

under the leadership of a chino from Ica named Quintín Quintana.  A former indentured 

worker, Quintana was now a successful landowner and businessman.  He claimed that he 

could not continue to watch his countrymen suffer abuses as indentured workers, and had 

decided to lead them on behalf of the invaders from the south.200  

While asiáticos from the haciendas in the South were joining the fight, the 

Chinese residing in Lima had a different experience prior to the Chilean occupation of the 

city.  On January 15, 1881, limeños began rioting and attacked Lima’s Chinatown under 

the pretext that the chinos were enemies of the country (it did not matter that Lima’s 

Chinese merchants had actually banded together to raise money in support of the 

Peruvian effort in stark contrast to the actions of coolies).  Apparently, 300-400 Chinese 
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died at the hands of the rioters.  Moreover, within the next couple of months, the Chinese 

who remained in the Cañete area also came under attack from Afro-Peruvian and Andean 

peasants and workers, leading to the death of at least another thousand Asian 

immigrants.201  Unlike the Ten Years War in Cuba, blacks and Chinese did not unite in 

Peru’s War of the Pacific. 

Upon careful consideration of the different ways in which the Chinese in Cuba 

reacted to the Ten Years War and how Peru’s conflict with Chile affected this group in 

Peru, it becomes clear that the myth of the Chinese mambí is in need of some careful 

rethinking.  Surely some coolies joined the rebels in Cuba because they thought that 

Spain was a colonial oppressor and held a strong belief in Cuba Libre, while some in 

Peru undoubtedly supported the Chileans because they truly hated Peru.  However, with 

the Cuban and Peruvian instances placed side by side, and considering the wider context 

of the coolie experience in Cuba and Peru, it becomes hard to believe that the Chinese 

fought in Cuba primarily because of a sense of patriotism or in Peru because of some sort 

of affinity for the Chileans.  The Chinese acted consistently in both situations.  They 

attacked the authority that held them in bondage; in Cuba it was the Spanish colonial 

government and in Peru it was the nation state.  The decision to fight and for whom in 

these two wars had more to do with the individual desire of many Chinese to protect 

themselves, gain personal freedom, and end the coolie labor system.  The Chilean army 

provided many of the remaining indentured workers in Peru an opportunity to meet these 

goals, while the Cuban insurrection did the same for those on the island.  Yet, many 

                                                                                                                                            
200 Rodríguez Pastor, “Los chinos en la Guerra del Pacífico,” 158-163. 
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Chinese refused to fight or supported Spain and Peru in these struggles because they 

believed that this position benefitted them most.  Fighting for the rebels in Cuba and for 

the Chileans in Peru was dangerous and there was no guarantee that it would lead to the 

end of indenture; better to take one’s luck finishing out a contract and then make a push 

for freedom.  Many Chinese, both free and under contract, had established friendships, 

families, and a sense of community, which participation in these wars could threaten.  

War in Cuba and Peru opened a space for the Chinese to demonstrate their dissatisfaction 

with their lot, but not all of them chose to do so. 

 

Conclusion 

Chinese coolies did not accept their marginalization and exploitation in Cuba and 

Peru.  Instead, they practiced everyday and radical forms of resistance.  Understanding 

their contractual rights and their legally free status, colonos asiáticos attempted to slow 

the pace of work or struck when demands seemed unfair.  When they did not receive pay 

or adequate food they often complained as well.  When these hardships continued, 

indentured workers sought recourse outside the workplace.  Coolies tried to buy out their 

contract and secure papers of freedom.  Some ran away.  Others sought out government 

officials to whom they could plead their cases.  When these options failed, some Chinese 

turned to death: either their own or their tormentor’s.  Suicide offered an escape that 

culturally made sense to these immigrants.  Moreover, rebellion provided another avenue 

to unleash pent up anger and frustration.  Clearly, the Chinese were not passive.  Coolies 
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and their defenders often explained Chinese actions in terms of the violation of their 

rights and their difference from slaves, but neither were they blind to the ambiguities that 

engulfed asiáticos.  When the right opportunity arose, indentured Asians and their 

defenders could employ the negative stereotypes about coolies in their defense. 

 What is not as apparent on the surface, but no less true, is that Chinese actions 

played a major role in making it possible for thousands of indentured workers to escape 

bondage, as well as eventually undermining the coolie labor system in Cuba and Peru.  

Individually, many of these acts of resistance failed, but combined they became a major 

concern of the elites.  An Asian laborer might not have received the treatment he thought 

he deserved, but he was not about to let everyone else forget how he should have been 

treated or that he was a free person.  Constant acts of resistance made some patrones ease 

up a little more than they initially had intended.  More likely than not, these actions 

produced a backlash from bosses, but this, in turn, only aroused more resistance.  That 

said, over the course of nearly thirty years, Chinese actions had a powerful effect on 

public opinion.  Resistance, in its many forms, forced people to think about and question 

the treatment of asiáticos and their position in society in Cuba and Peru.  Many in both 

places tried to write off Chinese non-violent and violent resistance by claiming that these 

immigrant laborers were degenerates.  Yet, actions taken by coolies also had the power to 

remind them, as well as foreign observers, that chinos were legally free men who 

deserved better.  Newspapers and courtrooms became important forums not only to 

discuss the actions taken by the Chinese, but also to reflect on the merits of the coolie 

labor system as a whole.  During trials, defense lawyers were motivated more often by 

trying to win the case than actually ending the coolie labor system.  Yet, in order to win 
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their cases they had to point out the contradictions that structured coolie labor in Cuba 

and Peru.  In the long run, even harsher treatment in the aftermath of rebellion became a 

victory in a sense for colonos asiáticos, because as Peruvians and Cubans acted more 

harshly toward these workers they exposed the lie that coolies were free men.  Largely 

because the Chinese did not remain passive, the governments in both places increasingly 

had to regulate and investigate the living and working conditions of Asian indentured 

laborers.  Moreover, pressure against the coolie labor system never would have reached 

the breaking point in 1874 if it had not been for the role of these workers themselves. 

 Before examining the end of the coolie era in greater detail, let us turn our 

attention to how colonos asiáticos took advantage of the space their resistance provided 

to escape bondage and how these free Chinese subsequently made better lives for 

themselves during the coolie era.
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Chapter Six 

Life After Bondage: Free Chinese during the Coolie Era 

 

 Up to this point, I have noted but not focused on the situation of free Chinese in 

Cuba and Peru.  However, a study of Asian indentured labor in Spanish America remains 

incomplete without considering those who escaped bondage.  Thousands of coolies 

became ex-coolies and continued to live as such in both societies.  By the mid 1850s, the 

first colonos asiáticos ended their original contracts (at least the ones still alive) and some 

of them succeeded in avoiding re-indenture.  By the 1860s and early 1870s, a highly 

visible free Chinese community existed in Havana and Lima, as well as in smaller cities 

such as Sagua la Grande in Cuba and Trujillo in Peru.  Asiáticos libres did not appear 

over night.  The post-indenture community in the Spanish colony and the Andean 

republic had been growing steadily since the 1850s and continued to do so into the 1880s 

as the last contracts ended.     

 As the previous chapters make clear, those who attained free status succeeded in 

doing so for two main reasons: 1) legal ambiguities weakened their bondage and 2) they 

took various actions to escape servitude.  The contradictory identity that elites in these 

two societies constructed for coolies (slave vs. free, hard working and intelligent vs. lazy 

and ignorant, cultured vs. barbarian, morally sound vs. morally corrupt, etc.) made it 

easier to justify exploiting these immigrant workers as if they were slaves.  However, it 

also opened the door for letting them become free members of society.  Surely, these 

negative imaginings of the Chinese hindered their advancement, but the positive ones 
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facilitated a transition to an improved status.  For many Cuban and Peruvian elites, as in 

the rest of Latin America during this period, progress meant moving away from slavery 

and whitening the population, and some tried to fit asiáticos into this vision.  Still, the 

discourse concerning indentured Chinese did not ensure free status after eight years of 

labor.  They had to take action to remind those around them of their legally free status 

through non-violent and violent resistance.  Non-violent acts, such as complaining to 

officials and saving money to buy out a contract early or to pay for the necessary papers 

for free status, could lead to immediate liberation for many coolies. Attacking a superior 

did not usually lead to an individual’s liberation, but it did draw the attention of 

decisionmakers to the status of the Chinese. 

 Yet, becoming an asiático libre did not entail the end of hardship.  A post-

contract immigrant had to figure out a way to completely provide for himself (and 

possibly a family).  Prior to freedom, coolies often had to find ways to supplement their 

incomes, obtain food, and get other necessities because patrones usually failed to provide 

for them.  The reality, however, was that these workers were not entirely on their own 

and could count on some form of compensation and some provisions.  An end to bondage 

led to a new set of difficulties.  Most Chinese preferred the challenges of freedom, but 

they were challenges nonetheless.  The discrimination and hatred that so many ex-coolies 

experienced from so many other members of society only compounded the troubles 

awaiting them once a patrón had exited their lives.  Moreover, attaining post-indenture 

status did not guarantee that an Asian immigrant would never return to a life of servitude.  

Elites and government officials in Cuba and Peru harassed asiáticos libres, demanding 

that they prove their free status and that they were not vagabonds.  If a chino could not 
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satisfy these demands, the authorities often sent him back to his original patrón or a new 

one, or they kept him in jail and forced him to labor for the state.  Life remained difficult 

for the Chinese well after the end of their contractual labor obligations. 

 How, then, did free Chinese make lives for themselves and defend themselves 

from a hostile world?  Those who made this transition successfully did so by working 

together as an ethnic group, while also taking actions to identify with their host societies.  

Upon arrival in Cuba or Peru, few saw themselves as “Chinese.”  Many identified more 

with their local village and region of origin.  Nevertheless, their experience in Spanish 

America, led many to adopt a strategy of group cooperation and identification.  Asiáticos 

libres turned to each other in order to establish businesses, mutual aid societies, and 

centers of entertainment and religion, as well as to find housing and jobs.  Free Asians 

also helped their indentured countrymen run away and get fake papers so that they could 

join free society and become members of their community.  Thinking of themselves as a 

group and acting together had its advantages, but the Chinese also had to demonstrate to 

Cubans and Peruvians that they belonged to these societies.  They did this by taking some 

steps towards assimilation, such as adopting Catholicism and incorporating non-Chinese 

into their world (i.e., forming interracial families and letting non-Chinese participate in 

Chinese cultural events).  In a sense, ex-coolies constructed Sino-Cuban and Sino-

Peruvian identities, which helped them bond together and challenge claims that they were 

outsiders as they slowly built a free Chinese community, while integrating themselves 

into a larger host society.   
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Making a Living once Free 

 The end of servitude did not mean an end to difficulties.  Asiáticos libres had to 

find ways to completely provide for themselves in a foreign land for the first time.  

Typically destitute, in poor health, and non-Spanish speaking or minimally so, these 

immigrants clearly did not have favorable odds of succeeding or even surviving on their 

own.  After eight or more years of suffering, many dreamt about returning to China, but, 

lacking the money to pay for the passage home, few ever left Cuba or Peru.1  The 

American scientist J.B. Steere sailed on a coolie ship returning to the Far East from 

Callao in 1873 and noted eleven passengers returning to China.  According to Steere, this 

number was typical; coolie ships in Peru brought 600 to 900 indentured workers per 

voyage, he observed, but only ten to twelve partook in the return to Macao.  Steere 

acknowledged that some post-indenture Asians probably went to San Francisco and then 

back to China, but overall, he was convinced few ever left the South American republic.2  

Similarly, the New York Times, which periodically reported on the coolie trade and the 

condition of these laborers, suggested in an 1874 editorial that in Cuba only about one in 

every twenty-five returned to China.3  Although ships advertised in Havana’s newspapers 

the sale of tickets for those looking to return to Asia, the price was usually too high for 

one of these individuals to take advantage of the offer.  During the 1860s and 1870s, it 

cost between $90 and $156 to get from Havana to San Francisco, and that was only half 

                                                
1 Watt Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru: A History of the Chinese Coolie in Peru, 1849-1874 (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1951), 124, 228 and Duvon Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1847-
1947 (Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury College, 1971), 88. 
2 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 57-58, 124. 
3 New York Times, August 19, 1874. 
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of the trip.4  Chun Young Hing, a former coolie who succeeded in leaving Cuba for 

Boston, explained that at the end of his eight years of service he had only made “$35,” 

which was not enough to pay for a trip back to China.  Theoretically, a colono asiático 

should have earned about ten times that amount, but unfair pay deductions, and the need 

to supplement food rations and in some cases to pay for health care, left most, like Chun, 

without the money to pay for the passage back to Asia.5   

Unable to purchase a trip home, many remained in Cuba and Peru without ever 

finding a way to escape bonded labor.  Some opted to sign new contracts with their 

original or new patrones because they believed that this decision represented the best 

course of action given their financial situation.  Others only agreed to new labor 

agreements because government officials and potential employers forced them to do so.6  

Nevertheless, because coolies were not legally slaves, they typically signed new work 

contracts on better terms than before –even when forced to do so.  Almost all of the 

periods of service for re-contracted Chinese were shorter.  Coolies interviewed by the 

1874 commission in Cuba indicated that new terms of service ranged from three months 

to eight years with two to six years appearing to have been the norm.7  The situation in 

Peru differed little.  In studying the hacienda Palto in the valley of Pisco south of Lima, 

Humberto Rodríguez Pastor notes that 74.3% of the coolies who made it into the 

plantation’s record books re-contracted at least once with their original patrón.  These 

                                                
4 Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 88.  Corbitt highlights El Diario de la Marina. 
5 New York Times, August 17, 1874. 
6 The Cuba Commission Report: A Hidden History of the Chinese in Cuba (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1993), 70-80 and Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio en el Perú 
(1850-1900): Migración, agricultura, mentalidad y explotación, 2nd ed. (Lima: Sur Casa de Estudios del 
Socialismo, 2001), 55. 
7 Cuba Commission Report, 53, 55, 58, 71-74, 79, 80, 84. 
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additional labor contracts lasted for six months, or one or two years depending on how 

both parties wished to proceed.8   

Moreover, wages often increased for those working under a new contract.  In 

Cuba, some re-indentured workers reported receiving no improvement in pay, but others 

obtained monthly wages ranging from six to fifteen pesos as compared to the four pesos 

under their original contract.  Re-contracted workers occasionally received these wages in 

the form of script, which could undercut the wage hike.  Still, many undoubtedly made 

more after they completed the first contract.9  Pay frequently rose for re-contracted 

asiáticos in Peru as well, particularly during the 1870s as the coolie trade came to a close 

and the Chinese gained more bargaining power as the labor supply dwindled.  In order to 

keep his labor supply steady, the owner of the hacienda Caucato, the biggest plantation in 

the valley of Pisco, tried to get his coolies to agree to re-contract well before they 

finished at pay rates similar to their original one.  However, if these workers held out and 

neared completion of their original agreement, this hacendado found himself having to 

pay higher wages to convince them to sign a new, shorter-term labor contract.10  In 

addition to a pay increase, indentured workers in Peru who agreed to a new term of 

service often received a pay advance.  In theory, getting money up front indebted a 

worker to his patrón, but chinos did not view this negatively.  In fact, plantation owners 

and others frequently learned that pay advances, or enganche as they typically called it, 

was the only way to get a colono asiático to sign the new contract.  Coolies had grown 

accustomed to having employers who did everything they could to avoid paying them; 

                                                
8 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 50-51. 
9 Cuba Commission Report, 78-80. 
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getting money up front guaranteed that an employer would actually pay them.  The 

original labor contract had not necessarily served as a guarantor in the past.  The security 

promised from a pay advance also made it easier to save money for the future transition 

to free society.11 

Thousands of Chinese became free, but poverty and poor physical health 

constrained the options for many of those who remained in Spanish America.  For some, 

the only option was to turn to begging.12  Lu-Shêng-pao informed the Chinese-led 

commission in Cuba that his patrón and government officials forced him to go to a coolie 

depot after completing his terms of service where guards beat him so severely that he 

could not work in the future.  “The injury became incurable,” he explained, “and I was 

forced to become a beggar…and now I sleep in the street.”13 Abusive employers in Peru 

often removed the maimed and elderly as well, leaving these individuals with little 

recourse but the streets and the poor houses.14  There is no way to know for sure how 

many former coolies became drifters, but many noted the presence of destitute free 

Chinese in the streets.  In 1875, the limeño newspaper El Nacional acknowledged an 

increasing number of Asian vagrants in the republic.15  In February of the following year, 

a writer in El Nacional estimated that eighty percent of all beggars in the Peruvian capital 

were from Asia.  This figure was most likely an exaggeration, but destitute asiáticos 

libres were undoubtedly a problem.  According to the author, homeless Chinese mostly 
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consisted of former colonos who had been injured and physically weakened while 

laboring on plantations and, therefore, could not find employment.16  A sense of 

hopelessness could overtake some of these impoverished ex-coolies.  In 1862, the police 

in Havana discovered a chino named Ajó who bashed his head in several times and ended 

his life.  Apparently Ajó could not find work and food and opted to end his misery.17   

The reality of Chinese beggars and vagrants produced real anxiety for some 

people.  A “concerned” Peruvian complained to Lima’s prefect in 1870 in El Comercio 

about the increasing number of these individuals in the city, explaining “There exists in 

this capital and its environs an increasing number of Asiatics who, having finished their 

contracts, go about as vagrants; given over to idleness, they lend themselves to all kinds 

of vice and commit crimes more or less grave.  This class of individuals is that which 

perverts the Asiatics who have not been contaminated and sows in them demoralization 

and bad habits.”18  A piece in El Nacional from 1875 expressed similar concern.  The 

writer suggested that free Asians carry papers that showed they had an occupation and 

were not vagabonds.19  In actuality, the department of Lima and the national government 

had already set up laws in the late 1860s to try to deal with this issue.  The limeño 

government in 1867 began requiring all post-contract Chinese to show a completed 

contract and register in a government book of asiáticos libres, which included their 

names, the date of the completion of their contract, the name of their former patrón, and 

their current occupation.  Free Chinese then had to carry on their person a certificate of 
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freedom that stated their occupation; otherwise the departmental government considered 

them vagrants.20  Two years later, the Peruvian president, José Balta, made a similar 

decree for the whole country, giving free Chinese thirty days to prove they had a legal 

occupation and to get a similar certificate.21  Similar concerns about poor Asians in the 

streets existed in Cuba.  The capitán de partido in Las Jíquimas, in Matanzas province, 

worried about an “invasion” of Chinese drifters in his town and sought permission from 

his superiors to arrest them because he believed that they spent their time gambling and 

doing nothing productive.  His superiors informed him that as long as they were selling 

something they could not be considered vagrants.22  Cuba already had laws in place that 

limited the freedom of post-contract asiáticos, including requiring beggars to pay for a 

mendicant pass.  If homeless Chinese did not have the proper paperwork, Cuban officials 

could arrest them. 

Despite concern for the growing number of beggars, free Chinese did not solely 

turn to begging in order to survive.  Many found ways to make a living –even if not a 

glamorous one.  Ex-coolies often stayed in the countryside and hired themselves out as 

free peons.  Ayate worked from 1867 to 1876 as a coolie on the Peruvian hacienda Palto.  

After nine years of contract labor, the Aspíllaga brothers who owned Palto could not 

convince Ayate to sign a new contract.  However, they valued his labor; so they hired 

him as a contract-free wage laborer for 80 cents a day, a typical wage for a free peon 
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during this era.23  Chinos working as free laborers on Peruvian plantations became 

increasingly common after the end of the coolie trade in 1874 and as the coolie labor 

system neared its end.  By 1883, the hacienda Cayaltí in northern Peru had hired 93 free 

Chinese as day laborers.24  However, this trend had started much earlier; in 1874 the 

hacienda Tulipe in the Peruvian province of Chiclayo had 190 asiáticos libres working 

on it.25  Free Chinese in Cuba sought similar employment.  According to the 1872 Cuban 

census, seventy-two percent (10,644 out of 14,064) of the island’s asiáticos libres 

remained working in agriculture, with many of them hiring themselves out as canecutters 

during the zafra.26   

Former indentured laborers who remained in the countryside frequently joined 

Chinese work gangs –or cuadrillas as Cubans referred to them.  During the 1870s and 

1880s, several Chinese had taken the initiative to organize some of their free compatriots 

into groups of workers that plantation owners and others could hire on a temporary basis.  

The Chinese entrepreneurs who typically led cuadrillas spoke Spanish, had worked as 

supervisors in the past, and could serve as intermediaries between their compatriots and 

potential employers.  As labor recruiters, these men rarely labored in the fields.  Instead, 

they functioned as labor brokers (or enganchadores).  An hacendado usually paid an 

Asian enganchador an agreed amount of money, possibly furnished him with access to 

land, and/or gave him the right to sell goods to his paisanos on the plantation.  The 

enganchador typically gave each of his recruited laborers a pay advance –the so-called 
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enganche which “hooked” them into having to serve because they were in debt– and then 

he was responsible for paying them the rest of their wages as they completed a task or 

period of work.  The Chinese labor recruiter might also be responsible for providing the 

workers in his cuadrilla with housing, food, and other provisions.27  This could be an 

exploitative relationship that clearly benefitted the labor recruiter and limited the mobility 

of some asiáticos libres, but for many former coolies it was a better option than directly 

taking their chances with a Peruvian or Cuban employer.  Through the cuadrilla system, 

post-indenture Chinese could work for someone they trusted more and with whom they 

could communicate better, which made it easier for them to complain about and negotiate 

work conditions.  In fact, Cuban authorities demonstrated their concern about ethnic 

solidarity when they banned cuadrillas of asiáticos from December 1871 until the end of 

the Ten Years War in 1878 for fear that the labor recruiters were taking in runaway 

colonos and undermining the interests of the island’s patrones.28  In addition to 

potentially improving the lot of the average ex-coolie, work gangs allowed the group 

leader to prosper.        

A minority of free Chinese turned to farming and rural trade.  In Cuba, some of 

them, often in groups of two or three, established little vegetable and floral farms in the 

countryside located relatively close to cities or towns and then marketed their produce 
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and flowers in these population centers.29  Sharecroppers also appeared in Peru.30   Others 

traversed the plantations trying to sell goods to coolies (and slaves in Cuba) who labored 

on these sites.  The former Cuban slave Esteban Montejo recalled, “Sesame seeds, you 

know, were a Chinese thing because their salesmen went around the plantations selling 

them.”31  In other instances, free Chinese stationed themselves on a specific plantation 

and sold things to their indentured paisanos on a regular basis.32  For example, Aquia had 

gained permission to reside in the galpón (coolie quarters) with his fellow countrymen 

and run a business targeted at them on the hacienda Casablanca in the province of Cañete, 

south of Lima.33  

 Asiáticos libres frequently left the countryside for the city to find work or a way 

to support themselves.  Lima and Havana became the main destinations of this migration.  

By 1876, despite the fact that the northern coast was the main center of agricultural 

production at this time, 47.45 percent of all Chinese in Peru (free and contracted) lived in 

the department of Lima, a clear sign that once free, many of these immigrants made their 

way to the capital.34  In 1872, 2,254 free chinos resided in Havana out of a total Chinese 

population in the city of 4,808.35  Former coolies congregated in other cities as well.  

According to a Peruvian government investigation in 1870, 13.2 percent of the asiáticos 

in the province of Santa were classified as free and all of them lived in one of four towns: 

                                                
29 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 245-246. 
30 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 124-125; Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 121. 
31 Miguel Barnet, Biography of A Runaway Slave, translated by W. Nick Hill (Willimantic, Connecticut: 
Curbstone Press, 1994), 29.  
32 Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 132. 
33 AGN, Causas Criminales, Corte Superior de Justicia de Lima (R.P.J.), Leg. 295, 1870, Exp.: Criminal 
entre partes D. José María Donayres contra el asiático Aquia por hurto. 
34 Alida Díaz, El censo general de 1876 en el Perú (Lima: Seminario de historia rural andina, 1974), 29. 
35 Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 194. 
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Villa de Casma, Poblado Santa, Pueblo Nepeña, Pueblo de Moro.36  Similarly, the Cuban 

census of 1872 noted that 347 free Chinese lived in the city of Pinar del Río as compared 

to 332 contracted individuals.  The western city of San Cristóbal also had 143 free 

individuals out of a total Chinese population of 223.37 

 What did former coolies do in the city?  Some worked as wage laborers, often in 

bakeries, in artisanry and manufacturing, in construction, as stevedores, and as domestic 

servants.38  With respect to Havana, the American consul noted, “A large number are 

employed as servants, they are engaged in all the mechanic arts exercised here…. As a 

rule they are peaceable, inoffensive, industrious and thrifty, and quite useful as any other 

class in their several occupations.”39  As early as 1860, families in Trujillo were hiring 

asiáticos libres as cooks.40 “The Chinese are big fanatics of the kitchen,” a Peruvian 

observer commented at the close of the 1860s, “and many of them have become excellent 

cooks in Lima.”41  Cubans turned to these immigrants for their culinary skills as well.42  

Another survival strategy was to hawk goods on city streets.  In Las Jíquimas, Cuba, a 

number of chinos sold candy and bunches of tea leaves when the train stopped in town.43  

Others filled pushcarts with trinkets, dishes, and food, or set up fruit stands.  Peddling 
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baked goods, meat, and vegetables became rather common.44  A number of these vendors 

carved out a space for themselves in the city markets and did not just walk the 

surrounding area.45  Getting a stand in one of these places was not easy and selling in the 

market came with restrictions.  For example, five Chinese sellers in the Mercado de la 

Concepción in Lima received a four-peso fine in early 1868 for not following proper 

procedures.46  The Asian presence in the marketplace fascinated many visitors to Cuba.  

In his travel narrative, Maturin Murray Ballou –a prominent American journalist– 

described Havana’s Central Market.  “It is a motley crowd that one meets there, where 

purchasers and salesmen mingle promiscuously,” he wrote.  “From six to nine o’clock, 

a.m., it is the busiest place in all Havana.  Negroes and mullatoes, Creoles and Spaniards, 

Chinamen and Monteros, men and women, beggars, purchasers, and slaves, all come to 

the market on the Calzada de la Reina.”47  Some did whatever they could to draw the 

attention of passers by and get them to purchase the goods they were offering.  An 

American traveler recalled from a trip to Matanzas, Cuba:  

Soldiers, sailors, paisanos, coolies, and negroes are continually passing, 
furnishing a gay and animated panorama for all eyes that gaze.  Street-
venders are plenty and picturesque.  Yonder is a Chinese crockery peddler.  
His stock in trade is contained in two large round baskets, suspended from 
a kind of bamboo yoke on his shoulders.  He calls attention to his wares, 
not by cry, but by tossing in the air a half-dozen plates or saucers, and by 
the sleight of hand peculiar to his race, causing them to fall one upon 
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another as he catches them with a sharp clash and clatter that is heard 
above everything else.48 
 

 Some free Chinese moved beyond street peddling and established their own 

businesses.  Manuel Atanasio Fuentes, a Peruvian intellectual, lawyer, and health 

advocate, writing in the late 1860s, focused on three of these avenues of moneymaking.  

He stated that “once the Chinese have recouped their absolute freedom… they prefer to 

adopt three occupations: gambling houses, restaurants, or usury.”49  According to the 

1876 Peruvian census, there were 1,756 Chinese in the province of Lima dedicated to 

“commerce” out of a total Chinese population (including coolies) of 6,449 in the area.  

This total likely included peddlers and not just “businessmen,” but it was a telling 

statistic nonetheless.  The census noted 2,019 Chinese in the service industry (this total 

would have included both free and contracted).  Another 208 (both free and contracted) 

worked in “industry,” while census takers classified 35 as “professionals.”  Most of the 

individuals recorded in the census undoubtedly resided in the city of Lima.50  In 1873, El 

Comercio observed that cooking was the most common occupation for former coolies.51  

Criminal records involving asiáticos libres in Peru seem to confirm this observation.52  

Lima boasted 51 Chinese businesses in 1869.  19 of these were restaurants, or fondas –

the city had a total of 128 eateries at the time.  Three years later, chinos operated nearly 
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half of Lima’s restaurants (146 out of 299).  The majority of these fondas were small and 

simple, but 18 were considered of the highest quality.53  Running an opium den, known 

as a yinkén, or a gambling house became another way to make a living.54  El Comercio 

complained, “The preparation of pipes and of rooms and lamps to send men on their way 

to physical and moral decay and suicide is another of the industries undertaken by free 

Chinese, who have their establishments in the market and its surrounding area.”55  Others 

ran small general stores known as pulperías or bigger grocery stores.56  Practicing 

Eastern medicine and selling herbs and teas provided some with a living as well.57  By 

the late 1860s, El Comercio repeatedly noted the increasing number of Chinese stores and 

businesses in Lima’s main markets and the surrounding areas.58 

Asiáticos libres formed similar businesses outside of the Peruvian capital.  Within 

the first ten to fifteen years of the coolie trade, Trujillo and the nearby town of 

Huanchaco had Chinese fondas and pulperías.59  The province of Yauyas in the 

department of Lima only had ten chinos in 1876, but two of them ran pulperías, while 

two others ran fondas and two more worked as cooks.60  The Peruvian government’s 

report on the condition of the Chinese in the province of Santa indicated that the 28 libres 
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in Villa de Casme made a living selling food, cooking, operating restaurants, rolling 

cigars, and hiring themselves out as laborers.  The city of Santa’s 78 free Chinese, as well 

as the 19 in Nepeña and the 36 in Moro, all held similar jobs or ran similar businesses.61  

The situation in Cuba differed little.  The American consul observed in 1870 that 

“some [free Chinese] have small establishments, shops, fruit stalls, eating houses, etc.”62  

These business developments began well before he sent this letter back to Washington.  

Two former coolies, Chung Leng and Lan Si Ye, set the foundation for Havana’s 

Chinatown in 1858 when they respectively opened a café and a grocery store.  Within 

several years, others had set up shops in the same area, helping to create a real Chinese 

neighborhood in the colonial capital.63  Chuang A-i informed the 1874 commission that 

he had established a couple of businesses in Havana once he gained his freedom.  “After 

the completion of my contract,” Chuang stated, “I kept during seven years a shop for the 

sale of meat.  I afterwards opened one for the sale of miscellaneous articles.”64  Chou A-

chiu and Han A-hsing, both former coolies, told these same investigators that they had 

each opened stores dedicated to the trade in sweetmeats, with the latter noting, “I earn 

sufficient to support myself.”  Rather than retail meat, Liang Tao-han “[kept] a small 

shop for the sale of spirits and rice,” while Yeh Yu sold vegetables for a living.65  

Asiáticos libres also opened gambling dens in the capital city.66  Others began practicing 
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medicine and selling medicinal herbs and opium like their counterparts in Peru.67  By the 

mid 1860s, ex-coolies had set up shops and grocery stores in Guanajay, Güines, and Pinar 

del Río.68  Similar Chinese businesses existed in Matanzas and Cárdenas.69  Esteban 

Montejo recalled the well-established Chinese businesses that existed in Sagua La 

Grande following the end of the Ten Years War (1868-1878).  “The Chinese were good 

at business,” he reminisced.  “Their stores sold great numbers of strange things.  They 

sold paper dolls for children, perfumes, and fabrics.  The whole of Tacón Street in Sagua 

la Grande was Chinese.  They also had tailor shops, candy shops, and opium dens 

there.”70   

A few asiáticos libres even thrived.  A Peruvian senator defending the coolie 

labor system noted the wealth of the Chinese colony in Lima to his colleagues in the 

congress.  He explained that the former colonos “go and establish themselves in different 

towns, and we have many of them in Lima with their own establishments where they run 

their own businesses…. And I can assure the Honorable Mr. Aráez that despite how 

miserable and unhappy that [Chinese] immigration is, there are, nonetheless, in Lima 

some of those miserable Asiatics who are richer than me or his honor.”71  Manuel de la 

Cruz was one of these immigrant success stories to which the senator may have been 

referring.  An article in El Nacional in July of 1871, praised De la Cruz as a “model 
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Asiatic.”  He had arrived in Peru under contract on one of the earliest boatloads of Asian 

workers.  Upon completing his contract he worked as a free laborer until he had amassed 

sufficient capital to become a successful businessman. When his Peruvian wife died that 

year, the lavish funeral he held for her, including the attendance of some of Lima’s most 

distinguished people, grabbed the attention of the public.72  Furthermore, De la Cruz also 

became an important leader in the limeño free Chinese community.73  The funeral and his 

status within the Chinese community, as well as society in general, all indicated the high 

level of success he had attained. Several former coolies in Cuba, such as Chêng A-lai, 

also became quite wealthy through their economic endeavors.74  Moreover, in 1879 and 

1880, several chinos pooled their capital and bought a couple of sugar plantations, one in 

Matanzas and one in Santa Clara.75 Similarly, in Peru by 1887, a former coolie had been 

able to purchase the hacienda Mazo and had hired 80 to 90 free Chinese workers.76 

Although a few post-indenture Chinese succeeded tremendously, the majority of 

the well-to-do within this ethnic group had never labored under contract.  By the 1870s, 

several thousand free Chinese immigrants began trickling into Cuba and Peru.  These 

immigrants often have been referred to as californianos in Cuba.  Most of these 

individuals emigrated as merchants and businessmen and many of them had originally 

found success in San Francisco.  However, they began to experience increasing hostility 

in California as the anti-Chinese movement gained momentum; so they opted to go to 
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Spanish America where a large population of their countrymen already existed.  With ties 

to and capital from San Francisco and Hong Kong, these individuals soon established a 

number of successful businesses in Havana, Lima, Trujillo, Sagua la Grande, and 

elsewhere.  Californianos opened stores, some of which imported goods from the Far 

East (both luxury and more practical things such as rice), and established banks, theaters, 

newspapers, gambling houses, and other businesses.  In the Spanish colony, the most 

successful of these businesses was Wong On y Cía, established in 1879.  Soon the 

company was worth more than three million pesos and had branches outside of Havana in 

Cárdenas, Colón, and Sagua la Grande.  Wing On Chong y Cía had similar success in 

Lima during the 1870s and 1880s.77  The richest Chinese immigrants may never have 

been indentured, but thousands of former coolies still found ways to earn enough to 

survive, and in some cases prosper, in both the countryside and in the city. 

 

Living in a Harsh World 

Even when asiáticos libres found ways to provide for themselves, they continued 

to face constant difficulties.  As discussed in this study, ex-coolies in Cuba needed to 

carry papers at all times that proved they had completed their contracts and had gained 

permission to reside in Cuba as free individuals.  Getting a patrón to hand a coolie his 

“walking papers” was rarely easy.  Many refused to give them outright, while others 

claimed that a laborer still had time left on his contract.  Ho A-ssu spoke for many when 
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he complained, “At the end of the eight years no cedula was supplied to me, and I was 

forced to work for another term of four years.  A few days ago I asked my master for a 

cedula, and was told by him that I had to serve for other six years.”78  Once patrones 

certified that a worker had finished his contract, that worker had to get papers from the 

colonial government allowing him to stay on the island as a free individual.  If an 

individual never found a job and turned to begging, he technically needed to get a pass to 

beg or else the authorities could arrest him as a vagrant and then send him to the coolie 

depot to await forced re-contracting.  Of course, beggars rarely had the funds to buy these 

passes.79  Moreover, as of 1860, the law made it clear that all those arriving from that 

point on had to leave the island within three months, re-contract, or do forced labor on 

public works projects when they finished their contracts.  They were not supposed to be 

allowed to become asiáticos libres.  The indentured laborers who arrived after 1860 

continued to join the ranks of the free when they finished their terms of service –often by 

obtaining a passport from the English or Portuguese consulate indicating that they were 

subjects of one of these crowns and not the Qing emperor.  However, this law served as a 

further obstacle they had to overcome. 

Getting the proper papers did not guarantee protection either.  Even after the 

Chinese had acquired papers freeing them and letters of domicile to stay in Cuba, former 

patrones, or even patrones who had never “hired” them before, could appear and claim 

that a chino was a runaway and still owed him work.  Wang A-fu was finally able to 
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leave his patrón after fourteen years of service, but the latter soon claimed that the former 

was a runaway, which ultimately led to imprisonment for Wang A-fu.80   Employers of 

asiáticos libres would even steal their workers’ cédulas and force them to return to coolie 

status.  In other cases, employers did not want Asian laborers to leave their 

establishments as free men; so they paid off the police to arrest them, which meant a trip 

to the coolie depot and a return to bonded labor.81   

Besides dealing with possible claims of a labor debt, post-indenture immigrants 

had to contend with government officials who made it difficult to get the rest of the 

necessary papers to live freely or who constantly challenged their free status.  Getting the 

proper papers from the local authorities was an expense that many struggled to meet.  

Chu Chi-hsün complained to the 1874 commission about the high cost of getting the 

necessary documents to live freely.  “To procure from the officials a Letter of Domicile 

and a cedula an outlay of $50 or $60 and baptism and adoption by a foreigner were 

indispensable,” he testified, “so that it was useless for a poor man to endeavour to obtain 

these documents.”82  Government officials often inflated the price of cédulas, with prices 

ranging from eight pesos to as much as three hundred pesos.83  Sometimes the local 

authorities took a chino’s money for a cédula but refused to give the document to him, 

the lack of which could lead to arrest.84  Still, free Asians frequently managed to get the 

proper papers, but these papers did not necessarily guarantee an end to their problems.  

Sometimes the authorities refused to renew a cédula because the person in question did 
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not have the funds to pay for the renewal, which often carried an inflated price.  At other 

times, officials simply did not wish to give out the renewal documents and instead 

wanted to return the person to a life of bondage.85  If a former coolie forgot or lost his 

cédula, or if someone stole it, he was typically out of luck and most certainly faced 

imprisonment and forced labor.86 

Local authorities in Cuba arrested free Chinese even when they had proof of free 

status.  The police repeatedly seized asiáticos libres and held their cédulas under ransom.  

Those who could not pay this sudden extra fee went back to a coolie depot.  Ch‘ên A-

shun reported, “The police on discovering a Chinese without a cedula demand a bribe of 

$4.  Sometimes, too, in order to extort money they seize the cedulas and if it is refused 

[i.e., a bribe], tear them up and deliver the holder to the officials.”87  In other instances, 

officials ignored, destroyed, or took valid cédulas away from former coolies and then 

arrested them.  Li A-chiu, like many others, had attained legal free status for six years 

when suddenly the police took his papers from him and imprisoned him for no apparent 

reason.88  Officials repeatedly stopped chinos and asked to see their papers and then 

claimed that these documents were fakes and arrested them.89 Moreover, if free Chinese 

left the area where their cédula had been issued, they needed to obtain an extra pass and 
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even if they did get this pass, officials in another jurisdiction were likely to arrest them 

and claim that they were runaways.90   

Cuban officials periodically undertook concerted campaigns to capture runaway 

coolies, which often led to the hounding of asiáticos libres and to their arrest even when 

they had legitimate papers and occupations.  The American consul in Havana complained 

of such a raid in September of 1871.  He informed the U.S. Secretary of State, “On 

Sunday and Monday last, the local city authorities proceeded to arrest every Chinaman of 

the class named, that could be found in the streets, their dwellings or shops.  As far as I 

can ascertain, two thousand and upwards of these unfortunate beings are now imprisoned 

at the different places assigned for that purpose.”  The consul noted that many of the 

arrested had been running successful businesses or had jobs as wage laborers.  These 

were hard working, honorable people, but all Cubans wanted was their labor.  He 

explained, “It is understood that the object of the Government is that no Chinaman shall 

be permitted to remain in the Island unless contracted or apprenticed and to discourage 

their remaining in the towns, in fact to deprive them of all occupations except that of 

working on sugar plantations.”91  Later that month the consul summed up the general 

cédula situation quite well when he wrote home to the Secretary of State: 

Those who have served out their contracts have generally provided 
themselves with police documents, similar to those that other free 
inhabitants are required to have; these documents or passes are supposed 
to be valid for one year from date; the holder is permitted to reside at his 
domicile designated therein and to pursue his occupation; they are 
considered to be something like a safe-conduct in which the Government 
gives a special guaranty that the holder shall not be molested as long as he 
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does not violate the laws; these documents, as far as the Chinamen are 
concerned, appear to have been entirely ignored.92 
 
The authorities harassed free Chinese over more than just the issue of proper 

documentation.  Asiáticos libres in the Spanish colony repeatedly complained about 

police officers taking advantage of them and arresting them unfairly.  The Chinese 

quickly learned that they had to be careful about congregating together, either in public or 

in their own homes, because the police would come after them with trumped up charges.  

Wu Chin-ch‘êng and 123 of his paisanos informed the commission that “when four or 

five Chinese converse together in the street, a policeman will accuse them of conspiracy, 

and if they assemble four or five in a house, shutting the door, they will be charged with 

gambling, and unless we at once offer money we are taken to jail.”93  “Conspiracy” 

typically meant convincing or helping indentured workers desert their patrones and the 

police used this as an excuse to arrest free individuals on a regular basis.  Liang Yu-tê 

testified about this unfair practice.  “Having entered into conversation with three Chinese 

whom I met on the street,” Liang reported, “I was arrested by the police on the charge of 

inciting them to run away.”94  The police repeatedly accused free chinos of being 

runaways, or of selling stolen goods, and then they arrested them.95  Cuban authorities 

used just about anything as a pretext to arrest Asian immigrants.  If asiáticos happened to 

be in the wrong spot at the wrong time, such as in the vicinity of a street fight, the police 

would likely arrest them despite their innocence.96  Ch‘ên A-fa complained that wealth 
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brought accusations of being a gambler.  “It is the custom of this country,” he stated, 

“that the police, who carry swords, arrest all Chinese wearing good clothes whom they 

may meet.  They charge them with being gamblers.  The officials in no way interefere, 

and an outlay of money is the only way of arrangement.”97  Finally, Hsü A-hsing must 

have been completely dumbfounded when he was arrested for kicking a police dog that 

had bitten him.98 

The police often viewed these immigrants as easy prey and proceeded to rob 

them.  Of course, crimes of this sort left free chinos with little recourse, since those sworn 

to uphold the law were the ones breaking it.99  Chien Shih-kuang and 96 of his 

countrymen complained, “The police, knife in hand, burst open our doors, search our 

chests and boxes, and take away whatever of value they see.  We may call in vain for any 

aid from our neighbours, and if we attempt resistance we are at once charged with crime 

and conveyed to prison.”100  Chao K‘un and 97 others had similar grievances, explaining, 

“The police and various official underlings, constantly in search of gain, feed upon us 

more ravenously than a silkworm does on leaves; they constantly enter our apartments, 

search over our beds, accuse us of a breach of law, basing the charge on the possession of 

any article on which they lay their hands, and then rob us of all we have, furniture or 

money.”101  According to the American consul in Havana, this type of unfair treatment 

was the norm for free Chinese in Cuba.  “In their ignorance of Western civilization they 
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are preyed upon and robbed on all sides by the petty officials with whom they come into 

contact, in fact their situation could hardly be more deplorable,” he complained.102 

Although Peru had no forced re-contracting law, Peruvian patrones and 

government officials still harassed asiáticos libres.  A writer defending these immigrants 

in the pages of El Nacional complained about thugs kidnapping free and indentured 

Asians on behalf of plantation owners and then sending them to the fields to work.  He 

observed, “Bandits protected by certain hacendados, take the Chinese who fall into their 

hands and deliver them to the hacendado, who then forces them to work; if they resist 

this, which is natural, he mistreats them and if they are free, he destroys their freedom 

paper.”103  Through the help of a free chino named José Cruz who represented him in 

court, Asac claimed to be the type of victim described in the pages of El Nacional.  Cruz 

told the judge that Asac had been free for two years, ran a restaurant in Callao and a 

candy shop in the plaza de Santo Tomás.  Asac had also been renting a room from Cruz 

for the past couple of years at his inn, Tambo de Huanuco.  On November 23, 1860, Cruz 

accused Ramón Montero, Asac’s former patrón of kidnapping him and sending him to 

the hacienda de Candibilla in chains to return him to a life of bondage.104  Similarly, El 

Nacional highlighted the story of a former coolie who had been tossed out by his patrón 

when he became injured and unable to work.  Having lived freely for some time, the 

Chinese man had recuperated.  His old patrón now claimed that the worker was a 
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runaway and captured him and placed chains on him so that he could not escape.105   

Bondage may have ended for a year or more for an asiático libre, but that was no 

guarantee that a patrón would not reenter his life. 

Free Chinese in Peru often found themselves harassed by the local authorities.  

The passage of anti-vagrancy laws specifically for asiáticos, first in the department of 

Lima in 1867 and later nationally in 1869, became a pretext to badger and arrest free 

Chinese.  These laws required these immigrants to not only prove that they had finished 

their contracts, but that they also had found gainful employment.  Moreover, they had to 

carry government-sanctioned proof of having accomplished both objectives.106  If the 

police saw a chino on the street, they could immediately demand to see his papers.  If the 

immigrant lacked the proper documentation, the authorities could arrest him.  However, 

even if an asiático libre did have proof of free status and employment, this guaranteed 

little.  Once the police were in possession of these documents, they had power over an 

Asian immigrant because they could destroy his papers or hold them ransom and there 

was nothing that the individual in question could do about it.  Free Chinese such as 

Buenaventura Canabal in Trujillo always had to be prepared to be arrested simply 

because the local authorities found it suspicious that a Chinese man was walking down 

the street by himself, even if they had no actual evidence that the individual had 

committed a crime.107  Moreover, as in Cuba, officials in Peru often refused to give 

asiáticos libres their proper papers, which could then lead to a future arrest as a vagrant.  

                                                
105 El Nacional, November 17, 1868. 
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Following President Balta’s decree calling for all free Chinese to register with the 

government and prove that they had gainful employment, only 710 of them in Lima had 

gained their papers as of August 4, 1869 (about two months after the new law).  A few 

days later, El Comercio suggested that officials had been withholding these documents 

unfairly from the Chinese.108 

Even when asiáticos libres had established businesses, the police and local 

officials constantly hounded them.  Those who became involved in Eastern medicine 

found that Peruvian doctors did not like the competition.  In November of 1868, the 

government in the department of Lima began a campaign against Asian doctors who did 

not have a recognized degree in medicine (i.e., all of them).  The government called on 

the local authorities to fine these individuals and for the dean of medicine in Lima to 

bring lawsuits against them.109  With so many Chinese owning fondas, it became 

common for Peruvians to call on the government to inspect their restaurants.  For 

example, in April of 1859, El Comercio asked the Junta of Health in Lima to visit “those 

pestilent establishments and inspect the food…if from the street one experiences the 

terrible smells that emanate from these small establishments, what is going on in the 

interior of them!”110  Thus, it should come as no surprise that in March of 1868, the 

syndic of the municipality of Lima, visited all of the businesses run by the Chinese in 

Calle Capón, and made a number of the restaurant owners throw out meat that he claimed 

was rotten.  However, others, who were not Chinese, got their hands on the meat and sold 

it without ever getting in trouble.  The Chinese, in contrast, had been forced to take a 
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loss.111  Having a legal business also meant that an asiático had to pay a fee to the 

municipality.  However, those who collected these fees could abuse their power, which 

could lead to conflict between Asians and local officials.112  Finally, chinos had to put up 

with police raids on their homes and businesses, presumably because of gambling and 

opium use.113 

In addition to hostile government officials, free Chinese in Cuba and Peru had to 

deal with seemingly constant abuse from the general populace.  Many took advantage of 

these immigrants and tried to rob them.  Former coolies who had succeeded in starting a 

business in Cuba repeatedly complained to the 1874 commission about Cubans taking 

what they wanted from them without ever receiving any form of punishment.  For 

example, Kao Lao-hsiu and 16 others complained, “Those of us engaged in a small trade 

at any of the towns, are daily entered by the inhabitants who take away what suits their 

fancy without even offering payment, and if we ask for it we receive only blows….All 

complaints to the officials are totally unheeded.”  Likewise, another group of four 

explained to the commission, “The foreigners –black and white– make purchases from us 

on credit, or promise payment at the end of the month, but when the time comes they are 

so unprincipled that not only they refuse us our due, but, besides, beat us.”  Chou A-chiu 

felt similarly, stating, “I keep a shop for the sale of sweetmeats.  I am subject to wrong as 
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I am forced to sell on credit and never permitted to ask for payment; if I do so I am 

beaten.”  Han A-hsing grumbled, “Every day men enter my shop, pick up and take away 

something, never acquiring the price, and strike me if I ask for payment.114  Peruvians 

preyed on the Chinese as well, stealing from their shops, homes, and stalls in the 

market.115   

The Chinese also faced constant discrimination.  Wu Chin-ch‘êng, along with 123 

of his compatriots, complained that those who finished their contracts “are also the 

victims of wrongs.  For example, when traveling by rail we are not allowed on the better 

cars, and in the hotels and in the shops we are kept apart in the same manner as the black 

slaves.”116  Similarly, limeños frequently called for the segregation and removal of the 

Chinese from the city center.  El Comercio proclaimed in March of 1868, “The time has 

come for the honorable municipality to proceed with the removal of the great quantity of 

Asiatics who exist in the stores situated around the plaza del mercado on Paz Soldán 

Street and in other places.”  A couple days later, the newspaper again called for the 

ejection of the Chinese from this part of the city.117  Some hospitals in Lima also had 

policies against admitting asiáticos libres regardless of how sick or injured they were.118  

Cemeteries in Peru refused to bury most chinos because they did not consider them 
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Catholic, meaning that corpses were crammed into small undesirable locations, which led 

to outcries about threats to public health.119 

When the Chinese left their homes and shops, they also had to deal with potential 

physical violence against their persons.  In Cuba, Chu Chi-hsün and nine others 

explained, “When we go out or make any sales or purchases, three or five of the 

inhabitants will together assault us with stones, rotten eggs or some other offensive 

missile, wounding us on the head, face and body, and breaking whatever we may be 

carrying….The neighbours in such cases never interfere, and the police, if appealed to, 

accord nothing but abuse.”  Race and age did not limit who might attack these 

immigrants.  Wu A-ch‘ing complained, “The white and black men whom we meet on the 

streets all cast stones at us.  They also rob us of our property, and look upon us as pigs 

and dogs.”  Others complained that children, both black and white, threw stones at them.  

Likewise, Ch‘iu Tê-i stated, “On the streets, too, boys constantly throw stones at us, 

without any attempt at prevention on the part of the government.”120  Attacks of this sort 

occurred in Peru too.  In 1859, El Comercio reported a group of people who taunted and 

hurled stones at a Chinese funeral procession in Lima.121  The newspaper repeatedly 

highlighted youth gangs who went around attacking chinos they found in the street.  Even 

adults apparently partook of this abusive group behavior.122  In Callao in 1873, groups 

went about attacking any Chinese they could find under the pretext that these immigrants 
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had come to Peru and stolen their jobs.123  Occasionally, individuals could be arrested for 

“being enemies of asiáticos” or “Chinese-killers” (matachinos), but generally the 

authorities did little to protect these people.124  Thus, the Chinese had to not only deal 

with being discriminated against and robbed, but also threats to their safety. 

 In addition to facing the hostility the Chinese experienced as outsiders, they had 

to contend with rivalries and divisions within their own group.  As Antonio Chuffat 

Latour pointed out to his Cuban readers during the first half of the twentieth century, not 

all chinos were the same and, therefore, they did not all somehow magically get along 

with each other.  These immigrants came from different parts of China, spoke different 

languages, and had different cultural traits.125   Most came from southern China, but some 

came from the north as well.  Moreover, even among those from Guangdong province, 

ethnic and native-place divisions were extensive.  These immigrants did not originally 

see themselves as Chinese; rather they identified at a more local level.  These ethnic 

identifications could lead to tension within the Chinese community.  Additionally, 

asiáticos libres also fought with each other over economic and legal matters, as well as 

love interests.  In 1858, a group of free Chinese complained to a judge in Lima that they 

had been accused falsely of criminal activity by another group of their paisanos.  The 

accusers were supposedly upset with the individuals in jail because the imprisoned men 

had reported them to the police in the past as running an illegal gambling house.  Now the 
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operators of the illegal business were getting their revenge.126  That same year in the 

capital city, an asiático libre named José Sánchez, charged with robbing a compatriot 

fondero named José Cantón, claimed that Cantón had accused him of such a crime solely 

because he was jealous of his (Sánchez’) relationship with a woman.127  In Havana in 

1868, the free chino Ceferino López attacked his fellow countryman Victoriano Valdés 

with a knife over a debt Valdés had with him.128  Similar cases of revenge, stealing, and 

fighting occurred throughout this period.129   

Still, the hostility towards asiáticos expressed by so many in Cuba and Peru was 

more powerful and was the biggest challenge confronting free Chinese. 

 

Building and Protecting a Community 

 Asiáticos libres found ways to survive and improve their lot, but they quickly 

realized the difficulties of trying to do this on their own.  In the face of so much hostility 

and not knowing who they could trust, former coolies began working and congregating 

together.  Like other immigrant groups in the Americas during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, free Chinese in Lima, Havana, and other cities began forming their 
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own ethnic enclaves.130  Divisions, tensions, and rivalries persisted within this group well 

after they attained their freedom, but overall, they found it advantageous to build a 

Chinese community within these larger communities for their own protection, 

socioeconomic advancement, and to create a space in which to maintain aspects of their 

cultural heritage. 

 Living in the same neighborhood became one aspect of this strategy.  Former 

coolies, along with their countrymen who arrived in Spanish America without ever 

having labored under contract, quickly began forming Chinatowns in Havana and Lima 

as well as in other cities in Cuba and Peru.  They soon filled up buildings in these 

neighborhoods with as many as twenty or more persons per residency.131  Typically, they 

formed these neighborhoods near a major market.  As previously mentioned, Havana’s 

barrio chino sprang up around Zanja Street beginning in 1858 when former colonos 

asiáticos Lan Si Ye and Chung Leng opened a grocery store and a restaurant 

respectively.132  Soon, the Chinese had converted this area into their zone of the city.  

Establishing the barrio chino in this locale seemed to make sense economically because 

it was next to available land and water for truck farming and it was close to the big 

market known as the Mercado de Tacón in the Plaza del Vapor.  Living in the Zanja area 
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allowed for easy access to both the production of goods and the marketing of them.133  

Similarly, limeños noted how ex-coolies seemed to gravitate to the same area of the city, 

with the “center” for free Chinese typically “[being] found in the vicinity of the market 

plaza.”134  These immingrants slowly moved to the 600 and 700 blocks of Jíron Ucayali 

in central Lima, and by the early 1870s had formed a recognizable barrio chino known as 

Calle Capón.  As early as 1859, El Comercio referenced asiáticos gathering on Calle 

Capón.135  In fact, three years earlier, the same paper had already complained about 

Chinese congregating in the city center to smoke opium.136  By the 1870s, Calle Capón 

had clearly become associated with these immigrants.  Richard Gibbs, U.S. minister to 

Peru during the 1870s, described Calle Capón in the following manner, “Streets fronting 

on the large markets or those leading to them are filled by Chinese grocers, tailors, 

shoemakers, bakers, butchers, and other tradesmen so much so that walking around 

seeing the people, their shops and signs you could easily imagine that you were in a 

Chinese town.”137  As in Cuba, chinos located their businesses near the central market. 

But it also made economic sense for the Chinese to congregate in specific areas 

for reasons other than accessibility to the main market.  Living together or in the same 

vicinity made it easier for two, three, or more asiáticos to pool their money together and 

start a business.138  The reality of so many people from the Far East anchoring themselves 

in the same space also made it easier for potential Chinese employers to find employees 
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they trusted, namely other Chinese, and made it easier for asiáticos libres to find jobs and 

get to those jobs, which was all the more difficult and important for both parties 

considering that they were living in hostile lands.139  Although Chinese theater 

entrepreneurs typically brought in trained acrobats and actors from California or China, 

they hired ex-coolies to do other necessary jobs.140  Restaurant owners needed cooks and 

servers and they turned to their countrymen for help.  Similarly, Chinese shop owners 

hired their paisanos.141  If asiáticos libres felt as if members of all classes from their host 

societies had no respect for them, why would they hire a non-pasiano when so many of 

their compatriots were in the vicinity and needed work?  Moreover, a language barrier 

existed for many former coolies, giving them all the more reason to cooperate 

economically with each other.  Surely, as in all ethnic enclaves, some Chinese employers 

took advantage of and exploited their fellow countrymen who worked for them, but in the 

Cuban and Peruvian context there is little doubt that creating a separate sphere 

economically benefitted these immigrants more than attempting to work for people who 

wanted to turn them into slaves, or at a minimum associated them with these people. 

Not only did these businesses (i.e., restaurants, shops, apartment renting, and 

centers of entertainment) employ asiáticos, but many of them also catered to a Chinese 
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clientele.142  These stores sold imports from China, which might have fascinated 

habaneros and limeños, but they clearly appealed to other chinos as well.143  Eastern 

medicinal stores prospered as well, largely because of the existence of buyers originally 

from Asia.144  Asiáticos libres opened their own theaters.  By 1869, several of these 

immigrants had already joined forces to run a theater near the Santa Clara convent and 

Church in the vicinity of Lima’s Chinatown.145  It is not clear if a Peruvian congressman 

was referencing this theater or another one in 1873, but clearly he was impressed by the 

level of success of Chinese theater in the capital city. During a congressional debate on 

Chinese immigration, he explained, “They [chinos] have here in the Capital their own 

theater that rivals our Odeon.”146  By the end of the 1870s, several of these theaters 

operated in Havana.147  Similar theaters opened in other cities, such as Matanzas and 

Sagua la Grande.148   Even if it was the merchant immigrants who started the most 

impressive businesses and centers of entertainment, these places prospered in large part 

because they served coolies and ex-coolies.  Centralizing businesses and residencies 

made selling and consuming easier for this population. 
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With respect to entertainment, opium and gambling safe havens run by and for the 

Chinese prospered in the areas of the cities they dominated.149  By 1856, they had their 

own opium dens in downtown Lima and the surrounding area, which sometimes 

advertised in Chinese characters.  Calle de Judíos and Calle Zavala became the limeño 

opium center of this early period.150  The yinkéns could serve the local population, but 

they focused on Asian consumers.  For example, in 1871, El Nacional noted that the 

police had raided an opium den, which had contained 21 asiático smokers as compared to 

3 locals.151  Gatherings of a dozen or more chinos smoking opium in the city center were 

by no means atypical.152  Gambling houses had as many as one hundred Chinese 

gathering at a time to play games of chance.153  In Cuba, Esteban Montejo recalled chinos 

as “the greatest inventors of games” and that “another thing they really enjoyed was 

gambling.”  He further explained, “The Chinese would rent a house, and they got 

together in it on fiesta days.  They gambled there until they dropped.”154 

Creating their own neighborhoods made economic sense, but, in addition, having 

all of these businesses and residencies together allowed the Chinese to surround 

themselves and interact with the only truly friendly people they knew: themselves.  

Havana’s Chinatown developed in an area close to the economic center of the city, but 

also relatively absent of other people.  When these immigrants began establishing the 

barrio chino, the area was a relatively empty area situated to the south of the Afro-Cuban 
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neighborhood of Jesús María and north of a growing white residential zone.155  The 

process of transforming Calle Capón into Lima’s Chinatown was a bit different, in the 

sense that this was not an empty area that asiáticos claimed for themselves.  As one 

traveler observed in the 1870s, “The neighborhood that [the Chinese] frequent is not 

exclusively inhabited by them.  They live rubbing shoulders with whites, blacks, and 

Indians.”156  Still, the area was not very crowded, with plenty of available space when 

these immigrants began flocking to it.157  Slowly, they made the neighborhood essentially 

their own.158  Even with non-Chinese in the area, having hundreds of paisano neighbors 

had to have been comforting for the Chinese. 

Grouping themselves together allowed these immigrants to entertain themselves 

and recreate aspects of Chinese culture, while limiting the harassment from the 

authorities and a hostile public.  Complaints of chinos using their homes and shops for 

secret gatherings to gamble and smoke opium abounded.159  Officials went after Asian 

gamblers and opium users, but they focused much of their effort on the Chinese, largely 

because Cubans and Peruvians worried that the asiáticos libres encouraged coolies to join 

them and gamble money they had stolen from their patrones.  Yet, having Asian 
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neighbors limited the number of eyes monitoring their residences and the number of 

people hoping to charge them with violating the law.  Even when they wanted to pursue 

chinos for so-called vices, the authorities found it hard to go after them because the free 

Chinese could rally together in order to undermine these efforts. Some could serve as 

lookouts, while other neighbors could simply withhold information in an act of 

solidarity.160  Asiáticos libres also gathered together to practice their religion, often in 

secret because the Catholic societies in which they lived frowned upon their beliefs and 

traditions.  El Comercio repeatedly worried about Chinese not only gathering to gamble 

and smoke opium, but also secretly establishing “a species of pagodas to their monstrous 

cult” in their homes and businesses.161  A traveler in Lima noted that although true 

freedom of worship did not exist in Peru, these immigrants created their own “temples,” 

which slowly became more acceptable over time.162  Having their own neighborhoods 

made it that much more easy for them to create a space for the practice of these religious 

beliefs.  

In addition to choosing to reside in the same area, asiáticos libres united and 

protected their interests through the creation of Chinese societies.  Overseas Chinese in 

general formed associations in order to maintain and practice their culture and to help 

each other economically.  These organizations could function as mutual aid societies and 

sometimes provide business loans to their members.  They also at times offered the 
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Chinese community support with legal matters.163  As early as 1860, a group of chinos 

had received permission from the municipality in Lima to establish its own association 

and celebrate “Asiatic festivals.”  However, the group came under fire for supposedly 

creating a Chinese temple, for which it had not gotten permission.  As long as the 

members were not directly challenging Catholicism, they seemed free to operate.164  

These associations often formed based on the native place of these immigrants back in 

China, meaning that they did not unite all the immigrants, but they did unite large groups 

of them.  For example, in Lima in 1867, Siyi Chinese formed the Gu Gangzhou Huiguan 

association.  The members of this group hailed from the counties of Emping, Taishan, 

Kaiping, and Xinhui in Guangdong Province.165  In spite of their differing roots, these 

organizations could cooperate.  By the mid 1870s, Lima had a number of Chinese 

benevolent societies.  In 1875, the city’s Chinese community worried that the prefect, in 

the name of combating vagrancy and vice, was on the verge of establishing new laws 

infringing on their rights, namely breaking up the barrio chino.  In response, the various 

Chinese associations united and formally protested in the pages of El Nacional, and 

suggested that their organizations could ensure the colony’s adherence to Peruvian law.166  

During the 1860s, asiáticos libres in Cuba began turning to association 

memberships as well.  In Havana in 1867, members of the community formed the Kit Yi 

Tong association, and the following year, another group formed the Hen Yi Tong (or Jen 
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Yi Tong) society.  Kit Yi Tong was established by a group of Cantonese who had arrived 

after 1852 and completed their terms of service by 1867.  Both groups, but even more so 

the Hen Yi Tong, wanted to create organizations that would unify and represent all 

Chinese, regardless of their background, but they never succeeded in truly gaining that 

position within the community.  In fact, no truly “national” organization emerged in Cuba 

until 1893 with the creation of the Casino Chung Wah.  As in other parts of the world, 

Chinese immigrants in Cuba created organizations based on native place and ethnicity.  

In 1868, Hakka Chinese created the Yi Seng Tong society to aid and protect everyone 

from belonging to this ethnic group living in Havana.  The founders of this organization 

were survivors from the first two boatloads of coolies who arrived in Havana in 1847 on 

the “Oquendo” and the “Duke of Argyle.”167  In 1872, asiáticos libres in the Cuban 

capital tried to form a new organization for their own protection with the help of the 

American consul.  The association planned to collect dues from each member at different 

rates depending on the income and job of the individual.  If free Chinese did not have the 

proper papers, the society would help them get these documents.  The group would also 

help members get out of jail when they were arrested under the pretext that they did not 

have a cédula.  The policies of the society excluded runaways from joining and included 

handing any thieves over to the authorities.  The organizers hoped to raise enough money 

to establish their own hospital and gain permission from the colonial government to fly a 

Chinese flag.  Unfortunately, the documents do not reveal to what degree this 

organization succeeded.168    
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Former coolies and merchant immigrants united outside of Havana as well.  

Esteban Montejo observed Chinese associational life outside of the capitol that would 

have begun during the 1860s and 1870s, and was flourishing by the 1880s.  He recalled, 

“In Sagua la Grande they had their own clubs.  They gathered there to speak their 

languages and read newspapers from China out loud.  They probably did it to be 

annoying, but since nobody could understand them, they kept right on with their readings 

as if nothing else mattered.”169  Sagua la Grande’s Chinese probably were not trying to 

“annoy” others, but it is clear that they were uniting as outsiders in a foreign land.  

Overall, then, as Juan Pérez de la Riva notes, throughout the 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s, the 

free Chinese community repeatedly came together and divided itself through these 

organizations.170    

Besides creating a safer environment for economic advancement, entertainment, 

and the maintenance of Chinese culture, asiáticos bonded together and aided each other 

in additional ways.  El Nacional noted this reality in Peru.  In an article from 1868, the 

author complained about the poor treatment chinos received and how patrones and others 

regularly denied them their freedom, particularly in the countryside.  Thus, these 

immigrants gravitated to the city, when they had the chance because they could surround 

themselves with friendly paisanos and protect themselves from those who wished to send 

them back to a life of virtual slavery.171  In fact, there is little doubt that asiáticos libres 

helped each other escape servitude and avoid a return to this condition.  As discussed in 

the previous chapter, free Chinese willingly lent or gave money to their indentured 
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compatriots to help them buy out their contracts and pay for certificates of freedom.  

They also furnished them with fake papers to help them join the ranks of the free.  

Asiáticos libres sometimes hid runaways in their homes.172  In general, having a whole 

neighborhood of Chinese made it that much easier for runaways to blend in and not draw 

as much attention to themselves.  Cubans and Peruvians worried that individual chinos 

and their social organizations incited coolies to rebel and helped them escape into the 

city.173  These voices surely exaggerated the degree to which free Chinese helped coolies 

escape servitude, but there is no doubt that solidarity of this sort occurred.  Hence, a 

writer in El Comercio in 1869 complained that “the runaway chino quietly moves into the 

domicile, Chinese restaurant, grocery store, brothel, gambling house, or bar that his 

protector and adviser indicates.”174   

Asiáticos libres often showed a willingness to assist their compatriots when they 

were in desperate situations.  By 1858, José Cruz, a former coolie, had already become 

successful enough to own an inn and a fonda in Lima.  He regularly allowed his fellow 

countrymen to gather at his place and fraternize, and he provided them with shelter and 

food when they were poor (and quite possibly runaways too), only expecting payment if 

and when they had the means.  Moreover, he quickly became a leader within the Chinese 

community, gaining the government sanctioned title of “apoderado de todos los chinos” 

(representative of all the Chinese) and spending much of his time defending his paisanos 

in court when accused of committing crimes such as gambling or running away from a 
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patrón.175  Others acted similarly.  In Havana, Pio Fam Achó worked to protect his 

compatriots by allowing them to gather in his home and by appealing to the American 

consulate for help.176  The leaders of Lima’s Chinese benevolent societies recognized that 

successful asiáticos libres tended to assist their poor (or vagrant, depending on one’s 

perspective) compatriots by helping them find shelter and allowing them to reside in 

overcrowded rooms and buildings because of “friendship, paisanaje, and lenity.”177  With 

the odds stacked against them, some Chinese resorted to stealing to survive, and 

sometimes they could count on a compatriot to cover for them, hide them, or hide the 

goods they had stolen.178    

 Essentially, then, these immigrants in Cuba and Peru found themselves coming 

together and building a Chinese community to defend themselves from a hostile world.  

Free Chinese developed and maintained a Chinese identity and a sense of group solidarity 

not only because of a “natural” affinity for each other, but also out of necessity. 

 

Integration into the Host Society 

 Philip Kuhn notes that in the face of exclusion in the United States toward the end 

of the nineteenth century, Chinese immigrants reacted in two main ways, which 

seemingly opposed each other.  On the one hand, they took a “defensive” posture and 

formed Chinatowns.  On the other hand, they also became “proactive” and moved 
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towards acculturation.179  As we have seen already, asiáticos libres in Cuba and Peru 

clearly followed the defensive path.  However, like their American brethren, they too 

made efforts to assimilate into their host societies.  Through interracial marriages and the 

inclusion of non-Chinese in their cultural world, the adoption of Catholicism or aspects of 

this religion, and civic participation in their host societies, the Chinese in these two 

societies began to incorporate themselves into the larger community.  

 Marriages with Cuban and Peruvian women became a major way to advance the 

process of social integration.  Chinese immigration had been 99.9 percent male.  If these 

immigrants wanted to form families after they escaped servitude, they almost all had to 

do so by forming a union with a non-Asian woman, which is precisely what a number of 

them did.  Without future investigation in parish archives –where baptisms and marriages 

would have been recorded from this period– it is impossible to say definitively how many 

Chinese men married and to whom (i.e., white women, Afro-Cuban or Afro-Peruvian 

women, Andean women, or other foreigners).  However, based on criminal records, 

government reports, newspapers, the Cuba Commission Report, and observations made 

by travelers and foreign diplomats, it is clear that chinos did marry or form domestic 

partnerships with women in Cuba and Peru.180  According to the Cuba commission’s 
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report, a few former coolies on the island married Chinese women, but the majority of 

marriages were interracial.181  Some of these marriages occurred with white women.  

Richard Gibbs, the United States’ minister to Peru, acknowledged that some former 

coolies had married white women, mostly of lower class status.182  The same can be said 

for Cuba.  As discussed in Chapter Three, Asians in Cuba were legally white and should 

have been allowed to marry whomever they wished, including white women.  Indeed, 

some of them did just that.  For example, in one case discovered by Verena Martínez-

Alier in the Cuban national archives, the authorities did not question a Chinese man’s 

petition to marry a white woman because “according to the certificate of baptism he 

encloses he belongs to the class of whites.”183  The 1874 commission’s report also notes 

two asiáticos who married white women.  However, one of them complained about 

Cubans harassing him for marrying a white woman.184  

Elites often frowned upon mixed marriages involving whites and Chinese.  Thus, 

the majority of these unions involved women of color, mainly Afro-Cuban women in the 

Caribbean context and indigenous or mestiza women in the Andean one.  In fact, Cuban 

officials rarely objected to marriages between Asian men and women of color.185  It 

should come as no surprise, therefore, that the 1874 commission recorded several 
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marriages with black women.186  Wealthy merchant Chinese who had never labored 

under contract, such as Antonio Chuffat, married Afro-Cuban women as well.187  From 

his position in Lima, Richard Gibbs made similar observations, claiming, “They [the 

coolies] intermarry with the lower class of whites, mestizas, and cholas, and by these are 

looked upon as quite a catch for they make good husbands, industrious, domestic, and 

fond of their children.  While the cholo (Indian) husband is lazy, indolent, often a 

drunkard and brutal to his wife.”188  Gibbs clearly demonstrated prejudice towards Peru’s 

indigenous population, but he still captured the fact that these mixed marriages and 

unions were happening.  Similarly, a German traveler in Peru during the 1880s 

commented that chinos had a hard time finding wives in the coastal region, which led to 

one of them beginning a business of recruiting women from the sierra to marry his free 

paisanos who still worked on coastal plantations.189  Based on his investigations in the 

parroquial archives in the coastal districts of Humay and Pisco, south of Lima, Humberto 

Rodríguez Pastor has concluded that nearly all of the marriages involving Asian men 

during the second half of the nineteenth century were to black, indigenous, and mestiza 

women.190  

Marriage offered former coolies an additional level of support in a hostile world.  

Not only did marriage provide them with an individual who could help them with their 

business and/or maintain a home, but these unions also furthered the process of social 
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integration.  Forming a family with a non-Chinese woman demonstrated that they were 

not separatists and indeed wanted to interact with the larger community.  Asiáticos with 

wives of another race may have experienced some hostility from some others who saw 

these unions as an unwanted racial mixing and thereby an attack on the natural, social 

order.  However, these marriages sent a positive message: that chinos were not outsiders 

and could fit into Cuban and Peruvian society.  Moreover, through marriage to non-

Chinese women, former coolies undoubtedly began to adopt the culture of their host 

societies much more quickly than they would have if they had isolated themselves.  

Peruvian and Cuban women learned from their husbands about Chinese customs and 

beliefs, but the opposite occurred as well.  Thus, interracial marriage itself was an act of 

social integration, which facilitated cultural assimilation in the future. 

Related to the issue of marriage, is the fact that many Chinese began to adopt 

Catholicism or at least some form of adherence to the Church.  To have an official 

marriage, asiáticos typically had to have been baptized since the Catholic Church 

controlled marriages during this period.  Some coolies were baptized because their 

patrones wanted them to convert, but most patrones cared little about these workers’ 

actual beliefs; they simply wanted their labor.  However, when free, many Chinese 

officially converted so that they could marry.  Others did so as a way of gaining more 

general social acceptance.  Moreover, to gain legal residency in Cuba, post-contract 

asiáticos had to become Catholics.  Chinos came from a multi-religious background 

(Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, and local folk beliefs) and were traditionally more  
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tolerant of religious diversity than Westerners, which made conversion and/or religious 

syncretism easier for them.191  Free Chinese, as compared to coolies, who appear in the 

criminal records were more frequently recorded as Catholics than as pagans and those 

who had married almost always appear to have converted.  Some doubted the degree to 

which the Chinese truly gave up their old beliefs and converted to Christianity.  For 

example, in his observations about life in Matanzas at the end of slavery and the coolie 

labor system in Cuba, Maturine Murray Ballou, an American traveler, noted that although 

he did not think that the Chinese ever truly gave up their religious beliefs, they were 

willing to adopt Catholicism at least on the surface.192  However, others, as discussed in 

Chapter Four, were impressed by the seeming willingness of chinos to adopt Christianity.  

Both sides of the debate concerning Chinese conversion were most likely right.  

Although the documentary evidence is lacking, most of those who converted to 

Catholicism probably did so while maintaining cultural and religious beliefs from China, 

such as ancestor worship.  For many, being surrounded by Hispanic Catholicism and 

Afro-Cuban/Afro-Peruvian or Andean culture led to a blending of religious beliefs.  The 

present-day Chinese-Afro-Cuban saint Sanfancón demonstrates how a Chinese religious 

practice could change over time, take on characteristics from the host society, and 

eventually spread beyond this immigrant community.  Sanfancón began with coolies 
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worshipping Guan Gong, the god of war.  Guan Gong was based on a heroic general from 

the early 200s A.D. at the end of the Han Dynasty.  Believers associated him with war, 

courage, justice, loyalty, and honor.  Among the overseas community, Guan Gong 

became one of the most important gods.  In Cuba, Guan Gong received the name Kuang 

Kong in Spanish and colonos asiáticos and asiáticos libres began giving him something 

of a Christian character.  According to Chuffat Latour, the island’s chinos believed that 

the spirit of Guan Gong had entered the body of a Chinese man in Cimarrones, Matanzas, 

named Chung Si during the coolie era and proceeded to give guidance to his compatriots.  

The instructions Chung received consisted of a mixture of Confucian-style wisdom and 

Christian teaching.  In this story, Guan Gong acknowledged that different groups may 

have had different gods, but in reality there was only one true god for all people 

regardless of race or ethnicity and that faith in him could save a person from evil.  As 

Lisa Yun notes, the statement about different gods seemed to fit the Cuban context where 

different groups had different practices and saints or deities they worshipped all under the 

umbrella of the Catholic Church.  Moreover, the affirmation of monotheism clearly 

demonstrated the influence of Christianity.  Eventually, Guan Gong developed into 

Sanfancón, who became associated with the Santería god Changó and the Spanish-

Catholic saint Santa Bárbara.193  Thus, transculturation began early as Hispanic cultural 

beliefs and practices became incorporated into the Chinese cultural world and then 
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eventually spread beyond the Chinese community.  Similar processes surely occurred in 

Peru as well. 

When asiáticos did convert and become baptized, they typically took Spanish 

names –either first, last, or both.  Sometimes they changed their name without 

converting.194  However, as Yun suggests, name changing did not necessarily mean the 

total abandonment of Chinese names.  Instead, many Chinese strategically adopted two or 

more names as a way of constructing multiple identities that would help their 

advancement within their own community, as well as the larger society.  Thus, 

individuals such as Lan Si Ye, who was an early founder of Havana’s Chinatown and 

also went by the names Abraham Lan and Abraham Scull, could switch names depending 

on with whom they were dealing (i.e., Cantonese, Spanish, or English speakers).195  

Taking Spanish names was a part of the conversion process, but it also more generally 

aided social integration by eliminating a difference between these immigrants and others.  

Religious conversion also included finding godparents (padrinos).  In order to 

become baptized chinos needed godparents who would publicly support their religious 

conversion.  Some coolies complained about being required to have a sponsor of this sort, 

suggesting that it was simply another way for the societies in which they lived to exploit 

them.  Instead of acting out of supposed Christian concern, godparents for the Chinese 
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sometimes charged them high and even regular fees to serve in this role, which was 

apparently especially true for Cuba.  Ch‘ên T‘ung, Liu, A-shou, Chu Chi-hsün, Wu A-

kuang, and 15 others all complained to the 1874 commission about having to get a 

padrino, as well as the high cost of doing so.196  However, some asiáticos surely 

maintained a relationship and formed close bonds with their godparents.197  As noted by 

Antonio Chuffat Latour, establishing a relationship with godparents could be beneficial 

and was reason for celebration for many Chinese.198  Creating fictive kinship ties of this 

sort provided an individual with additional people he or she could appeal to for help in 

dealing with issues ranging from the financial to the legal.  Moreover, when godparents 

were non-Asian and fulfilled their role genuinely, these individuals could help link and 

integrate former coolies or free immigrants into the Hispanic world.  The fact that 

asiáticos who formed interracial unions often found godparents for their children and had 

them baptized suggests that these immigrants recognized the social value of religious 

conversion and building fictive-kin relationships.  Baptismal records from the parish of 

Ascope in the archbishopric of Trujillo in Peru reveal that between 1874 and 1879, 17 

children with at least one Chinese parent were baptized.  From 1880 to 1886, another 50 
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received baptism.199 Clearly, chinos showed a willingness to integrate themselves and 

their children into mainstream society, often through religion. 

The experience of Antonio Chuffat Latour in Cuba illustrates a similar process of 

cultural blending for Chinese or Chinese-mixed children from the coolie era and the 

period right after its demise.  Chuffat Latour was born in 1860 to a merchant father from 

Guangdong province and an Afro-Cuban mother, and subsequently became a part of the 

Chinese and the Cuban/Hispanic worlds (although some might argue he never fully fit 

into either).  Chuffat Latour spoke Spanish, studied in a school for black children, and 

participated in the Catholic Church.  He appeared to identify most with being Cuban, 

especially Afro-Cuban, and eventually became a black activist.  Nevertheless, Chuffat 

Latour maintained ties with the Chinese community and served as a social mediator 

between this group and the rest of society.  He spoke Cantonese, worked for the Chinese 

merchant community, and participated in transnational Chinese politics by serving as 

Secretary/Translator of the Kuomintang (KMT) in Cienfuegos.  Eventually, in 1927, he 

published a history of the Chinese in Cuba, Apunte histórico de los chinos en Cuba, 

which the asiático merchant community from this country sponsored.200  Chuffat Latour 

was not born to an ex-coolie father, but he did grow up during the period of coolie labor 

as the son of a mixed racial union.  His experience, therefore, serves as an excellent 

window into the experience of other children of Chinese immigrants from the 1860s to 

the 1880s.  Former colonos asiáticos and their children may not have had the same 
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resources as Chuffat Latour and his family, but many of these parents certainly attempted 

to incorporate their children and themselves into the dominant culture without necessarily 

fully assimilating. 

Asiáticos libres began to identify with and incorporate themselves into their host 

societies in other ways.  This included chinos coming together and celebrating important 

holidays and events in their host societies, which was particularly true in the case of Peru.  

Limeño newspapers highlighted the fact that free Chinese came together in Lima to 

celebrate Peruvian independence day on July 28.  For example, El Nacional noted, 

“Nearly 300 children of the Celestial Emprie have gathered together and gone through 

the streets flaunting their flag, shooting off fireworks and making, in short, diverse 

manifestations of jubilation.  It looks like the Chinese are beginning to participate in our 

legitimate pleasures.”201  These immigrants also publicly celebrated the presidency of 

Manuel Pardo on several occasions in the mid 1870s.202  In 1868, Lima’s colonia china 

demonstrated its patriotism by donating to a national relief fund in the wake of a major 

earthquake.203  As the Chinese increasingly identified with their host societies, they 

demonstrated that they belonged. 

   

Conclusion 

 The Chinese post-contract experience differed in significant ways from their 

period of indenture.  Cubans and Peruvians had hoped to keep this group laboring in a 

state of bondage for as long as they could.  Many asiáticos never escaped servitude, but 
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thousands did and became free members of society.  Those who made this leap had to 

find ways to provide entirely for themselves for the first time.  Some remained in the 

countryside as free wage laborers, while others began to farm small plots of land or sell 

goods on an hacienda or from plantation to plantation.  Still, many others migrated to 

urban centers –such as Lima, Trujillo, Havana, and Sagua la Grande– in hopes of making 

a living.  In the city, some hired themselves out as day laborers and domestics, while 

others turned to peddling goods in the street and operating their own businesses, 

especially restaurants and small shops.  Through these endeavors, free Chinese covered 

their basic needs; a few even prospered. 

 However, this is not to suggest that hardship suddenly disappeared for former 

coolies.  Patrones, government officials, and others harassed asiáticos libres and made 

life difficult for them.  The authorities constantly asked free Chinese for the papers 

certifying their freedom and residency and if these immigrants did not have them, the 

police arrested them.  Even when they had the proper papers, officials often claimed that 

they were fakes, or they tore them up or simply ignored them, and then arrested them and 

returned them to a life of bondage.  Former patrones and other individuals at times 

claimed that a free chino was a runaway when he was not and got the police to arrest him 

and force him back to a life of servitude.  Moreover, Cubans and Peruvians found other 

ways to torment asiáticos libres.  They insulted them, stole from them, threw things at 

them, and kicked them.  Many of the troubles faced by coolies continued well after the 

completion of the labor contract. 
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 To deal with the hostility coming from their host societies, free Chinese reacted in 

two main ways.  First, as a defensive reaction, they gathered together and formed their 

own subcommunities.  Asiáticos libres tended to gravitate to the same areas of the cities 

and form their own Chinese neighborhoods.  Here they established their own businesses 

that catered to each other, as well as the larger population, worked for each other, lived 

together, and often cooperated as a group.  Living in the same proximity also gave these 

immigrants the opportunity to create a safe space to maintain aspects of their culture and 

escape the abuse they experienced from their host societies.  Second, in contrast to these 

efforts to live apart, free Chinese also made efforts to incorporate themselves into the 

larger communities that surrounded them.  They married non-Asians, adopted 

Catholicism or aspects of this religion, changed their names to Spanish ones, and made 

efforts to demonstrate their patriotism to the new societies in which they lived.  

Combined, these adaptations made it easier for Cubans and Peruvians to accept the 

presence of free Chinese in their respective societies. 

Although some colonos asiáticos gained freedom, many more continued to labor 

under slave-like conditions during this period.  Coolie resistance and eventual freedom 

for some were not enough in and of themselves to end this labor regime.  Domestic and 

international condemnation of the use of Chinese indentured labor as well as efforts to 

end that labor also played their part.  The epilogue that follows explores this pressure and 

the ultimate demise of the coolie labor system in Cuba and Peru.
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Epilogue 

 The End of the Coolie Labor System 

 
 On December 27, 1873, the scenario that planters and others in Cuba and Peru 

had dreaded finally happened.  The Portuguese governor of Macao, under pressure from 

the government back in Lisbon, issued a decree closing the colony to the coolie trade.  

The ruling allowed ships to continue departing with indentured laborers for three more 

months.  Thereafter, colonial officials would only allow free Chinese emigration from 

Macao.  The Portuguese government no longer considered anyone to be a free emigrant if 

he or she had signed a labor contract prior to quitting the port.1  By the end of March of 

the following year, the last coolie ships destined for Latin America set sail.  Macao had 

been the only port open to the Spanish American coolie trade ever since the British had 

closed China’s other ports to this enterprise.  Some in Cuba and Peru hoped to figure out 

a way to resume the trade in colonos asiáticos.  They could not do it because the Chinese, 

British, Portuguese, and United States governments were not about to let them succeed.  

Moreover, even if these two societies opened their doors to free Chinese immigration in 

hopes of a large influx of immigrants who could still provide employers with inexpensive 

laborers, this would never happen.  Few Chinese actually wanted to go to these two 

destinations.  Thus, as the remaining coolies completed their contracts in the late 1870s 

and early 1880s, and African slavery neared its end in Cuba, elites in both societies had to 

make other labor arrangements, all of which took on a freer character. 
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 How exactly do we account for the ending of the coolie trade and the ensuing 

shift to freer labor in Cuba and Peru?  The answer to this question is multifaceted.  The 

demise of the coolie labor system and the subsequent turn to freer labor resulted from the 

contradictions in the way in which elites in Cuba and Peru imagined colonos asiáticos, 

the actions these workers took on their own behalf, the disapproval of some elites within 

the Spanish empire and Peru, and the pressure from international critics.  The ambiguities 

in the Cuban and Peruvian coolie discourses and the resistance practiced by the Chinese 

were at the center of this process.  However, these factors in and of themselves cannot 

account for this change.  Domestic and international opponents of the coolie trade and the 

mistreatment of colonos asiáticos in Spanish America had to enter the picture as well to 

ultimately end this exploitative labor system. 

At a most basic level, international pressure ended the coolie labor system in 

Cuba and Peru.  British and U.S. officials, as well as other observers (i.e., the Anti-

Slavery Society, authors of travel narratives, and the press outside of Cuba and Peru) 

became highly critical of the coolie labor system as early as the 1850s.  They knew that 

the Chinese were supposed to be “free laborers,” and the recruitment process, the abuses 

during the oceanic voyage, and the treatment of coolies once in Spanish America all 

seemed to contradict this free status.  By 1873, this pressure had grown to such an extent 

that the Portuguese government believed that it could no longer tolerate the coolie trade 

in Macao.  At this same point in time, the Chinese imperial government finally began to 

take an interest in protecting its subjects who resided abroad.  Thus, it was the Portuguese 
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Duke University Press, 1951), 158-159. 
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and Chinese governments that dealt a serious blow to coolie labor in Cuba and Peru, but 

their actions were highly influenced by the condemnation of others, especially the British 

and Americans.  Moreover, throughout the coolie era, British, American, and eventually 

Portuguese officials put pressure on Spain and Peru to curb the mistreatment of colonos 

asiáticos.  These efforts did not end these abuses before the closing of Macao.  

Nevertheless, they did make it harder for the Spanish and Peruvian governments to 

defend the coolie labor system.  Spain and Peru, for example, had to accept the visit of 

Chinese-led international commissions in early 1874 to the Spanish colony and the 

Andean republic.  Moreover, international pressure also forced officials in these two 

places to periodically make efforts to protect the Chinese. 

 As crucial as this international disapproval was to ending the labor system, 

criticism within Peru, Cuba, and Spain also played its part.  Some government officials 

made their distaste for the use and abuse of supposedly free Asian workers clear to 

others.  Leading intellectuals publicly disparaged this labor system.  Moreover, 

newspaper articles, especially in Peru, frequently condemned the mistreatment of colonos 

asiáticos.  Although these domestic efforts were not strong enough by themselves to end 

the coolie labor system in the 1870s, together they did create a more negative 

environment for the maintenance of this labor regime and their words became fodder for 

international critics.  International players may have forced an end to the coolie trade, but 

they never would have been able to do so if opposition to coolie labor did not already 

exist in Spain, Cuba, and Peru.   

 That said, colonos asiáticos themselves played a crucial role in undermining the 

coolie labor system in Spanish America.  Criticism within the domestic and international 
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spheres never would have reached such powerful levels in such a short amount of time if 

it were not for the actions of indentured Asians.  As this study has already made evident, 

coolies did not stand by and wait for help.  They immediately endeavored to improve 

their lot and challenged their exploitation.  These efforts brought domestic and 

international attention to their situation and increased others’ concern for their welfare.  

Without their actions, the Chinese would have most certainly labored under harsh 

conditions for much longer. 

 Of course, there is one other major factor that made this labor system untenable 

by the early to mid 1870s, and this was the discourse concerning coolies that existed in 

Cuba and Peru.  Negative depictions of these immigrants (i.e., slave, lazy, rebellious, and 

morally corrupt) had helped excuse their exploitation, while positive portrayals (i.e., free, 

hardworking, capable, and civilized) had made their immigration acceptable.  As the 

exploitation of these supposedly free and cultured people became more and more obvious 

to observers within and outside of Cuba and Peru, proponents of this form of labor had a 

harder and harder time defending the view that these immigrants were free laborers and 

not slaves.  Positive ideas about colonos asiáticos allowed Chinese actions and criticisms 

of the coolie labor system to resonate with such strength.  In a sense then, this 

contradictory coolie discourse allowed for the creation of a new slave-like labor system, 

and simultaneously planted the seeds of the system’s destruction.  In the short-run these 

justifications worked; in the long run they did not.  Moreover, the praise for free labor 

that had accompanied the recruitment of colonos asiáticos for nearly three decades had 

made it virtually impossible for elites in Cuba and Peru to avoid taking a step forward in 
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terms of labor relations.  By the 1880s, slavery and coolies were no longer options; labor 

relations would have to take on a freer form in these two societies. 

 Having analyzed throughout the pages of this study the ways in which elites in 

Cuba and Peru imagined colonos asiáticos and how these workers responded to their 

situation, I wish to conclude by briefly examining the role of domestic and foreign 

criticism in ending coolie labor in Spanish America.  At its core, the actions of the 

Chinese and the discourse about them explain the demise of this labor system.  However, 

it would be foolish to claim that the actions of elites did not matter.  Still, the power of 

those at the top of society did not exist in a vacuum; members of the dominant classes 

reacted to and negotiated with those underneath them.  Thus, elites may have had the 

final say, but pressure and inspiration for change came from below.   

 

Domestic Criticism 

 Disapproval of the treatment of the Chinese, from recruitment to their time in the 

New World, existed within what one might term the domestic sphere (i.e., Peru, Cuba, 

Spain).  Some of the leading intellectuals and abolitionists in Cuba and Spain vocally 

criticized the use of Asian indentured labor.  José Antonio Saco, the Creole intellectual 

who became an early proponent of Cuban national identity and found himself exiled from 

Cuba beginning in the 1840s, was a staunch opponent of the slave and coolie trades to the 

colony.  Saco envisioned a white Cuba and worried that the slave population posed a 

danger to stability on the island.  With respect to colonos asiáticos, he opposed their 

introduction early on and continued to do so throughout the coolie era.  Saco agreed that 

coolies were not the same as African slaves.  Yet he believed that the labor systems 
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closely resembled each other.  Slavery was an institution he hoped to end.  He further 

worried that the Chinese were morally corrupt and a danger to Cuban society.  His 

beloved Cuba would benefit most by keeping them out, he argued.2  Julio Vizcarrondo, 

the Secretary of the Spanish Abolitionist Society, made similar arguments.  At the 1867 

International Anti-slavery Conference in Paris, Vizcarrondo, after having discussed 

African slavery in Cuba, turned his attention to coolie labor.  He explained that “Our 

paper on Cuba would be incomplete were we not to say a few words on a kind of Slavery 

there, known as Asiatic immigration, as bad as negro Slavery, and which is authorized by 

law.  Indeed, if any difference exists between them, it is in favour of negro servitude.”  

Vizcarrondo proceeded to describe the horrors of the coolie trade and the cruelty of 

employers.  He also feared that the Chinese going to Cuba were from the lowest rungs of 

society, were full of vices, and threatened to demoralize Cuban society even further.3   

Peruvian intellectuals also came out against this form of labor.  Juan Pedro Paz 

Soldán y Unánue, who wrote under the pseudonym Juan de Arona, published his major 

work on the history of immigration to Peru in 1891.  He was highly critical of the past 

treatment of the Chinese in his piece, which was a continuation of his beliefs from the 

coolie era.4  In his previously mentioned study of the legal situation of foreigners in Peru, 

                                                
2 José Antonio Saco, Colección póstuma de papeles científicos, históricos, politicos, de otros ramos sobre 
la América (Havana: Anales de la isla de Cuba.  Diccionario administrativo, económico, estadístico y 
legislativo.  Año de 1856, vol. 1 (Havana: Imprenta la Habanera, 1857) 1881), 192.  Also see Duvon 
Clough Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 1847-1947 (Wilmore, Kentucky: Asbury College, 1971), 
18, 54; Juan Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba (1847-1880): Contribución al estúdio de la 
inmigración contratada en el Caribe (Havana: Editorial de ciencias sociales, 2000), 188, 225.  Louis A. 
Pérez, To Die in Cuba: Suicide and Society (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 61, 63.  
3 Special Report of the Anti-Slavery Conference, Held in Paris, in the Salle Herz, on the Twenty-sixth and 
Twenty-seventh August, 1867 (London: Published by the Committee of the British and Foreign Anti-
Slavery Society, 1867), 127-128.  Also see Pérez de la Riva, Los culíes chinos en Cuba, 225.   
4 Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 7-10, 90-91, 114. 
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published in 1872, Félix Cipriano C. Zegarra dedicated thirty-nine pages to examining 

the legal status and actual experience of colonos asiáticos in Peru.  Throughout these 

pages, he denounced the coolie trade and the misdeeds of patrones.  Despite clear legal 

protections for these workers, he believed that importers and employers showed little 

concern for the well being of their coolies and in reality treated them as slaves.  He also 

disparaged the importation of colonos asiáticos because he believed that the Chinese 

were physically weak, incapable of handling field labor, ignorant, and morally corrupt.  

According to Zegarra, chinos supposedly had a tendency to rebel violently and could not 

assimilate into Peruvian society.  He insisted that the abuse that coolies experienced 

heightened the bad qualities associated with them.  For Zegarra, the Chinese presence 

only impeded Peru’s march towards progress.5 

Zegarra, Vizcarrondo, and Saco were all drawing on the contradictions that 

existed in the discourse about coolies to justify their opposition to the presence of these 

immigrant workers in their respective societies.  Colonos asiáticos were supposed to be 

free men capable of making reasonable decisions of their own volition, but in actuality 

they differed little from slaves.  At the same time, the Chinese were said to be morally 

dangerous and a threat to the well being of Cuba and Peru.  The ideas about colonos 

asiáticos could be used to uphold the coolie labor system.  People could also use this 

discourse to attack this form of labor.  

In the Peruvian case, Lima’s leading dailies –namely El Comercio, El Nacional, 

and the English language South Pacific Times and Callao and Lima Gazette– repeatedly 

                                                
5 Félix Cipriano C. Zegarra, La condición juridica de los estranjeros en el Perú (Santiago de Chile: 
Imprenta de la Libertad, 1872), 103-142.  Also see Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 110-111, 114. 
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published articles condemning the coolie trade and the mistreatment of the Chinese 

within the nation’s borders.6  For example, in March of 1869, El Comercio highlighted a 

criminal case involving a patrón named Marcelo Vargas who used violence against 

several colonos asiáticos and changed the amount of time left on their contracts so that 

they would have to labor for twelve years instead of eight.  The article, entitled 

“Outrageous Atrocities,” encouraged the government to uphold the law and protect the 

Chinese.  The piece began, “We want to inform the Prefect and the Supreme Government 

about the assaults on liberty that are committed in a republican and free country, and we 

plead that you protect the miserable asiáticos’ right to freedom which they have been 

denied unjustly.”  The paper then reprinted a letter that a free chino had written to 

government officials on behalf of his countrymen complaining about Vargas.  At the end 

of this letter, the writer in El Comercio concluded with his own fiery words, which read, 

“The Chinese ask that they be considered as men, not as beasts.  Will they obtain justice 

or will the rights that these wretches demand be denied?  The resolution of the honorable 

Prefect will clarify this point for us.”7  This article focused on one case of abuse, but 

clearly spoke to a public well aware of many others.   

Likewise, a long article appearing in El Nacional a couple of years later was just 

as critical, if not more so, of the treatment of colonos asiáticos in Peru.  Even though the 

article focused on the ill-treatment and murder of a chino named Assau, it made it clear 

that his story was no exception.  The piece began by claiming that “the treacherous hand 

                                                
6 Stewart emphasizes the role of the Peruvian press in creating national concern for the situation of the 
Chinese.  See Stewart, Chinese Bondage in Peru, 114-119.  As the U.S. consul in Havana noted, the 
colonial state’s restrictions on the freedom of the press in Cuba, particularly on the issue of slavery and 
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that holds the whip has been raised once again to unload its wrath on the asiático, who 

among us is subject to the most degrading slavery, under the guise of having freely 

agreed to his obligations.”  The reporter explained that the Chinese frequently called out 

for help from the government “against the advances of cruelty and domestic despotism,” 

and that it was now time for the government to put an end to these abuses.  The 

government may have emancipated the African slaves in 1854, but now “it was 

indispensable to demonstrate that slavery was not abolished in the country in vain.”  The 

author encouraged the government to study the issue and come up with a solution that 

would provide planters and others with the labor that they needed, while protecting the 

Chinese and the integrity of a republic of equals.  As he put it, “ The law does not 

distinguish between classes.  Man is equal before it, from his beginning to his end, and by 

nature.”8  El Nacional was making it clear that Asian indentured labor could not continue 

the way it had for some twenty years. 

Other articles in these two newspapers, especially in the late 1860s and early 

1870s, used similar republican rhetoric, made appeals for the better treatment of the 

Chinese, and pressured for the end of coolie labor in Peru.  Brief postings in these 

newspapers that highlighted abusive employers drew attention to the plight of colonos 

asiáticos as well.  Finally, some articles opposed the Chinese presence because the 

authors feared that the Chinese would morally corrupt the rest of Peruvian society.9  The 
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pages of these dailies became venues for questioning the condition of the country’s 

coolies and the sagacity of continuing to allow them to arrive at the port of Callao.  Once 

again, these writers could draw on the inconsistencies in the discourse about coolies to 

make their claims more powerful.  Whether the articles focused on one instance of abuse, 

the more general cruelties perpetrated against colonos asiáticos, or their supposed 

defects, they combined over time to create domestic hostility towards the coolie labor 

system. 

Detractors of the coolie labor system could be found at different levels of 

government as well.  On the other side of the Pacific, the Spanish consul in Amoy, China 

in the late 1850s had made his disdain for the process of coolie recruitment abundantly 

clear to his subordinates in China and his superiors in Madrid.  When the consul assumed 

his post in 1858, he instructed those under his command to enforce the existing 

regulations governing the coolie trade.  The effect of his efforts was to push the trade to 

Macao where he had no jurisdiction.  The following year, he highlighted the cruel 

practices of coolie recruiters (crimps) in a letter he wrote to Spain’s First Secretary of 

State.  He notified his superior that of every one hundred colonos asiáticos “ninety were 

hunted like wild beasts and carried on board the vessels… or they were seduced by 

deceitful promises and deceived about the Country to which they were being transported 

and the kind of work for which they were being recruited.”  Worried that the abuses 

perpetrated by crimps could lead to a backlash by the Chinese and threaten legitimate 

labor recruitment, general Spanish economic interests in China, and the lives of 
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Europeans residing in China, the consul asked for Spain to send a warship to the region to 

deter abusive methods of recruitment.10  No ship ever arrived.  Still, the consul in Amoy 

had made his concerns well known to other officials.   

Moreover, apprehension about the treatment of the Chinese began surfacing in 

Spanish government circles back in the Peninsula.  In 1872, during the height of Cuba’s 

Ten Years War, the Spanish senator Eduardo Benot gave a speech to his fellow senators 

in which he questioned Spanish policy toward Cuba.  In particular, he lashed out against 

the continuance of slavery and coolie labor on the island.  He explained to his colleagues, 

“No one is ignorant of the sort of treatment [colonos asiáticos] receive.  They are looked 

upon not as colonists, but bondsmen, and it is only too notorious that the most iniquitous 

means are employed to make the coolies re-engage when their time expires.”  He warned 

the other senators that the international press had taken up the cause of the Chinese, and 

if Spain did not change its policies with respect to slavery and coolie labor, the island 

would be lost.11 

 Representatives of the colonial state in Cuba also demonstrated concern for the 

treatment of colonos asiáticos on the island.  A young Antonio Bachiller y Morales –a 

Creole who would become a leading liberal on the island– served as a síndico (a 

government lawyer who represented slaves and coolies) during the 1850s.  A suit he 

brought on behalf of a small group of chinos demonstrates how seriously he took his 

work during his time in this position.  In 1858, three asiáticos went to the authorities in 

Havana to complain of abuse.  Bachiller took up their case.  In his letter to the Political 

                                                
10 As quoted in Corbitt, A Study of the Chinese in Cuba, 28-29. 
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Governor of Havana, he explained that he had discovered that the three had been ten to 

thirteen years old when they had signed their contracts, even though these documents 

claimed that they were adults.  The coolies were underage and therefore legally unable to 

sign a labor contract.  Bachiller considered the individuals to have been kidnapped and 

their contracts to be fraudulent.  Therefore, he wanted them freed of their obligations.  

Bachiller proceeded to criticize the coolie trade in general.  He attacked Julián de 

Zulueta (whose firm had imported the workers) for contracting minors, the Spanish 

consular officials in Macao for authorizing illegal contracts, and coolie traders and 

employers in general for regularly breaking the law.  The síndico explained: 

My opinion is that the person who should be charged with the crime is the 
one who profits from it; the one who promotes with their immorality a 
new and scandalous trade in blood; the one who snatches those children 
from the bosom of their families through illicit means.  If your Excellency 
examines each of the colonos in the case that has led to this suit, you will 
hear them say that they have been kidnapped by the European agents who 
reside in those parts in which our ambition or our needs search for 
laborers.  If the government does not impede these scandals, the 
abominable trade in slaves will have done nothing more than change color 
and time. 
 

Bachiller then argued that all colonos asiáticos and yucatecos on the island who had been 

contracted as minors should be freed from their contracts and that the government should 

fine coolie traders who violated the law.  He wanted the importers to reimburse patrones 

for the cost of these coolies and for them to pay for the return of these workers to China.  

If these colonos asiáticos remained on the island, the síndico argued for their removal 

from their patrones and their placement with “honorable” people in Havana to do 

domestic service as free apprentices for the remainder of the time for which they had 
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been contracted.  According to Bachiller, those who stayed in Cuba also had the right to 

change employer whenever they desired.  He acknowledged that these measures might 

create a “scandal” among coolie importers and employers, but he argued that “civil 

liberties are worth more than property rights.”   

Although the response from the higher-levels of government was not what 

Bachiller had requested, they all expressed grave concern about the mistreatment of the 

Chinese.  The Political Governor of Havana wrote to the Captain General and cautioned 

against adopting the measures proposed by Bachiller.  However, he was convinced that 

the government needed to put an end to the many abuses perpetrated against coolies, 

especially by the traders and consular officials in Macao who broke the law.  The official 

warned the Captain General that the consequences of inaction were dangerous.  He 

explained that it was necessary to prevent these transgressions because: 

The continuation of things as they are can lead to complications and 
difficulties, not only for the superior authorities on the island, where a 
considerable number of discontented colonos could come together and 
protest the way in which they have been contracted… but also because it 
would not be surprising if these abuses will begin to influence public 
opinion amongst the European nations who have the pretension of 
considering themselves charged with protecting humanity, claiming to be 
philanthropic and following the principles recommended by culture and 
civilization. 
 
The Captain General sent the issue to a committee for review.  Ultimately this 

body acknowledged that these abuses needed to stop, but they were unwilling to support 

Bachiller’s solution.  After some debate, the committee agreed that these minors should 

have the opportunity to return to China at the expense of the importing agency.   
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However, the committee made it clear that a major investigation that sent officials to the 

colony’s plantations to ascertain whether or not the coolie code was being followed 

would unnecessarily increase the number of complaints proffered by colonos asiáticos 

and cause them to become insubordinate.  The report’s solution to the problem of abuse 

was to call on consular officials in Macao and the port authorities in Havana to do their 

job of ensuring that the trade did not break the law and to publish a notice that the law 

would be enforced so as to deter importers from practicing these abuses. 12  Although this 

case did not lead to a major change in the situation of colonos asiáticos, it is obvious that 

the abuses concerned many in the colonial government  –some more than others– and that 

they debated how to respond.  In fact, this suit along with others led to a brief halt in the 

coolie trade to Cuba in 1859.13  Moreover, because the colonial state occasionally 

punished coolie importers, patrones and supervisors, and the colony’s captain generals 

issued several decrees that theoretically protected coolies, one can conclude that some 

support for the reasonable treatment of the Chinese existed within Cuba’s colonial 

officialdom.    

Members of the Peruvian government also made their opposition to the coolie 

trade and the mistreatment of these workers widely known.  As explained earlier in this 

study, President Castilla repeatedly condemned the coolie labor system.  One might 

question Castilla’s belief in social equality, but he did abolish slavery and oversee the 

establishment of a new liberal constitution.  He worried that the mistreatment of the 

Chinese challenged these changes.  When the president banned the trade in 1856, he did 
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so under the premise that it was a reincarnation of the slave trade.  Although the Peruvian 

Congress overturned his veto of legislation that reopened the trade in 1861, President 

Castilla publicly disagreed with the decision because he still believed that the coolie trade 

differed little from the slave trade.  However, his opposition also contained elements of 

negative beliefs about the Chinese.  He insisted that opening Peru’s doors to chinos was a 

mistake because he believed that they were morally corrupt, physically weak, and 

inefficient laborers.14  Thus, Castilla’s opposition used both sides of the coolie discourse 

that developed in the Andean republic (i.e., that they should be free, but were a danger).  

The president also showed concern for colonos asiáticos who labored under abusive 

patrones and overseers.  For example, the president became particularly interested in the 

1861 hacienda Monterrico trial that I have already discussed, in which a large group of 

Asian workers accused their employer of extreme mistreatment.  Castilla instructed the 

investigators to take the charges seriously and ordered that the workers be taken away 

from Menéndez while the case proceeded.15   

 Castilla was not the only representative of the government who disapproved of 

the coolie labor system.  The politician José Gregorio Paz Soldán opposed the original 

1849 decision to permit Chinese immigration and he continued to do so during the rest of 

his political career, which included service as the Minister of Foreign Relations on 

multiple occasions.16  Following the Pativilca uprising in 1870, the Peruvian House of 

Deputies debated how to deal with the increasing Chinese presence in the country and 
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prevent future uprisings of the sort from happening.  While some members wanted to 

restrict the freedoms of these immigrants and clearly sided with patrones, others came 

down against the coolie labor system for multiple reasons.  On the one hand, the deputies 

Domingo Gamio, Diez Canseco and Luna P. proposed banning Asian immigration 

because they believed that coolies were nothing more than temporary slaves, similar to (if 

not worse off than) African slaves from the past.  On the other hand, the three wanted to 

end the coolie trade to Peru because they worried that the Chinese were culturally 

inferior, morally corrupt, and, as a consequence, bad for Peruvian society.  They also 

claimed that the Chinese presence threatened the physical safety of Peruvians because of 

their tendency to rebel violently.  They attributed this Chinese ferocity to the abuse they 

received and their cultural and moral inferiority.  The house then debated the bill, but it 

did not pass since the need for labor remained so great.  That said, the ideas of forcing the 

Chinese to re-contract or leave the country upon finishing their contracts or proposals 

allowing patrones to turn to colonos africanos (indentured Africans) did not pass either.17  

As was the case with President Ramón Castilla in the past, the same ideas about the 

Chinese used to justify the coolie labor system could be used as a reason for ending it.  In 

any case, Chinese resistance was clearly leading some elite Peruvians to question the 

ethics and usefulness of coolie labor.  Finally, just as in Cuba, the government 

investigations into the situation of Asian laborers, the occasional punishment of 

employers and supervisors, and the regulations pertaining to colonos asiáticos all suggest 

that some members of the government had qualms about this labor system. 
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 All of this criticism within the domestic sphere made it harder and harder for 

these governments to justify the coolie trade and the use of Asian indentured labor in 

Cuba and Peru.  However, domestic opposition had not grown strong enough to fully 

challenge planters and others who had come to rely on Chinese workers.  It would take 

international pressure as well to end this type of labor in Spanish America.  Still, 

domestic disapproval, much like the resistance practiced by colonos asiáticos, became 

fodder for international critics. 

 

International Criticism 

 From the very beginning, a number of international observers questioned the 

coolie trade and the condition of these workers in Cuba and Peru.  The English language 

press in Asia, Great Britain, and the United States scrutinized and condemned all facets 

of this labor system in Spanish America on a regular basis.  Hong Kong’s China Mail and 

the Hong Kong Daily Press were early public detractors of the practices associated with 

coolie recruitment to Cuba and Peru.  In fact, the Spanish government was already 

worried in the mid 1850s about the articles appearing in these newspapers since they 

could damage Spain’s reputation and undermine Cuba’s acquisition of Asian laborers.  

An article appearing in the China Mail on January 3, 1856, accusing Spanish officials in 

the Far East of condoning illegal recruitment practices particularly upset the Spanish 

Consul General in China.  In his letter to the First Secretary of State in Madrid, the 

Consul General explained that “the article in question is one of the many arguments I 
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encounter at every step in constant opposition to the embarking of colonos chinos; and I 

do not doubt that each day new obstacles and difficulties will present themselves.”  He 

further noted that the critics of the “Coolie Trade” in Asia compared it to the “traffic in 

slaves” and mainly did so by focusing on the “horrifying disasters” at sea (i.e., mutinies 

and shipwrecks) that had occurred.18  As feared by the Consul General, the advocacy of 

the China Mail and the Hong Kong Daily Press contributed greatly to Great Britain’s 

decision to forbid the Spanish American coolie trade from the Chinese ports that it 

dominated.19  These papers would continue to criticize the coolie trade until its 

termination at Macao.20  

 Newspapers and magazines in Great Britain and the United States had 

correspondents in Asia and Latin America who wrote pieces that were very unfavorable 

to the interests of Peruvian and Cuban planters and others who relied on coolie labor.  

Edgar C. Holden’s long essay in Harper’s from 1864, in discussing the attempted mutiny 

on board the “Norway,” depicted the Chinese as an inferior people.  Yet, the piece was 

also a clear condemnation of the continuance of the coolie trade.21  Likewise, in 1873, 

London’s Pall Mall Gazette and the New York Evening Post published a report from 

Hong Kong that underscored the abuse, including the kidnapping and whippings, that 

characterized of the coolie trade in Macao.22  The New York Times regularly condemned 

this traffic, as well as the exploitation of these workers once in Cuba and Peru.  As early 

as 1853, this paper criticized the involvement of American ships in the coolie trade and 
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suggested that coolie labor represented a new form of slavery in Spanish America.  The 

daily explained that a Chinese man may have been theoretically free.  However, in reality 

he did not willingly sign his contract, received harsh treatment during the voyage, and 

once in Cuba “his freedom becomes a fiction, –himself an octennial slave.  He receives, 

indeed, a miserable pittance for his services, but during the period of his apprenticeship 

his master has absolute authority over him.  He is at liberty to inflict corporeal 

punishment on him –to dispose of him– to treat him with a cruelty, in fact, which even in 

the case of the negro the law would not permit him to exercise!”23  Dozens of articles of 

this sort appeared in this paper and others throughout the coolie era.24  Ironically, prior to 

abolition in the United States, many American slaveholders, in the pages of southern 

newspapers such as De Bow’s Review, argued against coolie labor in the Americas 

because they feared that these immigrant laborers would undermine the institution of 

slavery.25 

 The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society also took up the cause of ending the 

coolie trade.  The society did not just condemn the trade to Peru and Cuba, but rather the 

trade to all places, including within the British Empire.  The society moved against this 

form of labor by using its main printed organ, the Anti-Slavery Reporter, to publicize the 

outrages committed against the Chinese, Indians, and others.  By the early 1850s, the 
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Anti-Slavery Society had clearly become concerned about the trafficking of these 

workers and the treatment they received in Spanish America.  An article appearing in the 

Anti-Slavery Reporter in 1852 titled “Peru –Chinese Bondsmen” informed its readers that 

the society had “designated the dealings of the Peruvians in importing Chinese as a slave-

trade.”  The article noted that differences existed between the situation of African slaves 

and coolies and that legally the Chinese could not be slaves in Peru, “but all do not go 

voluntarily.”  At this point in time, the Anti-Slavery Reporter had not obtained sufficient 

information from Peru to reach a final verdict on the treatment accorded these workers 

once there.  However, the publishers had reason to believe that it was not good.  “Rumors 

have reached this place,” the piece explained, “and painful indeed they are, of how some 

of them fare.”  The harshness of the guano islands stood out in particular.  The paper 

called on the Peruvian government, as a civilized nation, to enforce the passenger 

regulations and to see to it that these workers received a fairer wage.26  Three years later, 

the Anti-Slavery Reporter brought up the issue of coolies who were suffering in Peru’s 

guanos pits once again, but it also worried about Cuba, where “it has been asserted, upon 

what we believe is good authority, that many of these poor unfortunates have been sold as 

slaves in the public market-places of Havana.”  With respect to both Cuba and Peru, the 

publication concluded that “it is surely time that something should be done to arrest this 

dreadful evil.”27  The Anti-Slavery Society remained focused on this issue for the next 

couple of decades.  Articles in the Anti-Slavery Reporter continued to condemn corrupt 
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Spanish, Cuban, Peruvian, and Portuguese officials, as well as abusive recruiters, ship 

crews, and employers.28  

 Travel narratives by Americans and Britons contributed to the international 

hostility towards Cuba, Spain, and Peru with respect to coolie labor.  Abolitionists wrote 

a number of these books, and even those who were not as staunchly opposed to slavery 

still described a situation in which colonos asiáticos differed little from slaves.  Some of 

these books dealing with Peru included those by the former British consul general 

Thomas J. Hutchinson and the British traveler A.J. Duffield.29  Duffield was by far more 

critical than Hutchinson.  This type of literature was even more abundant for Cuba, and 

the remarks made in these books concerning the situation of the Chinese on the island 

were often even more negative than the ones for Peru. Travelers to Cuba, such as Antonio 

Gallenga, James O’Kelly, Samuel Hazard, Richard Dana, Julia Ward Howe, Henry A. 

Murray, and W.M.L. Jay made a point of highlighting the suffering of the Chinese on the 

island.  A number of them did not hesitate to call coolie labor slavery.30   
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 The British and United States governments became enemies of the coolie trade to 

Spanish America largely because of the assertions of these independent critics and similar 

claims made by their own representatives.  During the 1850s, British officials worried 

about the slave-like practices of coolie recruiters and the terrible conditions during the 

voyage (particularly to Cuba and Peru, but also to the British colonies).  However, at this 

point in time, many still supported a theoretically more humane version of Chinese 

emigration for Spanish America and the British Empire because they believed that the 

global dispersal of Asian laborers would help end the illegal African slave trade and 

provide much needed labor in Britain’s colonies.  With respect to Cuba, the belief was 

that as long as the demand for labor remained high, illicit slave traders would try to fill 

the labor void.  Chinese migration to Cuba would reduce the need for African slaves.  Of 

course, for this to succeed the European powers had to adopt stricter regulations for 

Chinese emigration and would have to enforce them; otherwise, this would turn into a 

new form of slavery.  Moreover, British officials were convinced that they needed the 

Chinese government to formally permit its subjects to emigrate and to work with the 

British government to create a regulated system of emigration.  By 1860, the Anti-

Slavery Society, as well as the United States government in Washington D.C., had grown 

more skeptical of this “Chinese solution” for Spanish America because they did not 

believe that Portugal, Spain, and Peru would ever seriously protect these emigrants.  

Additionally, both entities questioned the treatment of indentured workers in the British 

colonies.  U.S. officials also made the racist argument that the introduction of coolies to 
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the Americas would degrade these societies.  Nevertheless, British officials were hopeful 

for Spanish America and their own empire.31   

 The efforts of British officials in China during the 1850s succeeded to a degree, 

but it was not until the end of the decade that Great Britain achieved a more controlled 

system of emigration from Hong Kong and the Chinese mainland.  Dr. John Bowring, the 

British governor of Hong Kong during the mid 1850s, had become a vocal detractor of 

the behavior of coolie recruiters, including the actions of fellow Britons.  His concerns 

prompted the British parliament to enact the Chinese Passengers Act in 1855, which 

provided a tighter set of regulations for any British ship carrying Asian passengers or 

ships of any nationality that left a British-controlled port transporting these passengers.  

Yet, abuses persisted.  Bowring and others pressured the Chinese government to join 

them in creating a legal and regulated system of Chinese emigration, including for 

contract labor.  In 1858, British and French forces occupied Canton and forced 

government officials there to recognize the right of Chinese subjects to emigrate and 

convinced them to cooperate in regulating this movement of people.  By late 1859, 

British officials had established the “Canton system” of emigration, which placed tighter 

restrictions on voluntary indentured Chinese migration and was permitted by local 

Chinese officials.32  The Canton system drove the Spanish American coolie trade to 

Macao.  The British colonies relied on the Canton system to get coolies, but coolie 
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traffickers supplying Peru and Cuba did not have to follow the same restrictions if they 

moved their business to the Portuguese colony. 

 Consequently, during the 1860s and early 1870s, British officials shifted their 

attention to the coolie trade as practiced in Macao.  As long as the Portuguese refused to 

carefully regulate Chinese emigration from their colony, coolie traffickers would avoid 

the British dominated ports and the horrors of the coolie trade would persist.  Hence the 

need to pressure the Portuguese into taking action.  British diplomats pleaded with 

Portuguese officials to enforce the regulations that would make Chinese emigration from 

this port more humane.  The British parliament debated what exactly to do about Macao; 

the members of the House of Commons seemed to be in agreement that the Spanish 

American coolie trade via the Portuguese colony had to end.  The mutinies and 

shipwrecks occurring during the voyage to Spanish America were of particular concern to 

the British and other Western governments.  In fact, British officials had made it quite 

clear by the early 1870s that they believed the Chinese were justified in rising up and 

murdering the ship captain and crew if they had been taken against their will since the 

Spanish American coolie trade was a form of the slave trade.  In April of 1873, the 

British banned any ship from landing at Hong Kong if it was involved in the coolie trade 

at Macao, even to get supplies before heading to Macao with an empty boat.  Although 

the British government refused to place ultimatums on the Portuguese, it continuously 

pressured them.33  By the fall of 1873, Portugal could not withstand the pressure much 

longer.   
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 The United States government had also become a staunch opponent of the coolie 

trade by the mid 1850s.  Before 1854, the United States did not have its own consuls in 

China and U.S. officials had little direct knowledge of what was happening in China’s 

various ports.  Nevertheless, this began to change in 1855 when Dr. Peter Parker became 

the new U.S. Commissioner to China (the top diplomatic post for China at this time).  

The U.S. government became increasingly concerned with American participation in 

what was becoming understood as another slave trade.  The growing unease produced by 

the letters of consular officials led the Congress to ask President Franklin Pierce in 1856 

for a report on the coolie trade, including American involvement in it.  Despite their 

worries, U.S. consular officials in China believed that they had no legal power to stop 

American involvement in the trade.  However, Commissioner Parker thought otherwise, 

and he began pushing strongly for an end to both American involvement in the trade and 

the trade itself.  At the beginning of 1856, Parker publicly warned that the U.S. 

government would not protect Americans who participated in the coolie trade and, 

instead, punish them if caught.  He justified his policy by claiming that the coolie trade 

was inhumane, threatened U.S.-Chinese relations and American economic interests, hurt 

the United States’ international reputation, was illegal according to Qing law, and was 

too similar to the now illegal African slave trade.  Parker continued to threaten 

punishment to any Americans involved in the trade.  His efforts began to sway public 

opinion against the coolie trade back home in the United States.  He even worried that 

agreements reached with the Qing government that would allow legal emigration would 
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still devolve into an exploitative business.  Parker did not succeed in curbing the trade or 

even American participation in it during his tenure in China, but he did begin the 

process.34  In fact, Spanish authorities had become rather alarmed by the possible effects 

of his efforts.35 

 Once Parker ended his tenure in China in 1857, other U.S. officials began to 

attack the coolie trade.  Parker’s replacement, William B. Reed paid just as close 

attention to this issue.  Reed encouraged the Chinese government to work with him to 

stop the trade and he also insisted that it was illegal for American ships to transport 

indentured Asians because it was a form of the slave trade.  In trying to sway the White 

House and American public opinion against the coolie trade, Reed, like Parker, 

emphasized the horrors that occurred at sea –from the terrible conditions and beatings 

onboard the ships to the mutinies in the middle of the ocean.  Following his negative 

beliefs about the Chinese as a people, he also argued that Chinese immigration to Cuba 

and elsewhere would degrade these societies and lead to bloody rebellions caused by the 

exploitation of an inferior race.  Much to the chagrin of Reed, he never received the full 

backing of the national government in Washington D.C. to go after American ships.  

Without this support, John E. Ward, who took over for Reed in 1858, was unwilling to try 

to ban American participation in this traffic.  Nevertheless, he still attempted to prevent 

Americans from overcrowding ships and forcing individuals to leave against their will.  

The efforts of American diplomats in China, the increasingly bad publicity in the press 

about the coolie trade, and fears of populating the Americas with an “inferior race” led 
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the U.S. Congress, as well as Confederate leaders, to begin debating seriously the 

banning of American participation in the coolie trade by the early 1860s.  In 1862, 

Congress finally outlawed the importation of Chinese coolies to the United States and the 

involvement of Americans in the Chinese coolie trade to any other place.36  The Civil 

War prevented the U.S. government from taking further action against the Macao coolie 

trade for several years.  However, in 1867, a Senate Resolution publicly condemned what 

was occurring in the Portuguese colony and claimed that it was the United States’ 

obligation to “prevent the further introduction of coolies in this hemisphere, or the 

adjacent islands [i.e., the Americas].”  The United States also willingly partnered with the 

British to pressure the Portuguese to close the port of Macao.37  

 With respect to the Chinese working in Cuba and Peru, British and American 

officials residing in these two places regularly informed their superiors back in 

Washington D.C. and London of their concern for this group.  For example, the British 

chargé de’affaires in Lima sent a damning report and Peruvian newspaper clippings back 

to the Foreign Office in 1869.  To the horror of the Peruvian press and the British 

diplomat, a Peruvian planter had supposedly branded forty-eight colonos asiáticos as if 

they were cattle in order to make it easier to track them down if they ran away.  The 

government in London then had British representatives in Lisbon use this information to 

pressure the Portuguese into curbing the coolie trade in Macao.38  The accusations 

apparently turned out to be false, but it still provided the British government with 

additional ammunition to challenge the coolie trade and the Peruvian reliance on these 
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laborers.  Correspondence from Havana painted a similar picture.  The British consul 

general wrote back to the Foreign Office in 1871 that, “Chinese immigration, as it is 

carried on here, is so faulty that it can never lead to a successful colonisation of Cuba.”  

The presence of these immigrant laborers, he explained, did little to undermine the 

institution of slavery because “the Chinese under contract here on the plantations are, 

with perhaps a very few exceptions, treated pretty much as slaves.”  He also noted that 

“the condition of obligatory and continuous servitude to which they are now subjected, if 

they desire to remain in Cuba after the completion of their primitive contract, is 

tantamount to slavery; and it is contrary to common sense to suppose that free men will 

voluntarily submit to it.”39  Reports like these contributed to the British effort to 

undermine the coolie labor system in Cuba and Peru. 

U.S. diplomats in Cuba were quick to warn their home governments about what 

was occurring with respect to Asian indentured laborers.  As early as July of 1855, the 

U.S. consul in Havana had suggested to his superiors in the State Department that the 

coolie trade was another slave trade and that American ships were partaking in this 

endeavor –something he hoped would end.40  The consul explained, “The subject of 

immigration into this Island is daily becoming more worthy of serious consideration.”  

He observed that the “Chinese are coming in fast, and according to reliable information 

given me, these laborers, are on some plantations treated no better, and even worse than 

negro slaves.”  The consul also challenged the notion that the importation of the Chinese 
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was doing anything to “diminish the trade in African negroes.”41  In September, the 

consul reported that he and the British consul general both worried that the slaves on the 

island looked up to the indentured Asians and would rise up together.42  Three years later, 

the U.S. consul was still troubled by the landing of American coolie ships in Havana and 

not sure what he could do about it.43  Consular dispatches in the 1860s and 1870s 

continued to express concern for the condition of indentured Asians on the island and 

frame the Chinese situation as being one of “slavery.”44  A letter from December of 1872 

was particularly negative.  “The coolie trade to this Island is nothing more nor less than a 

second edition of the old African slave trade, and after their arrival they are sold to the 

highest bidder, (going through the farce of a contract for eight years),” wrote the consul.  

He continued, “This traffic is a disgrace to civilized nations and it has reached the point 

at which it deserves the most positive condemnation by free and enlightened nations.”45   

American officials in Peru did not hesitate to make comparable assertions.  In 

1870, the U.S. consul in Callao expressed great concern for the colonos asiáticos working 

on the guano islands.  Employers did not adequately feed or clothe these workers and 

even when the Chinese were too weak to stand, their supervisors forced them to pick at 

the rocks while on their knees.  He also noted that the Chinese had a tendency to commit 

suicide because of so much suffering and that a guard was always on duty to try to 
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prevent them from killing themselves.46  Several years earlier, General Hovey, the U.S. 

consul general in Peru, had corresponded with other U.S. officials and conveyed that 

Peruvians treated coolies as if they were slaves, including whipping them for minor 

infractions.  With his letter he enclosed copies of statements made by Chinese immigrants 

or their supporters that emphasized the abuse these workers experienced.47  In fact, in 

letters to their superiors, these diplomats repeatedly made claims such as “Chinese labor 

in this Republic is little less than a system of slavery.”48  U.S. officials in Peru also sent 

letters to the Chinese government in Peking with enclosed copies of complaints made by 

coolies and ex-coolies.49  American officials in Peru and Cuba were definitely no friends 

of the coolie labor system.   

The Chinese government also opposed the Spanish American coolie trade –as 

well as the British coolie trade for a time.  However, during much of this period it had 

little power to do anything about this traffic.  Technically, Qing law banned Chinese 

emigration, and through the 1850s, the imperial government pointed to this law and 

instructed local officials to enforce it.  In addition to opposing emigration as a matter of 

principle, the Qing government feared reaching any accord with the European powers 

over the issue of emigration because they had not fared well in previous treaties, with the 

treaty-port outcome of the Opium War (i.e., opening up designated Chinese ports to 

Westerners) being the most recent example.  Before 1855, local officials avoided the 
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issue as well, but, following popular riots in Amoy in 1852 and increasing support from 

U.S. officials in China, they began to harass coolie recruiters.   

Nevertheless, Chinese officials had limited success as long as the British were 

unwilling to thoroughly crack down on the coolie trade, which they would not do until 

the Chinese government worked with them to establish a controlled system of emigration 

that could still provide the British colonies with laborers.  The British and French took 

over Canton in 1858 and local Chinese officials began working with the European 

powers to establish a regulated system of emigration.  Two years later, British and French 

forces invaded Peking and forced the Qing emperor to sign a treaty permitting the so-

called Canton system of emigration.  Popular riots in Shanghai against coolie traders the 

year before also spurred the imperial government to accept the 1860 agreement.  The 

Qing government now accepted emigration to the British colonies, but Cuba and Peru 

were not a part of the Canton system.  The trade to these two places shifted to Macao 

since it was completely outside of Chinese control.  Soon thereafter, the Chinese 

governor general of Guangdong province, Lao Ch’ung-kuang, worked tirelessly to 

restrict all Chinese emigration on the mainland to Canton by sending out military patrols 

and calling on all consular officials to stop coolie ships from leaving other ports until he 

had established supervised systems of emigration in these other places.  In 1866, the 

imperial government pushed for and obtained British and French support for even 

tougher regulations on the coolie trade out of China.  Macao remained a problem.  

However, beginning in 1872, Jui-lin, the governor general of Guangdong province, had 

agents inspect all ships headed from Canton to Macao, sent out patrols to specifically 

stop ships with Chinese passengers from landing at Macao, began arresting foreign and 
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native coolie recruiters from Macao who entered his territory, and even blockaded Macao 

for a while.  On their own, Chinese officials could not have stopped the Spanish 

American coolie trade, but they effectively harassed it.   

Concerned that they would lose access to Chinese labor, Spain and Peru sent 

delegations to China in 1872 and reached agreements with the Qing several years later.  

However, these treaties did not permit indentured laborers to participate in this migration 

–only free and willing laborers could go.  Moreover, as part of this process, Spain and 

Peru agreed to the visits of Chinese-led commissions to Cuba and Peru to examine the 

condition of the Qing’s subjects in these two places.  The delegates visited Cuba and Peru 

after the closing of Macao in 1874.  Their published report on Cuba two years later 

strongly condemned the coolie labor system and made it much harder for Spain and Peru 

to reopen the coolie trade later that decade.  Thus, the closing of Macao, the stipulations 

of the emigration treaties, and the findings of the commission’s report combined to make 

it nearly impossible for Cuba and Peru to import more colonos asiáticos.  The only 

Chinese who could enter would be free immigrants who chose to go on their own and had 

not already signed a labor contract.  Despite the wishes of planters and other members of 

these two societies, few Chinese chose to go to Cuba and Peru in the post-Macao era.50  

 As mentioned above, the Portuguese closed Macao to the coolie trade in March of 

1874 (the decree went out in December of the previous year.)  Before the late 1860s, the 

Portuguese had shown little concern for Chinese indentured workers leaving Macao.  

However, international pressure forced Portuguese officials in Macao, Cuba, and Peru, to 

                                                
50 Robert L. Irick offers the most complete examination of the role of the Chinese government in ending 
the coolie trade.  See Irick, Ch’ing Policy. 
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become more concerned with the practices of coolie recruiters, transporters, and 

employers.  The Portuguese had benefited for quite some time from the coolie trade, and 

there is no doubt that officials in Macao had personally profited from working with 

recruiters.  Nevertheless, it was becoming increasingly apparent that other Portuguese 

economic interests in the Far East and with the Britsh were at stake.  Moreover, during 

the final years of the trade, an increasing number of Portuguese officials seemed 

genuinely concerned with the humanitarian issues central to the trade.  When the 

Portuguese consul general in Peru heard that a patrón had supposedly branded forty-eight 

colonos asiáticos upon arriving from Macao, he immediately demanded that the Peruvian 

government investigate and punish the planter if the story were true.  The consul general 

then proceeded to forward the story to the governor of Macao.  The top official in Macao 

reacted by banning the coolie trade to Peru for several months.51  When José María Eça 

de Queiroz took over the Portuguese consulate in Havana, Cuba’s Chinese population 

immediately gained a friend.  Eça de Queiroz, an abolitionist, opposed the coolie labor 

system and went out of his way to protect post-contract asiáticos.  He warned his 

superiors in Lisbon that the Cubans had turned the Chinese into slaves.  He also began 

giving ex-coolies Portuguese passports so that they could claim Portuguese citizenship 

instead of Chinese citizenship and avoid Cuba’s forced re-contracting law.  His efforts 

undoubtedly contributed to the Portuguese decision to ban the coolie trade from Macao.52  

By December of 1873, Lisbon could not allow the trade to go on and the Portuguese 

governor of Macao decreed its end. 
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Aftermath 

Without question, the end of the coolie trade to Cuba and Peru involved various 

international actors.  Yet, a different factor predominated.  As Juan Pérez de la Riva 

accurately notes, “It was the coolies themselves, fighting with boldness for their 

liberation, as much at sea as in Cuba’s countryside, who made the continuation of the 

system impossible; European progressive opinion learned to understand them and support 

them, and these actions together accelerated the end of the odious traffic.”53  The 

development of an international anti-coolie movement, closely aligned with abolitionism, 

and the emergence of the Chinese state as a legitimate international actor made it difficult 

for Cuba and Peru to maintain the coolie labor system.  However, through their acts of 

resistance, the Chinese made these players aware of what was happening in Macao, on 

coolie ships, and in Spanish America.  The Chinese refused to accept their situation of 

bondage.  Because they were not passive, their nightmare ended much sooner than it 

would have otherwise. 

That said, the end of the coolie trade in 1874 did not mean the immediate end of 

coolie labor in Cuba and Peru.  Thousands of Chinese were still under contract.  Cuban 

and Peruvian elites hoped to re-establish the coolie trade, but the treaties Peru and Spain 

signed with China (Peru in 1875 and ratified in 1876, Cuba in 1877 and ratified in 1878) 

no longer permitted the importation of contract laborers; only free emigrants could leave 

for these two places.  Moreover, following their ratification, the Qing government 

stationed representatives in Cuba and Peru for the first time to protect its subjects.  

Unable to get more Chinese indentured workers, the coolie labor system would have to 
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end eventually.  That said, Cuba had a forced re-contracting law, which could have still 

kept many Chinese working for quite some time.  However, the Pact of Zanjón that ended 

the Ten Years War terminated the contracts of all of the colonos asiáticos who had 

fought on the side of the rebels and they no longer had to re-contract.  The remaining 

coolies still had to finish their contracts and re-contract, but only for a little while longer.  

As the Spanish government moved toward the establishment of the patronato (an eight-

year apprenticeship before freedom for all slaves, established in 1880, and soon reduced 

to six years) in the wake of the Ten Years War, they also dismantled the coolie labor 

system.  In July of 1879, the Spanish government freed all the Chinese doing public 

works in the depósitos and no longer demanded that the remaining several thousand 

colonos asiáticos sign new contracts.54  Without a forced re-contracting law in Peru, 

coolie labor in this country would reach its end at about the same time as in Cuba.55  

 By 1886, slavery and coolie labor were essentially gone in Cuba and Peru.  Elites 

in both societies had held on to coolies and slaves as long as they could.  Slavery had 

ended much earlier in Peru, but coolie labor lasted about the same time there as it did in 

the Spanish colony.  In both places, coolie labor had helped stave off the adoption of 

genuine free labor.  However, part of the justification for this labor system had been that 

it was free labor.  The perpetuation of coolie labor had required praise for the principles 

of free labor and once colonos asiáticos were no longer available, it was nearly 

impossible for these two societies to regress in terms of labor relations.  Thus, in the 

                                                                                                                                            
53  Ibid., 171. 
54 Ibid., 307-314. 
55 Humberto Rodríguez Pastor, Hijos del Celeste Imperio (1850-1900): Migración, agricultura, mentalidad 
y explotación, 2nd ed. (Lima: Sur Casa de Estudios del Socialismo, 2001), 117-123. 
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wake of the end of coolie labor (and slavery in Cuba), Cuban and Peruvian elites had to 

rely on new ways of organizing labor.  Some relied on sharecroppers, work gangs, and in 

Peru the enganche system (first with ex-coolies and then with the indigenous population).  

These were still exploitative forms of labor, but employer reliance on physical abuse 

decreased and the mobility of these workers increased as compared to slaves and coolies.  

Other employers turned to actual free labor.56  Thus, the Chinese clearly played a 

transitional role in terms of labor relations in Cuba and Peru.  They helped stave off free 

labor, but they also opened the door to this form of labor.  In no way do I claim that 

exploitation was eliminated after the end of the coolie labor system, but the reality is that 

the bargaining power and mobility of laborers improved after the end of coolie labor, and 

this was the result of various factors.   

However, the actions of the Chinese were front and center.  They did not resign 

themselves to a fate of bondage.  Indentured Asian laborers knew that they were 

supposed to be free men, and they did whatever they could to make this a reality.  

Colonos asiáticos resisted their exploitation on a regular basis through everyday methods 

(i.e., protest, theft, sabotage, running away) and through more radical means (i.e., suicide, 

assault, murder, mass rebellion).  These actions began on board coolie ships and 

continued once in Spanish America.  Although these efforts bore limited immediate fruit 

for an individual coolie, in the long run they helped increase domestic and international 

concern for their plight.  Due to the resistance of the Chinese, patrones, coolie traders, 
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and government officials in Peru, Cuba, and Spain found it increasingly difficult to 

defend this system of labor.  International observers could not ignore what was happening 

in Macao, Latin America, and ou in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans; so they 

increasingly called for the end of the coolie trade.  The port of Macao finally closed in 

1874 and the indentured labor system fully ended in the next decade.  The Chinese 

themselves had played a central role in undermining this labor system in Spanish 

America.

                                                                                                                                            
Hijos del Celeste Imperio, 117-168; Rebecca J. Scott, Slave Emancipation in Cuba: The Transition to Free 
Labor, 1860-1899 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1985), 227-254. 
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